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SUSPENSION OF MEDICAL RESEARCH AT
WEST LOS ANGELES AND SEPULVEDA VA
MEDICAL FACILITIES AND INFORMED CON-
SENT AND PATIENT SAFETY IN VA MEDICAL
RESEARCH

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 1999

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, and

Subcommittee on Health,
Committee on Veterans’ Affairs,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

334, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Terry Everett (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Everett, Buyer, Steams, Moran,
McKeon, Brown, Gutierrez, Snyder, Rodriguez, Shows, and Doyle.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TERRY EVERETT, CHAIRMAN,
SUBMCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS
Mr. Everett (presiding). The hearing will come to order.
Good morning. This hearing will examine the suspension on

March 22, 1999, of all medical research at the VA’s West Los Ange-
les Medical Facility. We will also examine informed consent issues
in VA medical research, generally.

After learning of the suspension of the research. Chairman Cliff

Steams of the Health Committee, and Ranking Democratic Mem-
ber Corrine Brown of the Oversight and Investigations Subcommit-
tee, and I were extremely concerned, and decided to have an expe-
dited joint hearing. We wanted a public report on what happened,
and what is being done about the situation. Obviously, the VA has
failed to protect our veterans at the West Los Angeles Medical Re-
search Facility. We know that much already.
The Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations has been con-

ducting oversight of VA patient safety issues as part of its over-
sight plan, and I regret to say that this is a major patient safety
issue. This is the most serious trouble in VA medical research in
meuiy, many years. For the VA, the suspension is imprecedented.
VA medical research is too important not to do it right. It has given
veterans and all Americans many pioneering advances in medicine.
We insist that the VA find out what the problems are, and correct
them.
We also insist that those who are responsible be identified, and

held accountable, something the VA has not been consistent in

(1 )
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doing. The issue before us today revolves around veterans given in-

formed consent before participating in medical research. Without
informed consent, no veteran can properly be a research subject.
The concerns about informed consent go straight back to the awful
things the Nazis did to people during the holocaust, and called it

medical research. The civilized world vowed that it would never
happen again, and in 1949 made a statement on the Nuremberg
code to establish ethical guidelines for human medical research. I

am deeply disturbed, and appalled by the report that four veterans
at West Los Angeles VA were the victims of medical research with-
out consent whatsoever. One of the veterans even refused consent.
These veterans, who will not be publicly identified, were old and
sick, and three out of four had psychiatric conditions. They were
particularly vulnerable, and a VA doctor took advantage of them.
Their faces are the faces of veterans in the VA hospitals across the
country. The subcommittee demanded an explanation, and account-
ability. These outrageous crimes against our veterans must not
happen again.
Our witnesses today are from HHS Office for Protection from Re-

search Risks, from the VA’s Washington office, and from the West
Los Angeles VA. Also, we have a panel of experts in medical re-

search euudous to give us their evaluation. At this time, I will rec-

ognize the distinguished Chairman of the Subcommittee for Health,
Mr. Stearns.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFF STEARNS, CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

Mr. Stearns. Good morning, and thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

think you have outlined the position of our two joint committees
this morning. For many of us, it has been quite a disappointment
to understand this because the VA has long prided itself on the
quality of its medical research program. In fret, a few of us went
over to tour the Washington Veterans’ Hospital here, and met with
the Assistant Chief of Staff for Research, Dr. Levine, and many of
us felt there was a lot of good research being done there. But, of
course, the revelations leading to today’s hearing raise some very,
very troubling questions.

It is natural to ask whether attention to patient protection is as
lax at other VA centers as, apparently, it was at West Los Angeles.
We don’t know the answer to that question because for too long it

appears research has operated under a so-called trust relationship.
Obviously, this trust relationship broke down at one hospital that
we know of.

VA officials have been on notice, though, of the potential for this
problem. So, this should not be totally a surprise to them. A retired
NIH official appearing before our committee in a 1994 hearing on
VA radiation research testified to VA’s very limited oversight of pa-
tient protections. Let me quote to you this morning, Mr. Chairman,
what he said. “In the Department of Veterans Affairs, you have one
part-time official who looks after the implementation of the regula-
tions in all of the VA hospitals. That man works nights; he works
weekends, but that is not enough. He needs a staff. There is no
trained investigator in the Department of Veterans Affairs to inves-
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tigate complaints. We only have two in the Department of Health
and Human Services.”

Dr. Kizer has devoted considerable attention, during his tenure,
to the issue of patient safety in VA facilities. So, many of us will

be very anxious to hear from Dr. KLzer on the third panel.
Research, as all of us know, is a key VA mission, but obviously

we need to safeguard the patients and make sure these safeguards
are in place so that all patients are protected against undue risks

in research.

So, Mr. Chairman, together with my staff, we commend you for

this hearing, and we look forward to hearing from all the panelists.

Thank you.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. I now recognize the ranking member

of our Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee, Ms. Corrine
Brown for any opening remarks she may have.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CORRINE BROWN
Ms. Brown. Thank you. Chairman Everett, and members of the

committee. We all know that VA research has made major con-
tributions to healthcare for veterans, and to healthcare in general.
VA medical care, supplemented by VA research, is a significant

part of any intelligent discussion of healthcare in America. VA re-

search has produced major breakthroughs, including the pace-
maker, the first kidney transplant in the United States, the CAT
scan, and the MRI scan, the vaccination for hepatitis, the first suc-

cessful drug treatment for TB, high blood pressure, and schizophre-
nia, lighter and more responsive prostheses for amputees, kidney,
and home dialysis techniques, 'mese are medical advances the
whole world needs to be using today. There will be more.
Congress has faith in VA research. However, veterans check into

the VA for care, not to give scientists help with experiments. When
veterans at the VA agree to take part in experiments, the veterans
should be helped. They must be the right subject, not merely the
most convenient ones. Research at the West LA VA Medical Center
appears to have crossed the line set forth in law and regulation.

Congress will not tolerate this.

In addition, whenever an urban hospital performs life-endanger-
ing procedures on its patients without the consent. Congress must
ask very serious questions. I am concerned that patients who are
poor, who have no other recourse for medical treatment, and are
heavily weighted toward minority population have become too
available for experiments that may serve science, but not the veter-
ans who have already given more than this Nation asked for.

The purpose of this hearing is to learn from what has happened
in West LA and the rest of the Greater Los Angeles system—is

West LA an exception or is it a glaring example of a system-wide
problem? What assurances cam VA give us that the situation in
West LA is being corrected, and that requirements set forth in law
and regulations are applied and enforced throughout the VA net-
work? I believe these issues before us boil down to two questions:
Are current research rules adequate for protecting veterans, includ-
ing older and mentally ill veterans, and are the rules seriously in
force? I look forward to getting some answers this morning. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Everett. Thank the gentle lady. Now, I recognize the rank-
ing Democrat on the Health Subcommittee, Mr. Gutierrez, for any
opening remarks he may have.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LUIS V. GUTIERREZ
Mr. Gutierrez. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thsink

the witnesses for being today, and I hope this heeiring will give us
the opportunity to find out what transpired at the Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in West Los Angeles and Sepulveda.

I am deeply disturbed that the reports of veterans being ex-

ploited by staff at VA hospitals for research purposes. These are
very serious allegations which suggest that doctors put aside their
consciences and medical responsioilities to achieve personal gain.

Thousands of veterans in this country rely on the VA for medical
care and treatment. I recognize that many importsmt medical ad-
vances have come from VA research. Many veterans welcome the
opportunity to participate in medical research programs that offer

them the most advanced treatment available. But if informed con-
sent requirements for veteran patients are not respected, and re-

searchers are not held accountable for their unethical research
practices, VA research should cease to continue.
Much to my dismay, I believe the VA is in crisis, and that the

f

)roblems identified at West Los Angeles and Sepulveda reflect

arger problems, Mr. Chairman. As we know the Department of
Veterans Affairs is facing a severe budget constraint. The lack of
proper funding has led to the reduction of medical staff at VA hos-

E
itals by the thousands, and are projected in the coming year to

e 7,500. It is not uncommon for a veteran to wait months to see
a doctor for an examination or over a year to get treatment.

I also miderstand that some VA hospital administrators are re-

ceiving bonuses, Mr. Chairman, in their contracts, bonuses which
are directly related to eliminating nurses, physician assistants, and
medical staff because they are meeting the goals of cutting costs.

I am very concerned that the severe budget crisis the VA is facing
is responsible for creating a system where mistakes, abuse, and
consistent inadequate caire is the norm for our veterans.
In this specific case, if we find the patients were, in fact, used

for research purposes by their doctors without consent, or in viola-

tion of strict medical regulations, we must hold those doctors ac-

countable. We must also make every effort to ensure that if illegal

and unethical violations were committed by medical staff, such
crimes—I underscore the word “crimes,”— must never occur again
at any VA facility. But the work must not stop there.

Patient care should be our most important priority. Mr. Chair-
man, the VA has many doctors auid nurses who are dedicated to

their jobs, and the patients they serve. Perhaps these men and
women do not receive the recognition they deserve. However, this

specific case should serve as a wake-up call for the entire system.
Our VA healthcare system is failing our veterans. More funding,
more programs, more oversight, and more dedication to our veter-
ans is desperately needed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Dr. Snyder, any remarks you may

have? If you care to submit something for the record, please do so.

Mr. Moran?
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Because of the nature of some of toda3^s testimony, the witness
panels will be sworn in for their testimony. I ask witnesses to
please limit their oral testimony to 5 minutes. Your complete writ-
ten statement will be made part of the official hearing record. I

also ask that we hold all questions imtil the entire panel has
testified.

At this time, I would like to recognize Panel I: Dr. Tom Puglisi,
Director, Division of Human Subject Protections, Office for Protec-
tion from Research Risks, National Institute of Health in the De-
partment of Health and Human Services, and ask him to please in-

troduce his staff.

TESTIMONY OF J. THOMAS PUGLISI, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
HUMAN SUBJECT PROTECTIONS, OFFICE FOR PROTECTION
FROM RESEARCH RISKS, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF
HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES;
ACCOMPANIED BY GARY B. ELLIS, DIRECTOR, OFFICE FOR
PROTECTION FROM RESEARCH RISKS, NATIONAL INSTI-
TUTES OF HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES

TESTIMONY OF J. THOMAS PUGUSI
Mr. Puglisi. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittees,

I am Tom Puglisi, Director of the Division of HurnEin Subject Pro-
tections in NIH’s Office for Protection from Research Risks, OPRR.
I am accompanied by Gary B. Ellis, OPRR’s director. Dr. Ellis

chairs the Inter-Agency Human Subjects Committee of which the
VA is an active member, in the person of Dr. Tim Gerrity, whom
you will hear from later this morning.
Mr. Everett. Dr. Puglisi, will you please repeat after me?
[Witness sworn.]
Mr. Everett. Themk you. Please go ahead.
Mr. Puglisi. This spring marks the 25th anniversary of the 1994

Department of Health ana Human Services Reflations for Protec-
tion of Human Subjects. In 1991, the core HHS regulations were
adopted by other departments and agencies, including the Depart-
ment of Veterans Affairs, as the Federal Policy, Common Rule, for
the protection of human subjects. Today the Common Rule is

shared by 17 departments and agencies covering most, but not all.

Federally-sponsored human subjects research.
The Common Rule provides three key protections for human sub-

jects: First, research must be reviewed and fproved by a duly con-
stituted Institutional Review Board. Second, researcher must ob-
tain and document subjects’ informed consent. Federal regulations
require that informed consent include eight specific elements of in-

formation. Any researcher who recruit a subject without conveying
all eight of these required elements is not obtedning informed con-
sent. Tlurd, resefch institutions must provide the Federal Govern-
ment with a satisfactory Assurance of Compliance. An Assurance
is a written commitment to adhere to basic ethical principles, and
to the requirements of the Human Subjects regulations. Under the
Common Rule, OPRR has authority to approve Assurances for Fed-
eral-wide use. Other Common Rule deps^ments or agencies may
approve Assurances for research that they themselves support.
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From 1987 to 1998, the VA West Los Angeles and the VA Sepul-
veda held separate Federal-wide Assurances approved by OPRR.
Upon their merger, OPRR approved a new Assurance for the VA
Greater Los Angeles Health Care System which includes both
facilities.

On March 22 of this year, OPRR deactivated that AssurEmce.
What led to OPRR’s action? In 1993, OPRR received an allegation
that informed consent procedures for psychiatric research at West
Los Angeles failed to meet regulatory standards. OPRR found nu-
merous informed consent documents lacking basic required infor-

mation, and ordered correction of these deficiencies.

In Jemuary 1995, I led a follow-up site visit to the West Los An-
geles facility. The site visit revealed a number of serious defi-

ciencies in the Institutional Review Board’s operating procedures.
OPRR required additional corrective actions. In April 1998, OPRR
requested updated documentation regarding these required actions.

Review of this information revealed continuing serious deficiencies

in hiunan subject protection procedures.
As a result, OPRR deactivated the VA Greater Los Angeles

Health Care S3r8tem Assurance. This action removed the Assurance
required for conduct of Federally-supported human subjects re-

search. HHS supported human subjects research may resume at
the VA Greater I^s Angeles Health Care System only under new
Assurance mechanisms that entail more stringent oversight by
OPRR.
As I indicated previously, OPRR has authority under the Com-

mon Rule for approving Assurances at HHS-supported institutions

for Federal-wide use. At present, 41 VA facilities hold Assurances
that are approved by OPRR for Federal-wide use. Some 50 VA fa-

cilities are covered under other Assurance mechanisms that are
limited to specific categories of HHS-supported research.
OPRR is currently conducting three compliance investigations

that involve other VA facilities, specifically the James A. Haley VA
Hospital which is conducting research in association with the Uni-
versity of South Florida in Tampa, the Philadelphia VA Medical
Center, and the Cincinnati VA Medical Center which is conducting
research in association with the University of Cincinnati. I am not
able to comment further on these ongoing investigations because
OPRR has not yet reached any determinations of fact in these
cases.

OPRR recently completed a complex investigation of several
HHS-supported psychiatric research projects at the VA Medical
Center in the Bronx, New York, research that was conducted with
the Mt. Sinai Medical Center. Although deficiencies were identi-

fied, OPRR has now determined that appropriate corrective actions
have been implemented for current and future research. OPRR has
neither an immediate nor an historical basis for distinguishing
compUance of VA medical centers as a class from that of other bio-

medical and behavioral research institutions.

It is clear, however, that VA medical centers have a profound ob-
ligation to ensure that our Nation’s veterans are afforded the high-
est levels of protection when they become human subjects. To the
extent that any VA research involves any veteran subject who may
be vulnerable for any reason—^for example, because of illness, eco-
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nomic disadvantage, mental disability, because of institutionaliza-
tion or for any other reason, the VA has a very special responsibil-
ity to provide particularly stringent protections. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman. We are pleased to answer any cmestions you may have
about safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects.

[The prepared statement of Mr. PugUsi appears on p. 95.]

Mr. Everett. Thank you very much for your testimony, and for

appearing here today.
West LA is the first VA research facility to be actually sus-

pended, is that correct?

Mr. IHjglisi. That is correct.

Mr. Everett. How many have been on probation in recent years,
and which ones?
Mr. PuGLisi. I do not believe we have had other VA medical cen-

ters on probation in recent years, although we did conduct a long
investigation of the psychiatric research at the Bronx VA. It wasn’t
actually on probation.
Mr. Everett. I will get to that in a moment, if you don’t mind.

What other research operations outside the VA have been sus-
pended in recent years—outside the VA?
Mr. PUGLISI. Outside the VA, we have most recently suspended

research at Rush Presbyterian Medical Center. We have also sus-
pended certain classes of research at a number of other facilities

over the past 10 years or so.

Mr. Ellis. About 34 facilities have been either restricted or sus-
pended by OPRR in some way through the last 9 years.
Mr. Everett. Last 9 years? Getting to the Bronx situation, what

were the problems at the Bronx VA/Mt. Sinai you describe on page
8 of your testimony, were they similar to the West Los Angeles?
Mr. PUGLISI. In the case of the Bronx VA, we received allegations

that informed consent documents failed to disclose the very serious
risks related to certedn psychiatric challenge studies that were
being conducted there. We were also informed that informed con-
sent documents, and the informed consent process didn’t make
clear that there might be alternatives to participating that might
be beneficial to subjects. We essentially confirmed those allegations
for a number of studies conducted at the Bronx VA, and required
the Bronx VA and Mt. Sinai to institute corrective actions, not only
in the informed consent process but also to establish some specif
oversight mechanisms for those types of very risky studies.

Mr. Everett. You are opening investigations into three other VA
research facilities, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, and Tampa. What is

the criteria for raening those?
Mr. PUGLISI. OPRR investigates any allegation of non-compliance

that appears to be credible. If the complainant comes forward with
specific allegations that name an institution, and characterize re-
search well enough that we can identify it, we pursue that
coimilaint.

Mr. Everett. The Long Beach, CA VA seems to relate to an
OPRR restriction on research and drug addiction, a treatment
being conducted by Dr. Walter Ling in Southern California. What
can you tell the subcommittee about that?
Mr. PUGLISI. I can tell you that this research was funded through

the Friends Research Institute on the west coast. We found that
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the Institutional Review Board procedures that Friends was using
failed to meet our standards. Tlie Institutional Review Board did
not consistently have a quorum or consist of members who were
scientifically qualified to review the type of research that was being
conducted. We also found that informed consent documents were
not complete, and so forth. We took action against Friends to re-

move Friends’ Assurance and require that research conducted
through Friends be subject to special oversight by OPRR, which re-

quired that we review the protocols and informed consent docu-

ments ourselves after their Institutional Review Board had acted.

Mr. Everett. Was OPRR aware of the case of VA medical re-

search at West LA to perform research on veterans without con-

sent; and, was that a reportable situation under Federal Regula-
tions; and, how did OPRR learn about the situation; how serious
is it; and, finally, how could anyone allow that doctor to continue
doing research on hiunan subjects?

Mr. PUGLISI. I believe you are referring to the cardiology re-

search that has recently received media attention. That research
was not reported to us. We did not learn about it until we saw it

in the media. It was reportable to us imder the Assurance of Com-
pliance that was in place at the VA at the time it occurred, so it

should have been reported to us, and was not.

Mr. Everett. Can OPRR bar particular researchers from doing
human research?
Mr. PUGLISI. OPRR cannot bar individual researchers from doing

research. OPRR can prevent Department of Health and Human
Services funds firom flowing to an individual investigator to support
reseeirch, but beyond the withdrawal of HHS funds, OPRR would
have no jurisdiction over privately funded research or research
funded by another agency that wasn’t boimd to an OPRR-approved
Assurance.
Mr. Everett. I see my yellow light on, so we are going to have

a second round for the members. At this time, I will ask Chairman
Steams for his questions.
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Ellis, how long

have you been in your present position?

Mr. Ellis. Six and a half years.
Mr. Stearns. Six and a half years. Dr. Puglisi has mentioned

some of these problems dating back to 1993; were you on board at

that time?
Mr. Ellis. Yes, I was. I remember the initiation of the particular

case at West Los Angeles, yes.

Mr. Stearns. What was your feeling when you saw this?

Mr. Ellis. Well, the initial allegation was linked with an ongoing
case at the University of California Los Angeles, which involved
schizophrenia research, and so it didn’t come in isolation. It was
weightier than a free-standing allegation—that is a term I am just

inventing—and, so we took this very seriously. We know the insti-

tutions are located across the street from each other. We knew we
had problems at UCLA; we know many investigators have joint ap-

pointments at the VA and UCLA, so it had a certain gravity to it.

The case at West Los Angeles unfolded rather slowly. We did a site

visit. Dr. Puglisi led it, in 1995. It was marked by non-responsive-
ness by the institution through months and years.
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Mr. Stearns. Well, Dr. Puglisi has pointed out that there is evi-

dence of that VA medical centers in Tampa, Philadelphia, and Cin-
cinnati have had similar problems. Doesn’t that make you want to

put in place a system to get some action here, and why wasn’t that
done?
Mr. Ellis. Most important, as Dr. Puglisi noted, is that we don’t

have any basis either now or through the decade for distinguishing
VA research facilities firom all the biomedical and behavioral re-

search facilities that we oversee. To the extent that our current
system has gaps, our current system of oversight of VA facilities

has gaps. I do think it is important to say we really can’t distin-

guish VAs, as a class, as being better or worse than other places.

We have a system of trust, and, as it has been characterized in the
opening remarks as in question. That still appears to be the best
system, the most reliable system we can manage, given the enor-
mity of the biomedical and behavioral research enterprise, and the
effort that the Government devotes to monitoring it.

Mr. Stearns. You mention this system of trust, which is to pro-

tect the subjects from research risks. After what you heard in 1993,
didn’t it occur to you that, perhaps, you should set up routine au-
diting or compliance of regulations? Isn’t that your responsibility?

Mr. Ellis. Well, again, given the enormity of the research enter-

prise, the system that the Government has developed is based on
trust. We extract a solemn promise from the institutions, we hold
them responsible, and we investigate complaints. We have about 67
open investigations now; we do about three or four site visits a
year. This is on a baseline of several thousand, 3,000 to 4,000 insti-

tutions, tens of thousands of projects, and an unknown number of

human subjects. So, we do the best we can.

Mr. Stearns. Well, you talk about this system of trust. Don’t you
rely on local institutional review boards for this trust? And isn’t it

often possible that these institutional review boards have conflicts

of interest which would mean they couldn’t oversee, or even provide
the trust that you are looking for? Has that occurred to you? Is

that true?
Mr. Ellis. You characterize the system of decentralization cor-

rectly. The unit of governance here is the local committee to review
the ethics of research. The regulations are quite clear that no mem-
ber of an Institutional Review Board who has a conflict may take
part in prospective review and approval. So, that issue is

addressed.
Mr. Stearns. Do you feel that the present protections in the cur-

rent regulations are sufficient?

Mr. Ellis. We have an excellent system of protection of human
subjects, where it applies. The regulations do not extend to all.

This is a surprise to many individuals. There is no statute in the
United States that says for all human subjects in research, there
must be prospective review by an Institutional Review Board, and
there must be informed consent. 'The regulations cover, in our case,

research funded or sponsored by the Department of Health and
Human Services. The Food and Drug Administration has separate
regulations that follow research that involves a drug, device, or bio-

logic. But this is a patchwork system of protections that has a de-
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fined perimeter, and there is no question we can see unchecked
human experimentation heyond that perimeter.
Mr. Stearns. Dr. Ellis, I had the opportunity to visit the Wash-

ington VA hospital, and talked with the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Research, Dr. Levine. He actually showed me the consent forms,
and Chapter 9 of the pertinent VA manual which set out what is

required. So, it doesn’t seem to me that it is ambiguous at all. It

is concise; it is clear; it is methodical; it is there.
What we need is somebody to audit this. It seems to me, in your

position, you should feel some concern that this trust relationship
is not working because, although you say it is a patchwork, what
I saw yesterday was very clear. So, I guess my fin^ question would
be, based upon the earlier testimony, is it your position today that
we do not need to have any remedial steps taken to obviate these
kind of problems? What are you recommending this morning; what
are you telling all of us?
Mr. Ellis. Given the system of trust that we have in place and

the decentralized governance, I think the number one need is for

education. This is preventive maintenance for the system.
Mr. Stearns. Education of whom?
Mr. Ellis. Education at every level—of institutional officials, the

people at the very top; of Institutional Review Board members; of
research staff; and of research investigators. So, there is virtu^ly
no upper hmit to the amount of education that can be done or that
is needed. Education is preventive maintenance for this system.
Mr. PUGLISI. I would like to add that I think the biggest threat

to this system is the lack of resources that institutions provide to

their institutional review boards. We noted a lack of resources at
the West LA VA. We pointed out the lack of resources repeatedly
to the West LA VA, and were never able to get a commitment from
them for increased resources for their IRB. This is not a problem
that is restricted to VAs. By and large, across the country, you will

find that most institution^ review boards are under-funded and
under-staffed. It is largely a volunteer effort. I believe that a volun-
teer effort may have been appropriate 25 years ago when the sys-
tem was established. Clearly, the volume and complexity of re-

search that is being conducted today requires something more than
a volunteer effort with few resources for operation. The biggest
threat to the system, I think, is a lack of resources to support it.

Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. We will have a second round if you have additional

questions. At this point, I would like to recognize the ranking Dem-
ocrat on the Investigation and Oversight Subcommittee, Ms.
Brown.
Ms. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your testi-

mony, and have a few questions to the panel. A^e elderly veterans
suitable subjects for medical experiment, and what limits do we
need?
Mr. PuGLisi. Elderly subjects, certainly, can be suitable for bio-

medical research. However, elderly persons may be vulnerable to
coercion or imdue influence. Therefore, to the extent that older per-
sons are vulnerable, special protections need to be taken to make
siure that they, first of all, imderstand that they are being asked
to engage in research. Extra steps should be taken to make sure
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that the older subject comprehends that she or he is a research
subject or is being asked to be a research subject.

Secondly, there should be monitoring in place to make sure that
the older subject continues to imderstand the processes and risks
involved in the research, and to understand that she or he has the
option not to participate if she or he does not want to participate.

For vulnerable populations, such as elderly people, institutional
review boards need to make sure there are special protections in

place to ensure that subjects understand, and to ensure that the
research is conducted in a safe manner.
Ms. Brown. Is it appropriate, from the patient’s standpoint, to

ask them to go oif their medication, and even a chance of getting
a placebo, a sugar pill, for experimental purposes?
Mr. PUGLISI. It may be appropriate, under certain circumstances.

What is critical, however, is that the subject understeinds exactly
what the procedures are to be.

First of all, that withdrawed of medication entails great risk.

That the probability of those risks is communicated very specifi-

cally to the subject. Secondly, the individual must understana that
this is an entirely volimtary undertaking, and that there may be
alternative medications that would be as effective or more effective

than would be received in the research being conducted. With-
drawal of medication may be appropriate only when the subject
fully imderstands what is going to be done, and what the risks are.

Ms. Brown. Let me just ask you, is OPRR adequately funded,
staffed?

Mr. F’uglisi. OPRR oversees research at approximately 4,000 in-

stitutions. We have our human subject staff of approximately 15
professional and support staff. We have two full-time professionals
who conduct compliance oversight investigations.

Ms. Brown. And you are overseeing what, 1,000?
Mr. PuGLISl. Roughly 4,000 institutions.

Ms. Brown. You couldn’t be doing an adequate job.

Mr. PuGLisi. We do the best we can do. We try to juggle the
many cases that we receive, as well as our education and Assur-
ance responsibilities.

Ms. Brown. Do you think the VA needs to put more of its re-

search dollars into institutional review boards?
Mr. PUGLISI. I think every Federal agency that conducts human

subjects research or supports human subjects research needs to
find a way to provide better resources to support the IRB function,
the VA included.
Ms. Brown. Well, I am really troubled, and I have additional

questions, Mr. Chairman, on the next round. Thank you.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Our ranking member, Mr. Gutierrez,

of the Health Subcommittee.
Mr. Gutierrez. Thank you. Thank you so much for being here

this morning. What is pretty clear, 4,000, and you work on a sys-
tem of trust, is that correct?
Mr. PuGLiSl. That is essentially correct.

Mr. Gutierrez. So, did the West Los Angeles-Sepulveda situa-
tion break the trust?

Mr. PUGLISI. Yes, that is essentially why we withdrew our ap-
proval of the assurance. We felt that after many years of inter-
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action with them, they were still failing to do very, very basic
things correctly. Therefore, the trust agreement was broken.
Mr. Gutierrez. Could you just delineate for the committee what

you consider the most egregious example?
Mr. PuGLisi. I can give you several examples. In 1998, the three

institutionEil review boards involved held nine meetings during the
months of May, June, and July. Seven of those nine meetings con-
ducted business without a quorum, either by virtue of the number
of members present or by virtue of the fact that the non-scientist
member, who is required under the regulations, was not present.
That is a very, very basic mistake. An IRB should not be conduct-
ing business without a quorum. If the institution doesn’t recognize
the importance of a quorum, we cannot have any trust in what
they are doing in terms of protecting htunan subjects.

We had required, in our previous interactions with them, that
they establish a Data and S^ety Monitoring Board to oversee psy-
chiatric research, particularly risky psychiatric research. We know
that they had established such a body when we required it, but in

1998 we foimd no evidence that this body was operating. In fact,

I was approached by a VA employee just yesterday who asked my
advice regarding how they might reestablish the Data and Safety
Monitoring Board. This, apparently, had fallen by the wayside.
Mr. Ellis. Let me just mteiject, Tom, that is a very important

point. The suggestion may be made that, because our staff re-

sources are stretched thin or because we are dealing with informa-
tion from the summer 1998, that our judgment on March 22, 1999
that the trust relationship could no longer stand is dated or out of
date.

What Dr. Puglisi just said is that the requirement we imposed
in 1994 to have an extra protection, a Data and Safety Monitoring
Board was not in place tnrough yesterday. We know because we
got a call from an employee headed in the right direction, attempt-
ing to set up such a board, asking our advice on how to do it.

Mr. Gutierrez. Is there any other safeguard, other than your in-

stitution, for medical research at the VA?
Mr. Puglisi. Research that is subject to Food and Drug Adminis-

tration regulations.
Mr. Gutierrez. Food and Drug Administration—I guess Dr.

Ellis—I mean, if you have 15 staff members, total, and you say you
conduct three to four site visits a year, and you have 4,000 things
going on at any time. It is not amazing that you begin an investiga-

tion in 1993, and in 1998 you finally reach a conclusion. Five years
from the moment in which—^to use your words, Dr. Ellis—^you

found a serious situation, a situation you thought merited your at-

tention, and your oversight. You said that the facilities were across
the street, and you had heard some other things that were going
on, so you said—I don’t want to misquote you or—in 1993, Dr.
Ellis, you kind of said, “This merits our attention,” and it wasn’t
till clearly 5 years later that any really definitive action was taken
to take away the certification or their conducting their review. I

think, Mr. Chairman, we need to look at—which both of the doctors
have stated—and, that is, just how is it we have institutional re-

view boards that really work? It is either that, or quadruple the
staff over at OPRR, so they can get out and do more stuff, if it is
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based on trust. And, what is the VA doing in terms of ensuring in-

stitutional review boards that are worl^g adequately, not ade-
quately, but excellently, which will stop these kinds of things from
happening in the future? That is how I understand it. Dr. Puglisi,
is that—

?

Mr. Puglisi. I think you are absolutely right. Certainly 5 years
is too long for OPRR to take to reach this kind of action.

Mr. Gutierrez. So, if we do the institutional—but we have a
problem because I just visited Hines Medical Center in West Chi-
cago, Mr. Chairman, last week. I walked into the long term care
facility, Mr. Chairman, and there were 12 patients, limch weis

served to them. Obviously, they have no use of their hands. Limch
was served to them; I asked if there was inadequate staffing. They
said, “No, we have enough staffing,” the director of the long term
care facility there at Hines. I said “But, I have been here over 5
minutes, and nobody is being fed,” and she said “Oh, don’t worry,
they wiU just reheat the food.” I felt like saymg, “Well, maybe you
should invite your family to dinner, tie their hands behind their
backs, put a plate of food in front of them when they are hungry,
and say, ‘Don’t wony about it, we will reheat it when I get around
to it.’”

Mr. Chairman, we heard that the VA is going to cut 7,500 em-
ployees. This pa^cular veteran—this is just one example—I don’t
know how they are going to have anybody for institutional review
boards, they don’t have people to feed the patients. Their goal, Mr.
Chairman, is to reduce by 75 nurses and 25 doctors the facility in
Hines, which is kind of the flagship out there in the Chicago re-

gion. If they are doing that there, I think this is part of a bigger
problem we are going to have at the Veterans in terms of giving
veterans good healthcetre. Thank you very much, and thank you to

both of the doctors for being here this morning.
Mr. Everett. Thank you for the gentleman’s comments. We ac-

tually have a case that came before this subcommittee where the
nurses were eating the patients’ meals. We have actually had that.

Mr. Gutierrez. I believe it.

Mr. Everett. Dr. Snyder? Has Mr. Evans left? Dr. Snyder?
Mr. Snyder. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to ask if the

process that you go through where you respond to complainants, I

believe were your words, is that a formality? Can it be an emony-
mous complainant; can it be a newspaper report? What, of the hun-
dred cases you have had, 34 in the last 9 years and the 67 pending,
101, how does it break down? Are they patients, family members,
staff or third party outsiders?
Mr. Puglisi. We receive complaints from all those sources that

you named, and we do honor all of them.
Mr. Snyder. Do you consider an anonymous phone call a formal

complaint?
Mr. Puglisi. We would talk to a person who made an anonymous

phone call, but we would ask for something in writing, provided
anonjnnously. We need something in writing to make sure we have

^ accurate understanding of the allegation. 'The largest source of
information about non-compliance actually comes to us from insti-

tutional self reports. Usually that is in the context of an institution
identifying a problem, and telling us that they have fixed it. But,
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in terms of complaints that we actually investigate, we receive

many complaints from family members, occasionally from subjects.

We receive information from the media, and we receive information
from the ftmding institutes that are conducting the research. They
will, for instance, conduct a site visit, find a problem that seems
to be related to human subject protection, and refer it to us. I

would say about 30 percent of ovir complaints come from individual

subjects or their family members. The rest come from the other
sources you have named.
Mr. Snyder. Of the 34 institutions in the last 9 years, are you

satisfied that all of those have been corrected?

Mr. PuGLisi. We have a few institutions that are still under a re-

stricted Assursince and are in the process of implementing correc-

tive actions. But by and large, we are confident that human sub-
jects are being protected adequately at those 34 institutions.

Mr. Snyder. You made mention of the special responsibility to-

wards people with schizophrenia, mental illness, I think, probably
the red frail folks, the elderly, about the special responsibilities

that the VA has to protect those patients. Is that responsibility any
different than at a non-VA institution? Would you describe what
those special responsibilities are with regard to a schizophrenia pa-

tient, a patient with mental illness?

Mr. PuGLisi. The regulations require that the IRB ensure special

protections in any research where subjects may be vulnerable to co-

ercion or xmdue influence. The regulations specifically name as vul-

nerable populations, pregnant women, children, prisoners, persons
with mental disabilities. It is up to the IRB to institute appropriate

protections for the specific population involved.

Mr. Snyder. So, that can vary from institution to institution?

Mr. PUGLISI. It may vary from institution to institution. We rec-

ommend, for instance, that if there is any doubt about a subject

being able to understand, that there be an independent process to

assess that the person has the capacity to make an informed judg-
ment. We recommend that there be independent monitors who can
witness the informed consent process, and sometimes witness the
actual research to make sure that the subject continues to imder-
stand and wants to participate. We recommend that there be wait-

ing periods between the time that the subject is approached about
participating in research until the subject actually provides con-

sent, so that the perspective subject has time to think about it

overnight, to ask other people, rather than to make a snap deci-

sion. All of these things are appropriate and should be imple-
mented for vulnerable populations.
Mr. Snyder. You brought up this problem of lack of resources for

these institutional review boards. You are employed by NIH, is

that correct?

Mr. PuGLisi. That is correct.

Mr. Snyder. Why can’t NIH contractually require some level of

staffing, some level of funding, some percentage of any ongoing
grant be applied to this process that you think is under funded? Is

that not a requirement that could be contractually done with every
grant NIH puts out? Has NIH identified a lack of resources as a
problem? If they have, they get money. In fact, they have gotten
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more money in the last couple of years than they ever had before.

Why can’t they solve some of these problems contractually?

Mr. Ellis. There are two points to make. One is the Depart-
ment’s regulations, which are shared by HHS, the VA, and 15 other
departments, e^licitly require adequate steiff, and meeting space
for the Insti^tional Review Board. The second point is an institu-

tion’s spending money on its Institutional Review Board is an al-

lowable indirect cost when the institution receives Federal grant
funds.
Mr. Snyder. But, you all have been very clear you have not been

satisfied with the level resources. It is one thing to say it is allow-
able; it is another to explicitly put in contracts that, I assume, go
out every day, every week from NIH, and can be changed at any
time that we have a problem here.
Mr. PuGLisi. You are absolutely correct.

Mr. Snyder. 'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Mr. Doyle?
Mr. Doyle. Mr. Chairman, I don’t have any questions beyond

those that have been asked already.
Mr. Everett. Mr. Buyer?
Mr. Buyer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for

having this hearing, and for your conducting this oversight. I have
just a couple of questions. At OPRR you have one physician and
one attorney, is that correct?
Mr. PUGLISl. One physician and one attorney who conduct com-

pliance oversight investigations, that is correct.

Mr. Buyer. Of about how many projects?

Mr. PUGLISI. We have no way of estimating how many projects

are involved.
Mr. Buyer. I will estimate for you. Is it aroimd 70,000?
Mr. PuGLisi. I would suspect that it is considerably larger than

that.

Mr. Buyer. All right. Is it 100,000?
Mr. Ellis. I would say you are in the right order of magnitude.

It is not that we are ignorant of what we oversee, but our func-
tional unit is the institution. So, we have got about 4,000 institu-

tions with tens of thousands, perhaps 100,000 or more projects.

Even the unit project is ambiguous. A single grant award can,

sometimes, involve many protocols or many projects, a lot.

Mr. Buyer. Well, the one physician and one attorney must have
an “S” on their chest to oversee up to 100,000 projects with a budg-
et of $300,000, I think, is woefmly inadequate. 'This is an awful
case. How come, Mr. Chairman, you always bring us the awful
cases? You must be doing your job. I have a question about this

—

and, I think the right action was taken, I want you to know that.

I think many of us may be concerned that we wish it had been
taken a few years back.
Mr. PuGLisi. We share that concern.
Mr. Buyer. Explain this—^the West LA obtained retroactive con-

sents. Can you explain what a retroactive consent is? I know what
informed consent is, but I don’t know what retroactive consent is,

nor do I understand its legality.

Mr. Ellis. I think you are on to something. The only acceptable
adjectival modifier for the norm “consent” is “informed.” “Retro-
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active,” “surrogate,” all those other adjectives just don’t fit. I cannot
disagree with your sentiment.
Mr. Buyer. So, you can’t define that?
Mr. Ellis. Retroactive consent is not an informed consent, given

prospectively before the research interaction with the patient.
Mr. Buyer. What tj^pe of contact did OPRR have with the VA

Washington headquarters regarding the problems at West LA?
Mr. PuGLisi. Essentially, we copied the VA on correspondence

with the West Los Angeles VA. We copied the central office begin-
ning in 1993.
Mr. Buyer. Any person8d
Mr. PuGLisi. We did not have extensive discussions with VA rep-

resentatives.

Mr. Buyer (continuing). Any personal contacts out of the head-
quarters that would make you have a comfort level that they were
informed that there was a concern?
Mr. PuGLisi. I believe we had mentioned it to the person who

was the human subjects contact person for the VA at that time.
Mr. Buyer. What was that name?
Mr. PuGLisi. Mr. Ted Lorei. We did not engage in extensive dis-

cussions with the VA. We should have had better relationships
with that agency.
Mr. Buyer. Do you know when—when a doctor goes beyond the

consent, and based on either Government research or, perhaps, it

is even a private research funding source, and he is gaining some
intelligence and data, do you know—at West LA with its concern
about the catheterization, do you know where this data was going,
to the benefit of what institutions? Do you know that yet?
Mr. I»uglisi/Ellis. No, sir.

Mr. Buyer. When will you be able to inform us of that?
Mr. PUGLISI. The cardiac research that has been in the media

has not, up to now, been the subject of our investigation. We are
going to be asking the VA for additional information. If any of that
research is HHS-supported, we will have direct oversight over it.

If the research is not HHS-supported, we will have no authority or
jurisdiction.

Mr. Buyer. Then we would have to turn to the VA?
Mr. F’uglisi. That is correct.

Mr. Ellis. Perhaps the Food and Drug Administration, I just
want to add that.

Mr. Buyer. Is there a potential scenario whereby you could have
a doctor, who is receiving multi source of funding for his research

—

NIH, VA, and perhaps, even a private source, would that be
correct?

Mr. PUGLISI. That could happen.
Mr. Buyer. You could have some overlapping of three

jurisdictions?

Mr. PuGLisi. Yes, there may be overlap. However, OPRR would
have jurisdiction if there was any HHS support at dl. So, even if

research is only partially supported by HHS, OPRR has
jurisdiction.

Mr. Buyer. AU right. I thank you, gentlemen. I thank you for
bringing it to everyone’s attention. Again, I like you, wish it had
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been earlier, and I also will take personal recognition of a woefully
inadequate budget here based on your areas of responsibility.

Again, I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for bringing this up. This is

definitely that cliche of putting the camel’s nose xinder the tent. I

am not so certain we are going to like what we see, nor what we
smell. I yield back to the Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Thank the gentleman. Mr. Rodriguez?
Mr. Rodriguez. I was just wondering in terms of from a liability

perspective, have there been any lawsuits that have been filed or
anything?
Mr. PuGLisi. I don’t know of any lawsuits that have been filed

relative to the VA West Los Angeles, but we wouldn’t have that
information.
Mr. Rodriguez. So, even if there had been filed, you wouldn’t

know about it?

Mr. PUGLISI. That is correct. We would not, necessarily, know
about it.

Mr. Rodriguez. Even if it deals with a specific project that was
funded, and
Mr. PUGLISI. The only way we would find out about it would be

for, either, the complainant, the person bringing the lawsuit to
make it known to us, or for the institution involved to report it as
a serious problem.
Mr. Rodriguez. The institution itself?

Mr. PUGLISI. Yes.
Mr. Rodriguez. Which most likely, they might not do that.

Mr. PuGLiSl. You are certainly correct in that many institutions
do not report to us all of the things they should report.

Mr. Rodriguez. Let me ask you specifically, have you reviewed
the VA’s manual offering gfuidauce about research with human
subjects?

Mr. PUGLISI. Yes, we have. We have looked at the manual that
was submitted to us in November of 1998.
Mr. Rodriguez. And, do you see any—from a legal perspective

in terms of liability?

Mr. PUGLISI. I 8un not an attorney, and Uability is not something
that our office handles. So, I don’t think I should comment on the
hability aspects of it.

We were disappointed to find some continuing problems with the
procedures manual that was given to us in November of last year,
particularly related to the statement that the VA had not yet final-

ized their plans for a Data emd Safety Monitoring Board some 4
years after we had required one.
Mr. Rodriguez. I am sorry, repeat that again?
Mr. PuGLisi. In 1994, we required the VA West Los Angeles to

set up a special Data and Safety Monitoring Board for psychiatric
research. The manual that they gave to us in November of last
year stated explicitly that they were in the process of setting up
such a Data and Safety Monitoring Committee, but the procedures
for the committee had not yet been finalized. TTiis was some 4
years after we required them to do so.

Mr. Rodriguez. So, even after 4 years—do you know if that has
taken place now?
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Mr. PUGLISI. I spoke with a VA employee yesterday who asked
me questions about how they might go about reestablishing that
committee. So, as of yesterday, it was not operational.
Mr. Rodriguez. So, there is no indication, at least, by practice

that they are even having intentions of doing that, then, except giv-

ing you a verbal commitment?
Mr. PuGLisi. A verbal commitment is what we have at this point.
Mr. Rodriguez. No actual in practice after how many years now?
Mr. PUGLISI. We had indications that they had set up such a

board originally because they reported to us that they had. My sus-
picion is tiiat it fell by the wayside at some point.

Mr. Rodriguez. Or that it was never there, was just in paper?
Mr. PUGLISI. That is possible.

Mr. Rodriguez. No further questions.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. I see all members have had an oppor-

tunity. Let me ask you. Doctor, OPRR in its testimony concludes
that VA should set its aim well beyond minimal compliance with
regulatory standards. Are you saying that the VA does not now do
that?
Mr. PuGLisi. WeU, we certainly believe that at West Los Angeles

the procedures that we saw failed to meet even minimiim
standards.
Mr. Ellis. I will give you an example. The rule sa3rB that there

has got to be a non-scientist present in order for the Institution Re-
view Board to conduct business. It says “at least one” non-scientist,
so if you aim for minimal compliance, you put one non-scientist on
your IRB. So, that individual doesn’t show up for a meeting, and
you don’t have a meeting that day. If you aim beyond minimm com-
pliance, you put two non-scientists on, and then it is all right if one
of them doesn’t show up, you still have a quorum. So, we are talk-

ing about very specific items of aiming beyond the minimum to en-
able the system to work.
Mr. PUGLISI. Let me give you another example at West Los Ange-

les. It took the VA West Los Angeles about 2 weeks to come up
with a list of HHS-supported research at their facility. Two
weeks—this list is something they should be able to generate in 5
minutes. How can an institution establish any accountability if it

doesn’t even know what research it is conducting. The VA has
asked for an extension of 3 months to examine their portfolio of re-

search and re-review that research. Apparently, the VA needs this
amount of time to make sure that the research has received an
adequate review. This indicates to me that there were very, veiy
serious problems at West LA, and that the action taken by OPRR
was the correct action.

Mr. Everett. Finally, doctor, you have said that you eire not an
attorney. But, as a doctor in charge of heading up OPRR, let me
ask you as a doctor. The case in West Los /mgeles, the cardiac
case, as a doctor, would you say that that constitutes criminal as-
sault, or certainly, patient abuse?
Mr. PuGLisi. I am not a physician, and I don’t have all the facts,

so I don’t think I should comment on it.

Mr. Everett. The gentle lady have an additional question?
Ms. Brown. Yes, sir. I would like to know more about challenge

research, in which additional stress is put on the patient. We have
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seen research in which mental health or chronic patients are not
only taken off medications that has been helpful to them, but are
subjected to worsening or deterioration of their condition by the use
of other drugs. This sounds really grim to me, but I am not a sci-

entist. Is challenge research good for the patient?
Mr. PUGLISI. I don’t think suiyone would argue that patients or

subjects receive benefit from challenge studies. Challenge studies,

as I understand them, are conducted purely for research purposes.
They are an attempt to bring about or mimic certain symptoms so
they can be studied scientifically. There is no benefit to individual
subjects of challenge studies.

Ms. Beown. Does the patient know that they au-e participating
in research that may be good for mankind but could worsen their
condition?
Mr. PUGLISI. Subjects shoidd have that information, should be

told that. We have certainly found instances where we were not
convinced that the informed consent process adequately conveyed
that information.

Ms. Brown. I am convinced that OPRR needs more funding and
more staffing. This is not meant to be a criticism, but feedback in

effect, really. Is trust an adequate ^basis—if we have more inves-

tigators? I am concerned about this trust.

Mr. PUGLISI. I think what we need is a system that has well-

monitored trust relationships. And, I thank you for your
observation.

Ms. Brown. Thank you. That is it for me, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Dr. Snyder?
Mr. Snyder. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just for clarification,

would you outline your staff size again since that is some interest?

Your total staff is how many?
Mr. Ellis. The office, as a whole, has about 32 people. We over-

see laboratory animal welfare, and human subjects in research. We
have about 15 or 17 people that are dedicated to human subject
protection, and of those, two professionals are full-time investiga-

tors, one physician and one attorney.
Mr. Snyder. That is not augmented by any contractual staff?

Mr. Ellis. We do have three part-time contractors that help us
with investigations, each less than half time. That aid ebbs and
flows as funds permit.
Mr. Snyder. Your 15-17 is about the size of the average congres-

sional office, and they only have to keep up with one member, not
4,000 institutions.

I w£uit to ask—you made reference to the joint appointments,
which are very common, joint appointments between VA hospitals
and medical schools. Has that process or that fact of joint appoint-
ments, which I assume, then, means dual oversight—you have both
the medical school, and the VA center partnering in a grant, and
that they both have reporting responsibilities, does that help or
hurt? Does that complicate it, and make it less likely to pick up
problems? Or, because you have a dual oversight, is that more like-

ly to turn up problems?
Mr. Ellis. I am going to answer that question with a specific

about this case, which would be most meaningful. One might think
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that dual oversight would give two layers of protection. If one layer
failed, we would still be all right.

In this case, for some HHS-supported research, there would be
an expectation that both the awardee institution, UCLA, for exam-
ple, £ind the VA West Los Angeles Institutional Review Boards
would be reviewing the research. The example is the award goes
to UCLA, but the performance site is across the street at the VA
Medical Center. We would have an expectation of review by IRBs
at both places. What we find today is that, apparently, some num-
ber of HHS awards to UCLA where the performance site was the
VA, were not reviewed by the UCLA IRB, and we have serious
questions about the review that did take place at the VA. So, rath-
er than having an extra layer of protection from two overlapping
reviews, we find, maybe—I don’t Imow what to call it—a tragedy
of the commons, where both parties thought the other might be
doing it.

Mr. Snyder. If more than one person is responsible, no one is

responsible.
Mr. Ellis. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Snyder. Now, that would seem to me to be another thing
that you all could take care of contractually, though, in those kinds
of—with some special language related to those dual kinds of grant
recipients.

Of your 34 closed cases, and your 67 pending cases, how would
you rank, without commenting on any of the 67 pending, how does
this case, the West LA case, how does it rank in severity compared
with the other 100 cases?
Mr. Ellis. With a large number of cases, and limited resources,

we do a triage, actually, in the office. We say what have we got to

work on today? We are juggling 67 cases, which one is going to
land on someone’s desk this morning?
Our highest priority is always a case where an individual subject

could be at risk at this moment. Subjects are subjects. In contrast,
we have what I will call old cases or cold cases where it appears
that there was institutional failing in the past. 'They don’t seem so
serious to suspect that individual subjects may be at risk at
present. Then, there are a variety of cases in between.
This case, the West LA VA was not as serious as some because

we didn’t have an identifiable individual hurt. It was the enduring
nature of the non-responsiveness that precipitated our action.
Mr. Snyder. Now, is it fair to say—and don’t let me put words

in your mouth—were you concerned that that enduring non-respon-
siveness at some point might put patients at risk or not?
Mr. PUGLISI. Certeiinly. Certainly, we had that concern. If the

process is not as it should be, there is essentially no protection.
Where there is no protection, people can get hurt.
Mr. Snyder. And, my last question is, there was an earlier ref-

erence to firing of employees, and I don’t know if I heard a re-

sponse to that. But, without going into specifics with regard to the
pending case, of the 34 closed cases over the last 9 years, how
many of those resulted in some type of termination of employment
on the part of any of the folks who committed the infractions?
Mr. Ellis. That is a very difficult question for our office to an-

swer but we, certainly, as careful observers of the institution, note
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turnover in personnel in the wake of our actions from time to time.
Turnover of personnel at the institution, I should say.

Mr. Snyder. So, that hsis

Mr. Ellis. That has happened, yes.
Mr. Snyder. Thsink you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Mr. Doyle? Mr. Rodriguez and Mr.

Buyer, I apologize. I overlooked Mr. Rodriguez, my good friend, ear-
lier. Mr. Buyer?
Mr. Buyer. I just want to follow up on Dr. Snyder’s questions be-

cause I think he is following a very good path. If at UCLA and at
West LA, if they have this project Assurance, and it also comes
under the auspices of the HHS review board, and UCLA corrects
their problem in 1992, how come VA couldn’t get theirs corrected?
Mr. PUGLISI. Well, the corrections at UCLA began in 1992 but

took considerably longer to implement fuUy. I believe we finally
closed our case with UCLA in 1997. So, we had identified serious
systemic protections at UCLA, as well, and worked with them for

a number of years to create a system in which we had confidence.
It involved, on UCLA’s part, a very large influx of resources, a very
large addition of staff, and a great deal of training of their inves-
tigators and researchers.
Mr. Buyer. If you have got this Mialtiple Project Assurance, and

you are working hard, and it has taken years with UCLA, and you
have your other partner in this, how come it didn’t just marry up
to a dual correction?
Mr. Ellis. These are separate institutions. There is no question,

they are right across the street; there are some joint appointments;
there is some overlap. At UCLA we identified, through the mid-
1990’s a culture of non-compliance with Federal human subject reg-
ulations, and so labeled it.

Mr. Buyer. But, your testimony to us is that within your juris-

diction, all you can do is cc the VA, is that what you are telling

us?
Mr. PUGLisi. No, I am saying that we should—^in retrospect, we

should have had closer contact with VA Central Office, and we
should have made them aware of the serious concerns that we had.
I don’t think we did a sufficient job in that regard.
Mr. Buyer. All right. I think the nobility of our cause here to the

protection of a vulnerable population in research is what everyone
wants. Now, I am going to ask for your professional judgment,
along with your personal opinion so we will know what the size of
this concern is—^whether this is an isolated incident based on this
culture that you just talked about in West LA or does it go into
the Philadelphia—the opening of these new investigations in Cin-
cinnati, Philadelphia, and Tampa, is this based on your profes-
sional judgment, and your personal opinion, are these isolated or
is this a cultural concern that goes beyond these isolated incidents?
Mr. PuGLiSi. You mean a cultural concern within the VA, or

within the scientific community? I think there are some disciplines
within the scientific community that have less regard for or aware-
ness of human subject protections.

I think that, to the extent that institutions fail to recognize that
they have a problem until that problem hits the front page of the
New York Times or the LA Times, Institutional Review Boards and
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the human subject protection system are likely to be under funded
because administrators usually don’t see it as their most pressing
concern. To the extent that VA Medical Centers are under funded,
I think it is safe to assume that the human subject protection sys-
tem is also under funded. Very few institutions fund their IRB,
their human subject protection process first. Most of the time,

human subject protections are at the end of the pecking order, not
at the beginning.
Mr. Buyer. I want to pick up off something that the ranking

member brought up about this serving of the greater good. Is it

within now—help me understand part of the cultural justifications

within the research community. Do they, somehow, sort of justify

that they can go beyond the consent because they are serving the
greater good? How is it they justify such actions?
Mr. Ellis. I think there is a failure to distinguish between treat-

ing a patient, and pursuing new knowledge for the greater good.

Patients need treatment; that is healthcare. Ordinarily, people
don’t need to be research subjects. They may wish to be for a vari-

ety of reasons, and that is fine. People may wish to take risks,

that’s an option on their part, and they have to know what they
are getting into. It is the failure to distinguish treatment from re-

search that is at the basis of some physician researchers going
wrong here.

Mr. Buyer. Thank you. I yield back.
Mr. Everett. 'Thank you. Mr. Rodriguez?
Mr. Rodriguez. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Regarding NIH, and

I realize we are talking about the VA. But, I also have had some
concerns with NIH, and I just sent a letter about the fact that,

aside from some of its ways of funding, and I recognize there is a
process to try to allow so it is research oriented and it is research
guided. But, there have been some concerns, at least I have some
concerns that I have already indicated to Secretary Shalala regard-
ing NIH, and that is its lack of connectiveness to the community,
and there is a lack of impact from the community as to where they
should be doing research or in what areas. I was wondering if you
want to make any comments in that area because I know that I

have had some problems from that perspective with NIH? I have
had my problems with VA, but I am referring now to NIH.
Mr. Ellis. I think it is a very timely comment. I know the NIH

director is thinking along the same lines, and by coincidence today
in Bethesda, he is chairing the first meeting of his newly appointed
Council of labile Representatives. So, this is a group that was just
named this week, it met yesterday for orientation, meeting in full

session today. So, these are the type of individuals you describe,

call them ordinary citizens, they are each, actually, extraordinary
individuals. But, this is a new group to meet twice a year to advise
the NIH Director on just the sort of issues you are raising.

Mr. Rodriguez. I would ask that you send me a copy of those
individuals that are participating in that process, if you can?
Mr. Ellis. I would be pleased to do it.

Mr. Rodriguez. And, I was wondering if you have any obliga-
tions from your role to make any recommendations regarding NIH?
Mr. Ellis. I don’t hold
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Mr. Rodriguez. Holding NIH responsible and accountable for

what it funds or doesn’t fund, or what it does and doesn’t do?
Mr. Ellis. Well, as you know, our office is part of NIH. We are

not, however, involved in identifying specific subject matter to be
supported for research. It is just beyond our office’s purview.
Mr. Rodriguez. Is there anything within NIH that assesses

that?
Mr. Ellis. NIH has a veiy well developed system of peer review,

scientific review to select among the many opportunities for re-

search in biomedicine and behavior.
I am just suggesting your question may be misdirected to our of-

fice, that is all.

Mr. PUGLisi. I think, relative to what our office does, we have en-
couraged institutions to place community members on their institu-

tional review boards in numbers far greater than the minimal reg-
ulatory requirement. We believe that it is very, very important for

representatives of the community in which research is going to be
conducted to take a role in ev^uating the propriety of that re-

search. Some institutions have followed our guidance, other institu-

tions have not. Some members of the scientific community seem to

be uncomfortable with opening up the IRB process to greater num-
bers of community members. Other members of the scientific com-
munity embrace it.

Mr. Ellis. We have addressed this in additional ways as well. I

can tell you we met with the American Legion this week, and we
had a veiy constructive meeting. We said, “Look, the Legion has
members in all 50 States and territories aroimd the country; these
are potential institutional review board members.” I think that
that is the kind of involvement in this oversight process that we
want to foster.

Mr. Rodriguez. But, as you well indicated, when you have too
many, you might have none.
Mr. Ellis. We need to increase, incrementally, the lay involve-

ment, the community involvement in the process of oversight of re-

search. The regulations describe minimal participation. So, that is

the only tool we have. There has got to be one non-affiliated mem-
ber on the Institutional Review Board, meaning not affiliated with
the institution. There has got to be one non-scientist. 'That can be
the same individual, actually, the non-scientist who is not affili-

ated. 'That is the minimum requirement. We like to see institutions
go beyond that.

Mr. Everett. Gentlemen, I want to thank you. I couldn’t help
but pick up on your comment of the culture of non-compliance. This
committee has been faced with a cultural problem in the VA for a
number of years to include sexual harassment, the mismanagement
of millions of dollars, attempted coverup, in my opinion, of 40
deaths at Columbia, Missouri hospital. As a matter of fact, I could
take more time than we have got to continue this. We made it well
known to the VA that we feel like that culture that exists in the
VA must change or VA won’t survive it.

Thank you very much for your testimony today.
Mr. Puglisi/ElliS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. I would like to call up Panel II. Dean Norman, Act-

ing Chief of Staff, West Los Angeles VA Medical Center; Stephen
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Pandol, Former Director of Research and Development, West Los
Angeles VA Medical Center; E[en Clark, Chief Network Officer at

the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Former Director of the
West Los Angeles VA Medical Center; and, Ron Norby, Clinical
Manager and Deputy Network Director ofVISN 22.

Would you all rise, please?
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. Everett. Thank you very much. Please be seated.
Dr. Pandol, I \mderstand you are the only one who will make a

statement today. If you will, please proceed. I am going to ask you,
please, limit your statement to 5 minutes. Your complete statement
will be made a part of the record. The members have already read
it. Unfortunately, we just really can’t take more than 5 minutes on
these statements. If you will limit to 5 minutes, and please
proceed.

TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN PANDOL, FORMER DIRECTOR, RE-
SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WEST LOS ANGELES VA MEDI-
CAL CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS; AC-
COMPANIED BY DEAN NORMAN, ACTING CHIEF OF STAFF,
WEST LOS ANGELES VA MEDICAL CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF
VETERANS AFFAIRS; KENNETH CLARK, CHIEF NETWORK OF-
FICER AND FORMER DIRECTOR, WEST LOS ANGELES VA
MEDICAL CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS,
AND RONALD NORBY, CLINICAL MANAGER AND DEPUTY
NETWORK DIRECTOR, VETERANS INTEGRATED SERVICE
NETWORK 22

TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN PANDOL
Dr. Pandol. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Would you have your attorney identify himself for

the record, please?
Mr. Krane. My name is David Krane of the law firm of Krane,

Lowell and Ingrim.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Please proceed.
Dr. Pandol. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen.

My name is Stephen Pandol, M.D. There have been innumerable
allegations made toward the research administration of the West
Los Angeles VA Medical Center. My purpose today is to provide im-
portant factual information and to submit to you suggestions that
may be useful in improving the performance and safety of our
human research in the Department of Veterans Affairs.

The concern that the members of your subcommittee have ex-

pressed about the issue of safety and human research at our facil-

ity is exactly the concern I had 3 years ago when I took my posi-

tion. Within days of arriving, I was informed of problems in cardi-
ology and cardiology human research. There had been an investiga-
tion of the problems, but some individuals came to me and told me
that the investigation was a white wash. I stopped the research of
three medical investigators, and demanded of the chief of staff that
a more exhaustive investigation of the problems take place.
The ensuing board of investigation lasted approximately 6

months. The Chief of Staff requested that I not be a member. As
a result of that investigation and because of other observations, re-
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search administration took a hard look at the issues surrounding
safety and oversight of human research projects. The measures we
instituted have had significant impact on improving safety and
oversight. I firmly believe that these activities serve as a model for

ensuring safety of human research. I urge you to ask questions
about what we have done.
Although we made substantial improvements in human research

oversight, our efforts were thwarted by severe financial problems
we inherited, and extreme difficulty in obtaining resources to pro-
vide adequate staffing. The VA research appropriation onlv pro-
vides rese8irch administrative support funds for grants funded by
the VA. Only 25 percent of our research portfolio was VA-funded.
About one-h^f of our research administrative costs were related to

non-VA projects which included those fi-om our own non-profit re-

search corporation, UCLA, and the National Institute of Drug
Abuse, nor NIDA. Administrative services for these projects were
provided without compensation.
Our research portfolio is one of the largest in the Nation, so the

ramifications of this dilemma were profound. My research staff

begsm to develop creative ways to reimburse for our services. Basi-

cally, we were using VA research funds to provide services for

other organizations, agencies and companies. Even attempts to rec-

tify this situation with our own non-profit research corporation
with its corporate contracts were met with severe obstacles from
VA management and our legal department. We received no support
from UCLA, and the National Institute of Drug Abuse, or NIDA,
ar^ed vehemently over issues surroimding administrative support.
NIDA, I might add, even strongly argued against allowing our re-

search department oversight fuuiction over major a cocaine project

that was in place on our campus. I urge you to ask questions about
this.

Finally, I had no success in urging management to use resources
provided in the medical care appropriation for research support to

address the desperate needs of research. I estimated that annually
our medical center used only about one half of the $20 million in
this category that it receives to support research. Our research fa-

cilities are the worst in the Nation.
The issue that has most recently focused your attention on safety

and oversight in human research revolves around the shut-down of

research at West LA. Within 24 hours of our notification of the ac-

tion, the research staff provided a point-by-point response to all

issues delineated by OPRR. Our report indicated that the action to
rescind the multiple project assurance status was based on mis-
interpreted and out of date information. I Eun not sure that this re-

port was ever brought forward by management.
As delineated in my written statement, OPRR did not commu-

nicate with West LA for over 2 years. Neither my superiors, my
predecessors, nor VA headquarters ever informed me of the OPRR
restriction. Once we learned of the restriction, we attempted to ad-
dress all outstanding issues, and provide materials to OPRR. OPRR
made the decision to rescind our MPA without a site visit or with-
out any telephone calls or dialogue with the research department.
Lessons learned from the VA Medical Center should, hopefully,

result in facilitating the dedication of effort and resources to pro-
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mote the development of a safer and more enlightened and produc-
tive system of human research. The conduct of action to halt all re-

search at the VA Medical Center, and to rescind the MPA status
only served to punish one organization whose difficulties eire mere-
ly a reflection of those that permeate our IRBs and research de-

partments nationally.

George Grob, in his report entitled, “Institution Review Boards,
a Time for Reform,” states that the oversight process should focus
less on mere compliance matters, and more on performance issues.

Be assured we do care deeply about veterans and public health,

and we hope it becomes apparent that we did markedly improve
human research safety at West LA. Furthermore, as several of you
have indicated, the research we do provides significant advances in

health to our veterans and our Nation. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Pandol appears on p. 105.]

Mr. Everett. Thank you. I am informed the rest of the panel
will rely on the official VA statement, is that correct?

Dr. Pandol. Yes.
Mr. Everett. Dr. Pandol, I know there is a lot at stake for you

today, but let me get a couple of things straight.

You seem to believe that the suspension of research at West VA
was not justified. But, you also say that you were not getting the
support you needed fi-om your supervisors, is that correct?

Dr. Pandol. Yes, to be really clear, there are some issues with
the OPRR report that I think are incorrect, and that they need dia-

logue and discussion. That hasn’t been done. But, you are right, the
support was meager.
Mr. Everett. And, those issues of OPRR are pointed out in your

statement, which I have read.

Doctor, you have been reassigned from your duties as Director of

Research at West LA. I am not aware that anyone else above you
has been reassigned. Do you believe you are being made a
scapegoat?

Dr. Pandol. I think it is a possibility. I think, as we are learning
today, and I have tried to explain—this is an extremely complex
problem with a lot of issues involved. I am an easy target.

Mr. Everett. Who is in the chain of command above you?
Dr. Pandol. My supervisor was Dr. Dean Norman, Cmef of Staff.

Mr. Everett. Has anything happened to Dr.
Dr. Pandol. I don’t luiow. He would have to answer that.

Mr. Everett. Is it correct that the National Association of Veter-
ans’ Research and Education Fo\mdation offered you any kind of

services and administrative support for the West VA reseeu*ch serv-

ice, but not actual funding, ana you did decline the offer?

Dr. Pandol. That is not true.

As I alluded to in my talk, and also in my prepared testimony,
we had an argument over approximately 2 years on funding for one
aspect of human research oversight. That was the oversight that
was required for the contracts and grants that went to our research
non-profit corporation. Over 2 years, we received gifts of approxi-
mately $200,000 each year. I must say that the money used to

come at the end of the year or into the following year, and it made
it extremely difficult for us to have stable staiffiig. So, at the end
of 1998, we made an arrangement so that we could have stable
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staffing. What we did is we came to an agreement with the non-
profit research corporation, so that there would be payment in kind
by the non-profit corporation in the way of having employees of the
non-profit research corporation help with staffing in IRB and over-

sight functioning. That started in approximately October, and was
being implemented through the later part of the year into the first

part of the following year.

However, what was so disappointing to me is that, in a meeting
in Jemuary of 1999 after I had thought this was completely set and
we could have stable funding from at least this one component of

our portfolio, the Chief of Staff argued with me at a board meeting
that the non-profit board had no responsibility to continue that
funding, and that decisions should be made on a case-by-case basis.

I eirgued so hard that night—I actually ended up in the hospital

the next day. It was very frustrating.

Mr. Everett. Let me switch subjects just for a moment, and ask
you. Dr. Pandol, what do you know about the case of a doctor who
did research without consent. Dr. Phillip Sager? Why didn’t you re-

port it, and did anyone ever tell you not to report it?

Dr. Pandol. I became aware of that when I started my position.

'There had been an investigation
Mr. Everett. Before or after the occurrence?
Dr. Pandol. After the occurrence was before I started. Is that

what
Mr. Everett. Yes, that is what I am asking.

Dr. Pandol. The occurrence was before I started. There had been
an investigation in the organization, I understood, and people in

the organization came to me, two individuals in the organization

came to me. They said they had heard about this investigation, and
they said, “There is something wrong, there must be a white wash,
there is nothing significeintly happening here. Could you look into

it?” So, what I did is I went to the Chief of Staff, and I said, “I

am hearing rumors that there is a problem in cardiology and cardi-

ology research. I don’t know all the facts. There are a lot of dif-

ferent edlegations. I am not sure what is wrong. I did hear that
there was an investigation, but it looks to me like there has to be
a more extensive or exhaustive investigation of this problem.” He,
in turn, set up a board of investigation to eveduate the issues.

Mr. Everett. Doctor, do you know what discipline the doctor

—

and, why didn’t you report it, I am sorry?
Dr. Pandol. I did report it. I reported it to my supervisor.
Mr. Everett. Okay. Did you know what discipline the doctor was

supposed to receive, and whether it was actually imposed?
Dr. Pandol. Coiild you repeat that once more?
Mr. Everett. Dr. Sager, do you know what discipline he received

for this, and if that discipline was actually imposed on him?
Dr. Pandol. I do not know that. That is not in my authority.

That was in the authority of the Chief of Staff.

Mr. Everett. Why do you seem to know so little about this?

Were you kept in the dark about some things or
Dr. Pandol. I was not told about the—what do you call it

—

the
Mr. Everett. Cardiac procedure?
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Dr. Pandol. No, I learned about all that. I know about the board
of investigation. But the discipline I was not involved in. That was,
apparently, a private discipline matter between the Chief of Staff
and the individual. I have no authority or right to know about that.
Mr. Everett. I see my yellow light is on. But, I have additional

questions, eind we will have a second round. Let us see. Dr.
Snyder?
Mr. Snyder. Just one specific question. It is really unrelated to

the issue today—I guess related indirectly. But, the quality of re-

search buildings? You know, I am a big behever in research being
done at the VA hospitals. I think patients benefit from it; I think
a lot of them like it; I think they uke to be at the cutting edge of
things, if they imderstand what is going on. But, good research is

going to be difficult to do in poor quahty buildings. You may have
a comment on that?

Dr. Pandol. That is a severe problem at the West Los Angeles
campus. The buildings the research is done in right now were ap-
proximately built in 1930, and they rehabed a hospital and ren-
ovated hospital wards. There had been proposals gomg to the De-
partment, as early as I can find in 1984, saying it was an unsafe
and inefficient environment. The Department, at that time, did not
act on it. We submitted, out of my office, a request to our facilities

department in 1998, and I have not gotten any feedback whether
there was any action taken on that proposal.
Mr. Snyder. Do you have a comment on it?

Dr. Norman. A similar comment that the buildings are very old

and constantly falling apart, and require a lot of money to main-
teun them from year to year.

Mr. Snyder. I don’t have any further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Mr. Doyle.
Mr. Doyle. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wemt to get this in perspective. I want to talk about this Dr.

Sager investigation. You are saying that the incident that has been
revealed took place before your tenure. Then, when you got there,

you looked into this situation further. Tell me about the board of
inquiry that took place? The allegations are that a patient twice re-

fused, that he did not wemt to be a participant in this research.
And, Sager just went ahead, kept him on the table an additional
45 minutes when this patient expressly said he did not want to be
part of a research project.

Dr. Pandol. Right, I think it is best that Dr. Norman answer
that question.
Mr. Doyle. And, then, from that, there was a board of inquiry?
Dr. Norman. Actually, what happened was that we heard some

rumors that there were problems in cardiology. There had been
fighting between the staff members when I started, which was
about 1993, as Chief of Staff for the West LA Facility, and some
of the members were complaining about—particularly Dr. Sager

—

and. Dr. Sager was complaining about other members, as well. On
that basis, a Dean Emeritus from UCLA, Dr. Mellenkoff, was as-

signed by the Chief of Medicine to review issues in cardiology and
some of the allegations, particularly relating to Dr. Sager. In his
review, he found that there was a sloppiness in the research being
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done by Dr. Sager, but no actual patient abuse or scientific

misconduct.
However, Dr. Pandol and, actually, several other people had

come to me and stated that they felt mat that was, in fact, a white
wash. It was not a careful look at what was going on in cardiology.

Therefore, I appointed a board of investigation. Tlie board of inves-

tigation reviewed allegations made, specifically, by one or two peo-
ple in the Cardiology Department. In one of those allegations, there
was a patient, who was imdergoing a clinical procedure, and had
twice refused before, to give his consent for the research procedure.
Now, he was undergoing a clinical procedure. This was a procedure
presumably to benefit his clinical condition, and during the proce-
dure, Dr. Sager did a modified research project, something called

a mapping procedure, which I am just learning now is where you
put the catheter in different parts of the heart, and map the abnor-
mal areas. Now, the patient had not consented to that procedure,
so that technically. Dr. Sager was doing research without his con-
sent. It did proloi^ the procedure, and the data was used for sci-

entific purposes. very clearly, that was not having informed
consent, and violated the scientific integrity, and certainly violated

the trust of the patient.

Mr. Doyle. So then, there is no dispute that this research was
done on this patient without his consent. In fact, he had said he
did not want to do this. Now, this board of inquiry, who sits on this

board? And, does anybody on this board of inquiry that looked into

this case do any co-research with Dr. Sager? Is there any affiliation

with him; is it an impartial board of inquiry?
Dr. Nokman. At the time, I felt it was a very impartial board of

inquiry. Although it didn’t have Dr. Pandol—I don’t remember why
he was not on the boeird—^we would usually in these cases like to

have the Associate Chief of Staff for research on the board. It was,
perhaps, because he was bremd new, but we did have his adminis-
trative officer, Kathleen Barrett, who was on the board. Unfortu-
nately—the board went several months—some time during that pe-
riod of time, she took another job. So, she did drop off the board.
But, certainly, the report of the board was made familiar to Dr.
Pandol, and he actually monitored Dr. Sager for, actually, over a
year after the board. I can go specifically on who was on the board
at the time, if you like? But, what we found—I think a couple or

3 years later—I learned that there was an issue with Dr. Sager’s
name and one of the board members appearing on a publication.

Mr. Norby knows more of the details about that than I do. Maybe
you can answer that?
Mr. Norby. Yes, I would be happy to. One of the members of the

board was a representative fi-om our headquarters. Dr. Pamela
Steele. Dr. Steele was involved in some research involving
implantable pacemakers, which was done at various sites through-
out the coimtry. Her involvement was at the Washington, D.C. VA
Medical Center. She was working with a team of scientists there,
studjdng the effects of impleintable pacemakers. Dr. Sager was
working with another team on the other side of the coimtry doing
a similar kind of study. It was an abstract that was developed, ac-

tually written by one of the investigators at the Washington, D.C.
VA Medical Center, and that abstract listed the names of Dr. Sager
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and Dr. Steele—both in that abstract. So, that is really the only as-
sociation. She was not involved, in any way, in doing research with
him.
Mr. Doyle. What ultimately happened to Dr. Sager as a result

of all these investigations and this board of inquiry.
Dr. Norman. Initially, when we learned of the allegations and

the substantiated allegations, certainly everyone was outraged. I

personally felt that we should strongly consider removing Dr.
Sager.
However, the board recommended a measured response for many

reasons. One was that Dr. Sager appeared to be, not a malevolent
individual, but someone who, certainly, was sloppy; someone who
didn’t pay particular care to getting the informed consent himself.
He had his other people, his fellows, et cetera, doing that. No pa-
tient was actually harmed by an5dhing he did. He also was rel-

atively young. This was the first time that he had committed any
errors.

I did discuss this issue with multiple people, including Mr. Clark,
CEO, Chief of Medicine, Dean Emeritus at UCLA, and the hospital
ethicist. And, it was clear based also on the board report, that fir-

ing him would not be the measured response. So, we ended up sus-
pending him, and having him go through a monitoring period with
Dr. Pandol monitoring his research.
During that period of time, he behaved in an exemplary fashion;

we received no complaints about Dr. Sager, and Dr. Pandol assured
me that things were going well with his research. So, he was mon-
itored very carefully; he did well during that monitoring period.
But the idea of the suspension; you have to imderstand, a suspen-
sion is not a minor disciplinary action for a physician. It is one step
away from being removed. That suspension, although I think Dr.
Sager tried to keep it quiet, was well known in the scientific com-
munity. Dr. Sager complained to me that, at national meetings,
people were bringing that up.

So, his reputation was certainly tarnished, and he did suffer by
it. What we foimd in the investigation of the suspension in the last

few weeks was that, in fact, he only served 7 out of the 10 days
of the suspension. So, that is being remedied. But, the idea of the
suspension was that—and I told him this—he was hanging by a
thread, and that any other behavioral problems, any other difficul-

ties in his research, any other problems whatsoever in cardiology
related to him, that he would be leaving the institution. And, he
understood that.

Mr. Doyle. We are going to have a second round of questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairmaui.
Mr. Everett. Absolutely. We have 10 minutes. Would the gentle

lady like to go vote?
At this point, we will recess until the members have returned.
[Recess.]

Mr. Everett. The hearing will resume. I remind the panel that
you are still under oath, and we will have additional questions,
probably, for the record, from some of our members.

Dr. Norman, how long have you been Chief of Staff at West LA?
Dr. Norman. I have been the Chief of Staff from about 1993, and

when we merged with the Southern California System of Clinics re-
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cently, I became the Acting Chief of Staff for the Greater Los Ange-
les Health Care System.
Mr. Everett. \^at was your role and responsibility for research

at the Medic8il Center? Who was in charge, it wasn’t you, is that
correct?

Dr. Norman. Well, technically, the ACOS for Research was in

charge of research, but that person reported to me, even in my ca-

pacity as the Acting Chief of Staff for the Greater Los Angeles
Health Csire System.
Mr. Everett. Dr. Norman, did anyone ever tell these four veter-

ans who didn’t consent to the research what happened to them?
Dr. Norman. Yes, specificeilly, they were contacted by telephone,

those that we could reach. And, I sent letters, also, to them.
Mr. Everett. Was the—as far as the—I am tr3dng to make up

my mind which way to go here. Excuse me. Dr. Norman.
Let me ask you just a second about the retroactive consent that

was obtained from two veterans for research already performed. Do
you think that is a good operating procedure?

Dr. Norman. No, it is not informed consent.
Mr. Everett. Who attempted—who did that?
Dr. Norman. This was the recommendation of the board of inves-

tigation in the case, that those veterans that had undergone re-

search procedures without informed consent, that they stfll after-

wards be consented. That is not the same as informed consent. I

think it was an attempt in the recommendation by the board to

make sure that the veterans understood exactly what happened to

them.
Mr. Everett. In other words, that was the reason it was done,

and that was the only reason it was done. It wasn’t somebody down
there trying to cover up something?

Dr. Norman. Well, yes. Let me assure all the people here there
was no attempt, whatsoever, to cover up this up. In fact, we did
have a representative from headquarters who served on the board.
Second of all, there were one or two members of the Cardiology De-
partment who were very unhappy that Dr. Sager was not fired.

They insisted they were going to go to the newspapers and tell ev-

erybody they could about it. I assumed that they would do so, and
they did. I thought, at the time, that the board of investigation did
a very thorough job. They made good recommendations, and the
recommendations were carried out. There was no attempt by my-
self or anyone to cover up their findings.

Mr. Everett. The suspension that you have described as being
severe, was that a ten day suspension or ten week suspension?

Dr. Norman. It was a ten day suspension.
Mr. Everett. With pay?
Dr. Norman. Without pay.
Mr. Everett. Without pay. Was it ever imposed?
Dr. Norman. In our recent investigation, he served seven of

those 10 days without pay, emd we are—either has or about to give
him the other 3 days suspension.
Mr. Everett. Did you discuss with the VA counsel whether any

criminal acts, such as assault and battery, might have been com-
mitted by, willfully, conducting research on patients without
consent?
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Dr. Norman. Yes, I did.

Mr. Everett. Were you aware that it is a violation of California
law with a maximum of $10,000 find, and a year in jail?

Dr. Norman. No, I wasn’t aware of that imtil just recently.
Mr. Everett. Would you explain to me the logic behind—the

board or whoever made that decision—^the logic behind declaring
that this was not battery or patient abuse or criminal assault?

Dr. Norman. The Chair of the board and myself, and I am not
siu-e whether the Chair actually did it, but I know I myself called
one of our attorneys who felt that this was not a criminal assault.

This board
Mr. Everett. Did he think it was criminal battery?
Dr. Norman. I think what he specifically told me is he did not

think that this would merit charges being brought by the U.S. At-
torney against Dr. Sager.
Mr. Everett. That is not sa3dng it was not criminal assault.

Dr. Norman. That is what I recall. That was over 3 years ago.

Mr. Everett. I just have to ask you directly—in my estimation,
I agree with some of those folks that came to you. I don’t under-
stand why Dr. Sager was not fired. Can you give me your reasons
why he was given the ten day suspension, and was not fired?

Dr. Norman. Again, based on the board of investigation, based
on the recommendations of the members, they recommended meas-
ured response, not firing him.
Mr. Everett. Well, why would they—the VA in its written state-

ment, which you all have said that you accept, has said that this

could constitute battery, and battery is a criminal assault. So, in
view of that, why would they recommend imposing what I view to

be a light sentence?
Dr. Norman. We would have to ask the individual board mem-

bers, but their thinking was one, that Dr.—now I am just trying
to recall some of the things that the Chair of the Board told me.
One, Dr. Sager was relatively young. Two, this was the first time
Dr. Sager had been in trouble. Three, he was a nationally-known,
well respected cardiologist, and no one ever impugned his excel-

lence as a physiciem in clinical care, and
Mr. Everett. The first rule of a physician is do no harm?
Dr. Norman. That is true.

Mr. Everett. Was this not a high risk procedure that was
performed?

Dr. Norman. Well, again, my understanding was these were clin-

ical procedures, which had a research component. These were very
ill patients.

Mr. Everett. There is no cardiac procedure that lasted 105 min-
utes or 110 minutes, whatever it was, was that not a moderate to

high risk procedure?
Dr. Norman. I think the clinical procedure moderate to high

risk, yes.

Mr. Everett. Then, to extend that, seems to me, would be high
risk?

Dr. Norman. It could potentially harm the patient, that is true.
I think you are right.

Mr. Everett. Doctor, in all due respect, you are Chief of Staff
there, and you agreed with the board’s finding?
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Dr. Norman. I agree with the board’s finding, yes.

Mr. Everett. Are you still comfortable with that?
Dr. Norman. I would have to think about that. I can only say

that, based on the board of investigation, based on the evidence,
based on reviewing the cases at the time, that was my feeling that
I agreed with the boEird.

.^ain, initially I thought we should have recommended termi-
nation of Dr. Sager. But, I did read the report carefully; I did talk
with a lot of people; and, this was what I felt was the right action
in 1996. I think in 1999, I think I might have a different opinion
about it if it was today, and we were doing the same investigation,
it might be different. But, it is hard to say.
Mr. Everett. Well, finally, I am not going to belabor the issue,

but I would hke for you or anybody on the panel to explain to me
why this was not criminal assault. Mr. Clark?
Mr. Clark. I can’t provide that explanation, other than to reit-

erate what Dr. Norman said, and that is, we did in fact, consult
with re^oned counsel at the time. Their explanation to us was that
they did not see a criminal act committed here, so we dealt with
it administratively in light of that advice and coimsel.

Mr. Everett. Even though California law says that this a
$10,000 fine and a year in jail?

Mr. Clark. That was not a fact known to me at the time. I would
assume that was considered by regional counsel. I don’t know that
specifically. But again, their counsel at the time was that this was
not a criminal act.

Mr. Everett. Did you take into consideration the concept of com-
mon rule in making this decision?
Mr. Clark. No, not specifically.

Mr. Everett. No common rule? We were talking about common
law eind common rule. I am referring to common rule on the ethics

of research concerning patients.
Mr. Clark. The results of the board of investigation, and a vari-

ety of other factors were considered in determining what would be
an appropriate action. As Dr. Norman indicated—there was a con-
sultation with the hospital ethicist, so ethical issues were included
in the analysis that led to the recommended disciplinary action.

Mr. Everett. I hope the members will excuse me, and let me
have another question or two.
This will not be on the doctor’s record permanently, will or will

not?
Mr. Clark. My recollection was that the agreement was it would

be part of his official personnel record for a period of 3 years. If

there were no further problems that developed that that would be
expun^d from the record.
Mr. Everett. Mr. Clark, this is my last observation. You are an

attorney and it would seem to me that under common law, that
this would qualify as an assault by definition. Mr. Buyer?
Mr. Buyer. Mr. Chairman, I think you are accurate. If a crime

occurs, and then after the incident, an individual provides safe har-
bor to the alleged criminal, and in that safe harbor, they also ob-
tain knowledge that a crime had occurred, yet they do nothing
about it, they become accessories after the fact, and are subject to

criminal culpability themselves. So, your questions are very good.
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But, I have got some—I want to be constructive in this because I

don’t want to be overly critical. Your board, is there a counsel, is

there attorney representation at this board?
Mr. Clark. No.
Mr. Buyer. Looking back on it, and I will use my analogy, when

you hold your boards at your hospital on quality assurance or risk

management, do you have counsel representation at those boards?
Mr. Clark. There is counsel representation on a number of the

medical center committees—not all of them, certainly—but a num-
ber of them, the major committees.
Mr. Buyer. Do you have coimsel representation of the quality as-

surance and risk management?
Mr. Clark. I am not at the Medical Center, so I can’t answer

that question.
Mr. Buyer. You used to be in charge there?
Mr. Clark. Yes, when I was the Director.

Mr. Buyer. When you were in charge there, did you have law-

yers present?
Mr. Clark. The attorney was not present on the quality council;

he was present for the executive committees.
Mr. Buyer. Doctor Norman, what happens now? Do you lock the

lawyers out?
Dr. Norman. No, we frequently consult with them.
Mr. Buyer. But you don’t let them in the room during the discus-

sions?

Dr. Norman. In some boards, we do actually, that I recall. We
have actually had attorneys present, and certainly, the witnesses
often bring their attorneys.

Mr. Buyer. Mr. Chairman, I hate to rely on personal experience

from a past life, but I also was an attorney for a hospital, and
served on the quality assurance and risk management. I imder-
stand the protective nature within the camaraderie of the physi-

cian community, and the high sensitivity about taking actions

against another colleague who had exercised particular judgments.
It happens in ERs a lot, and so they are very cautious about that.

But in the areas of medical research, when there is a modus ope-

randi and errors of judgment like that, I look at it a little more
egregious, a lot more egregious. I am concerned that counsel wasn’t
participating in this. So, I am going to ask some questions about
this.

There was a settlement, was there not, with these four? Did you
ask these questions about the settlement, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Everett. No, I did not.

Mr. Buyer. Doctor Norman, you settled with the four veterans
that did not have the consent where this procedure was performed
by Dr. Sager? Was there a settlement?

Dr. Norman. There is no settlement; there was no lawsuit, to my
knowledge, from the veterans. They were informed of what
happened.
Mr. Buyer. All right. I thought there was a lawsuit.

Dr. Norman. No, not that I am aware of.

Mr. Buyer. Were the veterans informed about the disciplinary
action taken against Dr. Sager?
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Dr. Norman. I would have to go back and look at the letter, what
the actual letter said that was written to the veterans. Again, that
was written 3 years ago. I have it with me. L could go through my
files, and look again at it.

Mr. Buyer. Do you think that the veterans have a right to know
that disciplinary action was taken against the doctor?

Dr. Norman. Yes, I do.

Mr. Buyer. I would like for follow-up to the committee as to

whether that was done. I would also ask you that procedures went
beyond their informed consent, were the veterans ever informed
about the risks associated with the extra time that went in? Have
they been brought up to date about exactly what had happened,
and the threats to their bodies?

Dr. Norman. I don’t know. I would have to look at the letter, and
I would have to talk to the veterans on the telephone,
Mr. Buyer. Who drafted this letter of—whether it is disciplinary

or settlement action—of the dispute with Dr. Sager?
Dr. Norman. That was done by human resources.

Mr. Buyer. By human resources? Was counsel by the VA ever
brought in to dr^ this disciplinary action with the doctor?

Mr. Buyer. Wait a minute. I don’t know, I don’t think so. You
are in charge, were you not? Weren’t you the responsible party
here to carry out the disciplinary action?

Dr. Norman. Technically, yes.

Mr. Buyer. Technically, yes. You would know whether counsel
drafted it or not. Did counsel draft it?

Dr. Norman. I don’t think so. It was drafted by our human re-

sources department.
Mr. Buyer. Okay. But, what you don’t know is whether coimsel

took a look at it after it was drafted, is that what you are not sure
about?

Dr. Norman. I don’t know. That is what I am not sure of. I am
not sure whether or not the representative from human resources
discussed it with coimsel.
Mr. Buyer. Right. I want to be very careful about any form of

accusations that would impugn your integrity. Doctor. It is easy to

go, “You know, these are the docs again, trying to take care of their

own.” They just want to slap him on the hand and let this thing
go away.
When those t)npes of things are done, then it begins to impum

the integrity of the entire system, the VA itself. So, I want to be
ve^ careful. I want you to know that, from my perspective, I think
it is very, very serious for a doctor to go beyond his jurisdiction,

beyond the consent, and to sort of free-lance. Now, it isn’t, nec-
essarily free-lance because that data is going to the benefit of some-
one.

So, Mr. Chairman, I have one follow-up question, if you may?
Do you know who the benefits were going to? Were they going

to NIH? Or, were they going to any private source?
Dr. Norman. During that time. Dr. Sager’s funding was entirely

from the private sector, or at least that is what our investigation
showed. So, the data would be given to whomever sponsored the
research.
Mr. Buyer. Do you know who sponsored that research?
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Dr. Norman. I could find out. But, I do not know, offhand, which
companies sponsored the research.

Mr. Buyer. From a protectorate standpoint, the VA, the protec-

torate of the veterans’ commimity, that is even more egregious to

think that we would permit private soitrces—I guess, I would hate
to say one is worse than the other, but whether it is from Govern-
ment sources or even from private pay, to gain access to our vet-

eran base for research beyond consent is exteaordinarily egregious,

in my judgment. Perhaps, you and the board, felt differently. But,
I thi^ it is pretty extraordinary.

If you could answer that question as to who derived the benefit

from his research to the committee in a follow-up question, I would
also appreciate that.

Thank you. Dr. Norman.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. My apologies to Dr. Snyder. I will get

to you in just a second. But, let me now recognize our ranking
member.
Ms. Brown. Just a couple of quick questions. Gentlemen, no one

in this room thinks that the West LA has handled research well,

unless it is one of you. Are you being treated unfairly? Is there
something here that we don’t know about?

Dr. Norman. I would like to try to answer that. That question,

are we being treated unfairly. I don’t think so, but we have to un-
derstand that this particular investigation in cardiology was our
first, at least my first as Chief of Staff investigation of any sci-

entific misconduct. It is the only allegation up to now, at least vmtil

the recent few days, of scientific misconduct. We supervise over 300
investigators who perform a thousand projects a year; so this is a
very rare occurrence. I can assure you all that research is con-

ducted overwhelmingly in the highest ethical fashion. Remember,
this is the same VA that developed the CAT scan, the same VA
that developed advanced forms of dialysis, the same VA that came
up with the nicotine patch for nicotine addiction, and the same VA
that developed some of the medications which we all use to prevent
GI distress. So, we are very proud of our research tradition, and
very proud of our research.
However, as the gentleman just referred, we did think this was

an egregious breach of ethical conduct. We did think that this par-

ticular cardiologist did breach boundaries, and we thought it was
extremely egregious. That is why we had a board of investigation,

and that is why we carried out the recommendations of the board.
At the time, we thought we were doing it correctly.

Ms. Brown. Well, I don’t know if you heard my opening state-

ment, but I did commend VA for their research, and mentioned
how we have all benefitted. But, I want to make sure that the safe-

guards are there to protect the veterans, particularly, the elderly

veterans, the minority veterans, the poor veterans. You know, this

is their only source of treatment. This is their healthcare, they
don’t have an option.

Dr. Norman. Well, I completely agree with you, and I thank you
for your appreciation of VA research. My own interest in research
is in geriatrics and elderly veterans and in minority veterans, so

I applaud your interest and concern.
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Ms. Brown. In your testimony, you noted some ways in which
VA central office was unable to support involvement in the West
LA operational manual. Cotild you discuss this a little bit further?
Mr. Clark. There a number of ways that the VA headquarters

in the office of research, which has been directly involved in this

from the beginning, has worked with tiie network and with the fa-

cility in instituting corrective measures.
I would defer to Dr. Feussner, who will be on the next panel to

address your question specificaUy, and he is able to do that.

Ms. Brown. Okay, and my last question—^what do you want to

let us know about cocaine research project at West LA? Doctor
Pandol?

Dr. Pandol. Yes, there was a project at West LA until the begin-
ning of 1998 that was funded by the National Institute of Drug
Abuse, emd the purpose of the project was to develop medications
that could be given to patients who had cocaine addition to see if

those medications would decrease the craving so that they
wouldn’t—obviously, to cure the addiction.
That was a particularly difficult project for us at West LA. I will

try to explain it a little bit. We, in the research service during our
first year of management of that project, were accused of losing ap-
proximately $900,000 out of a total annual budget of $1.8 million.

VA Washington, VA headquarters, and NIDA management did a
joint audit, and demonstrated in that joint audit that the $900,000
difference was not correct, and it was actually a $3,000 difference.

However, because of that. Dr. Feussner put our research service

on probation. There are other issues that are relevant with the
NIDA project. Particularly problematic for me is that NIDA man-
agement in Washington argued strongly that they wanted to have
oversight over the human research from their vantage point, from
Washmgton, rather than allowing us locally to do that.

That created a problem because we punished by VA head-
quarters, and then NIDA was arguing with us about oversight. So,
we felt in a very vulnerable position in terms of managing the
project.

Ms. Brown. Thsink you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Dr. Snyder?
Mr. Snyder. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor Pandol, the specific case that Dr. Sager was involved in

has gotten a lot of attention here today. Was that electrophysiologic
mapping, is that what he was doing?

Dr. Norman. That was part of it, yes.
Mr. Snyder. So, he had patient consent to do a cardiac cath, cor-

rect, is that what it was?
Dr. Norman. Yes. And, he extended it to do the mapping. That

was the
Mr. Snyder. Did he have any consent to do any mapping at all?

Dr. Norman. In this one case, he did not, the one case that was
investigated by the board.
Mr. Snyder. So, he had consent to do a
Dr. Norman. Routine electrocardiographic procedure, clinical

procedure, not related to research.
Mr. Snyder. Right. It was a dye study, is that what you are

saying?
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Dr. Norman. Well, it is not a dye study. It is a study where an
electrode is put into

Mr. Snyder. I am sorry, he had consent to do that kind of an
electrode study that you are referring to?

Dr. Norman. He did. The clinical aspect of it, but he added on
a research component, which he did not have consent for.

Mr. Snyder. Right.
Dr. Norman. It wasn’t a dye study. It is using an electrode.

Mr. Snyder. I understand that. I am trying to get to the Chair-
man’s question about battery versus no battery because there was
a signed consent to do something that was very similar. I mean,
it was about the same except that it was a longer time, is that
correct?

Dr. Norman. Yes.
Mr. Snyder. Not to excuse it at all, but that may have been part

of the conflict they had when they discussed this with criminality

or not.

Now, Dr. Pandol, Dr. Norman referred to this as a moderate to

high risk. Do you agree with the characterization that the exten-
sion of time beyond the procedure that Dr. Sager had gotten per-
mission for, did that add on additional moderate to high risk or
how would you characterize that?

Dr. Pandol. Yes, I agree. Also, the board—as I recall the board
investigation—anees with that, as well.

Mr. Snyder. Was that because he was inducing arrh5dhmias, is

that how that was—or was it just the length of time of having
electrodes?

Dr. Pandol, I believe it was just the length of time.
Mr. Snyder. Which would make at risk of arrhythmia, I assume

that would be the risk?
Dr. Pandol. Yes.
Dr. Norman. Also, the longer a catheter is in, the more risk for

infection, and other complications related to anesthesia, et cetera.

Mr. Snyder. I understand. Thank you.
Is it the routine. Dr. Pandol, for the attending researchers like

Dr. Sager to get the informed consent? Is it considered appropriate
for cardiac fellows to get the informed consent? Is it appropriate for

residents to get the informed consent? How far down the chain
does it go before you consider it not appropriate as to who obtains
informed consent?

Dr. Pandol. For reseEU-ch, it is the investigator or co-investiga-
tor.

Mr. Snyder. That would not include your cardiac fellows?
Dr. Pandol. That is right.

Mr. Snyder. And, Dr. Norman, there were discussions earlier

today about the inadequate resources that are put into these IRBs.
What are your comments on that—I assume you heard that testi-

mony earlier today?
Dr. Norman. Yes, when we looked recently at the UCLA system

and how they adjusted their IRBs, we found that they require
minimally four very high level people for each IRB. We had consid-
erably less than that. In fact. Dr. Pandol brought it to my atten-
tion, to everyone’s attention, that he felt that the IRB process, in
order to work better, be more streamlined, needed additional staff.
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But also, in fact, our research foimdation did vote money over the
years. Specifically, this year, something like $187,000 were voted
to improve the staffing for the institutional review boards.
Now, that doesn’t excuse in any way, shape or form, the serious

matter of the institutional review boards meeting without quorums
or not having a community member or their subject matter mem-
ber. That is a very serious issue. That is something that wasn’t
known to myself. But, we all know that if you don’t have a quorum,
you shouldn’t have the meeting. Whether you are understaffed or
not, that shouldn’t have occurred. That was our mistake, and that
is why OPRR took their dramatic action. Invalid meetings occurred
for a brief period of time. Dr. Psuidol, certainly, corrected that in
August, but that was known just to the research service, not to
anybody else; there had been some meetings that did not meet the
criteria of OPRR, and that is a very serious matter. 'That should
be independent of how much staffing you have. You should not
have a meeting. But, what that does generate—and I want every-
body to understand that—there is tremendous pressure on the
IRBs to return in a timely fashion their approval or non-approval
of investigators’ projects. In fact, at the West LA facility, I should
report to everybody that investigators complain to me regularly
that the institutional review boards were too thorough, too picky,
required too much changes, and took too long. So, that is why—at
least from where I was sitting—I was shocked at the events with
OPRR because I assumed we had a very good process. And, my
own protocols which I put in were gone over with a fine-toothed
comb by the institutionm review boards. So, by and large, they did
a good job. However, there was a serious lapse, there is no question
about it; and, it should not have happened. How IRB chairs did not
know that you ceinnot have a meeting without quorums? I don’t
have an euiswer for that.

Mr. Snyder. I forget what the characterization is, was it the cul-

ture of sloppiness that existed, and some implication that it still

exists? Do you agree? I assume you don’t agree with that character-
ization? How would you define it? Are you a recovering sloppy?

Dr. Norman. No, we are recovering by paying excruciatingly
good attention to detail. We are recovering, and I think, have dra-
matically changed the culture. You know, we are in part of the

—

when you think about when these disasters happen, and this is

nothing short of an earthquake, an earthquake through our re-

search service. There is plenty of blame to go around. I will, cer-

tainly, accept a lot of that. I am sure Dr. Pandol will, as well. But
also, the whole system has to take blame, including the investiga-
tors themselves. Who did not show up for these IRB meetings? It

was the investigators. They are the ones that did not show up. In
fact, for some institutions, UCLA told me, that when an investiga-
tor doesn’t show up, they publish his or her name to the other in-

vestigators to let them know that is why their protocol did not get
approved. That is a policy we will have shortly.
Mr. Norby has been leading the recovery effort, and can give you

a lot of details of all the steps that we are taking to make sure that
we are doing things right.

The other issue that came up was the data safety management
board. That board did meet, at times, and Dr. Pandol probably has
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more to say about it. In 1996, somehow, it dropped. But the data
safety management reports—these are the reports that are done to

ensure that our vulnerable populations, our seriously mentally ill,

patients with dementia—can truly imderstand informed consent
and give informed consent. What is done at our institution, and ac-

tually the people involved, Drs. Marder, Wirshing and another per-

son, just published an article on how to ensure that seriously men-
tally ill patients could give informed consent. Dr. Marder has met
with me on several occasions telling me of all the advances. The
investigators give the patients tests; the patients have to pass the
test, in order to be able to enter a research project. These data
safety management reports were prepared. But, unfortimately,
there was no board to look at the reports. So, the monitoring data
was collected. There appeared to be no problems with the process,

and I heard nothing but good things about how well it was doing.

What I didn’t know was that there was no data safety management
board, an additional process to look at these reports. The Board
was needed to ensure that patients—these are patients in whom
their own physician may, in fact, be the investigator, which creates
an ethiced conflict were protected. There was no reason to think
that these reports were not going to a data safety management
board. I really didn’t know that it wasn’t meeting until March 22,

when OPRR informed us.

Mr. Snyder. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one short question? I am
sorry.

During your time there, as you look back now from this perspec-

tive of 20/20 hindsight, again going back to this metaphor, “the cul-

ture of sloppiness,” what periods of time, if any, do you agree with
that characterization, at a time when you have been Chief of Staff,

that there has, indeed, been a culture of sloppiness with regard to

the investigation things we are talking about today?
Dr. NoRr^AN. I don’t perceive a culture of sloppiness. I think

some individual investigators, certainly, are sloppy. In one case,

one person crossed way over the line as far as sloppiness. We had
some unethical behavior, and we have already talked about that.

What do I think happened? Again, as physicians, we talk about the
retrospectoscope, looking back through a scope in time, and chang-
ing your judgments. Brentwood VA Research Service and Wads-
worth VA Research Service—remember we were two VAs under the
West LA campus—merged around 1996 about the time Dr. Pandol
came. T think, at that point, when the research services merged,
somehow it was not transmitted that: one, we needed quarterly re-

ports to go to OPRR as part of our restriction; that was our sole

restriction, and that wasn’t transmitted, apparently, to Dr. Pandol.
There were many people in the research service that were still

around, and it is hard for me to imderstand that. I think the data
safety management board also, for the same reason, fell apart at

that time. So, something in that reorganization created a period of

laxness, sloppiness. Then the IRBs, for those few months actually
started meeting without quorums. That suggests to me a lack of

education, turnover in chairs, et cetera. But, certainly, we did not
pay proper attention to the IRB process, there is no doubt about
that.

Mr. Snyder. Thank you.
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Mr. Everett. Thank you. Chairman Steams?
Mr. Stearns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just wanted to go into

the accountability. Once you find a person who has crossed the
line, either malfeasance, or failure to seek consent forms, for exam-
ple, do you feel you have, within the facihty, the means to dis-

cipline these people? Do you feel you can fire a person? Do you feel

you can suspend them? The view that we have up here is tiiat VA
managers snow a little hesitancy to take disciplinary action. I

think the individual involved was suspended for 10 days, but only
did seven. You are going to go back and address the remaining
three. Why in the world are you so hesitant about this? ViTiy isn’t

there pretty strong action on your part, where something is done
quickly, permanently, and sets an example for others?

Dr. Norman. Well, first of all, I think that we certainly try to

do that. I thought the action had been taken, and it was only in
the last few days I found out that he hadn’t served the full 10 days.
Mr. Stearns. Let me ask you, why didn’t he serve the full ten

days?
Dr. Norman. Well, I think that—I haven’t read completely the

investigation that was done, but his own accoimting is that he
thought he did serve the whole ten days. But, when we looked at
his pay records, pay was only withheld for seven days. That had
to do with the follow-up by his service and service chief. Mr. Norby
knows it better than I do. Maybe you could comment?
Mr. Norby. There was just not the follow-up by the appropriate

individuals within the service to make certain that the time records
had been appropriately recorded, that he had actually served the
time, and that was documented. That was the issue.

Mr. Stearns. From my perspective, it looks like there is sloppi-

ness, that Dr. Snyder talked about, in the enforcement of the regu-
lations. Then, there seems to be a lack of commitment to even en-
force, once these reflations are degraded and they are not exe-
cuted. So, it seems like all down the line, there is a tentative ap-
proach here. It seems like the official responsible for disciplining
this individual would have said, “You are fired, or you are sus-
pended,” and would have known whether the person was sus-
pended the full ten days or not.

Mr. Norby. You are exactly right, and that person should have
known that. That person didn’t follow through, and there will be
appropriate corrective actions taken with those individuals.
Mr. Stearns. So, not only do we have to discipline the person

who is culpable; then you have got to go back to the person who
was supposed to monitor it; and, that person is lax and tentative,
and that is systemic of the whole operation here, just as an obser-
vation of an outsider.

It doesn’t seem that there was any sense that something that
happened was so outrageous that we are fing to make sure that
this person is disciplined, and that the discipline is properly admin-
istered. It is hard for me to understand that, once a person did
something like this, that everyone would be lax on the discipline.

Mr. Clark. Perhaps I can respond since, at the time, I was the,
ultimately the accoimtable official at the medical center.

I wanted to go back to your question about whether we felt there
was the authority present to t^e the full range of disciplinary ac-
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tions, and certainly, there is. Ultimately, when a board of inves-
tigation is completed, and they make some recommendations, and
it goes through a series of subordinate officials for their review and
recommendation, we view the case in the entire context of the facts

and the environment, and are guided by a range of penalties. In
this case, it would appear as if, at least, we were dealing with en-
dangering the safety of a patient and possibility of patient abuse.
The range of penalties there would be from a reprimand to dis-

charge. The action that was taken was a ten day suspension, which
is by definition, a serious adverse disciplinary action. So, again,
under the circumstances, considering all of the factors, it seemed
like that was the appropriate action to take. But clearly, there was
the authority to tsike the entire range of penalties that are con-
tained in the range of penalty guidance.
Mr. Stearns. Can you sit here this morning, and say that the

actions taken have been executed and that this individual is going
to be suspended for ten days? Do you know for a fact today, wheth-
er he is being suspended for ten days or not?
Mr. Clark. My understanding is that there is a group that has

been reviewing that issue. It appears as if he did not take the full

ten day suspension, and that action is being instituted to ensure
that the remaining days of suspension are acted on.

Mr. Stearns. For us, then, when we see this tentativeness on
discipline, then the next question is who is going to monitor this

person’s research? If the person feels that you are tentative, and
he comes back on the research, what procedures are you imple-
menting to make sure that you monitor this person’s research, and
what he does hereafter?

Dr. Norman. Can I answer that, since we have taken that
action?
Mr. Stearns. Sure.
Dr. Norman. Again, after the initial board of investigation. Dr.

Sager was closely monitored for a period of time, well over a year.
Mr. Stearns. By whom?
Dr. Norman. By Dr. Pandol. Second, there have been recent alle-

gations about Dr. Sager. This came from, actually. Dr. Sager re-

porting to me that a newspaper reporter had questioned him about
new cases that were brought to the reporter’s attention from the
cardiology staff. As soon as Dr. Sager gave me the names, I re-

viewed the research charts, and looked at them and felt there were
some questions about inclusion criteria for his studies. So, we have
another board of investigation, this one done entirely by outside
people, not in our facility, that are looking at his research.
Now, in the meantime, as in the first investigation, we had con-

cerns that since Dr. Sager was under a new investigation, that
there be somebody monitoring the way the research is done. Now,
no new patients would be entered in his study, that is part of the
VA directive, part of our research suspension.

But, what about the 60 seriously ill patients that are in Dr.
Sager’s study right now? What we have done is we have hired ah
outside electrophysiologist to supervise Dr. Sager in caring for the
60 patients that are in his studies right now. That person is in
place, and doing their job, and we will see what—the current inves-
tigation is ongoing. We will see what that investigation shows.
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Mr. Stearns. Has his behavior and incident been reported to the
licensing board?

Dr. Norman. The original incident was not reported to the licens-

ing board.
Mr. Stearns. And, why hasn’t that been reported? Is it inappro-

priate to report it?

Mr. Norby. At that time, we did not have the authority to report
a continuing employee to the licensing board. That has, since,
changed.
Mr. Stearns. Are you going to report this to the licensing board?
Mr. Norby. It will depend upon, obviously, the results of the in-

vestigation that is ongoing right now, and what they find.

Mr. Stearns. ThaiA you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Everett. Thank you. We have anotiier vote going on. Let me

just, briefly, say in response to some of Dr. Snyder’s remarks and
great questions. It seems to me, once you go beyond common rule,

you violate ethics and patients’ rights. Further, as a matter of com-
mon law, once you go beyond consent, that is where battery begins,
at that point.

I want to thank this panel, and that will be all for this panel.
We will recess for about 15 minutes.

[Whereupon, the subcommittees recessed for 15 minutes.]
Mr. Everett. Dr. Kizer, would you, please, introduce your staff?

After that, I would ask you all to rise.

Dr. Kizer. To my immediate right is Dr. Jack Feussner, who is

the Chief Officer for Research and Development, and next to him
is Dr. Tim Gerrity, also with the Research Office.

Mr. Everett. Would you all, please, rise?

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. Everett. Thank you. Please be seated.
Dr. Kizer is Under Secretary for Health, Department of Veteran

Affairs. We will now proceed with your statement.

TESTIMONY OF KENNETH KIZER, M.D., UNDER SEC-
RETARY FOR HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN AFFAIRS;
ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN FEUSSNER, M.D., CHIEF RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN
AFFAIRS, AND TIMOTHY GERRITY, M.D., SPECIAL ASSISTANT
TO CHIEF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, DE-
PARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

TESTIMONY OF KENNETH KIZER
Dr. Kizer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committees. Thank you for the opportunity to be here today to dis-

cuss current issues related to VA’s research program, and I ask
that my complete testimony be accepted for the record.
Mr. Everett. Without objection.

Dr. Kizer. I recognize the time is limited, so I am going to abbre-
viate my planned opening statement. However, I want to clearly
and unequivocally state that the standards for research conduct
within VA are, at least as comprehensive and, indeed, in most
cases, more comprehensive, than the other 16 Federal agencies who
are also bound by the regulations governing the conduct of research
involving humans.
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I also want to stress that research is a very important part of
VA healthcare. In conducting research, it is paramoimt that respect
for the rights and the dignity and safety of research subjects be the
top priority. There really should be no question that all VA re-

search, human, animal or laboratory, will be performed in accord-

ance with the highest of ethical standards.
There have been a variety of comments earlier this morning that,

because I was in another hearing, I missed. But, from what I \m-
derstand, many of the efforts that VA has underway to oversee re-

search have been commented on in one way or the other.

I want to focus the next couple of minutes on two new initiatives

that we are embeirking upon, as well as the very important ques-
tion before the committee as to whether the problems that have
been identified at the Greater Los Angeles Health Care System are
an isolated occurrence, or do they represent a serious endemic
problem within the whole research system. I certainly have no evi-

dence or basis to believe that the problems which have been de-

scribed at LA are widespread or prevalent throughout the VA re-

search program.
However, I also have to say, and in hearing some of the discus-

sion this morning about oversight for research, I do believe that it

is time for research ever3where, including VA, to make a more
comprehensive and systematic effort at overseeing and building in

accountability.

It is with that in mind that I comment on two new major initia-

tives that we are embarking upon. The first is the creation of an
independent office of research compliance and assurance. The sec-

ond is the identification and selection of an external accreditation

body for our research programs, in general, but especially those
that involve human subjects. I should also stress that there are no
models for this outside of the VA. By embarking upon these new
initiatives, VA is clearly setting a new standard for research
accountability.
The new Office of Research Compliance and Assurance will re-

port directly to my office. It wiU be, in many ways, similar to the
Office of the Medical Inspector. The primary mission of this office

within VHA will be to assure that the research conducted by our
scientists across the country is done with maximal regard for

issues of human and animal subject protection, for safety of labora-
tory personnel, as well as for the integrity of the research process.

I want to emphasize that this new office of Research Compliance
will be an independent, objective, and unbiased entity in its compli-
ance and oversight activities.

I am reminded that GAO in one of its reports has criticized the
placement of OPRR within the National Institutes of Health be-

cause of concerns that this internal placement might hamper its

independence and some of its oversi^t activities. By placing the
Office of Research Complismce outside of the Research Office, and
directly reporting to top management within the Veterans Health
Administration, it is my intention to minimize any real or per-
ceived weakness of this type.
With regard to external accreditation, as you well know, all of

our hospitals are accredited by the Joint Commission on Accredita-
tion of Health Care Organizations. We also have a similar process
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for our animeil facilities. But, there is no such process or com-
parable mechanism for institutions conducting research involving
human subjects. We will, in the very near fut\ire, be publishing a
notice that seeks to identify such an external entity to serve as an
accrediting body for our research programs, and for our institu-

tional review boards, in particular. I think that through this action
we will actually become the driving force to establish an accredita-
tion entity, and an accreditation process for research involving hu-
mans. That does not now exist, and our effort will, I believe, set

a new standard for research accountability.

I see the red light is on, so with that, let me defer any further
comments, and try to address questions that you or other members
may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Kizer, with attachments, appears
on p. 112.]

Mr. Everett. Thank you very much. Dr. Kizer. I have read your
statement, and you have commented on the new proposals for re-

search compliance, and that will be a matter for the record.
Let me ask you, when did you become aware of the problems

with West LA research?
Dr. Kizer. I became aware of those problems on March 19. It was

shortly before the letter was dispatched to the facility. I don’t recall

which days of the week those were, but as I recall, this came up
on a Thursday or Friday, and a decision was made to move forward
with the suspension of research activities. I would have to check
the calendar for the exact dates that correspond to that.

Mr. Everett. What I eun driving at. Dr. Kizer, is the fact that
it seems to me the problems weren’t effectively or timely addressed.
Your research people in Washington knew about the problems at
West LA from almost the very beginning. That is my understand-
ing. Why wasn’t this hEmdled quickly, and who is responsible for

that?
Dr. Kizer. I will turn to Dr. Feussner or Dr. Gerrity to respond

to that as they see fit. I would note that Dr. Feussner was the one
who came up to my office, as I recall, on Friday, vrith the informa-
tion. I think he can attest to the reaction that that elicited.

Mr. Everett. Let me put the question to you. Dr. Feussner?
When did you first learn oi this?

Dr. Feussner. When did I first learn of the problems in West
LA?
Mr. Everett. The problems in West LA, including the cardiac

case that we referred to so often today?
Dr. Feussner. I became aware oi problems in West LA in the

early part of 1997, when I

Mr. Everett. You were not aware of any of the problems as
early as back in 1993?

Dr. Feussner. That is correct. I became aware of the problem
with the specific issue in cardiology when asked a question by the
media recently.

Mr. Everett. Let me ask you a question. 'The protections for vet-
erans in the research has no medical benefit for them, or could be
harmful to them?

Dr. Feussner. Well, let me be sure I understand your question.
'The question relates to human research that doesn’t involve any-
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thing to do with treatment? So, there is nothing involved in
treatment.
Mr. Everett. When the veteran has no benefit from it?

Dr. Feussner. I think the protection for the patient imder those
circumstances is twofold. First is that the research being conducted
is meritorious, so the first part is a review process that passes on
the merit of the research project, as a scientific endeavor.
The second part of protection for the patient, then, is a patient

is informed, or that information is appropriately disclosed that in-

dicates what the potential benefits are. If there are no potential
benefits, that is stated, and then, what the risks are. Then, the pa-
tient, as you have discussed earlier today in the process of in-

formed consent, is informed about the rislu and the benefits, and
either consents or does not consent to participate in the research.

Patients who are impaired, or who are incompetent, cannot ^ve
informed consent. And, imder the circumstance where the patient
caimot give informed consent, that informed consent must be ob-

tained by some surrogate mechanism, say firom a duly appointed

—

someone who is a duly appointed power of attorney, et cetera.

Mr. Everett. How long have you been in charge of VA research?
Dr. Feussner. Since August of 1996, 1 believe.

Mr. Everett. Without identifying the individual veterans, what
happened in each of the cases in West LA where research was per-

formed without the veterans’ consent—the four cases?
Dr. Feussner. The situation, as I became aware of, involved car-

diology research, and involved allegations of doing research in the
absence of informed consent, and involved at least three separate
individuals. The allegations of failure to obtain informed consent,

or investigate it, and in two cases, I believe, the allegations for un-
ethical conduct were upheld. So, in two cases, physicians were
identified who had proceeded forward with research process with-
out getting appropriate informed consent. In one of those cases, it

would appear that the patient actually declined to give informed
consent, and the procedure was performed anyway.
Mr. Everett. I believe he decfined twice, did he not?
Dr. Feussner. I think that is correct.

Mr. Everett. Can human research, without consent, constitute
patient abuse?

Dr. Feussner. Yes, I think research that is conducted on pa-
tients without their consent can.
Mr. Everett. How about battery or criminal assault?
Dr. Feussner. Well, I am not a lawyer. I did listen to the discus-

sion this morning, and I think it is also possible that if you do
something to a person that a person does not want you to do, that
that is improper.
Mr. Everett. Dr. Kizer, I am failing to understand something

here. I am told that Washington was copied on the problems with
West LA VA research as early as 1993. Is that not correct?

Dr. Kizer. I can’t attest to that. I have heard that, as well.
Dr. Feussner. Yes, sir, I can answer that.

Mr. Everett. Please.
Dr. Feussner. Yes, sir, I think the answer to that question is

“yes.” I believe in 1993-1994 and 1995, communications from
OPRR were copied to VA research headquarters.
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Mr. Everett. Aad, that didn’t trip a wire to somebody that
somebody needs to go take a look or do something to see what is

happening out in West LA VA?
Dr. Feussner. I don’t know the answer to that question. There

was a liaison at the time between VA research and OPRR; there
was an awareness in VA research that this information had been
communicated. But, I can’t comment on what the VA research lead-
ership thought or did with that information. I was not aware of
what decisions they chose to take or not.

Mr. Everett. Here is what I am having a problem dealing with.
Apparently, the VA subscribes to common rule, is that correct?

Dr. Feussner. That is not apparent, sir. That is absolutely “yes.”

Mr. Everett. Okay. These violations beginning in 1993 were a
violation of common rule, were they not?

Dr. Feussner. Yes the common rule depends on appropriate as-

surances being in place so that a funding organization knows that
appropriate steps, appropriate safeguards are being taken. And,
when those assurances are not in place, there is no evidence, there-
fore, that patients are being appropriately protected.

Mr. Everett. My problem is that it seems a number of years
went by before anybody really did anything out at West LA.

Dr. Feussner. Well, yes, I think 6 years, to be precise, went by
without people taking, perhaps, more assertive action.

I would say that when I came into headquarters I was not aware
of those prior OPRR communications. It is unfortunate that, in the
period of time from 1996 until this year, that subsequent commu-
nications between West LA and OPRR were not copied to us. Our
communications with OPRR have not been optimd. We have in-

creased—^we have taken efforts to improve those communications.
We have formed a liaison function between VA Research Head-
quarters and OPRR, have attended several meetings at OPRR, and
all I cam say is that that information was not brought to our atten-
tion, and I think that is a failure of the communication.
Mr. Everett. Are you aware of any other VA research facilities

where we have had complaints like violation of common rule over
a period of time of 5 or 6 years?

Dr. Feussner. With the exception of the information that you
heard this morning concerning investigation of the Bronx VA, and
investigations that have begun in a very recent time, no, I am not
aware of any.
Mr. Everett. Dr. Kizer, I know you well, and I know very well

that, as far as the other doctors on the panel, that this is unaccept-
able to you. I know that you are going to give this committee the
assurance that this will not happen again.

I think you also know that I have a real problem with the culture
of this VA. For 4 years now, I have seen the tendency of VA not
to hold people responsible. We can go to the Columbia situation; we
can go to T^skegee situation; we can go to the North Carolina situ-

ation with Mr. Calhoun. It just seems to occur over and over again.
What assurances can you give this subcommittee that individuals
are going to be held responsible for their actions, and that we are
going to finally see some tightening of the discipline procedures at
the VA?
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Dr. Kizer. I think there is nothing about the action that we took
on March 22 that was tentative. Indeed, it was taken very quickly,

after being informed of the situation.

Mr. Everett. You Eu-e referring to the suspension, sir?

Dr. Kizer. The suspension. And, in my judgment, that on hear-
ing both the history, that this was something that had gone on for

a prolonged period of time, and I don’t know that there is any other
way that you can characterize it. But, the information was not con-
veyed to the appropriate levels of the Department, where I think
a more appropriate response would have been taken earlier, had
we been aware of it. A decision was made; it was acted on; it is,

clearly, unprecedented in research anywhere to take an action like

this. I think the actions that we are taking now, as far as putting
in place new infrastructure and mechanisms also attests to the se-

riousness and the rigor with which we are going to approach the
problem.
Mr. Everett. Excuse me, you are talking about the actions of

closing down the research facility?

Dr. KIZER. Yes, as well as putting in place the Office of Research
Compliance and Assurance, which will nave a mechanism to avoid
the type of communication failures that were alluded to before, as
well as the external accreditation. Again, accreditation of research
programs is not a new idea. This is something that has been talked
about for at least 15 years. The culture in research, in general, this

is not VA but eveiywhere, has not been supportive of that idea. I

think the time has come tiiat we just have to do it, and move for-

ward with it. I am not commenting on the specific individuals; I

don’t have all the information I need at this point to know what
decisions as far as personnel actions may be taken.
Mr. Everett. I know you don’t mean to say that everybody else

does it, so it is okay that we do it, too?
Dr. Kizer. No, that was not what I was saying. What I was say-

ing is that the culture has been such that the type of actions that
we are einnouncing today have not been acceptable in the past. I

think that, by the VA doing it coupled with the prominence and the
magnitude of the VA reseairch effort, we will, indeed, set a new
standard for research conducted everywhere in the country.
Mr. Everett. When do you think the research at West LA will

be allowed to continue?
Dr. Kizer. Some of it is already back, but let me defer to Dr.

Feussner to comment on that.

Dr. Feussner. Sir, we presented a recovery plan to yoiu- staff, or

some of the committee’s staff, on the 25th, I believe, of March. That
recovery plan is on schedule, and we have reconstituted the various
committees, and we have reinstituted approximately 75 percent of

the lowest risk research, that is research done not on animals, not
on humans, and not associated with any hazardous materials. So,
the reconstitution of the research program at West LA has begun.
Mr. Everett. Doctor, what is the situation with Sepulveda re-

search and what are the problems there?
Dr. Feussner. I am sorry?
Mr. Everett. Have any of the VA research animals at Sepulveda

been subject to inhuman conditions or treatment? I am sorry, inhu-
mane conditions or treatment?
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Dr. Feussner. No, sir, there are two primary categories of prob-
lems at the Sepulveda animal facility. One is a lack of updating of

procedures for protecting humans who work with animals from ex-
posures to, say, hazardous biological agents, et cetera. The second
is housing conditions that eire not always optimal relating to issues
of humidity, issues of appropriate temperature, and overcrowding
of some rats.

Mr. Everett. When will the human research restart?
Dr. Feussner. That is a complex question. Some of the human

research was allowed to continue because of safety concerns for the
patients. So, when the research suspension was taken, we asked
the site to identify research projects, which if stopped abruptly,
would potentially be harmful to the patients, and also to identify
the same types of projects or, if the research were stopped abrupt-
ly, it would either harm the animals or lead to the wastage of the
animals’ lives. So, some of the human research has continued in

the sense that patients already enrolled in studies are allowed to

continue in the study and finish. But no new patients are allowed
to be entered. The last part of the research program in the greater
Los Angeles area that will be reconstituted will be the human re-

search component. I am hopeful that we will be able to start recon-
stituting some of that within the next 30 days.
Mr. Everett. Dr. Kizer, there is clear concern about the capabil-

ity of the mentally impaired, the elderly, the chronically ill, of the
less well and the less educated to provide truly informed consent
to participate in research. Do you see a special obligation in VA to

take steps that go beyond compliance with Federal research regula-
tions to VA’s unique patient population?

Dr. Kizer. I do, as I believe the current VA policy does; the cur-

rent VA policy is that any individual who is decision-impaired and
who may not be able to give a full informed consent can only par-
ticipate in protocols that are directly related to their disorder,
whatever that may be, and, also, that cannot be done if it involves
more than a minimal risk to the individual unless there is probable
treatment of benefit to the patient greater than any potential
harm. These aspects of VA policy are consistent with the rec-

ommendations of the National Bioethics Advisory Commission.
Also, VA policy exceeds the current Federal standard for research
on decision-impaired individuals.
Mr. Everett. Thank you very much. I recognize our ranking

member now, Ms. Brown.
Ms. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate, as I said

earlier, the contributions VA research has made with aging, alcohol
and drug dependency, heart disease, post-trauma stress, and, of
course, with women veterans. I have a couple of questions that I

want to ask, and I spoke about this earlier.

I am concerned about poor veterans who have no other recourse
for medical treatment, except the VA. I have been reading reports
of patient consent issues that other facilities—I guess that is an-
other question. Can you answer that first one, first?

Dr. Kizer. If I understand the question, it was in the same vein
as what the chairman had asked, that poor individuals who may
not have access to other care may feel pressured to participate in
something, since that is part of their care. That should not occur;
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an individual—and I am taking it that your reference is to individ-
uals who are in full possession of all their decisionmaking abili-

ties—should be accorded the same rights and privileges of anyone
else. If they wish to participate, and after being fully informed as
to what the project is about, what the potential benefit may be to

society and not to the individual itself, and what the risks are to

themselves, if they elect to participate, so be it. We owe them an
obligation for doing that, but certainly they should feel no obliga-

tion and should never be pressured into participating in something
because they happen to rely on the system for their healthcare.
Mr. Feussner. Ma’am?
Ms. Brown. Yes, sir.

Mr. Feussner. May I comment, as well?
Ms. Brown. Yes, sir.

Mr. Feussner. I would like to say three things. The first is that
the common rule was extended by VA in, I believe, February or
March of 1998, to include a responsibility in VA for compensation
of patients who are injured as a result of participating in research.
At this moment, none of the other signatories of the common rule
have followed suit with that issue.

Second issue is that one of the critical components of the in-

formed consent process is voluntariness. That is to say, not only do
patients have the decisionmaking to agree or not to agree to par-
ticipate in the research, but at any moment subsequent to that
they have an opportunity to stop.

The VA policies on impaired consent—that is, obtaining informed
consent from patients who are impaired—I think anticipate some
of the recommendations currently available in the National Bioeth-
ics Advisory Commission report and were put as part of policy in

1992, and those include issues of obtaining surrogate consent and
how that is to be done; indicating that if there are ways to study,
if the study does not require specifically the patients who are im-
paired—say, a study on Alzheimer’s Disease—^then those patients
should not be included in the study, and then an assessment of ex-
plicitly accessing the patient’s decisionmaking capability.

Now, that later issue is very problematic, in part, because there
is so systematic way to proceed with that. In 1997, VA funded an
effort that compiled all the empiric literatvu-e on informed consent
for the first time. The document is of sufficient weight that it was
published as a bibliography, not as a scientific paper, in the
Hastings Center Report recently.

In December 1998, the VA fimded a program called E-QUIC, the
Enhancement of the Quality of Informed Consent. Two of the major
deliverables out of the E-QUIC initiative, the first of which I ex-
pect to have available later this summer, perhaps as early as Au-
gust or September, is a screening mechanism, a formal screening
mechanism, that could be in place that could quickly assess the pa-
tient’s decisionmaking ability euid then stratify the patients based
on whether they have impaired decisionmaking or not, for what-
ever reason.
The second deliverable out of the E-QUIC initiative is to prepare

a video that in general describes the research process, tells patients
in the video what their rights, privileges, et cetera, are.
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So, my sense is that we are dealing with those issues proactively,
in addition to which, in our outcomes research component several
years ago, we made a specific research priority the investigation of
issues relating to gender or ethnic bias in the application of
healthcare, and so one of the research priorities within the health
services research component is specifically looking at research
issues and generating information to see if we can identify situa-

tions where there are actually biased bases on gender or on
ethnicity.

Ms. Brown. Mr. Chairman, can I follow up with an additional
question?

Dr. Kizer, I found the recommendations of the National Bioethics
Advisory Commission about consent of the mentally ill sensible and
humane. Is there any plan for you all to make this a part of your
common rules and regulations?

Dr. Kizer. As I noted in my response to the prior question, most
of those are already part ofVA policy, those recommendations.
Ms. Brown. I would like, Mr. Chairman, to submit to the record

a letter from President Clinton, as he is in support these rec-

ommendations.
[The letter follows:]

The White House, February 22, 1999.

Dr. Harold T. Shapiro,
Chairman, National Bioethics Advisory Commission
Rockville, MD.
Dear Harold; I was pleased to receive the National Bioethics Advisoiv Commis-

sion’s report, "Research Involving Persons with Mental Disorders That May Affect
Decisionmaking Capacity.” As the report indicates, we must ensure that research
on humans is done in an ethically acceptable manner. This requires that the rights
and welfare of all human subjects, particularly those that are more vulnerable, be
protected.

I have asked Dr. Neal Lane, my Science Advisor, to ensure that all agencies that
conduct research with human subjects review the report and respond to the commis-
sion’s recommendations. He will keep you apprised of the progress of the review as
well as deliberations on a future course of action.

I thank you and all the members of the commission for the hard work and dedica-
tion that went into preparing this report.

Sincerely,

Bill Clinton.

Ms. Brown. Mr. Chairman, before we move on, though, I would
like to say that I think, based on we have heard here today, we
should hold at least two field hearings, I think, in West Los Ange-
les for one and maybe in Tampa, which is in Florida, or the Bronx
or some other place, because I am really concerned that this prob-
lem may not be unique to this situation and it may be broader, and
it is our responsibility to certainly support the VA, but also safe-

guard the veterans.
Mr. Everett. We certainly should be able to make some sort of

site visits to those two institutions.

Ms. Brown. Thank you.
Mr. Evere'TT. Dr. fazer, although we often have frank discus-

sions, it is always a pleasure to see you here. I appreciate the work
that you and the other VA officials do. I know where your heart
is. We may fi'om time to time have disagreements on procedure and
policy and that kind of thing, but I do appreciate your appearing
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here today, and since you left the Appropriations Committee, I as-
sume that this was really a breeze. (Lau^ter.)
Thank you very much. We will now have the next panel.
Dr. Kizer. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Everett. I would like to welcome Eric Meslin, the Executive
Director of the National Bioethics Advisory Commission; Paxil

Appelbaum, Chairman of Psychiatry at University of Massachu-
setts Medical School, and Chairman of the American Psychiatric
Association Ethics Appeals Board, and Dr. Adil E. Shamoo, M.D.,
professor of biochemical and mole^ar biology at the University of
Maryland, Bedtimore.
Would you gentlemen please rise?

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. Everett. Thsmk you. Please be seated.
Doctor, if you will proceed.

TESTIMONY OF ERIC M. MESLIN, PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL BIOETHICS ADVISORY COMMISSION; AC-
COMPANIED BY PAUL APPELBAUM, M.D., CHAIR, DEPART-
MENT OF PSYCHIATRY, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
MEDICAL SCHOOL, AND CHAIR, AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC AS-
SOCIATION ETHICS APPEALS BOARD, AND ADIL E. SHAMOO,
M.D., PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMICAL AND MO-
LECULAR BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, BALTI-
MORE

TESTIMONY OF ERIC MESUN
Dr. Meslin. Thank you very much. Good afternoon, Mr. Chair-

man and members of the subcommittee. I am Eric Meslin, the Ex-
ecutive Director of the National Bioethics Advisory Commission or
NBAC. I am pleased to appear before you this afternoon to describe
the recommendations NBAC made in its recent report on Research
Involving Persons With Mentail Disorders That May Affect Deci-
sionmaking Capacity.
The report’s recommendations were approved by NBAC in

November of 1998, completed and published in late December of
1998, and forwarded to the President on January 8, 1999, as re-

quired by our Executive Order. Since I made copies of the report
available to the subcommittee as part of my written testimony,
with your permission, I will briefly summarize the report’s major
recommendations

.

Mr. Everett. The complete testimony will be made a part of the
record.

Dr. Meslin. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Chairman, as you are aware, there have been previous ef-

forts to extend additional regulatory protections for research in-
volving individuals with mental disorders, but these efforts have
not been fully successful. In the late 1970’s, the National Commis-
sion for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Be-
havioral Research studied the need for special protections for re-
search subjects with mental disorders in a report on Research In-
volving Those Institutionalized as Mentally Infirm. The Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare proposed regulations in
1979, but these were never adopted.
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NBAC examined this topic because of the special needs of these
human subjects, including the need for more research, but also be-
cause of the weaknesses in Federal regulations that have persisted
for the past two decades. Several higmy-publicized incidents, some
of which have already been mentioned in this hearing, involving re-

search subjects in tlus vulnerable population, were also brought to

the NBAC’s attention.

NBAC found that important progress has been made by the Na-
tion’s scientists on the cause and treatment of mental disorders,
and that the scope of research is expanding. Moreover, the research
enviroiunent has become far more complex, involving both a large

' societal investment and a greater role for the private sector. NBAC
concluded, however, that in addition to the existing Common Rule,
“research involving subjects with mental disorders that may affect

decisionmaking edacity should be governed by specific further reg-
ulations.” As Dr. Harold Shapiro, the Chair of NBAC, stated in his
letter to President Clinton transmitting this report, “While current
U.S. reflations note the need for ethical treatment of human re-

search subjects with mental disorders, they provide no specific

guidance for IRBs and investigators regarding vulnerable subjects.
We believe that this state of affairs is not satisfactory and that ad-
ditional Federal protections are necessary.”
Mr. Chairman, NBAC made 21 recommendations. Many of them

are non-controversial and should enjoy broad support. For example,
research should not target people with mental disorders when re-

search can be done with other subjects. Researchers should de-
scribe the risks in studies to IRBs, so that IRBs can make Ein in-

formed risk-benefit assessment, a determination that is especially
important when the studies involve placebo controls, sjraptom
provocation, or challenge studies, or rapid medication withdrawal.
A subject’s oWeetion to participation should be heeded, even if he
or she is conhised or is incompetent. An IRB should ensure that
researchers establish and maintain ongoing communication with
the subject’s family and fiiends.

Some of the other 21 recommendations will likely be seen by re-

searchers as too restrictive and by those concerned more with the
rights of subjects as too permissive. For example, NBAC’s rec-

ommendation that, where research involves greater than minimal
risk, IRBs should require researchers to obtain an independent as-
sessment of the subject’s capacity to consent, may be considered too
great an imposition on researchers and institutions; while some
might have hoped to see this recommendation go even further, re-

quiring that all research subjects, regardless of the level of risk in
a study, be assessed for their capacity. Some will consider NBAC’s
recommendation that subjects who are capable of consenting can
give a “prospective authorization” to their future involvement in re-

search, to be am important method for permitting competent per-
sons to express their wishes for participation in studies in the fu-
ture when they are no longer able to express their wishes. Others
may find that this recommendation permits too many people to be
enrolled in research without their expressed informed consent.
NBAC was persuaded that for research involving greater than

minimal risk, but that does not hold out the prospect of any direct
medical benefit to the subjects, those subjects could be involved
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only under the most stringent conditions. In particuleir, NBAC rec-

ommended that the Secretary of Health and Human Services con-

vene a special standing panel to review these protocols at a na-
tional level. This panel would include members representing the di-

verse interests of potential subjects, the research community, and
the public. The panel would provide a national and publicly ac-

countable review mechanism for research. It would be charged with
developing guidelines that could be used by loced IRBs. NBAC rec-

ommended that all Federal agencies subject to the Common Rule
use this panel and that a study of effectiveness be completed with-
in 5 years. While NBAC did not signal out the Veterans Adminis-
tration in its recommendations, it did intend for all agencies sub-

ject to the Common Rule, including the VA, to consider the Com-
mission’s recommendations.

I should add, Mr. Chairman, that NBAC proposed a number of

additional guidance proposals, one of which is the use of audit and
public disclosure. This appears on page 67 of the Commission’s re-

port. 'They proposed a number of other recommendations for regu-
latory reform, but did not take a position on whether these reforms
would be best accomplished through changes in the Common Rule,

Subpart A of the Federal Policy for the I^otection of Human Sub-
jects (the Common Rule), or through the adoption of a new subpart
in the Code of Federal Regulations.
More importantly, the Commission made clear its belief that

some of the changes could be implemented volimtarily at the local

level emphasizing the foUowing statement in its report, “Regardless
of which regulatory route is selected, NBAC encourages researchers
in institutions to voluntarily adopt the spirit amd substance of

these recommendations.”
Like aill agencies subject to the Common Rule, the VA recently

received a copy of NBAC’s report. It is my understanding that all

Federal agencies responsible for conducting research will be re-

viewing our report fully and providing comments to the National
Science and Technology Council by the end of May.
Mr. Chairman, the subject of this hearing comes at an important

time in the history of human subjects’ protections in this coimtry.

The opportunity exists to identify and correct deficiencies in the
present system, but also to plan for how best to build the system,
as we move into the next centiuy. In NBAC’s view, the enhanced
protections recommended in its report will promote broad-based
support for further research by engendering greater public trust
and confidence that subjects’ rights and interests are fully re-

spected. I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have,
and I apologize for going slightly over time.

(The prepared statement of E)r. Meslin appears on p. 129.]

Mr. Everett. 'That is quite all right. It does not make any dif-

ference if I am sitting in this chair or the gentlelady is sitting in

this chair; we view this as a very serious matter. As a matter of

fact, I believe you are basically aware of what has happened in

west Los Angeles. While I am on the subject of west Los Angeles,
the gentlelady will make a site visit out there, when her schedule
permits, and also down to Tampa, along with other members.
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You are aware of what happened to LA, and the suspension of
research and the cases were researched without consent. How seri-

ous is this? Are we overacting?
Dr. Meslin. Mr. Chairman, whenever you see a flaw in a system

of protections, irreimective of whether there is a known identified

harm that occurs, I think you should always take that very seri-

ously. One does not have to wait for the bus to hit someone at a
busy intersection to put up a stop sign.

Mr. Everett. I apologize, I had forgotten that the two other two
witnesses will make statements. We will suspend with the ques-
tioning and we will begin with Dr. Shamoo.

TESTIMONY OF ADIL E. SHAMOO
Dr. Shamoo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Adil E. Shamoo

from Columbia, Maryland. I am a professor at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine. I am nere to speak on behalf of an
advocacy group called Citizens for Responsible Care and Research.
I have been advocating for greater protection for human subjects
for the past 10 years, including I chaired the conference to discuss
the NBAC’s recent report.

Mr. Chairman, a man serves his country; he comes back with a
disability, post-traumatic stress disorder, or with depression or
even schizophrenia. He turns to his VA hospital, e^^ecting care
and compassion. His doctor is the one who can help him the most;
his doctor is a psychiatrist. He treats him and he becomes stable

and functional. His doctor, however, is also the researcher who con-
ducts experiments on patients. His doctor asks him to sign an in-

formed consent. The doctor then proceeds to take him off medica-
tion abruptly. This causes him to become psychotic. In some in-

stances, he is left in the community with psychosis, delusion, de-
pression, or post-traumatic stress disorder for weeks and months.
Or the researcher might administer chemicals such as cocaine or

amphetamine, or Yohimbine, an Afidcan drug, to induce psychosis
or delusion or post-traumatic stress disorder, because he wants to

study the illness. Is this fair?

Let me state also that we support ethical research with human
subjects where basic human rights are fully respected, but we do
strongly oppose unethiced research.
The problem before us falls into one or more of the following cat-

egories; one, non-compliance with the existing Federal regulations;
two, non-enforcement of the existing Federal regulations; three, no
independent oversight and no accountability, and, four, the need
for legislative reforms of the Federal regulation.
Let me give you an example I received just yesterday. It was not

in my written statement, which is much longer. From the head of
the IRB Committee, to all his investigators at University of Cin-
cinnati, and those are the ones that deal with the VA hospital in
Cincinnati: In his first sentence, he says, “It has become increas-
ingly apparent that adverse events/death reports are not always
being filed with the IRB in a timely manner, and in some instances
not at all.” That is deaths are not reported while on human
subjects.

The following are the four categories of problems with research
that have come into scrutiny and criticism. One, sudden medication
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washout study. In these ej^eriments, researchers take stable pa-
tients, many of whom are living in the community, off medication.
As a consequence, most relapse into a psychotic state.

Two, chemical provocation experiment—that is called challenge
study—in which patients are injected with chemicals of no thera-
peutic benefit, such as cocaine and amphetamine and ketamine,
which is an animal tranquilizer, in order to provoke s3nmptoms of

psychotic episode.
Three, the fundamentals of informed consent are blatantly vio-

lated. Patients incapable of comprehending the purpose of research
or the risks involved are asked to sign informed consents. Insuffi-

cient information to make an informed decision, and duress and co-

ercion are commonplace.
And, four, hiding data on the number of suicides or attempted

smcides enrolled in psychiatric research, although the incidence of
suicide is very high in this population.

I have seen data, as you heard before, we do not categorize them
as VA versus non-VA, but I was able to include, and it is in my
written testimony, about eight cases, which involve VA, and yester-

day I received another one. But, let me give you just a couple of

them here.

One, a relapse experiment involved 88 veterans who had been
stable and living in the community when they were recruited and
hospitalized for 8 to 10 weeks. Their medication was abruptly with-
drawn and replaced by a standard dose of Haldol. They were then
washed out, subjected to lumbar pvmcture, and observed for at

least 6 weeks, without medication, to see who will relapse. Accord-
ing to the investigators, 50 of these patients had been subjects in

their earlier study; 30 have been used repeatedly in three separate
experiments. Each involved lumbar puncture and abrupt with-
drawal for all medication for 6 weeks to see who would relapse. In
each experiment, about 50 percent relapsed.

Two, induction of post-traumatic stress syndrome on 26 veterans
who were given Yohimbine to induce PTSD, and there are others,

and others, and others.

In 1994, we complained to OPRR about an L-Dopa experiment
conducted on 28 veterans at Bronx VA Medical Center, which is

currently under investigation. These recovered veterans, while liv-

ing in the community, were recruited into an experiment that was
deliberately designed to induce psychotic relapse. All 28 veterans
suffered the agony of psychotic relapse in order for the investigator
to record how long it will take to relapse.
We call for the following national reforms: one, a moratorium on

non-therapeutic high-risk experiments; two, enactment of a Na-
tional Human Subject Protection Act that will cover, without re-

gard to the source of funding, privately-funded or FederaUy-funded.
Currently, there is a National Animal Welfare Act. If you do an

experiment on an animal, you must comply without regard to the
source of funding, whether it is private or Federal. With humans
that is not the case. Only Feder^ly-funded research is covered by
the Federal regulations. All private research is not covered by any
Federal regulations, unless you are going to apply for a drug
license.
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Three, a prohibition on conducting above-minimal risk experi-
ment on a vulnerable person.

Four, 51 percent of the Institutional Review Board should be
independent scientists and community representatives not affili-

ated with the research institutions. Remember, IRB members are
employees—the secretary, the nurse, or the doctor—of that same
research institution.

Five, a comprehensive investigation either by the GAO or by the
Justice Department of these past abuses.

Six, adverse events, just like adverse events that cause you to

drop out of research, should be reported by a hotline to the FDA
and OPRR.
And, seven, require a no-fault personal injury insurance of

$250,000, so that taxpayers do not have to pay the consequences
of human subject abuses. It will be a no-fault insurance.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Shamoo appears on p. 143.]

Mr. Everett. Thank you. Dr. Shamoo.
Dr. Paul Appelbaum.

TESTIMONY OF PAUL APPELBAUM
Dr. Appelbaum. Mr. Chairman, I am Paul Appelbaum, M.D., tes-

tifying on behalf of the American Psychiatric Association. I am pro-
fessor and Chair of the Department of Psychiatry at the University
of Massachusetts Medical School, and I serve the APA as its vice
president elect and Chair of its Ethics Appeals Board.
My writing over the last two decades has focused on the legal

and ethical aspects of medical practice, including informed consent
to medical research. The reported lapses and abuses at the West
LA VA Medical Center are very serious and, in our view, in several
cases unconscionable. The Federal Government and the American
people owe a special debt of gratitude to our veterans, and we must
ensure that they are protected when they receive medical treat-
ment. I greatly appreciate the committee’s interest in protecting
the safety and rights of veterans participating in VA medicm
research.

In all medical research, the interests of patients should come
first. In our pursuit of more effective treatments for individuals
suffering from illness, researchers must never compromise the
rights of patients. Subtlety coercive techniques to obtain consent
are unacceptable, as are inadequate disclosures of information to

potential participants and failures to ensure that patients truly un-
derstand the consent documents they sim.
Simply put, if research cannot be performed without violating the

rights of participants, it should not take place at all. As a society,

we must be particularly careful to protect individuals participating
in research whose illnesses may impair their decisionmaking abil-

ity; thus, reducing their capacity to protect themselves. In these
cases, additional safeguards are required.
As the committee proceeds with its oversight hearings, I hope

your efforts will include encouraging additional training and sen-
sitization of investigators implementing additional verification that
protections are, in fact, being used in high-risk subjects and creat-
ing additional protections in the informed consent process.
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But, we must also respond after prudently reviewing the fact. We
must carefully craft these protections so as not to unnecessarily im-
pinge on the developments of new treatments of illness and dis-

ease. Only with research can we dramatically improve current
treatment for patients and also develop medications for presently
imtreatable conditions.

Questions are periodically raised, as they have been here today,
about studies involving discontinuation of medication or other
treatment, unless commonly-used research techniques that may re-

sult exacerbation of patient’s symptoms, so-called challenge studies.
Such medication discontinuation and challenge studies occur
throughout medicine and are not limited to a single discipline.

Why are these studies undertaken? These studies Eire performed
for many reasons. Perhaps most importantly, these studies have
played, and will continue to play, a critical role in developing many
new medications that cEm trEinsform and save patients’ lives. It

would be very difficult, if not impossible, to develop and ensure the
safety of many new medications without the ability to take com-
petent and informed patients off their current medications for some
period of time.

Of course, these studies require major safeguards for patients.
Investigators should bear the burden of demonstrating why the ad-
vancement of knowledge is significant enough to justify asking pa-
tients if they are willing to discontinue their medication. Moreover,
both types of studies should exclude patients who are likely to suf-

fer major distress or significEint social, economic, or social con-
sequences if their symptoms reappear or worsen.
Needless to say, patients shoula be told clearly about the possible

consequences of stopping medication or participating in a challenge
study Eind patients should be Eillowed to participate only if they
provide a competent informed consent, Emd provisions should be
made for close monitoring of patients who have discontinued their
medication with clear criteria for the reinitiation of treatment if

needed. By taking these Eind otJier steps, patients’ rights and well-
being CEm be protected.

It is an understEmdable first response to wonder whether individ-
uals with a significant psychiatric diagnosis or any impaired deci-
sionmaking from other causes should be participate in research.
However, preventing or dramatically curtailing the participation of
these people in reseEirch would be a tragic mistake. Much valuable
research would be slowed or halted. If needed SEifeguards Eire

taken—and I have outlined, some of those—such a drastic step is

simply not needed to protect these individuals.
With speciEil protections, such as testing, to ensure that individ-

uEils truly imderstEmd the implications of research participation,
Emd Eillowing potentiEd participants to discuss options with family
members, the majority of patients with psychiatric disorders and
even mEmy patients with impaired decisionmaking can exercise in-
formed consent.

It is also tempting, I know, to question whether reseEirch should
be undertaken that does not produce a direct short-term benefit for
research participsmts; that such an approach does not stand up to
scrutiny. Such research is essential if we are to develop memca-
tions for many currently untreatable illnesses. It is also important
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to remember that patients participating in this type of research at
some point later in their lives, perhaps 15 or more years later, may
dramatically benefit from a treatment breakthrough made possible
by the research in which they participated.

All research involves risks. Generally, we allow competent pa-
tients to decide to run these risks after ensuring they have been
well informed and appropriately protected, and that the study is

likely lead to knowlecige proportionate to the risk involved. These
same principles should apply to all medical rese2irch, including the
classes of study we have been discussing here today.

In conclusion, all of us must expand our efforts to prevent any
lapses £uid abuses like those founa at the West LA VA Healthcare
Center from reoccurring. I believe and I hope the members of this

committee will agree that the pursuit of new treatments for illness

and the protection of the rights of research participants are not
mutually incompatible goals.

I would like to thank you again for the opportimity to testify, and
I look forward to working with you and your staff on these critical

issues.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Appelbaum appears on p. 136.]

Mr. Everett. Thank you very much. Dr. Appelbaum. You men-
tioned earlier in your testimony that the research committee must
be particularly careful to prot^t individuals participating in re-

search whose illness may impair their decisionmaking ability; thus,
reducing their capability to protect themselves. You mentioned in
your written testimony that additional safeguards are required.
Would you like to elaborate on those?

Dr. Appelbaum. I would be happy to. The mqjor concern in in-

cluding such individuals in research is that, because of their limita-

tions, they may not truly understand what they are getting into,

and these concerns extend beyond psychiatric patients, to elderly
patients, and sometimes to patients who are simply overwhelmed
by their illness and confused by the circumstances in which they
find themselves. And there have been allegations that at least one
of the patients in the cardiology studies at the West LA VA Medi-
cal Center falls into this category.

In such circumstances, there are number of protections that
could be required that one might want to implement sequentially,
depending on the degree of risk that such patients face by entering
into studies. For example, one might require investigators to use
additional educational techniques with such subjects, and after

such repeated exposure to information, rather than one-shot disclo-

sures which are employed to test the understanding of subjects. So
that, before they enter into the studies, you can be sure that they
really do understand what they are getting into. Without such test-

ing, it is completely uncertain whether subjects truly understand
what they have heard and what they have agreed to.

Secondly, it may be important, particularly, again, in high-risk
studies, where some assessment of patient decisionmaking capacity
is to take place before they are given information and asked to con-
sent to the studies, that testing can be done as part of routine pro-
cedures by the research team, which I think will be feasible in

many circumstances. Or, again, particularly, in higher-risk studies,
you might ask somebody outside the research team to undertake
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such efforts. Those are examples of the kinds of protections that I

was referring to.

Mr. Everett. Dr. Meslin, earlier, I asked you if we have been
overacting, and I appreciate your answer. Do you believe the VA’s
response in their written testimony is adequate? Have you had a
chance to review it?

Dr. Meslin. I have heard the testimony and read it alongside
with others here. NBAC has not reviewed the testimony to deter-
mine whether it is likely to solve the problems. I think it is fair

to say the response that the VA has given is both timely and wel-
come, from Dr. Kizer’s testimony, of responding as quickly as the
VAdid.

I think the most important point, though, Mr. Chairman, is

whether or not the promise of procedural reform and remedy is

likely to prevent the kinds of concerns and potential abuses that
we have heard today. I applaud the VA for making the kinds of rec-

ommendations that they are making with respect to a new over-

sight panel. This is not unique to the VA. There are many other
similar proposals that have been recommended in past years for

quality assurance, accreditation, and, as NBAC has indicated in its

report, for audit and disclosure. I think the test will be whether or

not in time we can reduce the risk of such harms to as low a num-
ber as is feasibly possible, recognizing that you can never, as Dr.
Appelbaum already indicated, reduce the risk in research to zero.

Mr. Everett. Ms. Brown.
Ms. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me say that this

panel is just right on target as far as where they are.

Dr. Shamoo, I want to let you know that I think your comments
were just right where I am as far as whether or not veterans just
receiving medication—^you know, I do not understand why you
would withdraw it if they are elderly and they really need it, and
I think your comments about are right on target.

I really have a concern about the number of homeless veterans,
and I think one of the problems relates to those that have mental
health problems, that in some way they have fallen through the
cracks. My question is, this research, do you think it tends to push
them back down hill, when they are working trying to get out of
this situation? I mean, what do they get out of it? Or what do we
get out of it?

Dr. Shamoo. The one we are criticizing is not the minimal risk

or, what is called, minor increment above minimal risk. We are
talking about high-risk experiments where the patient could either
attempt suicide or be needlessly in pain and suffering by these vet-

erans. That is what we are really talking about. And the patient
still has no benefit whatsoever from it. So this is the category; this

is an extreme category.

So, yes, I think there are evidence now in the media and in our
testimony—to NBAC, we brought a dozen families from all across
the country. These patients have suffered brain damage,
neurotoxicity, and there is psychiatric literature indicating that
their social connections they made while they were well—they are
all disconnected; they are losing their jobs. So, of course, there are
damages, and this is only, in my view, the tip of the iceberg.
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I stated in 1996 to the U.S. Senate Government Affairs Commit-
tee that this thing is going on in all medical centers and VA hos-
pitals, and we have been talking about it for 7 or 8 years. Now,
you are talking about tens of thousands of patients are enrolled in
these high-risk experiments. These kinds of neecUess pain and s\if-

fering are occurring, and regression of these patients within their
own recovery is happening as we speak now.

So, it is very unfortunate. I am not as sanguine as my colleague
on the far right speaks that these are essential. I agree with all

of his protective measures. However, these protective measures

—

none of it that I know of from the open literature has been com-
plied with or there are currently ongoing—^none of it.

Ms. Brown. Will the other panelists respond to my question,
please?

Dr. Appelbaum. There is no question that nobody condones
research that imnecessarily puts patients at risk, but it is impor-
tant, I think, to focus on the fact that certain kinds of research
techniques Which may involve—^for example, you asked a question
earlier about taking a patient off medication. Let us assume that
you have a new drug you want to test, whether it is for depression
or h3q)ertension or diabetes. In order to test the efficacy of that new
drug, you have to, of necessity, stop the older drug that the patient
has been taking, allow that diug to wash out of the patient’s sys-
tem, which may take days in some cases or a couple of weeks in
others, and then start the new medication, to see whether it is as
effective or more effective than the comparison drug. That kind of
medication discontinuation and washout study is a bread-and-but-
ter research technique. It is essential in order for new
medications
Mr. Everett. What if that patient has some kind of reaction to

that withdrawal? That is acceptable in the scientific community?
Dr. Appelbaum. Patients should never be placed in that situa-

tion if they have not riven a competent informed consent, knowing
what the potential risks are, and haven’t volimtarily agreed to run
those risks. That goes without saying. Nor should they be put in
that situation if the potential consequences of discontinuing their
medication are likely to be catastrophic.

But, I think, as we have recognized here today, that there are
always risks associated with research, and we have generally al-

lowed people to choose to run those risks for the sake of advancing
knowledge in the field, and that is probably not a practice that
should be shut down entirely. Rather, it is a practice that should
be hedged with safeguards in order to make sure that patients are
truly protected.

Ms. Brown. What if this patient were put in this situation with-
out that patient’s knowledge?

Dr. Appelbaum. That is unconscionable.
Ms. Brown. Okay. Would you
Dr. Shamoo. Yes, may I respond? The current practices that he

just mentioned—medication discontinuation, this is a nice word
they have adopted recently after the patients and their advocates
have been raising hell about it. They used to call it “washout,” the
good old nsime ‘Svashout.” Now, they call this “medication dis-

continuation” because of the drug-free period.
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If you take psychiatric patients, schizophrenic patients—let us
take the extreme cases to illustrate the point—off medication sud-
denly, abruptly, like they have been doing all the time, the relapse
rate—that is, full-blown symptoms—occurs somewhere between 50
to 80 percent of these patients. If you just simply taper it off, slow
tapering it off, like you would do if you are teMng care of the pa-
tient as a patient, not like a test tube, as a guinea pig, the relapse
rate goes down to 15 to 20 percent. The current practice is abrupt.
The other point is that those patients are left in the community.

You can take them as inpatients and tiiey receive 24-hour care. So,

in case they become psychotic and delusional or suicidal, then can
be taken care of. That is not done now.
The other one is that I have not seen in the open literature, not

a single case, where they—even Dr. Kizer mentioned this, that
there were 400 schizophrenic patients who were psychotic and de-

lusional. And about 200 they could not get an informed consent,
and 100 surrogate, and 100 gave informed consent. That is not the
case. What will we have in the literature? Four hundred schizo-

phrenic patients who are psychotic and delusional and they all vol-

imtarily signed informed consent. That is what it is now in

practice.

Ms. Brown. Can I have another minute? I want Dr. Meslin to

follow up with some kind of response.
Dr. Appelbaum. The techniques to which Professor Shamoo is re-

ferring, slow tapering of medications to diminish the effects of
withdrawal, abrupt withdrawal of medication, close monitoring of

patients, he talks about doing it at inpatient facilities. Often that
will be appropriate. Sometimes patients can be monitored on an
outpatient basis, as long as they are seen frequently enough. That
may mean in appropriate cases several times a week, not just once
a week. Those are good and appropriate measures that in many in-

stances should be taken in order to protect subjects. I do not think
we disagree about that at all.

Ms. Brown. Dr. Meslin?
Dr. Meslin. I think it is best to say, to indicate what the Com-

mission had said on this issue, and it said I think two or three im-
portant things. The first is that, when one designs a study from the
outset and thinks about the various types of methods that you are
going to use, that is the first instance in which ethical issues
should come to the attention to the investigator. Why this method,
rather them emother method? The Commission makes a rec-

ommendation regarding research design—I think I would include
in the category of non-controversial.
A second way of thinking about this is asking whether patients

fully understand what the nature of the discussion is. “Rapid” ver-

sus “slow,” these can often be terms of art, and the Commission did
not adjudicate between these scientific debates, but rather felt that
the concern about rapid withdrawal, where there is an increased
chance of harm, clearly falls in the category of ethically worrisome
and ought not to occur.

Having said that, the Commission did not have an opinion about
the volume of research that is occurring, and I think that is some-
thing that this subcommittee has been struggling with. We had to

make a recommendation—it turns out to be recommendation 20 of
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our 21 recommendations—^that the Department of Health and
Human Services contract with the Institute of Medicine to actually
understand the nature and extent of some of these types of designs.
So, there is an empirical question that is begging to be asked.
But, even if we knew what the amoimt was, the volume of re-

search, that does not in any way obviate your obligation to think
about those prior two questions: the ethics of research design and
the ethics of informed consent.
Ms. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and let me say thank

you for having this hearing today, and I will schedule my visits in

the next couple of weeks. This is going to be on the top of my prior-

ities because I think this is very important, and I think we need
to foUow up.
Mr. Everett. I appreciate the gentlelad5r’s willingness to have

site visits and her interest in this.

Well, it has been—I do not want to say “interesting”; it is worse
than that—^it has really been a serious matter of serious concern.
And I said earlier, and I believe every word of it, it does not make
a difference if I am sitting in this chair and the gentlelady sitting

in this chair; we ju^e going to pursue the VA and make sure that
this does not happen again.

Dr. Shamoo, you read from a memo that was not included in
your written testimony. If you would provide the subcommittee a
copy of that

Dr. Shamoo. Absolutely. I will provide the entire document, yes,

sir.

[The information follows:]

UNivERsmr OF Cincinnati Medical Center,
Institutional Review Board,

University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, OH.

TO; All Clinical Investigators,

FROM: Harry Rudney, Ph.D.; Co-chairman,
University of Cincinnati Medical Center,
Institutional Review Board

DATE: December 4, 1998

RE: Adverse Elvent/Death Reports

It has become increasing^ apparent that adverse event/death reports are not al-

ways being filed with the IRB m a timely manner, and in some mstances not at
all. Often, the accounts are received months after the occurrence, or are forwarded
at the time of the annual promess report. In some cases. Section II of the progress
report form lists deaths or adverse events as having occurred during the period of
the report; however, when the IRB staff examines the file, there is no official pre-
viously submitted documentation to support these incidents. DHHS regulation 21
CFR 312.32 clearly states that all deaths and unanticipated or unexpected adverse
reactions must be reported to the Chairperson of the IRB immediately and a written
summary of the circumstances surrounding the adverse reaction or death be submit-
ted to the IRB office within ten days of the occurrence. Because the IRB relies a
great deal of the expertise of our investigators to assess the report of the adverse
event, it is very important that you advise us concerning the relationship of the ad-
verse event to the intervention, whether or not a change in protocol is necessary
to minimize risks and whether or not information about the adverse event is ger-
mane to consent and/or re-consent/notification of subjects already enrolled is needed.
While the IRB recognizes that the information about the adverse event may not be
complete at the time of reporting, this should be reflected in your assessment. In
order to facilitate IRB review of your adverse event and to avoid unnecessary
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delays, please ensure that each applicable section of the AE report form (attached)

is completed according to the instruction.

Perhaps a reminder as to the regulations would be in order. These are very clear-

ly detailed on the reverse side of the UCMC adverse event report form as follows;

A serious adverse event means an adverse event occurring at any dose that
results in any of the following outcomes; (1) death, (2) a life-threatening reac-

tion (one that places the subject/patient, in the view of the investigator, at im-
mediate risk of death), (3) a persistent or significant disability/incapacity; (sub-

stantial disruption of one's ability to conduct normal life functions), (4) hos-
pitalization or extension of an ezistine hospitalization; (5) a congenital anomaly
^irth defect in offspring of subject taking the product, regardless to time to di-

agnosis, or (6) any meoical event which requires treatment to prevent one of

the medical outcomes listed above.

Compliance with these reflations is extremely important to insure that the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati Medical Center maintains accurate records and follows the reg-

ulations of the FDA and the Office of Protection of Research Risks (OPRR) in this

regard.

Mr. Everett. I want to thank my colleagues for their participa-

tion in this hearing and our witnesses for their testimony.
I think it is quite clear that the VA must establish a system for

ensuring accountability and informed consent and other aspects of

reseeirch programs. The VA is responsible for the programs and for

protecting our veterans, not a watchdog for NIH. The Department
has failed miserably in doing a job in west Los A^eles. I am glad
to hear the VA has now planned to set up an office for research
compliance to begin external accreditation. Other VA facilities are
going to be investigated. We do not know what will be found, but
we do request both the OPRR and the VA keep us informed of
progress and report to us when investigations are complete.

It is also quite apparent that the VA cannot offer the subcommit-
tee satisfactory assurances that these problems we have heard
about today do not exist in other VA research facilities. Therefore,
the subcommittee will ask for an independent audit to go over VA
research facilities with a fine-tooth comb and report back to us in

approximately 6 months. If in the interim, informed consent or
other problems are foimd, we will ask that they be coordinated im-
mediately with the appropriate Federal agencies, such as OPRR or

FDA.
Now, speaking for myself, I would like to see the VA medical re-

search bounce back from this strong, to be strong and vital, but I

cein promise you that if I ever hear again of medical research with-
out vetersins’ consent at a VA facility, I will do my dead-level best

to put that facility out of the research business permanently,
whether it is West LA or any place else.

The members vdll have five legislative days to submit their state-

ments and written requests for the record. I appreciate this panel
and all panels for their participation today.
The heeuing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:35 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourtied.]
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Prepared statement of Chairman Everett

The hearini; will come to order.

Good morning! This hearing will examine the suspension on March 22, 1999, of
all medical research at the West Los Angeles and Sepulveda VA medical facilities.

It will also examine informed consent issues in VA medical research generally. After
learning of the suspension of the research. Chairman Cliff Steams of the Health
Subcommittee, and Ranking Democratic Member Corrine Brown of the Oversight
and Investigations Subcommittee and I were extremely concerned and decided to

have an expedited joint hearing. We wanted a public rerort on what happened and
what is being done about the situation. Obviously, the VA has failed to protect our
veterans at the West Los Angeles medical resesu’ch facility. We know that much
already.
The Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations has been conducting oversight

ofVA patient safety issues as part of its oversight plan and I regard this as a m^or
patient safety issue.

I^is is the most serious trouble in VA medical research in many, many years. For
the VA, the suspension is unprecedented. VA medical research is too important not
to do it right. It has given veterans and all Americans many pioneering advances
in medicine. We insist that the VA find out what the problems are and correct them.
We also insist that those who are responsible be identified and held fully account-
able, something that the VA has not been consistent in doing.

T^e issues before us today revolve around veterans giving informed consent before

participating in medical research. Without informed consent, no veteran can prop-
erly be a research subject. The concerns about informed consent go straight back
to the awfiil things the Nazis did to people during the holocaust and called it medi-
cal research. The civilized world vowed that it should not happen again and in 1949
made a statement known as the Nuremberg Code to establish ethical guidelines for

human medical research.
I’m deeply disturbed emd I’m appalled by the reports that four veterans at the

West Los Angeles VA were the victims of medical research without any consent
whatsoever. One of the veterans even refused consent.

’These veterans, who will not be publicly identified, were old and sick, and three
out of four had psychiatric conditions—^they were particularly vulnerable and a VA
doctor took advantage of them. ’Their faces are the faces of veterans in VA hospitals
across the country. The subcommittees demand an explanation and accountability.

'These outrageous crimes against our veterans must not happen again.
Our witnesses today are from the HHS Office for Protection from Research Risks,

from the VA’s WEishington office and from the West Los Angeles VA.Also, we have
a panel of experts in medical research ethics to give us their evaluations.
Two organizations. The American Legion ana the National Alliance for the Men-

tally 111, have submitted written statements for the record.

At this time. I’ll recognize the distinguished Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Health, Mr. Steams.

(65)
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Chairman's Closing Statement

I thank my colleagues for their participation in this hearing and our witnesses
for their testimony. I think it is quite dear that the VA must establish a system
for ensurii^ accountability in informed consent and other aspects of its research
programs, 'me VA is responsible for the programs and for protecting our veterans,
not a watchdog office at NIH. The department has failed miserably in doing its job
in West Los Angeles. I’m glad to hear that VA is now planning to set up an office

for research compliance and to begin external accreditation.
Other VA facilities are going to be investigated. We don’t know what will be

found, but we do request that both the OPRR and the VA keep us informed of
progress and report to us when the investigations are cor^leted.

It is also Quite apparent that the VA cannot offer the Subcommittees satisfactorv
assurances that these problems we have heard about today do not exist at other VA
research fadlities. Therefore, the subcommittees will ask for an independent audit
to go over VA research fadlities with a fine toothed comb and report back to us in
approximately six months. If in the interim, any informed consent or other prob-
lems, are found we will ask that they be coordinated immediately with the appro-
priate federal agencies, such as OPRR or FDA.
Now, speaking for myself, I would like to see VA medical research bounce back

from this strong and vital. But I can promise that if I ever hear again of medical
research without a veteran’s consent at a VA facility, I will do my level best to put
that facility out of the research business permanently, whether it’s West LA or any-
where else.
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Prepared statement of Hon. Luis V. Gutierrez

Thtink you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank the witnesses for being here
today. I hope that this hearing will give us the opportunity to find out what tran-
spired at the Veterans Affairs medical center in West Los Angeles and Sepulveda.
I am deeply disturbed at the reports of veterans being exploit^ by staff at vA hos-
pitals for research purposes. These are very serious allegations which suggest that
doctors put aside their consciences and memcal responsibilities to achieve personal
gain.

Thousands of veterans in this country rely on the VA for medical care and treat-

ment. I recognize that many important medical advances have come from VA medi-
cal research. Many veterans wdcome the opportunity to participate in medical re-

search programs that offer them the most advanced treatment available. But if in-

formed consent requirements for veteran patients are not respected and researchers
are not held accountable for their unethical research practices, VA research should
not continue.
Much to my dismay, I believe that the VA is in crisis and that the problems iden-

tified at West Los Angeles and Sepulveda reflect larger problems. As we know, the
Department of Veterans Affairs is facing severe bu^et constraints. The lack of
proper funding has led to the reduction in medical staff at VA hospitals by the thou-
sands. It is not uncommon for a veteran to wait months to see a doctor for an exam-
ination. I also imderstand that some VA hospital administrators are receiving bo-
nuses for eliminating nurses, physician assistants and other medical staff because
th^ are “cutting costs.” I am very concerned that the severe budget crisis the VA
is facing is responsible for creating a system where mistakes, abuse and consistent
inadequate care is the norm for our veterans.

In this sp^fie case, if we find that patients were in fact used for research pur-
poses by their doctors without consent or in violation of strict medicsd regulations,
we must hold those doctors accountable. We must also make every effort to ensure
that if illegal and unethical violations were committed by medical staff, such crimes
must never occur again at any VA facility.

But the work must not stop there. Patient care should be our most important
priority.

Mr. Chairman, the VA has many doctors and nurses who are dedicated to their

jobs and the patients they serve. Perhaps these men and women do not receive the
recognition they deserve. However, this specific case should serve as a wake-up call

for the entire system. Our VA health care system is failing our veterans. More
money, more programs, more oversight and more dedication to our veterans is des-
perately needed.
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CBS NEWS 48 HOURS

April 15, 1999

DAN RATHER : (Voiceover) 48 HOURS, we take you there.

(Footage ofShalmah Prince; ambulance; hospital)

Announcer: (Voiceover) When Shalmah Prince got sick, she went to the

hospital to be treated.

Ms. SHALMAH PRINCE : It was frightening.

(Footage ofhospital; Shalmah)

Announcer : (Voiceover) But instead, they experimented on her.

Mr. GASTON COGSDELL : We trusted the doctor.

Ms. PRINCE: Did they tell me any of the risk? No.

(Footage ofShalmah; documents)

Announcer: (Voiceover) She says her life was ruined.

Ms. PRINCE: To me, experiments were something the Nazis did.

(Footage ofSantana family in cemetery; photo ofJoseph Santana; Maria

Santana and Erin Moriarty; documents; gravestone)

Announcer: (Voiceover) And the Santanas say what happened to their

brother was even worse. Erin Moriarty investigates. Did he take the

ultimate risk without even knowing it?

Ms. MARIA SANTANA : They are responsible for my brother’s death.

(Footage of Susan Spencer and David McLaughlin with paperwork;

close-up ofpaperwork with text highlighted; 2,280,000 present balance;

video still ofBruce Diamond; photo ofRichard Borison; machine with pills;

person counting money)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Plus...

SUSAN SPENCER : (Voiceover) What is this $2.28 million?

Mr. DAVID McLOUGHLIN : (Voiceover) Checking account.

Announcer : (Voiceover) These two doctors got rich by running phony drug

experiments.

Dr. BRUCE DIAMOND : It was almost like an addiction to see how much
you can make.

(Footage ofartwork at auction; photo ofBorison; blueprint of castle)

Announcer : (Voiceover) How rich? He was building a castle.

Mr. McLOUGHLIN : It was gonna have a moat.

(Footage ofblood pressure measuring device; Bill and Marion Hatcher)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Their patients paid a high price for their high

living.

SPENCER : And you trusted them?

Mr. BILL HATCHER : One hundred percent.
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(Footage of Spencer; Diamond in prison; cell door being closed; Alain

Lareau; syringe; documents)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Susan Spencer reports they almost got away with

it. And this homeless man has been in more than 10 drug studies.

Mr. ALAIN f.ARF.All : There's no other way you can go out and work and

make that kind of money that fast.

(Footage ofdocument; Lareau; Troy Roberts; pills; sign: Experiment in

progress; medical equipment; photo ofJoseph Santana;footage ofShalmah)

Announcer: (Voiceover) So what could be wrong with that? Troy Roberts

has the story. Shocking abuse in human testing. Ultimate Risk.

(48 HOURS openingfootage)

WIRED

ERIN MORIARTY : What does it take to get all these drug remedies to

your pharmacy? You may be surprised and disturbed by some of the

sacrifices that are being made for the sake of medical progress.

Good evening. I'm Erin Moriarty. Dan Rather's on assignment. The

benefits of all these medicines and treatments are indisputable. But there's

growing evidence that the people being used in vital research to develop all

these drugs could be at risk, even the ultimate risk. 48 HOURS conducted

a six-month investigation of questionable practices in human testing.

Tonight, we'll document cases of dangerous abuse, hospitals doing

experiments on patients who thought they'd be getting treatment. And then

there's the money, lucrative drug company payments that can tempt some

corrupt doctors into putting the most vulnerable among us at risk. We begin

tonight with Peter Van Sant and one desperate volunteer who claims he

never knew what he was walking into.

Unidentified Man #1 : You got it OK? You ready?

Mr. DAN KEMP . Yeah, I'm ready.

Man #1 : OK.
(Footage ofDan Kemp standing with help oftwo men)

PETER VAN SAN'T : (Voiceover) It looked like a medical miracle:

paralyzed people standing on their own two legs...

Mr. KEMP : Ooh.

Unidentified Man #2 : How does it feel, Dan?

Mr. KEMP : Ooh, feels vertical.

(Vintage footage ofSam Khawam walking up stairs; Peter Van Sant and
Sam watching footage)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) ...and then doing the unimaginable, walking, even

climbing stairs.

A paralyzed man is walking on his own two feet. It's—it's amazing.

-2-
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Mr. SAM KHAWAM : It is.

(Photos ofSam; vintagefootage ofSam walking down stairs; Sam walking:

footage of Veterans Administration Medical Center)

VAN SANT: (Voiceover) Sam Khawam was a 22-year-old with a

promising engineering career when he was left paralyzed by a stray bullet.

Several months after his accident, he became one of the first volunteers in

an experimental functional electrical stimulation program, FES.

Mr. KHAWAM : (Voiceover) It was like the step on the moon.

VAN SANT: (Voiceover) It's a study that began in 1 982 at the Cleveland

Veterans Administration hospital with the hopes of creating artificial

walking for paralyzed people.

Mr. KHAWAM: (Voiceover) You hear that there was no hope for you.

And to see that working for me then was—was remarkable.

Dr. E. BYRON MARSOLAIS : (From vintagefootage) We have proven

feasibility.

(Footage ofE. Byron Marsolais; vintagefootage ofSam on stairs)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) The lead physician of the project, the man who
put Sam back on his feet, is Dr. E. Byron Marsolais.

Dr. MARSOLAIS : (From vintagefootage) That’s the muscle that we want.

It goes right down here into the femur.

(Vintage footage of Marsolais demonstrating functional electronic

stimulation; Sam; photo ofMarsolais, woman and Sam; vintagefootage of

Sam standing infront ofcrowd)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Dr. Marsolais implanted thin steel wires in the leg

muscles of volunteers and then sent electricity through the wires, causing

paralyzed muscles to move.

Mr. KHAWAM : (Voiceover) We were going to walk again, so we—you

know, we trusted him.

VAN SANT: (Voiceover) Dr. Marsolais took his artificial walking subjects

on the road, and Sam was his biggest star.

Sam Khawam is now back in his wheelchair, unable to take a single

step. And he claims that the wires which gave life to his paralyzed legs now
threaten his life. Sam and several others among the 63 people who
volunteered for the FES program at this hospital now claim they weren't

properly warned that the implanted wires could be hazardous to their health.

Mr. KHAWAM : Now I would've never, ever joined that program had I

known that I would ever even come close to these kind of infections.

Surgeries like from there—had two surgeries there.

VAN SANT : So these are all related to infections.

(Footage ofSam showing locations ofsurgeries in legs)

..3..
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VAN SANT: (Voiceover) Since leaving the program in 1988, Sam says he's

had 1 3 surgeries for recurring infections in his lower body that he claims are

caused by more than 200 wires left behind by researchers.

How serious are they?

(Footage ofDudley Giles, Sam and Van Sant)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Dr. Dudley Giles of Meadville, Pennsylvania, has

been treating Sam's infections for two years.

Dr. DUDLEY GILES : That was a wound that Sam had on his buttock area.

There's probably a cavity a little bit larger than a softball on the inside.

VAN SANT : And inside that cavity you found wires?

Dr. GILES : At the base of them, there was wires, yeah.

(Photo ofcorroded wires)

Mr. KHAWAM : (Voiceover) The wire's getting corroded inside.

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Dr. Giles is convinced these infections are being

caused by the hundreds of wire fragments left in Sam's legs.

Dr. GILES : This is an X-ray of Sam's lower leg.

(Footage ofX-ray; X-ray with wires highlighted)

VAN SANT: (Voiceover) We enhanced the X-rays to make the wires easier

to see.

A layman—you'd almost think—^'cause it's so extensive, you'd think

these were blood vessels or something. These are all wires?

Dr. GILES : Those are all little wires, yeah.

(Footage ofX-ray; Giles, Sam and Van Sant)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) And Dr. Giles says the only way to remove all the

wires would be to cut off all of Sam's muscle tissue or amputate his legs.

Dr. Giles believes Sam faces a lifetime of infections, infections so severe,

they could kill Sam if left undetected.

LEANNE : I can't deal with it. It—it upsets me every single time.

(Footage ofLeanne and Sam)
VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Leanne is Sam's wife, and she's also a doctor.

LEANNE : I haven't been able to even help with his dressing changes 'cause

it upsets me so much. And it's not like I've never done dressing changes

before. I do them on patients all the time. But in my husband, and because

of how it happened, it is just devastating to me.

(Footage ofSam in wheelchair; Sam getting into car and driving)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Sam sued the VA, which paid him $80,000 in a

settlement. And there are two other patients with similar infections who
have also sued.

Some of the people we have spoken to today feel as though they were

treated like guinea pigs. What about that?

Dr. .TOHN FUESSNER : We treat all our patients like human beings.
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(Footage ofJohn Fuessner; building; sign: Department of Veterans Affairs;

vintagefootage ofMarsolais)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Dr. John Fuessner is the chief research officer for

the Department of Veterans Affairs. He was provided as a spokesman for

the walking project after Dr. Marsolais declined repeated requests to talk

with us.

Dr. FUESSNER: If there are adverse effects, that's part of the research, and

I think that the benefits and the number of patients who have benefit far

outweigh those that have not.

Mr. KHAWAM : I mean, for God's sake, you don't do this in dogs and cats.

(Footage ofSam and Van Sant; informed consent document with excerpt

highlighted: Non-functional electrodes will be removed.)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) What angers Sam is what he says was a broken

promise from the researchers. The 1982 informed consent that he signed

said, 'All non-functional electrodes,' which are the wires, 'will be removed.'

Nowhere in this consent form does it make reference to the—the fact

that hundreds of wires may be left in their legs as a result of this procedure.

Dr. FUESSNER : Well, again, that's a sensitive issue, and you know—and

you know that's a sensitive issue. And I—I really can't comment

specifically...

(Footage ofFuessner; Sam; vintagefootage ofSam)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Because of pending litigation, VA attorneys

limited what Dr. Fuessner could say. Sam has filed another lawsuit against

other parties involved in the study. But in court documents, the government

claims that there is no objective evidence that the remaining wire fragments

are causing Sam's infections.

Mr. KEMP : I knew that there was gonna be foreign bodies implanted

into—into my body.

(Footage ofDan)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) Dan Kemp ofTraverse City, Michigan, was in the

same experiment and has been infection-free. Dan says he knew the risks.

Mr. KEMP : I knew that, with anything like that, that you run the risk of

infection, maybe even death.

(Vintagefootage ofsurgical implanting of wires)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) But Dan only had 20 wires inserted in his legs,

not the hundreds of wires Sam had implanted.

LEANNE : (Voiceover) It's sort of like the guy who made the Frankenstein

monster.

You know. I'm beyond the science and what's required of me and what's

required of every physician.

(Footage ofSam, Leanne and children playing in snow)
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VAN SANT: (Voiceover) Sam and Leanne are concerned that the VA is

still funding Dr. Marsolais' work. But they’ve gotten on with their life with

their three children.

Mr. KHAWAM : Ooh. You missed.

(Footage ofSam, Leanne and children playing in snow)

VAN SANT : (Voiceover) And although Sam says he will never again

volunteer for a medical experiment, he still dreams of the day he can walk

again.

Mr. KHAWAM : (Voiceover) I'm hoping for a cure. I'm not obsessed about

it.

I'm not stopping my life until it happens. But once it happen, Til be very

happy.

(Footage ofSam, Leanne and children; prison)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Coming up...

Dr. BRUCE DIAMOND : But I liked the money.

(Footage of Bruce Diamond; photo of Richard Borison; footage of

document; model of castle)

Announcer : (Voiceover) ...these two doctors made a fortune.

SUSAN SPENCER : fVoiccovcr; $2.28 million. That's healthy.

Announcer: (Voiceover) One of them was even building a castle...

Mr. DAVID McLOUGHLlN : It was gonna have a moat.

(Footage ofBill and Marion Hatcher)

Announcer : (Voiceover) ...at the expense of their patients.

Unidentified Reporter : Do you have anything to say to your patients?

(Footage ofblood pressure measuring device; portfolio; cell door closing)

Announcer : (Voiceover) They almost got away with it. Next.

(Announcements)

DRUG MONEY

(Excerptfrom auction)

(Footage ofsculptures; auction)

SUSAN SPENCER: (Voiceover) Excited bargain hunters packed the hall

in Augusta, Georgia, last December...

Unidentified Auctioneer: Sold, $800.

(Footage ofsuits ofarmor)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) ...for one of the weirdest auctions of all time.

Auctioneer : Lot number 225 is ail the swords and daggers and hatchets.

Unidentified Bidder : This is totally bizarre.

(Footage ofartwork at auction; suits ofarmor)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) On the block, everything from antiques and

paintings to suits of armor...
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Auctioneer : So it's the one in the box.

CFootage ofauction)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) ...worth a fortune.

Auctioneer: I have $2,000, $2, 100, $2,100, two—two—two...

(Footage ofauction)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) It all belonged to the town's most famous and

infamous doctors...

(Excerptfrom auction)

(Photo of Richard Borison; video still of Bruce Diamond; artwork at

auction; auctioneer; prison; Diamond in prison)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) ...Richard Borison and Bruce Diamond. They no

longer need this old stuff. It doesn't work with their new decor.

Pharmacologist Bruce Diamond, a PhD, convicted on S3 counts, including

practicing medicine without a license and prescription fraud.

Dr. BRUCE DIAMOND : But I liked the money. It was almost like an

addiction to see how much you can make. It was just a game.

(Footage ofDiamond; photo ofBorison;footage ofpills; machine with pills)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) Over eight years, he and his partner, psychiatrist

Dr. Borison, raked in more than $1 1 million turning human drug trials into

their personal money machine.

Dr. DIAMOND : It grew up to a few hundred thousand. Then it grew to

millions.

(Photo ofman with bottles ofpolls; sign: Medical College ofGeorgia)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) They pretended to be doing trials for the Medical

College of Georgia, where they both were on staff, but they kept payments

meant for the college for themselves.

Unidentified Reporter : Did you do it. Doctor? Do you have anything to

say to your patients?

(Footage of pills with graphics on screen: Zeneca, Otsuka, Sandoz,

SmithKline Beecham; Abbott; Parke-Davis; footage of patient being

injected; heart monitor; IV drip)

SPENCER: (Voiceover) And in the process, they deceived some of the top

drug companies in the country, to say nothing of the patients they put at risk.

But still, how could they possibly make $11 million? Easy. Drug

companies pay doctors enormous amounts to do drug trials, sometimes as

much as $20,000 per patient in a study. It's a system that invites corruption.

Dr. DIAMOND : I know that a lot of doctors are getting into it, probably

ones that aren't even competent in doing research.

SPENCER: Just for the money.

Dr. DIAMOND : Right. Just for the money.
(Excerptfrom auction)

(Footage ofBill Hatcher at auction; auctioneer)
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SPENCER : (Voiceover) Bill Hatcher said he had to come to the auction

just to see how they'd spent it all.

(Excerptfrom auction)

(Photo ofBill and Marian Hatcher)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) Marian, Hatcher's wife of 52 years, was in one of

the doctor's trials.

Mr. BILL HATCHER : No shaking.

(Footage of Bill and Marian)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) She has Alzheimer's.

Mr. HATCHER : When you discover that your wife or spouse or your

loved one has this disease, you become very, very desperate.

I love you.

(Footage ofnewspaper ad; Bill and Marian Hatcher)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) That's when Hatcher saw an ad for Alzheimer's

patients to test an experimental drug designed to slow the disease.

And it was your understanding from the very beginning that this study

was being supervised by the Medical College of Georgia?

Mr. HATCHER : No ifs, ands or buts.

(Footage ofnewspaper ad with excerpt highlighted: The Medical College

ofGeorgia is lookingfor 60; videotapefootage ofMarian Hatcher in clinic)

Mr. HATCHER : I mean, it was plainly in the paper.

SPENCER : (Voiceover) The lie was even caught on tape in video the clinic

shot to record Marian's progress.

Dr. RICHARD BORISON : (From videotape) Do you know where we are

and what we're called?

Mrs. MARIAN HATCHER : (From videotape) I don't know what you're

called.

Dr. BORISON : (From videotape) The Medical—the Medical College of

Georgia.

(Footage ofBill Hatcher; Bill and Marian Hatcher; footage and video still

ofBorison)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) And Hatcher says though these trials involved

powerful drugs, no doctor oversaw Marian’s care. And she was getting

worse. So where was Dr. Borison?

Mr. HATCHER : I met Dr. Borison the—the day 1 withdrew my wife from

the program, which was one and a half years later.

SPENCER : You didn't meet the guy who was supposedly...

Mr. HATCHER : I ne—never—never saw him.

Unidentified Child : (Singing) Happy birthday to you.

(Footage ofchild, Janis Huckeba and Lewis; photo ofLewis)
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SPENCER: (Voiceover) Janis Huckeba never saw Dr. Borison, either. Her

husband Lewis also was in the Alzheimer's study. One day, he became

violent and psychotic.

Mrs. .lANlS HUCKEBA : He got a gun and was sitting out on the patio,

and he was going to blow the brains out of a family member.

(Photo ofJanis and Lewis)

SPENCER: (Voiceover) Panicked, she called the clinic.

Mrs. HUCKEBA : Dr. Diamond is the one who was there.

SPENCER: But Dr. Diamond's not a medical doctor.

Mrs. HUCKEBA : That's true. Dr. Diamond wrote a prescription for my
husband and signed it.

SPENCER : Did you know at the time that Dr. Diamond was a PhD but not

a medical doctor?

Mrs. HUCKEBA : Nope.

(Footage ofDiamond)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) And Bruce Diamond, PhD, wasn't correcting

anyone's impression. After all, of the staffers who saw patients, he did have

the best credentials.

Do you have a medical background?

Ms. ANGELA TOUHEY : I—I do not.

(Footage ofAngela Touhey with Spencer)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) Angela Touhey was just two years out of college.

You were dosing patients?

Ms. TOUHEY : Well, I guess it sounds worse than—than how I saw it at

the time.

(Footage ofAngela with Spencer)

SPENCER: (Voiceover) But she was the research coordinator in charge of

depressed and schizophrenic patients.

Ms. TOUHEY : I determined whether they needed to go up a dose or stay

at that dose, if they needed to go—go back. And looking back, I mean, I

just think, you know, who did I think I was that I could do that kind of

thing?

(Footage ofAngela with Spencer)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) She tried explaining her concerns to the doctors.

Ms. TOUHEY : Dr. Diamond said, 'We don't care how these patients are

doing. We want to know how many patients you recruited in the past week.'

(Footage of Diamond in prison; copies of checks from Olsuka America
Pharmaceutical; David McLaughlin; photo ofBorison)

SPENCER: (Voiceover) Dr. Diamond says he remembers no such thing.

But he doesn't deny that volume was key to keeping the money rolling in.

(Voiceover) $75,000.

Mr. DAVID McLOUGHLIN : (Voiceover) $75,000.
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SPENCER : (Voiceover) $160,000.

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : (Voiceover) $160,000

SPENCER : (Voiceover) It came in so fast, prosecutor David McLoughlin

says that Dr. Borison had trouble dealing with it all.

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : And—and we talked to the tellers. And he would

come through the drive-thru and he would deposit it...

SPENCER : Through the drive-thru?

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : ...through the drive-thru and deposit six or seven

multithousand-dollar checks every day.

SPENCER: Now what is this? $2.28 million, present balance.

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : Checking account.

SPENCER : That's healthy. I didn't know banks would take checking

accounts at $2 million.

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : Banks love checking accounts that are this big.

(Footage of items at auction)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) It took a hefty chunk of the drug money...

(Excerptfrom auction)

(Footage ofitems at auction)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) ...to buy all the antiques, art and armor. But the

doctor had big plans.

Dr. Borison clearly felt a man's home should be his castle. And a castle

was exactly what he had in mind. This is the architect's model of the

1 1 .OOO-square-foot castle that he planned to build just outside Augusta.

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : This is Borison's pride and joy.

And this castle was gonna have medieval pennants hanging from it.

(Footage ofblueprint ofcastle)

SPENCER : fV^o/ccoverl Meeting room.

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : It was gonna have chandeliers hanging from turrets.

(Footage of blueprint of castle)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) Trophy room.

Mr. McLOUGHLlN : It was gonna have a moat.

(Footage ofblueprint of castle; Spencer examining blueprint)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) Elevator.

(Voiceover) And it might have been built...

It's like a cathedral.

(Footage ofAngela at auction)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) ...but for Angela Touhey.

(Excerptfrom auction)

(Footage ofauction)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) Desperately worried that patients were at risk, she

blew the whistle.

(Excerptfrom auction)
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(Footage ofitems at auction)

SPENCER: (Voiceover) But if she hadn't...

Mr. McLOUGHLIN : They probably could've gotten away with it.

SPENCER: But how did they get away with it as long as they did? Who
is watching doctors to be sure that drug trials are run properly and that

patients are protected? The short answer is: no one.

Mr. GEORGE GROB : A lot of people are gonna be hearing about the

study...

(Footage of George Grab; Department of Health and Human Services

plaque)

SPENCER: (Voiceover) George Grob is the deputy inspector general for

the US Department of Health and Human Services.

Does this system give the patient any safeguards?

Mr. GROB : Yeah, if the—if the doctor's not acting in good faith. I'd say

the patient's at risk.

(Footage ofGrob with Spencer; heart monitor; medical equipment; blood

pressure measuring device)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) The supposed watchdog in the system is what's

called the Institutional Review Board, independent organizations set up to

approve and oversee drug trials. But they often oversee just on paper.

Mr. GROB : I think it's probably one of the crucial weaknesses of the

current system.

(Footage ofDiamond with Spencer)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) There is no requirement for any hands-on

inspection.

Dr. DIAMOND : I mean, if you want to know, did they come out and visit

us? Once in 10 years.

SPENCER: Once in 10 years?

Dr. DIAMOND : Yes.

SPENCER: These are the people that are supposedly monitoring this.

Dr. DIAMOND : They monitor us quarterly by paperwork.

SPENCER: Oh, great.

(Footage of Diamond; interior of prison; photo of Borison; footage of
prison exterior; mug shot ofBorison;footage ofprison security equipment)

SPENCER : (Voiceover) About the only thing to discourage a doctor bent

on fraud may be what happens if you get caught. Dr. Borison, the

mastermind, is serving 15 years in a maximum security prison. He refused

to speak to us. Dr. Diamond is serving five years and it's apparently

changed him.

Dr. DIAMOND : I'd like to say at this point that who's ever watching and
whoever I hurt in this process. I'm sony for that.

(Footage ofDiamond)
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Dr. DIAMOND : (Voiceover) The last 14 months in prison, I've been

repenting.

I know what I did was wrong. And I'm really sorry.

(Footage of cell door closing; Shaltnah Prince painting)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Next....

Ms. SHALMAH PRINCE: I am a human being.

(Footage ofShalmah painting; hospital)

Announcer : (Voiceover) ...when she got sick, she went to the hospital to be

treated.

Mrs. .lENELLE COGSDELL: She's had a bad deal.

(Photo ofShalmah; hospital)

Announcer : (Voiceover) But instead, doctors experimented on her.

Ms. PRINCE : Did they tell me any of the risk? No.

(Footage ofpainting; Shalmah)

Announcer : (Voiceover) She says she's never been the same.

Ms. PRINCE : (Voiceover) It hits you at the deepest level.

Announcer: (Voiceover) Just ahead.

(Announcements)

HERE TO HELP?

(Footage ofShalmah Prince painting)

Ms. SHALMAH PRINCE : I am a human being, you know?
(Footage ofShalmah painting)

Ms. PRINCE: (Voiceover) I'm a human being. I was in a unit with 10 other

people. We were all subjects in a study.

We all lost our face. And we at! lost our identity.

(Footage ofShalmah painting; Jenelle and Gaston Cogsdell)

ERIN MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Shalmah Prince says what happened to

her in a Cincinnati hospital turned her into someone even her mother has

trouble recognizing.

Mrs. .TENELLE COGSDELL : She's had a bad deal, you know. It—it has

changed her. And—and liYelT not as pleasurable as it was.

(Footage ofJenelle and Gaston; photos ofShalmah)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Jenelle and Gaston Cogsdell's daughter...

This is Shalmah here?

(Photos ofShalmah as child)

Mrs. COGSDELL : (Voiceover) Mm-hmm, Shalmah when she was a

ihree-year-old.

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) ...once a bubbly cheerleader and promising

painter...
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Mrs. COGSDELL: You can see all these pictures, every one of them. You
know, she was everybody's favorite.

{Footage ofShalmah driving; key chain)

MQRIARTY : (Voiceover) ...now she spends much of her day alone in her

car...

Ms. PRINCE : There's a certain path that 1 take around town.

(Footage ofShalmah driving; bridge as seenfrom moving vehicle)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) ...driving the same streets in her hometown of

Cincinnati over and over again.

Ms. PRINCE : Well, I do have a course that I take when I start feeling like

I need to get grounded.

(Footage ofShalmah driving)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) She's being trying to find her way since one

night, IS years ago.

Ms. PRINCE : It was there.

MORIARTY : Was it the entire floor?

Ms. PRINCE: Yeah. It was the entire floor.

(Footage ofhospital; Shalmah with Moriarty)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Shalmah, who had been suffering from manic

depression for two years, had gone to the emergency room at University

Hospital. She was scared she was losing control and needed help.

Ms. PRINCE : I didn't have health insurance. I had heard that this hospital,

because it was a city hospital, that it had to take you, it had to give you care.

(Footage ofShalmah and Moriarty approaching hospital; hospital)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) But Shalmah didn't get care. She was admitted,

not as a patient, but as a test subject for psychiatric research and put in a

locked unit know as 2 West.

Did you know at that point, right away, that you were gonna be part of

a research trial, an experiment?

Ms. PRINCE : I've never heard of a research trial experiment. I mean, to

me, experiments were something the Nazis did.

(Footage ofsigned consentform)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Still, Shalmah willingly signed a consent form...

Ms. PRINCE : 'Could you sign this for the doctor?' 'Oh, sure. Sure, I'll

sign it,' you know. I didn't really read it.

(Footage ofdocument)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) ...a form stating that she would take part in a

study of her illness, manic depression.

Did anyone make an attempt to call your parents?

Ms. PRINCE : No.

MORIARTY : Any family members?
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Ms« PRINCE : No. Any doctor? No. Did they call my treating

psychiatrist? No. Did they give me any other options? No. Did they tell

me any of the risk? No.

Mr. GASTON COGSDELL : We trusted the doctors.

Mrs. COGSDELL : Yeah. We would not have even tolerated it had we
known that it was research, you know.

MORIARTY : What both Shalmah and her parents know now is that she

wasn't being treated for manic depression. Shalmah wasn't being treated at

all. She was in a study of psychosis. Tbe hospital's own records show

Shalmah wasn't psychotic when she came into the emergency room. But

five days later, she was.

'Appeared distracted, jumped from topic to topic.'

Ms. PMNCE : Mm-hmm.
(Footage ofShalmah and Moriarty looking at medical records; footage of
document with close-up of text: washed out)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Medical records show that when Shalmah was

taken off, or 'washed out,' of lithium, her regular medicine, she began to act

bizarrely.

'She reports that she has been angry lately, but does not tell staff why.

Several times in the interview, she burst out laughing.'

.

(Photo of Shalmah as child; footage of document with close-up of text:

apomorphine; footage ofpainting)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) And Shalmah got worse. Researchers who
wanted to compare her brain chemistry to that of schizophrenics had injected

Shalmah with a drug called apomorphine. She says it made her delusional.

Ms. PRINCE : (Voiceover) It hits you at the deepest level, you know?
You feel like you're coming internally undone, you know, and falling

apart inside.

(Footage ofpainting; photo ofShalmah)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Shalmah became so paranoid and out of control

at that point, she was put in restraints for three days.

Ms. PRINCE : Scary. It was frightening. You know, it was frightening.

The abnormalcy, the danger of it was so clear.

MORIARTY : Had she ever been like this before?

Mrs. COGSDELL : Never, never, never, never, never.

Mr. COGSDELL : Oh, no, no, no.

MORIARTY : Has she ever been like that since?

Mrs. COGSDELL : Never, never, never.

Mr. COGSDELL : No.

Mrs. COGSDELL : Never, never. It was a result of what was injected into

her at the time she was there.
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MORIARTY : Why would someone like Shalmah Prince be injected with

this kind of drug?

Dr. EDIL SCHAMU : Again, she was being used as a guinea pig because

she went there for treatment, and apomorphine is not treatment.

(Footage ofEdit Schamu)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Dr. Edil Schamu is a bioethicist at the

University of Maryland, a scientist who believes that all non-therapeutic

research on humans should be banned.

Dr. SCHAMU: We, as a society, have elected not to cause needless pain

and suffering to animals. So why should we cause needless pain and

suffering to these patients when this medicine is not in their benefit?

Ms. PRINCE: We were worse than animals.

(Photo ofShalmah;footage ofhospital exterior)

Ms. PRINCE: (Voiceover) We were the perfect cover. These people,

they're mentally ill.

They're the crazies.

MORIARTY : The doctor who ran the research unit at University Hospital,

Dr. Jack Herschowitz, no longer works there and refuses to respond to

Shalmah's claims. But in court documents filed after she sued him. Dr.

Herschowitz insists that Shalmah entered the study willingly, that the

doctors did nothing improper in it, and that Shalmah was actually dropped

and given treatment when she became so ill and out of control.

Dr. SCHAMU : What's most unfortunate that this happens as I'm speaking

to you now. It happens all the time on tens of thousands of patients.

(Footage ofhospital; Steven Sirkowski and Paul Keck; Sirkowski and Keck

with Moriarty)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Dr. Schamu says that like Shalmah, mentally ill

patients coming to emergency rooms for treatment are still regularly

recruited for research. Doctors Steven Sirkowski and Paul Keck say there's

nothing wrong with that.

Dr. aT'EVEN SIRKOWSKI : Typically, in our hospital, almost everyone

comes to the emergency room.

(Footage ofhospital; photo ofShalnudt)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) They are researchers at the University of

Cincinnati who, like those who handled Shalmah Prince's case, say even

mentally ill patients can give informed consent.

Dr. SIRKOWSKI: There are some patients who get so very ill, they can't.

But that isn't most patients.

(Footage ofSirkowski and Keck with Moriarty; document with close-up of
text: Patients were paid; document with close-up of text: currently

psychotic)
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MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Yet they recently were criticized by advocates

for the mentally ill for paying psychotic patients to undergo research before

they were given treatment.

It says specifically here that the patients you're looking for are currently

psychotic as evidenced by the presence of delusions, hallucinations or

thought disorder.

Dr. SIRKOWSKl : Right.

MORIARTY : And these are the people who are giving you informed

consent?

Dr. SIRKOWSKl : Right. And that—that—just because someone has

those symptoms does not mean they're not capable of making life decisions.

Patients will say, 'I don't want anyone else to have to go through this,' or, 'If

this is something that might help me in the future, then I will do it.' I mean,

that's—-we hear those kind of comments all the time.

Dr. STEVEN HYMAN : I think the issue really is to understand whether

that patient in that circumstance really can understand and make a reasoned

judgment.

(Footage of Steven Hyman; National Institute ofMental Health; medical

equipment; sign; Do not disturb experiment in progress)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Dr. Steven Hyman, who heads the National

Institute of Mental Health, the government office that funds most psychiatric

research, admits that too many studies have put people at risk. And he's

done something about it at the institute.

What I understand, there were 108 studies that were in-house studies.

Dr. HYMAN : That's correct. Yes.

MORIARTY : And of those, 29 were shut down entirely...

Dr. HYMAN : That's correct.

MORIARTY : ...and 50 were rewritten.

Dr. HYMAN : Right.

MORIARTY : I mean, that sounds like a large number of studies that have

problems.

Dr. HYMAN : It—it is—it is. It is a large number. I'm clearly not pleased

with that—with—with those Tindings. But 1 felt we really had to have the

very best possible standards.

(Footage of documents; Shalmah painting; footage of document with

close-up of text: Dismissed)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) And there will be 1,700 more studies around the

country under review. In Shalmah's case, she lost the suit she filed against

the doctors, alleging she was tricked into being a test subject. The judge

ruled she waited too long to sue.

Doctors who conduct these experiments often say, 'Look, it was just

two weeks of your life...
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Ms. PRINCE: Yeah.

MORIARTY : ...IS years ago.'

(Footage ofpainting; photo ofShalmah)

Ms. PRINCE: (Voiceover) It was my identity. It was how my parents

viewed me from then on. It was how I viewed myself.

I'm not out of it yet, you know.

(Photo ofShalmah; footage painting)

Ms. PRINCE : (Voiceover) I never came out of it. I'm not out of it yet, you

know.

(Footage ofSantanafamily at cemetery)

Announcer: (Voiceover) Still ahead, this family didn't know there was a

problem...

Ms. MARIA SANTANA : I'm sure it was a nurse.

(Footage ofbuilding)

Announcer: (Voiceover) ...until they got an anonymous phone call.

Ms. SANTANA : ...and say, 'What's going on with Joseph?'

(Footage ofambulances; interior ofhospital)

Announcer: (Voiceover) By then, they say, it was too late.

Ms. SANTANA : They are responsible for my brother's death.

(Photo ofJoseph Santana)

Announcer : (Voiceover) That's next.

(Announcements

)

HERE TO HELP?

ERIN MORIARTY : From the time a drug is first tested in human trials to

the time it gets to the pharmacy is about seven years on average. But a

system that may seem deliberate in some respects can still be lacking in

others. For example, the government knows exactly how many guinea pigs

are being used in animal research: 272,797. But officials have no idea how
many people are the subjects of clinical research. Over the years, at least

some protections have been written into law for pregnant women, for

children, and even for some prisoners so they aren't exploited in testing. But

I met one family that could only wonder: How could their loved one have

taken the ultimate risk without even knowing it?

Unidentified Woman #1 (Joseph's Sister) : These are beautiful. Happy

Valentine's day, Joseph.

Unidentified Woman #2 (Joseph's Sister) : He always was sharp. Always

looked so cool.

Woman #1 : That was because he had so many girlfriends, so it's like...

Woman #2 : He was very good looking.
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Ms. MARIA SANTANA (Joseph's Sister) : We have great memories of

him. And our last memories are not wonderful memories.

(Footage ofMaria Santana and sisters puttingflowers on grave; photo of

Joseph; Bronx Psychiatric Center)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Maria Santana last saw her 36-year-old brother

Joseph alive when she went to visit him on October 1 1th at the Bronx

Psychiatric Center.

Ms. SANTANA : As soon as he saw me, hejust started crying. He was like,

'Mita, mita, help me, help me.'

(Footage of ambulance; photo of Joseph; Jacobi Medical Center; doors

closing)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) An hour later, Joseph was rushed to an

emergency room in a coma. Two days later, he died.

Ms. SANTANA : They killed my brother. I'm not saying they intentionally

tried to kill my brother, but, yes, they—they are responsible for my brother's

death.

(Footage ofSantana with sisters at grave; Joseph's grave stone)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) The Santanas say it was only after his death that

they learned that Joseph had been part of a clinical trial for a new drug.

Woman #1 : My brother was used as a guinea pig.

(Footage ofJoseph's sister wiping her eyes at grave)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) A drug so new and experimental...

Woman #1 : Rest in peace.

(Footage ofJoseph's sister laying downflowers at stone)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) ...it didn't even have a name, just a number.

Woman #1 : We're hurt and we're very angry.

Woman #2 : He was well.

MORIARTY : It's been six months since Joseph Santana died, and his

sisters still don't know how or why. The family's biggest question: Did

Joseph, institutionalized with schizophrenia for 12 years, know and

understand that he was part of an experimental drug trial?

(Footage of Center; photo ofJoseph)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Joseph had been a patient at the Bronx

Psychiatric Center since he was 24.

Ms. SANTANA : He still didn't know really right from wrong. He
couldn't—you know, you really had to guide him.

MORIARTY : How old was he in this picture?

Ms. SANTANA : He was young.

(Footage ofphotos ofJoseph)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Schizophrenia took away almost everything

from Joseph.

Woman#! : My brother got sick in the '80s. He stood in the '80s.
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(Footage ofphoto ofJoseph)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Including his sense of time.

Ms. SANTANA : All he wanted to do was to shop for Sergios or Jordache.

(Footage ofsisters talking around die table; pill being dropped on plate)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) His sisters who took him out most weekends say

Joseph had been taking Clozapine, an antipsychotic drug that seemed to be

working.

Did any of you suggest to the doctors that he be taken off that drug?

Ms. SANTANA : No.

MORIARTY : Why?
Ms. SANTANA : He was doing good on it. He was able to communicate

with us.

(Footage ofphotos ofSantana family; Santana talking with Moriarty and

showing pictures)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) But sometime in September, Joseph was

suddenly taken off Clozapine. The family only found out, Maria says, when

she got an anonymous call.

Ms. SANTANA : I'm sure it was a nurse. That I know was a nurse.

(Footage ofSantana talking)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Maria called his doctor...

Ms. SANTANA : I say, 'What's going on with Joseph?

(Photo ofJoseph)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) ...who was also a researcher. And he told her

that Joseph had agreed to try new medication.

Ms. SANTANA : If you told my brother, 'Throw yourself off the roof,' he

would jump. He would do that.

(Photo ofJoseph)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) But the doctor insisted that Joseph did

understand and had signed a consent form. The problem is...

Ms. SANTANA : My brother wasn't able to read anymore. What did he

read? What'd—what did he read to sign?

(Footage ofhospital records staling 'cannot read or write'; paper slating

'borderline' and 'mental retardation')

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) Hospital records confirm that and also stale

Joseph was in the borderline range of mental retardation.

Dr. EDIL SCHAMU (Bioethicist) : These kind of experiments, let's face

it, Erin, doesn't happen to your kids, my kids. They happen to the politically

powerless, to the poor, uneducated, and the elderly, and the vulnerable, and

the sick.

(Footage ofEdil Schamu talking on the phone; of wiredfence; the Center)
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MORIARTY : (Voiceover) And it happens, says bioethicist Dr. Edil

Schamu, because hospitals like the Bronx Psychiatric Center receive large

grants from drug companies to test medications.

What if this had turned out to be a drug that would work for him better?

Dr. SCHAMU : But it didn't. Do you want to risk it?

(Footage ofSantana sisters at grave site; photo ofJoseph; piUs dropping on

a plate)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) But without drug studies, there won't be new
treatments. And, in fact, Joseph himself wouldn't have been helped by the

drug Clozapine if it hadn't been tested on someone else a decade ago.

Ms. SANTANA : Joseph, don't worry. You're out of that hospital.

(Footage of Joseph's grave stone; report of autopsy; 'therapeutic

complication' on report; letter to 48 HOURS to Mr. Josh Gelman)

MORIARTY : (Voiceover) In Joseph's case, the medical examiner ruled

that he died from a lack of oxygen to the brain, a consequence of a course

of drug treatment. In this letter to 48 HOURS, the drug company states:

'All laws and regulations were followed concerning patient consent.'

Ms. SANTANA : He's trying to tell us that my brother consented. The

reason my brother is in the hospital is because he couldn't think for himself.

Bye, Joseph, we love you. We miss you. See you next weekend, OK?
(Footage of train moving on track; man walking in the snow)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Still to come, this homeless man has been in more

than 10 drug studies.

Unidentified Man : There's no other way you can go out and work and

make that kind of money that fast.

(Footage ofpaper stating 'Risks'; man walking in the snow)

Announcer : (Voiceover) So what could be wrong with that? We'll tell you

next.

(Announcements)

GIVE ME SHELTER

(Footage ofempty street in Baltimore; street light and sign, 'No Turn On
Red' hanging in street; open window with curtains blowing outside; empty

and rundown building; street sign, 'N. Milton'; police car driving on street)

TROY ROBERTS : (Voiceover) North Milton Avenue, one of the toughest

streets on Baltimore's notorious east side.

Mr. ALAIN LAREAU (Drug Research Partiewant) : The people that can

move out of Baltimore have. And what's left of the people who can't move
out, they have nowhere to go.

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) It's not the easiest place to live.

Mr. LAREAU : It's tore up, it's depressed.
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ROBERTS : So this is it, huh?

Mr. LAREAU : Yeah.

(Footage of Troy Roberts and Alain Lareau talking outside ofapartment;

door with number '1114')

ROBERTS: (Voiceover) But Alain Lareau is just happy he's got a place to

live. Anyplace.

Does it feel like home?
Mr. f.AREAIl! Yeah, it does. When I turn the key and go in, it's my place.

(Footage oflooking out a window in bedroom; Lareau playing violin; empty

street)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) In fact, it's the first home Alain's had in two years

since he hurt his back and lost his job as a mechanic. Within months, he had

lost his apartment as well.

Where would you sleep?

Mr. LAREAU : Right in the comer.

(Footage ofcemetery)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) Alain was homeless.

Mr. LAREAU : It was very peaceful.

(Footage cfRoberts and Lareau walking in the cemetery)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) Living, of all places, in the local cemetery.

Mr. LAREAU : I thought I was just around the comer from being back on

my feet. I didn't think it would have been this hard.

(Footage of Roberts and Lareau walking in cemetery; ad from

Pharmakinetics)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) But it was. Until he saw an ad in the paper for a

new profession, human guinea pig.

What did the ad say, the first ad that you answered?

Mr. LAREAU : Pharmakinetics, take a vacation and earn money at the

same time.

(Footage ofPharmakinetics office with 'Medical Screening' sign in window;

Lareau smoking a cigarette)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) Pharmakinetics, a private drug lab, hired Alain for

two studies. He took experimental drugs for arthritis and high blood

pressure. Altogether, he was paid $2,200.

So these studies have paid for your rent here?

Mr. LAREAU : Yes.

ROBERTS : The food th—that you're eating now.

Mr. LAREAU : New shoes, glasses. Participation in this—in those studies

got me this far.

(Footage ofLareau's bedroom)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) But now Alain's broke again, and his rent is due.

How much money do you have on you right now?
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Mr. LAREAU : About $2.75.

(Footage ofLareau locking up apartment door; shadow ofLareau walking

on the street; University ofMaryland Medical Center; Lareau going into

Medical Center)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) So for $1,400, Alain's agreed to be a human

guinea pig again at the University ofMaryland. He's testing an experimental

vaccine for the dangerous cholera disease by actually ingesting cholera

bacteria.

Mr. LAREAU : Well, this is it.

ROBERTS : You won't bow out at the last minute?

Mr. UARKAIJ : No. I would lose the money and lose my apartment.

ROBERTS : So you don't have a choice in this matter.

Mr. LAREAU : My choice is made.

Mr. ARTHUR CAPLAN (Bjoethieisth What's the goal?

(Footage ofArthur Caplan teaching a class)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) But Arthur Caplan, a bioethicist at the University

of Pennsylvania, says a choice like that isn't a choice at all.

Mr. CAPLAN : We do exploit and take advantage of some of the most

vulnerable members of society because it's the kind of woric that the rest of

us don't want to do.

(Footage ofman carrying bags ofbottles and cans; person pushing grocery

cartfull ofcans; people living on the street)

ROBER'TS : (Voiceover) He says all across the country, researchers are

taking advantage of people like Alain, the desperate and the homeless.

Why are test subjects from the homeless population so attractive to these

research companies?

Mr. CAPLAN : A homeless person who's got to struggle every day to make

it through life without getting ripped off, beat up, run over, whatever

happens to them, you tell them, 'Well, you know, there's some risk here that

you might wind up with a bunch of scars on you or you might wind up with

some liver damage down the road,' they're going to say, 'Hey, sounds a lot

better than the lifestyle I'm living now. I guess I'll take that risk.'

(Footage ofman leaning on snowbank)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) Caplan's talking about guys like this.

Unidentified Man : You try their drugs and you don't know if it's good or

not because you're doing it and it's not on the market yet. You're the guinea

pig-

(Footage oftrain moving on the tracks; man walking on the street; Eli Lilly

building; 'Informed Consent Document'paper; 'Risks' in bold print onform)
ROBERTS : (Voiceover) A homeless drug addict we met on the streets of

Indianapolis. He asked us not to use his name or show his face. He says

he's done more than 10 studies, most of them for the drug company Eli Lilly.
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But, he says, he never even bothers to read the informed consent forms that

lay out the health risks he's taking.

Man : They try to explain it to you. But you ignore everything they're

saying because you're more worried about the money and getting into the

study because you got other people competing with you. So you really don't

care about what it is.

Mr. ED WEST (EU IMv Spokesman) : Anything is possible. That is hard

to believe.

(Footage ofRoberts and Ed West walking in hallway and talking; elevator

door opening up to Lilly Clinic)

ROBl^TS : {Voiceover) Ed West is the spokesman for Eli Lilly. He says

most of the company's test subject have homes, but the homeless are

welcome, too.

Mr. WEST: We have chosen not to discriminate against people because

they may be between residential addresses or they may be a homeless

individual. The important thing is; Are they safe? Are they treated well?

And can we debate the ethics of using a small number of those individuals

in these trials? You bet we can debate it and we probably should.

(Footage of 'Eli Lilly and Company; Lilly Corporate Center' sign; man
walking down sidewalk; 'Isolation Ward' sign on door)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) But the debate gets even bigger, and it affects all

of us. Ultimately, we're the ones who will take the medicines that have been

tested on these human guinea pigs. But are those tests reliable?

Mr. DAVID PRYOR (Former Drue Research Participant) : This used to

be my home.

(Footage ofDavid Pryor showing Roberts his old home under a bridge;

Pryor playing saxophone)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) David Pryor isn't so sure.

Mr. PRYOR : This is where I used to sleep.

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) These days, he plays in a California rock 'n' roll

band, but for IS years, he was a homeless alcoholic.

Mr. PRYOR : For the lack of any better word to call myself, a drunken

wino.

(Footage ofPryor sitting where he used to sleep)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) Pryor says he took part in Five different drug

studies, even though he was anything but an ideal test subject.

Mr. PRYOR : I'm scared to death one of these days, they're going to put a

drug out here on these streets that's going to kill a lot of people because they

had four winos up there that said, 'No, I don't have headaches. No, I'm not

dizzy,' and they were.

(Footage ofLilly building; 'Exam' sign on door)
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ROBERTS : (Voiceover) But Eli Lilly says it weeds out unhealthy test

subjects.

Mr. WEST : If they meet the screens and the lab tests, then they can be

enrolled. If they can't, then they can’t.

Mr. LAREAU : Everybody was counting the hours.

(Footage of 'Center for Vaccine Development' sign in medical center;

Lareau coming out of center carrying his violin case; Lareau coming

outside ofthe James Lawrence Keman Hospital)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) Which brings us back to Baltimore and Alain

Lareau. He went into the cholera study 1 1 days ago. Today, he's heading

home.

How sick were you?

Mr. LAREAU : Not—actually, not so sick. M—mild flu.

(Footage of woman counting money; mirror showing Lareau at counter;

woman counting money; Lareau and Roberts walking on sidewalk;

cemetery)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) In fact, he says, he'd do it again. And he might

have to. The money Alain made in the cholera trial will keep a roof over his

head for now, but it won't last forever.

Have you ever thought about the possibility of sleeping here again one

day?

Mr. LAREAU : It's not an option. It won't happen.

(Footage ofLareau playing violin)

ROBERTS : (Voiceover) So he's already got his eye on another drug trial,

testing malaria. That's right, malaria.

(Footage of older couple sitting in room; family around a wheelchair;

woman; Santana sisters puttingflowers on Joseph's grave and a photo of
Joseph)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Still ahead, their lives were changed by a system

they say has failed them. Are other families at risk?

(Footage of missile going into the sky; radar photo of target; American

POWs; Dan Rather reporting; bomb explosion)

Announcer : (Voiceover) Also ahead, it's an undeclared war: Dan Rather

at ground zero.

(Announcements)

(Footage ofman in wheelchair; alderman with woman in chair; woman
staring; Joseph Santana' grave; photo ofSantana)
ERIN MORIARTY : (Voiceover) The people you've met tonight say they

and their families are victims of a system that failed to protect them, a

system that by many accounts is breaking down.
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Last month, in a milestone for those seeking reform, the Veteran's

Administration suspended hundreds of experiments at a Los Angeles VA
hospital to protect patients. No one questions the need to conduct human

testing for drugs and devices that are intended to treat humans, but until

there are effective reforms, it will depend largely on the good faith of

doctors and scientists to make sure that those who participate in vital human

testing are treated like human beings.

Before we leave you tonight, we'd like to share a personal report from

Dan Rather in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. Ground zero in the war over Kosovo.

DAN RATHER: Once upon a time, it was said those who won the war got

to write the history. The losers merely wrote the legends. But that was in

the days before instant communications. Nowadays, history writes itself

inside the television camera. Afterwards, the combatants compete to

interpret the truth and juggle the facts.

(Footage of NATO-destroyed convoy in Kosovo; refugees crying; boy

crying; body in field; belongings of refugees; men carrying mattress with

bodies; boy crying; plane flying overhead; men picking up body; men
carrying injured refugee; men putting body on cart; injured refugees in cart;

NATO-bombed train; radarfilm oftrain being bombedfrom plane; bombed

train; injured in hospital; refugees in camp; refugees lined up at border

standing under makeshift tent; military passing out food to refugees;

refugees in tent; children sitting with each other; tiredfemale refugee)

RATHER: (Voiceover) NATO and the Serbs have spent the past 24 hours

juggling the available facts surrounding attacks on two refugee convoys in

western Kosovo. Serbs blame NATO for both attacks. NATO accepted

blame for one of them. The villages of Djakovica and Zrce have entered the

history books. But in the process, the colossal misery involved has begun

to be sidelined. This railway bridge, too, has entered the history books. As
we watch the crosshairs mix and match and cause the bridge and a loaded

train to vanish forever, we are mesmerized by the technology. History has

again been written in fact and detail. But apart from expressions of regret,

we know nothing of the souls traveling on the train. In this war over

Kosovo, we know where many of the refugees are and why. We even know
what they will eat and where some of them will sleep tonight. But we still

do not know enough. This may be a war over humanitarian principles, but

its history will be of facts rather than humanity. It will be about what we
know, not what we understand.

Now, there's a downside to all this. Communications technology may
be helping to write the history, but what tends to get lost in all the confusion

of facts, exaggeration, claims, counterclaims and half-truths, is one of the

basic tenants of civilization; that is understanding.
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Before you can hope to end a war, you must first understand those who
are fighting it. We know from history that knowing everything, but

understanding nothing, is recipe for disaster.

That's 48 HOURS for tonight fm Dan Rather. Thanks for choosing

CBS. I'll see you again tomorrow on the "CBS Evening News." From
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, good night

Copyright ®7999 CBS Worldwide Inc.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees:

I am Tom Puglisi, Director ofthe Division ofHuman Subject Protections, Office for Protection

from Research Risks (OPRR), Office of Extramural Research, National Institutes of Health

(NIH). 1 am accompanied by Gary B. Ellis, OPRR’s Director. We are pleased to appear before

the Subcommittees to report on OPRR’s oversight of protection of the rights and welfare of

human research subjects at the Veterans Affairs (VA) Greater Los Angeles Healthcare-System.

In 1995, 1 headed a site visit to the VA West Los Angeles, which led to the events giving us

cause to meet this morning. Dr. Ellis chairs the Interagency Committee on Protecting Human
Research Subjects (known formally as the Subcommittee on Human Subjects Research,

Committee on Science, National Science and Technology Council), of which the VA is an active

member.

This Spring marks the 25th armiversary of the promulgation in 1974 of the Department of Health

and Human Services (DHHS) regulations for Protection ofHuman Subjects in research (Title 45,

Code of Federal Regulations, Part 46; May 30, 1974) and the enactment of the National Research

Act (Public Law 93-348; July 12, 1974). At their core (Subpart A), the DHHS regulations

contain requirements for assuring compliance by research institutions; requirements for

researchers obtaining and documenting informed consent; and requirements for Institutional

Review Board (IRB) membership, function, operations, review of research, and record keeping.

The DHHS regulations also contain additional protections for certain vulnerable research

subjects-pregnant women (Subpart B), prisoners (Subpart C), and children (Subpart D).

The “Common Rule"

In 1991, the core DHHS regulations (45 CFR Part 46, Subpart A) were formally adopted by more

than a dozen other Departments and Agencies that conduct or fund research involving human
subjects as the Federal Policy for the Protection ofHuman Subjects, or “Common Rule.” In

1991, the Department of Veterans Affairs promulgated this rule at 38 CFR Part 16. Today, the

1991 Federal Policy is shared by 17 Depanments and Agencies', representing most, but not all,

of the federal Departments and Agencies sponsoring human-subjects research.

‘Agency for International Development; Central Intelligence Agency; Consumer Product

Safety Commission; Department of Agriculture; Department ofCommerce; Department of
Defense; Department of Education; Department of Energy; Department of Health and Human
Services; Department of Housing and Urban Development; Department of Justice; Social

Security Administration; Department of Transportation; Department of Veterans Affairs;

Environmental Protection Agency; National Aeronautics and Space Administration; and National

Science Foundation.
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In addition, certain federally sponsored and much privately sponsored research is subject to the

regulations of the Food and Dnig Administration ^DA) at 21 CFR Parts SO and 56. FDA
regulations confer protections on human subjects in research when a drug, device, biologic, food

additive, color additive, electronic product, or other test article subject to FDA regulation is

involved. FDA regulations and the provisions ofthe Common Rule are largely congruent,

although some significant differences exist.

The Common Rule defines “research” as “a systematic investigation, including research

development, testing, and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable

knowledge." Activities which meet this definition constitute research for.purposes of the

Common Rule, whether or not they are conducted or supported under a program which is

considered research for other purposes. Some demonstration and service programs, for example,

may include research activities.

The Common Rule defines “human subject” as “a living individual about whom an investigator

(whether professional or student) conducting research obtains (1) data through intervention or

interaction with the individual, or (2) identifiable private information.”

Institutional Review Boards

The cornerstone of our system of protection ofhuman research subjects is the local Institutional

Review Board at the research site. The IRB is, by federal regulation, to consist of a minimum of

five people, including at least one scientist, one nonscientist, and one person not otherwise

affiliated with that institution. The nonscientist must be present to achieve a quorum. The
members must have varying backgrounds to promote complete and adequate review of research

activities commonly conducted by the institution.

The IRB must be sufficiently qualified through the experience, expertise, and diversity of its

members to promote respect for its advice and counsel in safeguarding the rights and welfare of

human subjects. In addition to possessing the professional competence necessary to review

specific research activities, the IRB must be able to ascertain the acceptability of proposed
research in terms of institutional commitments and regulations, applicable law, and standards of

professional conduct and practice. The IRB must therefore include persons knowledgeable in

these areas.

Under the Common Rule, 1 7 federal Departments and Agencies carmot provide funds for human
subjects research unless an IRB approves the protocols for such studies. No human-subjects

research supported by a Common Rule Department or Agency may be initiated, and no ongoing

research may continue, in the absence of an IRB approval.

Let me turn briefly to the specific responsibilities of the Institutional Review Board. IRB review

assures that:

risks to subjects are minimized;
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risks to subjects are reasonable in relation to anticipated benefits, if any, to subjects, and

the importance ofthe knowledge that may reasonably be expected to result;

selection ofsubjects is equitable;

there is proper informed consent and documentation of informed consent;

when appropriate, the research plan makes adequate provision for monitoring the data

collected to ensure the safety of subjects;

when appropriate, there are adequate provisions to protect the privacy of subjects and to

maintain the confidentiality of data; and

additional safeguards have been included in the study to protect the rights and welfare of

any subjects likely to be vulnerable to coercion or undue influence

Once research is initiated, IRBs have continuing responsibilities. These include:

The conduct of continuing review at intervals appropriate to the degree of risk, and in any

event, not less than once per year.

Authority to observe or have a third party observe the consent process and the research.

Receipt of prompt reports fiom investigators ofany unanticipated problems involving

risks to subjects or others, or any serious or continuing noncompliance with the IRB’s

requirements or determination, or with the regulations.

Authority to suspend or terminate IRB approval of research that is not being conducted in

accord with the IRB’s requirements or that has been associated with unexpected serious

harm to subjects.

Informed Consent

All present today know how integral-how crucial-the process of informed consent is. Many
have a general picture of informed consent, and it is useful to add higher resolution to that

picture. Federal regulations specify 1 4 elements of informed consent, 8 of which are required:

( 1 ) A statement that the study involves research, an explanation of the purposes of the

research and the expected duration of the subject's participation, a description of the

procedures to be followed, and identification of any procedures which are experimental.

(2) A description of any reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts to the subject.

(3) A description of any benefits to the subject or to others which may reasonably be

expected from the research.

3
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(4) A disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures or courses of treatment, if any, that

might be advantageous to the subject.

(3) A statement describing the extent, if any, to which confidentiality ofrecords identifying

the subject will be maintained.

(6) For research involving more than minimal risk, an explanation as to whether any

compensation and an explanation as to whether any medical treatments are available if

injury occurs and, if so, what they consist of, or where further-information may be

obtained.

(7) An explanation ofwhom to contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research

and research subjects' rights, and whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury

to the subject.

(8) A statement that participation is voluntary, refusal to participate wilt involve no penalty

or loss of benefits to which the subject is otherwise entitled, and the subject may
discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which the

subject is otherwise entitled.

A researcher who seeks to recruit an individual for research without conveying all of these

elements of information in language understandable to the potential subject is not obtaining

informed consent.

Assurance of Compliance

Within DHHS, OPRR oversees implementation of the human-subject regulations in all DHHS
facilities as well as domestic and foreign institutions or sites receiving DHHS funds. In keeping

with the provisions of the Common Rule, OPRR requires that each DHHS agency and

extramural research institution that conducts research involving human subjects sets forth the

procedures it will use to protect human subjects in a policy statement called an "Assurance' of
compliance. Under the Common Rule, OPRR has authority for approving an Assurance at

DHHS-funded institutions for federal-wide use.

An Assurance with OPRR is a formal, written commitment to: (1) widely held ethical principles;

(2) the DHHS Regulations for Protection of Human Subjects; and (3) institutional procedures

adequate to safeguard the rights and welfare ofhuman subjects. The terms of the institution's

Assurance are negotiated with OPRR.^ The detailed, written Assurance statement becomes the

instrument that OPRR uses to gauge an institution's compliance with human subject protections

'OPRR utilizes several types of Assurance documents. Multiple Project Assurances

cover all of an institution’s federally-supported research. Cooperative Project Assurances cover

participation in DHHS-supported multicentcr clinical trials. Single Project Assurances cover

individual DHHS-supported projects.

4
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if there is a problem. Where noncompliance has occurred, OPRR has the authority to require

corrective actions under the Assurance or to withdraw its approval of the Assurance.

At OPRR's discretion, institutions with a large volume ofresearch and demonstrated expertise in

human subjects protection may be granted a Multiple Project Assurance (MPA). A Multiple

Project Assurance, as the term implies, is an institution's pledge of full human subject protections

for multiple projects at the institution.

At present, OPRR holds some 430 Multiple Project Assurances that cover some 730 research

institutions in the United States and Canada. Most of these Multiple.Project Assurances, at the

voluntary election of the research institution, commit all activities at the institution-irrespective

of funding source—to the DHHS regulations for Protection of Human Subjects. OPRR
appreciates the willingness ofmany institutions to choose this voluntary option.

From 1987 to 1998, the VA West Los Angeles held Multiple Project Assurance #M-1097, and

the VA Sepulveda held Multiple Project AssuratKe #M-1292. [First approved in 1982, MPA
#M-1097 initially covered only the Wadsworth facility. The Sepulveda MPA #M-1292 was first

approved in 1983.] Coincident with an administrative merger and at the request of these

institutions, a new Multiple Project Assurance, #M-1087, was approved in 1998 for the VA
Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System.

On March 22, 1999, OPRR deactivated Multiple Project Assuraitce #M1087 for reasons 1 will

describe in a moment. First, I will describe the history ofOPRR’s interaction with the VA West

Los Angeles.

OPRR’s oversight ofcompliance bv the VA West Los Angeles with DHHS human-subiect rules

In 1993, as OPRR was investigating informed consent in schizophrenia research at the University

of California Los Angeles, OPRR received an allegation that informed consent procedures for

schizophrenia research at the VA West Los Angeles also failed to meet regulatory standards.

Upon investigation, OPRR found that numerous informed consent documents lacked basic,

required information such as a complete description of (i) the prxrcedures for manipulation and
withdrawal of medications; (ii) reasonably foreseeable research risks; and (iii) potentially

advantageous alternatives to research participation.

OPRR required correction of these deficiencies in July 1994. OPRR also required that the

VA West Los Angeles implement four additional protections for subjects of psychiatric research;

specifically, (i) that the IRB include, at every meeting where such research is reviewed, a special

representative who could give voice to the perspective of potential subjects in safeguarding their

rights and welfare; (ii) that informed consent documents disclose when medication is determined

by the research protocol rather than by clinical need; (iii) that informed consent documents
disclose when the treating clinicians are also the research investigators; and (iv) that a special

Data and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) be established to monitor such research (i.e., where
the treating clinicians are also the research investigators). The VA West Los Angeles agreed to
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implement these corrective actions, and its Multiple Project Assurance was restricted to require

quarterly progress reports to OPRR documenting implementation.

In January 1995, 1 led an OPRR site visit to the VA West Los Angeles. The site visit revealed a

number of deficiencies in the Institutional Review Board’s operating procedures and

record-keeping practices that undermined the effectiveness ofsystemic protections for human
subjects. These deficiencies included (i) inadequate monitoring ofchanges required by the IRB;

(ii) inappropriate designation ofexemptions; (Hi) inappropriate use of expedited review

procedures; (iv) inadequate continuing review procedures; and (v) inadequate procediues for

reporting unanticipated problems involving risks tn subjects or others. The site visit also

revealed the need for (i) a comprehensive education program for IRB members and investigators;

and (ii) increased support staff for the IRBs.

These findings were communicated to VA West Los Angeles officials orally at the conclusion of

the site visit, and in writing on Fdtruaiy 14, 1993. The facility’s Multiple Project Assurance

remained restricted, and quarterly progress reports documenting appropriate corrective actions

were required.

OPRR continued to receive progress reports from the VA West Los Angeles in 1996, but no

progress reports were received in 1997. OPRR requested additional information in April 1998,

because it was still not clear that all required actions had been successfully implemented. The

VA West Los Angeles provided reports to OPRR in June and November 1998.

Review of this information by OPRR revealed continuing, serious deficiencies in human subject

protection procedures at the West Los Angeles facility. In specific, OPRR reviewed the minutes

of 9 IRB meetings conducted in May, June, and July 1998. OPRR found that in 7 of those 9

meetings, the IRB conducted business (i.e., approved human subjects research) without a valid

quorum, either because a majority ofmembers failed to appear or because there was no

nonscientist member present, as the regulations require. Two of those meetings lacked both a

numerical quorum and a nonscientist member.

In addition, you will recall that in 1994 OPRR required that the IRB include a special subject

representative when reviewing psychiatric research. In OPRR’s 1998 review of 9 IRB meetings,

1 of the 3 meetings at which psychiatric research was approved failed to include such a

representative.

Moreover, OPRR found that the VA West Los Angeles failed to document implementation of the

1994 requirement for a Data and Safety Monitoring Board to oversee psychiatric research. In

fact, the VA West Los Angeles Policy and Procedure Manual for Human Subjects Research,

provided to OPRR in November 1998, states that “DSMB monitoring procedures have not been

finalized yet” (page 22), 4 years after OPRR imposed the requirement.

In addition, OPRR was concerned that individual IRB members did not appear to be receiving

and reviewing sufficient written information to ensure substantive continuing review of research,

as the DHHS human subjects regulations require. In specific, the VA West Los Angeles Policy
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and Procedure Manual for Human Subjects Research states that such information need only be

reviewed by one member (page 23). OPRR further found that the IRB minutes failed to

document any discussion of research protocols during continuing review.

OPRR also determined that expedited review procedures, which are permitted only for certain

specified categories ofminimal risk research, were still being used inappropriately, 4 years after

OPRR had brought this issue to the attention ofthe VA West Los Angeles LRBs.

OPRR’s action ofMarch 22. 1999

In view of the extended history of concerns and as a result of these latest findings, OPRR
concluded that more stringent oversight was needed of DHHS-suppoited human subjects

research involving the VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System. Therefore, OPRR
deactivated the VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System Multiple Project Assurance

(#M-1087). This action, effective March 22, 1999, removed the Assurance required for conduct

of federally supported human subjects research.

OPRR directed the VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System to suspend enrollment of new
subjects in all DHHS-supported research, except in extraordinary cases verified by OPRR to be

in the best interests of an individual subject. Research activities involving previously enrolled

subjects were allowed to continue where continuation is in the best interests of individual

subjects.

DHHS-supported human subjects research may resume at the VA Greater Los Angeles

Healthcare System only under new Assurance mechanisms that entail either (i) OPRR review of

individual protocols and informed consent documents (i.e., the Single Project Assurance

mechanism); or (ii) oversight by a collaborating institution’s IRB under the approval ofOPRR
(i.e., the Interinstitutional Assurance mechanism).

Enrollment of subjects in DHHS-supported research may not resume until acceptable Assurance

mechanisms have been approved by OPRR. However, OPRR stands ready to proceed under

such mechanisms as soon as the VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System certifies valid IRB
review and approval of each of its DHHS-supported human subjects projects. OPRR notes that

on April 6, the VA requested, and OPRR granted, a 3-monlh extension of OPRR’s deadline for

VA conduct of these reviews.

OPRR oversight of other human-subiect protections at other VA facilities

As 1 indicated previously, OPRR has authority under the Common Rule for approving an

Assurance at DHHS-funded institutions for federal-wide use. When an Assurance approved for

federal-wide use is on file with OPRR, other Department and Agency heads, including the

Department of Veterans Affairs, rely on that Assurance of an institution’s compliance with the

Common Rule.
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At present, 41 VA facilities hold Multiple Project Assurances that are approved by OPRR for

federal-wide use. Some SO VA facilities are covered under other Assurance mechanisms that are

limited to specific categories ofDHHS-supported research.

OPRR is currently conducting 3 compliance oversight investigations that involve VA facilities;

specifically, (i) the James A. Haley VA Hospital, in association with the University of

South Florida in Tampa; (ii) the Philadelphia VA Medical Center, and (iii) the Cincinnati VA
Medical Center, in association with the University of Cincinnati. The Tampa research involves

nephrology experiments on salt regulation; the Philadelphia research involves cardiology

research; and the Cincinnati research involves psychiatric research. - . ..

I am not able to comment further on these ongoing investigations because OPRR has not yet

reached any determinations of fact in these cases. OPRR will be happy to inform the

Subcommittees as soon as such determinations have been made.

OPRR recently completed a complex investigation of several DHHS-supported psychiatric

research projects at the VA Medical Center in the Bronx, New York. DHHS-supported research

at the Bronx VA is covered under the Mount Sinai School of Medicine Multiple Project

Assurance. OPRR determined that the informed consent documents for these projects failed to

provide adequate descriptions ofthe research purpose; the research procedures; the reasonably

foreseeable risks and discomforts of the research; and the potentially advantageous alternatives to

research participation. Subjects in one of these projects, conducted in the mid-1980s, suffered at

least some short-term harm or discomfort in the form ofan exacerbation of psychiatric

symptoms.

OPRR determined that appropriate corrective actions have been implemented by Mount Sinai

Medical Center and the Bronx VA to ensure compliance with DHHS regulations in current and

future research. Among these actions are the adoption of specific guidelines for research

involving medication withdrawal or washout, including requirements that (i) an independent

health professional must assess each prospective subject’s capacity to consent prior to

eruollment; (ii) an independent physician must monitor each subject’s participation in the

research; and (iii) the risks ofdrug withdrawal, placebo administration, and experimental drugs

must be included.

Conclusion

Our enduring and vigorous system of protection ofhuman research subjects is designed to

prevent physical injury, psychological injury, and harm to the dignity of research subjects, as

biomedical and behavioral scientists pursue new knowledge for the common good. We are

always interested in improving the system to make research as safe as it can possibly be.

Of special interest today are the rights and welfare ofhuman subjects under the auspices of the

Department of Veterans Affairs. OPRR does not have either an immediate or an historical basis

for distinguishing compliance of those VA medical centers under its purview, as a class, from

other biomedical and behavioral research institutions.
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It is abundantly clear, however, that VA medical centers have a profound obligation to ensure

that our nation’s veterans are aiforded the hipest possible levels ofprotection when they

become subjects of research. To the extent that any research conducted at VA facilities involves

any veteran-subject who may be vulnerable to coercion or undue influence for any reason, the

VA has a special responsibility to provide particularly stringent protections. In formal. Common
Rule language, such vulnerability requires that “additional safeguards have been included in the

study to protect the rights and welfare of these subjects.” Clearly, the VA must set its aim well

beyond minimal compliance with regulatory standards.

In the final analysis, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees, research investigators,

institutions, and we are stewards of a trust agreement with the people who volunteer to be

research subjects. We have a system in place that strives, to the greatest degree possible, to

(i) minimize the potential for harm; (ii) enable and protect individual, autonomous choice; and

(iii) promote the pursuit ofnew knowledge. By doing so, we protect the rights and welfare of

our many citizens who make a remarkable contribution to the common good by electing to

volunteer for research studies. We owe them our best effort.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are pleased to answer any questions about our system for

safeguarding the rights and welfare ofhuman research subjects.

For additional information about protection ofhuman research subjects, see:

www.nih.gov/grants/oprr/oprr.hlm
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TIM Houm CommHm on Votoran’s AlMra

0¥onigM and InvotHgationt ftufecomniittoo

Ladies and Gentlemen:

My name is Or. Steptien Pandol. Thank you for hearing my statement today. There have

been innumerable erroneous ailegaUorts made towanis the Research Administration of the VA

Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System. My purpose today is to provide important factual

infonnatlon and to submK to you suggestions that may be useful in improving the performance

and safety of UomerScal research for the Oepa/tmend of Veterans Affairs. The information i wiH

present is from our own experience at the West Los Angeles VA Medical Center but it wW have

implications for the system at large.

For apprcodmalely three years 1 held the position of Director. Research and Development

at the West Los Angeles VA Medical Center. As of tale last year this Medical Center was

incorporated in to the VA Greater Los Angeles Health Care System end I was apiwinted Acting

Associate Chief of Staff for Research artd DevelopmerTt for the System. I was reassigned to the

position of staff physician on March 23, 10W, with offlctal nolMcation on Match 30”'. In addWon

to my administrative post, I am a clinician, medical researcher end educator. I have perfonned

fundamental research on pancreatic disordeis tor approMmalely 20 years and currently hold

grants with both VA and NIH.

When I started the position in Los Angeles, I had a vision of developing a research

department that worked in collaboration with toe medical care mission of the Medical Canter. The

result would be an acceleration of improvements In health care tor our veterans as well as our

nation. I believed this approach was completely cortsistent with the goals for the VA nationally.

This approach was supported end encouraged by the Director of the facility. Ken Clark.

Furthermore, I felt that we had both toe size and toe potential talent pool to accomplish this task.

Upon taking the posrtkm, 1 was assured that severe administrative proUems that had

plagued the Research Department for years had beerr resolved. From the beginning, howfover. I

was aware that a major issue that had to be dealt with was toe replacement of the research

buiktinos - a goal that the Medical Center had not been abie to accomplish since at least 1084.

Even at that time, the structures were felt to be unsafe and out-of-date. We submitted a building

replacement request in 1980 to which no response has been received Id date.

Over the next few months I discovered several problems in toe research program that

were serious and were having a significant negative impact on its peffonnance. These were all

reported to management. They included:

1 . A leek of oversight of human research resulting in a serious risk liability

2. A flnandel system in toe Research Department that had collepsed. In addition, there

was a huge accumulated debt.

3. A very low rate of successful funding of VA grants for our investigators.

Our Research Administration has made substantial progress in resolving each of these problems.

I wil discuss each below arxl show that they had Interconnecting effects on each other.

Overaight of Hianan Subjact Rataarch

Within days of antving, I heard about problems In canflology and cardiology research. I

also found out that there had been an investigation of the problems, but I was informed by some

individuals that the Investigation was a Nvhitewesh." Despite resistance within the Organization, I

halted the resemr^h of three caidfotogy investigators and demanded of the Chief of Staff that

there be a more extensive Investigation. The Chief of Staff agreed end established a Board of

InvesbgaUon to review alegations and improprieties. The Board of Investigetion lasted

approxknately six months end included representation from toe VA Haedquartws Office (Dr. Pam
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StMie). TTw Chief of Steff requeeled thet I fiat be a member of the Boanl of Investtoatlon.

Howrever, the Chief of Staff asked me to implement certain actions that ware lecommended by

the Board. These actlom Incliided apedflc supervision of Dr.PhKp Sager and developing a

program of quality assurance and oversight for human research. Both were instituted.

t vfouU note that I notified Or. Gerrtty. Special Assistant to Chief Research and

Development Officer, about the Cardiology case In October of 1N8. when we were contacted by

the LA Times about the case. Dr. Qeirty Indlcatad that there was nothing addItionaNy he felt that

we should do.

From the resutts of the Cardiology Board of investigsllon and other observations. 1 was

aware that overall^ was lax and that the Organization faced significant risk because of this lack

of oversight Examples of general problems Irteiudad a lack of phannacy suparvtslon of research

pharmaceuticals and lack of complanoe of research sites to regulatory standards. Professional

staff was hired for oversighl. One person ams e clinical Ph.D. In psychology with trilning and

expertenoa In good eMeal precUce taehnkpjes fo human research. TMs person became the

Manager of SdantMc Affairs. The other was a clinical phannacist who reported to the Manager.

In addition, wa fomrad a CInical Research Center (CRC) Committee wifo the purpose of ensuring

that aU envfronmants where human research was practiced met regulatory standards and ware

safe. The CRC had an assigned Ottector ertd d>e Committee hed a Chairman. Al Investigators

performing human research were anoouragad to participate. The research staff, the CRC

Director and commlttae al perttdpsted to ensure that all research was perfonned in ‘approved*

sites snd that pracllces by investigators met regulatory standards. Training of Investigators and

cfnical coordinators was also instituted and Indudad standards on the performance of Informed

consent, confidenttalty of patient records, subject privacy, proper documentation of Inclusion and

exduaian crttarta. the use of txpertmerttal pharmeceufleals, end safWy in the dnlcal care

environment. To accomplish these goMs there have been both one-on^e Instructions of

investigators and cttnieai coordinators as weli as group training sessions. Recent spot audits

demonstrate excellent compliance with standards.

In addition to actions taken to Improve the safely of human research, all IRB Board

members received copies of VA, OPRR, and FDA regulations pertaining to human subject

research and many also viewed videos e)qilainlng OPRR standards and practices. Some IRB

members have attended OPRR-sponsored training seminars to further enhance our

understanding and practice of oversight

I took another step to show my commlment to quaily of care and safety in the

Organization. With the encouragement of the Medical Center Director. Ken Clark, I provided a

leadership role in the Queitty Assurance program for the entire Medical Canter. In this role. I

provided an example for those Involved In research to participate In improving the quality of

patient care in the hospital. Our participation hatped the hospital win the VA’s Carey Award for

Quality and Parfonnance Improvement in 1997; enrJ receive Accradttation with Commendation

from the Joint Commisaton of Accreditation of Hospitals In l9Qa.

The measures deacribad above have had a significant Impact on Improving the safety

and perfonnanoe of human resaarch in the Organization. I firmly beleve that our activities serve

as a modal for ensuring quality and safety of human research natlonaly. I should note that these

improvements were aooompttshed despite rfostades in the Organization to obtain resources to

perform oversight funcUorts. This Issue is discussed In ntore detail In the next section on financial

issues.

The action by OPRR to rescind our Multiple Pro^ Assurance status was based on

misinterpreted and out-of'data Information. For example, the report indicated the lack of a

subject representative on the mental heath human subject review board when in fact there has

been a dedicated subject representative for wel ovm* four years. Another example, OPRR found

that some review board meetings had taken place without a quorum present. Corrective action
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was taken in August of 10M to dramattcaily improve pefformances in this aroa. There are many

other examples where OPRR failed to recognize Improved procedures at the (adHty.

A nmor issue raised by OPRR was a lack of resportsiveness by our Medical Center to

addressing issues related to a 'restriction* ptaced by OPRR on the Mental hlealth IRB. OPRR's

investigatton of the VA Mental Health IRB vms a consequence of their investigation of UCLA's

IRB following the suicide of a research subject paitidpating in a UCLA-approved study. The

Mental Healih IRB and its *restriction’ vrare part of the Brentwood VA Medical Center. This IRB

became incorporated Into the West LA Medical Center In 1906 when the Research Department of

Brentwood and West Los Anc^lea VA MedIcd Centers were consolidated. Neither the Chief of

Staff, who is my direct siqMrvisor, predecessors in my position or the Headquarters Research

and Development Oflloe informed me of the ‘restriction*. Furthermore, by its own admission In a

letter dated Apr! 20, 1906, OPRR admitted to not communicattng with the Medical Center for a

two year period end apologczed lor doing so. Essendaly, OPRR had not responded to requested

documentation from the Medical Center submitted to OPRR In 1995 and aaily 1996 until mid

1996. in late August 1996 the research staff became aweie of the OPRR ‘restriction* through a

letter to the Medical Canter Dkactor from OPRR. The letter stated that changes in IRB poKdes

and procedures requested in 1995, had not yet been fully addressed. Because we had none of

the previous OPRR documerts, our office was forced to request that OPRR fax us a copy of the

1995 letter. In November of 1996 we submitted an extensive packet of material for OPRR's

evaluation. In February of 1968 we contacted them asking if thay naedad further materlai on our

progress or any dartflcalfon. We ware toU that the material had not yal been evaluated. No

further communicatton occurred until the announcement that the MulUple Project Assurance

Status was rescinded. More tknoty communication or a site visit would have provided an

opportunity to more adequately address ooncsms.

Of note Is the feet thet VA Research and Development does not provide national training

In human research standards and oompllanoe. Furthermore, in September 1996, we notified Dr.

Gerrtty about the 'restrtebon* end requested assistance in responding in terms of improving our

Institution’s operating manual for human research. Dr. Genity indicated that Headquarters did

nd have the abiUty to provide such assistance.

Financial Iseues

WRhin the first few months of my tenure, I dIscoverBd a history of gross financial

mismsnagement of the department, i found that the previous Rssearch Managemeni did not

consistently provide ftnandsl statements to investigators for their research. Further, I was

receiving daily phone cafis from credHors for dd bCs, and I dttmareiy discoverad that the

Department had an approidtnate $2.5 miion debt TMs amount was an extraordinary debt

burden because most of the money thst comes to the research appropriation was diraded to the

grants and contracts. Only about $500,000 annually was provided tor research administration.

The most glaring issues leading to the debt vre inherited were that there were several high

salaried research staff on the rolls without resources from grants to pay for these salaries. The

other factor that led to the debt burden was the fact that research administrative services were

provided to other agencies and organtzafions without compensation. These Included our own

nonprofit research corporation. UCLA and National Institutes of Drug Abuse or NIDA. The VA

research appropriation only provides research administrative support funds tor grants funded by

VA. Less than 25% of our research poitfoio was VA funded. I estimated that about one half of

our research administrative costs were related to nof>-VA funded projects.

In order to address all of these issues, we Instituted the foRowing measures:

A. I notified the Chief of Staff, Dr. Norman, The Director of Business and

Finance. Lynn Carrier, the Medical Center Director, Ken Clark and the

Medical Center Rnandal Office of the problem.
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B. The dm acflon wes to conduct e leductlon-iivloroo to decrease the

salary bunlen. The request lor tMs action took place within the first few

weeksofmyarrhral.

C. I htred a quaWlod AdnStSshatlve Oflicer and Financial Manager to

determine the nahue of the finarteial and personml problems.

D. These Individuals performed Uwleplh reviews of el grants, budgets and

stalling levels to determine the hnandel condition of the research

approprtatlon. Included was a review of over 5,000 obigatlons and

recondHng several huridied accounts dattng back to 1094. Several

thousand-man hours of Raaearch Department effort were devoted to

targeting the proUams wid conecdno them, despite eidremely limited

resouroes. The reeulls were communicatad to local, VI8N and VA

headquarters staff.

E. After esdiauating al efforts to resolve the Inherited flnandsl condMon,

the last rasort toward stabttzaUon Ondudlng paying Inherited debt)

required raducion of rsHsrch adminlitrative SGqrerwes and staff by 1/3.

Theae actions prevented an end of year doAdL These reductions were

knplarnentad deeplle the large workload required to rectify the fkiandal

and personnel problems and the large inciease In the msnber of grants

obtained reoamiy. The overtf effect compromieed our abUtf to perform

administrative ftinclkMS (Including those Involved In IRB and oversight)

In an optimal manner. I notMsd the Chief of Staff about this problem on

severff oocastons. ffotHcallon bwluded suggestions to rectify the

probleme through revenue enhancement and retrieving comperwatlon

for admMslrallve ser^oas provided to our nonproftt reeaarch

corporation. UCLA and NIDA.

In addition to the above, a variety of other actions were Initiated to rectify die personnel

and financial problams. These Induded:

1. Stopping aff unftmded research aodvfty

2. Reducing staff by tother reductions in foroa, terminations and buyouts.

3. Developing coat sharing arrangements with the Medkral Center to cpdmlie the use of

staff artdminkntes the coat to reseerch

4. instaHng financial and budgetary controls.

5. NegotWIng payment plans wlh al oredKors.

6. Inkfabrig MOUa and sharing agreements wih the VA nonproftt research corporation,

UCIA, NIDA and companlaa to leoovar costs kicuned hi both the reeaarch

appropriation md madcal eve approprMlon.

7. Provking financial statements to kivastlgatora on a quarterly basis.

AMiough we Mttaled MCXi^ end aharing agreaments, Implemanllng them wee a atmggle

even though an IQ eudk done el the Medical Centv before my arrival demanded mechentams to

epproprWely reimburse the Medicd Cenfor for reaearrh relsteri coals. Thsie was no scllon

taken to rasoivs the Issues ralBsd by the 10 prior to my anlvd. Obstsrtss wars present both

inlemaly O-s. nonprofit research corporation) and wtth the outside orgsdrsHnns (l.e. UCLA and

NIDA). The foHowkig are some examples. Vlfo esUmatsd that the coeb of support for IRB's and

hurrMn research oversight tar profsob from our VA nonproftt ressarrh corporation wars about

$200,000 per yav. This amount was supported by vi IndapendanI audH by the Medical Center's

Chief Fkiandal Offlev. DaspHs his conoborillon. the Exscuttvs Dirador of the nonprofit the

Chief of Staff and acting Deputy AC08 for Rasaarch argued that the support could be provided

with signiftcanlly less staff and a third to ons4oufth of the cost.
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TMb aigument took placo over a two-yaar period durIrHi several nonproftt research

corporadon Board meetings. At one meeting In IMS. I stated that since there was disagreement

on the amount of resources needed to provide iM support and human research oversight, that

we should invite OPRR to provtda a oonauRalion on staMig and funoUrms. The Medical Center

CEO ordered me and other members present not to contact OPRR.

An agreement for pay-kv-klnd for services provided to the nonprofit by the Research

Department was reached in iate 1098. TNs agreement had the potential to stabilize staffing in

the Research Department related to IRB and humans reaeareh overslghl functions. However, at

its January 1090 maetino, the ChM of Staff Infficated that the nonprofit research corporation was

not obigated to provide the support Legal eounaal. In addtton, Indicaled that there was no legal

mechanism to provide peymsnt to reaserch.

I argued the case for ataUa support so vigorously that 1 was admRled to the hospital the

nerd day wNh myIM episode of unstable angirta foquHng corortary vascular repair.

Of note: wa notMad both Ora. Burris and Ganfly at Headquarters Rasaarch and

Developmant durtng 1008 of our dffilcuRy in assuring ffiaUa foncfing to support IRB and human

ra iaaich oversight

TIm agreement vffih the nonpiofk was crWeal because we estimated that 60% of our work

load related to hianan reiearch was due to nonprofll leeearth corporation oontracts and grants.

Vifo have oontlnuad pursuing the devolopmant of a aharfog apieamanl w8h UCLA. About

one year ago, 1 reeehad an agrearrrant wHh UCLA to proceed wtih aalablahing e mechanism for

such payment using the Enhanced Sharing Authority. The lesaaroh staff developad a proposed

contract that la presently being evskialed for nagodadon in our builnaaa office. 7108 contract

oontalRs recovery of coats of batwstn SS 4 mffion to both the Marlcal Care and Rasaarch

tppmprtationa. Even at Mb tima research adrrMababveaaivtoaa are being provtdad to support

UCLA grants and conbacta at the VA Msdieai Canter wRhout companaatton. The efiact la a

diniinlittad feaearoh admlniatratlve staff trykig to support al of the leeaarch parfonried at the VA

Medical Center.

AflquHWon of payment for sarvions by NiDA was difficul at beat. NIDA argued that they

had no requirement to pay for reaeareh adminisoehon sarvlcea as wall as refuaad to have the

lesearch department provide werilght of their human rasaarch. I Mated that there be

approprtala ovarilght by the research department because of my concern about their vidnerable

•ublecl popuMlon - cocaine addkss, ConOnuad insagreements about payment for research

admWsbaMva aeivioaa and tasues related to nonoomplenoe oversight led to the rsmoval of Ms

program horn our sRe.

Despite the obstadas desertbad above, reaeareh management ecoompfished a complela

reatoralion of the financial system, raaokidon of foe debt and established a stable artministrattve

ffiaff. As Mcatad above, foe ffiaffneeda further raaourcaa to function opMmaly.

Inveotlgitnr qranta

Tho Modical Center was conaidarad one of foe premier raiaarrh sites in foe VA system

In foe 1080% 1970's Mdeerty logo's. As Indteated eailer there had been e dramatic dedtne in

the parformanca of resaarchari . eapaclaly In obtaining VA lOndad grants prior to my arikral. TNs

Issue had to be corrected or foe research program would not survivs. in part this was foe case as

the only stable source of revenue for reeearch admInistrBtfon and oversight was from the VA and

the amount was calciilated as a parcantege of VA grant funds received. To correct this problem

we eiqMnded sIgnMcant effort In supporting Invostigotors In developing pro|octe and preparing

successful grant appHcations. Our appicffiion rate for VA grants doubted and the number of

funded grants increased by about oigM times over foe past two years. In addWon, we have

added r^er 20 rtew invastigalors (both MO's end Ph.D's) to the Rooeorch program through career

development type awards addressing foe severs problem we hed wMh lack of recrulment into the
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Oiganization. The afKirts by the resaerch management team resuKed in a signtficant ncanber of

VA grants and career devefopment awards coming to the West Los Angeles VA Medical Center.

TTie new recruits as well as our estabHahed staff span expertlee In almost every discipllrw - from

laboratory research to dinical trials to haaitfi services delivery research. This group is now poised

to meet the vision I discussed eartier.

Conclusions

The Research program we inherited was In a state of crisis and collapse. As indicated in

this presentation, my research staff and I have made substantial progress in resolving the most

severe issues facing the program. Further persistence and delerminatton will result in resolution

of remaining orres.

In addition to what we have done, there are certainly other opportunities to improve

safety as weH as Informed consent In human research. Slgnlfleant issues rentMn in human

research here and around the world while there is en expioston of new therapeutics emerging

from ecedemie eiKl industry. Economic issues will push for rapid and efttcient performance of

human research vriiHe safety and informed cortsent require judicious and carafui review and

ovecsigliL The VA has both tha opportunty and the responsibility to teed the way m ensuring that

this enterprise results in therapeuttc advances in such disonSers as diabetes, heart disease,

mental hestth dlsordais and cancer' without hum to those who pertidpale in testing of new

agents srtd procedures.

To psrfect processes to meet OPRR stsndards is one thing. In our view there are other

maior Issues that need ImprovemenL For sBtample, although much effort has been made to

simpify the language in Informed consent documents to improve understanding wa do not

actualy measure the degree of sufafeci understanding. This point was shiddated in the report on

'Institutional Review Boards: A Tirrm for Refonri’ by Deputy Inspector General Grroige Grob,

presented to the U.8. House of Representatives Conference on Government Reform and

Oversight, in Jutm of 1006. Other medfs such as videos and interactive computer programs

should be explored for use to Improve research subject understanrUng.

There must be sfgnMcant education appiiad to both the research environment and the

general pubifc to ensure active and entightened participation by both parties. Researchers often

ere not fully vested in partldpeting In the oversight process while the public Is concerned about

the safety rrMasures in place. We beleve that a dialogue should develop that results in

communiGation on e broad scale to ensure that both parties fiJy partidpate thus enhancing the

process.

Lessons learned at the VA Medical Center should hopefully result in fadttating the

dedication of addUonal resources to promote the development of a safer, more enlightened and

productive system for human research. This , in turn, can promote an environment that fosters

the discovery of more effective treatments and cures for illnesses that put us all at risk. The

conduct of ectlora to heN all research at the VA Medicel Center and to terminate the Mirftipte

Project Assurance Status served only to punish one organization whose difficulties ere merely a

reflection of those that permeate IRBs on a nationei level. Mr. Grob’s report to Congress in June.

1098, cteeity refers to the systemic dimension of the chaVenges facing organizations that choose

to undertake hwnan research.

Mr. Grob further stales that tha oversight process should focus less in narrow

compliance matters end more on performenca issues.’ 1 would hope that my presentation

desribed the continued efforts our Research Administratioo has made towards enhancing the

performance of the oversigM processes at our VA Medicai Center.
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RvconuMndattont

1 . Th« VA should develop e rurtionel prognm for training of administratois and investigators in

human research issues.

2. Headquarters needs to develop policy and procedure providing dear guidance on how

Medical Center research departments obtain funds to si^jport oversight of projects that are

performed at the VA but not funded by the VA.

3. The VA should provide natiorwl leedership on developing improvements in kiformed consent

as weU as creating the dielogue with me public on importance, performance and safety of

human research.

4. Increased resources should be provided to OPRR so that they would be able to provide

support end direction vrtth more timely communieation and site visits. The lack of resources

at OPRR and their inability to provide direct inquiry has also been cited by Mr. Qrob in his

1998 report to Congress.
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Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Subcommittees, thank you for the

opportunity to appear before you to discuss issues related to the recent

suspension of research at the Greater Los Angeles Health Care System

(GLAHS), specifically, and oversight of VA's research program, generally.

I want to unequivocally state at the outset that the standards for research

conduct within VA are among the highest in the country. VA regulations, as

applicable, are as comprehensive as the other 16 federal agencies and are more

comprehensive than most agencies that are also bound by regulations governing

the conduct of research involving humans.

Research is a very important part of VA healthcare, and while VA's

medical scientists are devoted to seeking new knowledge, they are, above all

else, committed to patient and research subject safety. VA scientists are

expected to abide by stringent ethical principles and rigorous regulatory

requirements to ensure the protection of ttieir subjects. Respect for the rights,

dignity, and safety of research subjects must be, and is, paramount, and there

should be no question that all VA research - human, animal or laboratory - shall
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be performed in accordance with the highest standards and shaii be overseen by

vigorous, independent processes.

Research Suspension at Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System

I have previously conveyed to you the specific problems with human,

animal and basic research that led to my March 22, 1999, decision to suspend all

research activities at GLAHS. In the interest of brevity, I will not repeat all of that

here, but I have provided a reasonably detailed recitation of the facts in

attachment 1 . In addition, I will summarize some of the key points here.

The problems with the human research program at GLAHS involved

violations of VA's regulations and policies, which are designed to protect the

welfare of human volunteers. Although VA currently has no evidence that

anyone was physically harmed by these transgressions, I expect VA

investigators to adhere to high ethical standards, federal regulations and VA

policy. Clearly, that did not occur at GLAHS for at least one research protocol.

Because the VA Headquarters Office of Research and Development

(ORD) had identified various concerns about the fiscal, personnel and animal

aspects of the GLAHS research program during the past two years, when the

most recent problems were identified it was decided that an all encompassing

suspension of research activities was in order (attachment 2). VA Headquarters

viewed the action at GLAHS as a pre-emptive measure that was designed to

prevent untoward events from occurring at GLAHS. At the time the order was

issued, the concerns related to the Cardiology Department were unknown to me.

While this suspension has caused significant disruption, I am fully confident that

the research program at GLAHS will resolve its problems and emerge stronger

and, more importantly, that all parties will have confidence in the conduct of

research at its facilities.

Since the March 22nd suspension order, a new Acting Associate Chief

of Staff for Research (ACOS-R) and an Acting Administrative Officer (AO) have

been detailed to GLAHS; both are from facilities outside of VISN 22. They, along
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with VISN management and the VHA Headquarters ORD, are addressing many

of the immediate issues that led to the suspension or issues that have been

identified since the initial action.

Individual research projects requiring reassessment for human, animal

or biohazards concerns are being reviewed by appropriately and legally

constituted review panels that have replaced the previous GLAHS groups. I am

pleased to report that virtually all animal atKi non-humarVnon-animal projects with

biosafety concerns have now been 2ippropriately re-reviewed and are once again

operational and enrolling new subjects.

With respect to research involving human subjects, a number of

important administrative actions must occur before these projects can resume or

new projects be initiated. Because of the deactivation by the Office for Protection

from Research Risks (OPRR), Department of Health and Human Services

(HHS), of the GLAHS Multiple Project Assurance (MPA-1 067), GLAHS has had

to establish administrative and review mechanisms that provide HHS, VA and

other funding sources with the assurance that its human sutqects research is

conducted in accordance with applicable regulations and policy.

Specifically, GLAHS is negotiating an Inter-Institutional Agreement

with its affiliate, the UnivetsHy of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), which holds its

own MPA with OPRR. This agreement wiH allow HHS grants that are funded to

UCLA, but performed at GLAHS, to be reviewed by UCLA’s Institutional Review

Boards (IRBs). Additionally, GLAHS has had to negotiate a multiple project

assurance with VA Headquarters to provide VA with binding assurance for all

non-HHS funded human research at GLAHS. IRBs constituted under the MPA

with VA are re-reviewing all non-HHS funded human research protocols. For

HHS-furKied human studies at GLAHS, each investigator for each study will

submit a Single Project Assurance to OPRR in accord with the terms of the MPA

deactivation. These actions are ongoing, and it is VA's hope that the GLAHS

research program will be fully stable by the end of April.
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Existing VA Protections for Humsn Resesrch Subjects

Numerous regulations and policies govern the conduct of VA research

involving human volunteers. In fact, VA policies and regulations exceed those

required by other government agencies, including HHS.

Federal Reoulatlons

This past weekend, a distinguished gathering of scholars paid tribute in

Charlottesville, Virginia, to the 20th anniversary of the Balmont Report, the

genesis for federal requirements to ensure the ethical conduct of research

involving humans. These federal regulations, arxf by extension VA's, derive from

the Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects (often referred to as the

’Common Rule,* 56 FR 28003). Seventeen federal agertcles, includirtg VA, are

co-signatories to the Common Rule.

VA has incorporated the Common Rule into its own regulations at 38 CFR

16. VA is legally bound to adhere to the regulations articulated within 38 CFR

16, which irwludes detailed descriptions of informed consent and the structure

and responsibilities of Institutional Review Boards (IRBs). (Some VA facilities

have adopted the terminology Human Subjects Subcommittees [HSSs] for this

entity.)

I note that it is important to recognize that VA considers aj) research at a

VA facility as VA research, even if the furrding Is from non-federal sources. Thus,

any research, at VA, regardless of the funding source, is subject to the regulatory

requirements of the Common Rule and VA's additional protections. VA's blanket

pledge of full and equal protection for all human subjects exceeds that of even

some institutions who hold MPAs with OPRR. Of note, OPRR has identified

unchecked human experimentation at a broad range of venues, including some

colleges and universities not receiving federal research funds and some

physician, dental and psychotherapist practices. None of this Involves VA

facilities.
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For human studies conducted at a VA facility in support of a new drug or

device application to the Food and Drug Administration, the human studies

component also comes under the authority of FDA regulations for the protection

of human subjects in research (21 CFR 50 and 21 CFR 56). Because 38 CFR

16 regulates all federally sponsored research at VA - and because 21 CFR 50

and 21 CFR 56 cover all VA research in support of a new drug or device

application - when VA researchers are engaged in research that supports a new

drug or new device application, the researchers must comply with both sets of

regulations.

VA and FDA are partners in a memorandum of urxferstanding that

enhances the communications between FDA and VA with respect to a number of

FDA requirements. In particular, FDA has agreed to notify VA medical center

directors of investigative findings relating to a particular study, and advise VA of

any violations resulting from investigations into the performance of clinical

investigators or Human Studies Subcommittees (HSSs/IRBs) associated with

VA.

Finaliy, VA has gone further in protecting human research subjects than is

provided by either the Common Rule or FDA regulations. Despite repeated calis

that the federal government address the issue of compensating research injuries,

VA is the only agency that has extended its regulations (38 CFR 17.85) to

provide for compensation to persons injured as a result of participation in VA

research.

VA Policies

In 1 992, shortly after the establishment of the federal Common Rule, VA

issued a revised policy and incorporated it into our policy manual, M3, R.1
,
Ch.9,

“Requirements for the Protection of Human Subjects”.

Chapter 9 incorporates the provisions of the Common Rule (38 CFR 16),

and FDA regulations (21 CFR 50 and 56). In addition. Chapter 9 explains how
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the provisions of these reguiations are to be impiemented in the specKIc context

of research at VA medicai centers.

Just as VA's reguiatory requirements exceed those under the Common

Ruie, VA poiicy (M3, Pt. 1 , Ch.9) exceeds the policy and regulatory requirements

of other entities. For example, the Common Rule is relatively silent on the issue

of infomned consent In persons with impaired decisionmaking capacity, only

pointing out the possiblity of consent by a legally authorized representative. In

contrast, M3, Pt.1 , Ch.9, sec.12 is devoted entirely to ‘Research on Human

Subjects with Surrogate Consenf. K describes in explicit detail the specific

conditions under which an Investigator may seek surrogate consent for an

individual with impaired dedsiorrmaklng capacity.

Rnally, because VA has a large program In cooperative trials for the study

of new drugs, therapies arxf devices, the VA Cooperative Studies Program

developed detailed guidelines, ‘Cooperative Studies Program: Guidelines for the

Planning and Conduct of Cooperative Studies,* In 1997. A major part of these

guidelirws Is devoted to describing the requirements for protocol review and

informed consent These guidelines derive from 56 FR 280003 (the Common

Rule), 38 CFR 16, and the VA policy manual M3, PL1
,
Ch.9.

Enhancing Oversight of VA Research

VA oversight of its human subjects research Is equal, or in marry ways

better, than oversight by non-VA research institutions. Indeed, a broad series of

initiatives to assess the systemic nature of airy deficiencies, or lack thereof, have

been urrderway for some time. I am also initiating two new, broad-based

initiatives that will position VA as the clear leader In ensuring that Its research is

of the highest ethical and legal caliber.
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Existing Efforts

Before describing the two new initiatives, I would like to briefly highlight six

programs that demonstrate that VA has been cognizant of the need to exercise

due diligence in monitoring the conduct of VA research that involves human

subjects.

• In 1 995, the VHA Office of Standards in Human Research (part of

ORD) was formed and iocated at the Portland VAMC. Since its

inception, the office has conducted ^2 random site visits to medical

centers across the country. Site visit teams reviewed: IRB records,

informed consent documents, ati iocai policies and procedures in piace

to impiement national requirements under the Common Rule, FDA

regulations, and VA manual M3, Pit, Ch.9. In addition, medical center

directors, chiefs of staff, associate chiefs of staff for research, and

researchers were interviewed. At the sites visited, the site visit teams

found faiiures in documentation, but rvs instance of violation of any

patient's rights or health and well-being. Likewise, they found no

instance of either willfui or intentional misconduct.

• Since 1975, the VHA Cooperative Studies Program Human Studies

Committees have conducted perfomrance site visits and they cun'entiy

assess 12 sites per year. Aiong with audit activities, the Committees

also interview research volunteers regarding their experience as a

research participant, including an assessment of the subjects' informed

consent.

• The VA Cooperative Studies Program conducts 45 audits per year, on

average, of Its drug studies at seiected performance sites. These

audits began in 1997.

• The VA Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research Pharmacy

Coordinating Center is FDA-approved for packaging, dispensing, and

monitoring pharmaceuticals and devices for drug trials. The
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Coordinating Center audits each dmg triai at each study site at least

once during the life of the trial; these audits began in 1975.

• ORD conducts approximately six site visits per year of its research

centers for evaluation of performance and determination of continued

funding. It also investigates allegations of variations from prescribed

research policies.

• The Nuclear Regulatory Commission conducts site visits of its low-

level radiation licensees (including VA medical centers and research

facilities) every three years. When human studies are conducted

under the license, NRC site visitors review human ethical standards

arKi compliance.

New Initiatives

Clearly, the most important question facing the VA research program Is

whether the problems at GLAHS are an isolated occurrence, or do they represent

a more serious endemic problem within the VA research system?

I have no evidence that the latter is the case. Moreover, I am pleased at

the level of Headquarters oversight that ORD has to date initiated or has

underway. Nevertheless, I believe the time has come for more comprehensive

and systematic efforts at overseeing research programs. Veterans, the

Congress, and VA need indeperxlent and routine assurance that VA research is

conducted ethically, legally, safely and with integrity. I have, therefore, directed

the implementation of two major new Initiatives;

• establishment of an indeperKtent Office of Research Compliance and

Assurance, and

• publication of a request for proposals to establish an external

accreditation program for VA research, in general, and VA research

involving human subjects, in particular.
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Office of Research Compliance and Assurance (ORCA)

Rrst, I am establishing a new office, the Office of Research Compliance

and Assurance (ORCA), which shall report directly to the Office of the Under

Secretary for Health. This office will be in several ways similar to the Office of

the Medical Inspector (OMI). ORCA's mission will be to provide VHA with the

assurance that research conducted by our scientists is done with maximal regard

for issues of: 1) human and animal subiect protection; 2) safety of laboratory

personnel (chiefly chemical and biological, and in consultation with the National

Health Physics Program, radiological); and 3) research integrity (e.g., conflict of

interest, scientific misconduct research ethics).

ORCA will operationalize its functions in a manner similar to that of OMI,

but, in contrast a majority of ORCA's compliance officers will be based in field

offices located across the country (up to six) to; 1 ) enharrce the ability of ORCA

to rapidly respond to or consult on emergent incidents, and 2) facilitate a

reduction in the costs of routine inspectiorrs.

I want to particularly emphasize that ORCA will be an independent,

objective and unbiased entity in its compliance and oversight activities.

External Accreditation

Today, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare

Organizations (JCAHO) provides the public assurance that JCAHO-accredited

healthcare organizations meet or exceed minimum quality startdards. All VA

medical treatement facilities participate In JCAHO inspections. Similarly, the

Association for the Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care,

International (AAALAC) inspects and accredits research animal facilities in the

United States and abroad. VA animal laboratory facilities, along with scores of

private-sector sites, are inspected every three years by AAALAC. No

comparable mechanism exists for institutions conducting research involving

human research. VHA intends to address this vacuum.
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In the very near future, VHA will publish a notice that seeks to identify an

external entity to serve as an accrediting body for its research programs. The

highest priority will be for the selection of an accrediting body to perform routine

site visits (e.g., every three years) for the purpose of reviewing the perfonnance

of the IRB/HSS systems and other such processes at VA medical centers and

research institutions. Through this notice, VA will become the driving force to

establish both an accreditation entity and an accreditation process for research

involving human subjects similar to that performed by AAALAC for animal

research. No such entity currently exists, and thus, VA will clearly be traversing

new ground with this effort.

That such an entity is overdue is now without question in my mind. In

March 1 999, the HHS Regional Inspector General who was responsible for a

1998 HHS Office of Inspector General review of IRBs stated, '...as a matter of

public policy, the time is right to foster a system of accrediting IRBs. I believe

that FDA and NIH should collaborate in determining what they can do to

stimulate this development, and I think they should do it with some sense of

urgency.' Moreover, accreditation was recommended In 1983 by the President's

Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and

Behavioral Research. I am particularly pleased that VHA will provide the

leadership whereby, at last, nationwide accreditation in this area could be

achievable. I hope other federal agencies will join with VA in this effort.

Conclusion

Today, as in the past, the research enterprise of the United States is the

envy of the world. It has produced extraordinary advances in medical care and

many other areas. There is no dispute that such advances depend on the

participation in research of our relatives, neighbors, friends and fellow citizens -

including men and women who have served in the Nation's armed forces.

I am proud that VA scientists have made more than their fair share of

contributions to medical research. But I am more proud of, and grateful for, the
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willingness of veterans to afford VA the privilege of participating in the U.S.

research enterprise. Having served Ms country once in the military, veterans'

participation in biomedical research again serves the interests of the Nation

because research is the cornerstone for increasing knowledge that helps us all.

We owe them assurances that their interests will be protected by standards

second to none.

While the increasing reports of investigations into VA research at multiple

facilities may cast a temporary shadow over our program, I am confident it will do

so only briefly. The existing measures and policies in place, combined with our

new initiatives, will place VA at the forefront of protecting human research

subjects. To maintain the public trust we must a!! share a vigorous commitment

to protect the rights and welfare of those who participate in research protocols. I

hope those outside of VA will quickly join our efforts to ensure there are effective

checks and balances in place to protect human research subjects.

Again, I appreciate the invitation to discuss these important issues with

you, and I will be pleased to try and answer any questions you might have.
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Attachment 1

GREATER LOS ANGELES HEALTHCARE SYSTEM:
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ISSUES

VHA considers the protection of human and animai subjects and our

iaboratory employees to be among our highest priorities. Dating to a site visit in

September 1996, VHA Headquarters has had concerns about the administration

of the Research Senrice at the West Los Angeles campus (then West Los

Angeles VAMC), in particular. This attachment summarizes the concerns

identified at GLAHS to date and the current plan to address them.

nnanclal Iseuee

In spring 1997, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) raised

concerns about the financial management of a VA-NIDA collaborative agreement
for medication development by the Research Service at the West Los Angeles
facility. In May 1997, the Chief Research and Development Officer (CRADO)
placed the West Los Angeles Research Service on administrative probation.

This history of financial management concerns, coupled with new and historical

concerns aboirt administration of human, animal, and bto-safety research

(described below), led VHA to suspend all research conducted at GLAHS as of

March 26, 1999.

Human Studies

On March 22, 1999, OPRR deactivated its Multiple Project Assurance
(MPA-1087) for GLAHS, which encompasses the former VA medical centers at

West Los Angeles and Sepulveda, and affiliated clinics. MPA-1087 is the

mechanism by which GLAHS assures OPRR that GLAHS conducts its research

involving human subjects in conformance with 45 CFR 46. This HHS regulation

incorporates 52 PR 28003, also referred to as the 'Common Rule' for the

protection of human subje^ in research arxi which is subscribed to by 17
federal agencies that furid research Involving human subjects.

As permitted under the Common Rule, VA accepted MPA-1 067 as its own
assurance that VA research at GLAHS was conducted in accordance with federal

regulations. Moreover, since VA considers all research, regardless of sponsor,

conducted at VA medical centers to be VA research, MPA-1087 covered all

human research conducted at GLAHS whether HHS, VA, or any other source

funded it Consequently, OPRR's actions effectively removed all assurance that

research involving humans being coixiucted at GLAHS was in legal and ethical

compliance.

OPRR's deactivation of MPA-1087 resulted from the failure of GLAHS to

adequately respond since April 1993 to requests by OPRR to change and/or
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document procedural and administrative matters related to the way GLAHS
conducted Initial and ongoing reviews of protocols involving humans. Specific

probiems cited by OPRR included:

• meetings of Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) (committees that are

responsible for the review and monitoring of human studies protocols) that did

not meet with a quorum of voting members as required by 45 CFR 46;

• the absence from IRB membership roles of appropriate community/patient

representatives;

• Data Safety Monitoring Boards had not been established by GLAHS as
requested by OPRR In 1994;

• inadequate procedures for continuing review of ongoing projects;

• failure to implement policy changes recommended by OPRR; and

• the use of ‘expedited review* procedures by IRBs to approve research

studies with greater than minimal risk in contradiction to the requirements of

45 CFR 46.

Most of these infractions occurred at the West Los Angeles campus of

GLAHS. Since the merger of West Los Angeles and Sepulveda, both campuses
have operated under the same MPA. Thus, the deactivation of the MPA-1087
affected both campuses equally.

Animal Studies

Both the West Los Angeles and Sepulveda campuses have problems with

their animal programs, but those at Sepulveda are more serious.

A report of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (lACUC) of

the GLAHS Research and Development (R&D) Committee found that the

laboratory animal care facilities at the West Los Angeles campus were
acceptable. A site visit by the Association for Assessment arid Accreditation of

Laboratory Animal Care International (AAALAC) to the West Los Angeles animal

care facility found that the occupational risk of anirrral handlers had not been
assessed properly and is requiring changes In policies and procedures.

AAALAC's final report on West Los Angeles Is pending. It is likely AAALAC will

recommend additional minor policy and procedures changes and place the West
Los Angeles campus under restriction until It Is satisfied that the problems have
been rectified. Additionally, in April 1998, the Medical Research Service, Office

of Research and Development (ORD), VHA Headquarters, expressed its concern

to the Associate Chief of Staff for Research (ACOS-R) at the West Los Angeles
facility about the lack of progress to correct infrastructure and leasing

deficiencies related to building 337 and about attempts to pressure members of

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (lACUC) inspection report.

13
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Although requesting a response within seven wortdng days, none has been
received.

At the Sepulveda campus It Is anticipated that AAALAC will place the

animal facility on probation for multiple program deficiencies related to the

occupational risks erf animal handlers arxf specific problems with animal housing,

such as temperature, humkftty and crowding.

Non-Hunuin/Noit>Anlmal Studies

This classification covers virtually all basic research. The VHA
Headquarters Emergency Management Site Visit Team that visited GLAHS on
March 25-26, 1999, found serious deficienciss In the blo-safoty program at

GLAHS, in particular at the West Los Arxjeles campus;

• Required reviews of research protocols for bio-safety issues were done by
a junior investigator without appropriate expertise for all hazards being

reviewed;

• No minutes of the Bio-Safety Subcorrunittee (a subcommittee of the R&D
Committee) documented any kind of bio-safety review. The reviews

existed only In draft form in the reviewer's laptop computer;

• The Bio-Safety Subcommittae accepted verbal reports from the reviewer

without written documentation of review;

• Blo-Safety Subcommittee minutes are more than six months in arrears—

i.e., over six months of minutes are missing. R&D Committee minutes

repeatedly note that Bio-Safety Subcommittee minutes are missing, but no
action had been taken to correct this problem. Since the R&D Committee
is supposed to accept committee reports as final approval, none of the

bio-safety studies has had proper approval for months.

The Emergency Management Site Visit Team found no significant problems at

the Sepulveda campus with respect to bio-safety Issues.

Reinstatement of Research at GLAHS
A full Recovery Plan for research at GLAHS has been developed by VHA

Headquarters, Office of Research and Development and Veterans Integrated

Service Network 22.

Phase 1

• The GLAHS is notified on March 22, 1 999 that all research activities will be
suspended on March 26, 1999.

• Research suspended encompasses all human, animal, non-human/non-
animal research at the Wbst Los Angeles, LA Outpatient Clinics, and
Sepulveda campuses of GLAHS. Exceptions are made for human and

14
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animal studies whose suspension could place research subjects at risk if

respective studies were stopped abruptly.

Phase 2
• Total research suspension In effect and all VA research funds are withdrawn

on March 26, 1999.

• On-site Emergency Management Team from VA Headquarters is oivsite at

West Los Angeles and Se^lveda on March 25-26, 1999.

Phases
• Full-scale site visit team at 6LAHS to assess status of entire research

program April S-9, 1999.

Phase4
• Partial research suspension in place (expected April 1 999 after review of site

visH report); external management team in place (ACOS-R artd Administrative

Otncar detailed from other facilities). If the site visit team MentHies specific

components of the research program that are funcdorrlng property, legally,

arxf ethically, it may recommerxi to the Under Secretary tor Health that

discrete components of the research program should be re-insUtuted.

Phases
• Research suspension removed partially, but probation in place (expected

action of April-May 1999); Interim management team (I.e., temporary ACOS-R
artd Administretive Officer) Identifled.

• Re-constItution of the research administretive and oversight functions

completed;

• Probationary period and HQ monitoring institulsd.

Phases
• Suspension removed, probationary period in place (1 999); expected minimum

duration May 1999-May 2000;

• National search for rtew, permanent ACOS-R.

Phase?
• Probationary period In place to extend one year after appointment of the new,

permanent ACOS-R (likely May 2000-May 2001).

15
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AttaehMDt 2

Department of
Veterans Affairs Memorandum

<>-«IIAR 2 21999

'^Under Sacrelafy tar HeaHi (10)

*^R0aaaich Program at VAMC West Los Angeles

'‘AcUngObBCtor, VA Greater Los Angeles Health Care Systsin (691A)iyi 51)

cc: Chief Network Offloar

Chief Research and Development Officer

Network Director, VISN 22

1 . This memorandum officially notffles you that the Veterans Health

Administration (VHA) ioku the Department of Health and Human Services

(HHS), Office for Proteetian from Research Risks (OPRR), in suspending
research activities at the West Los Angeles VA Medical Center. However,
please note that this mamoiandum is directed toward gQ research acUvttas

conducted at West Los Angeles VAMC - both resaarch involving humvis, as
wen as research Involving anknala. This suspension Is broader ihan that

encompassed by OPRfTs latter of deflciency. AddMonaOy, because the

Sepulveda facility Is encompassed by HHS's Mullipla Pioj^ Human Subacts
Asautanoe (MPA tM-1067) ta West Los Angelas VAMC, this suspension

includes research at tae Sapulvada campus and al otherfadWas in the VA
Greater Los.Angelas Health Cara System (HCS).

2. As you are aware, VHA'a Office of Research ind Dovalopmant (OR&O)
conducted a sitevM atVAMC West Loa Angelas on March 17-18, 1997. As
a result of observed defldandea, the Research Service, VAMC Weal Los

Angeles was placed In a probaaonery status h May 1997. ThestatusofMs
prabatkm was reviewed In February 1998. 0R80 has worked wlh facffity

management to alevlals apecffic probtwns wRh human studtos and reviewed

the fadWy^ reaporrses to deficiencies. Neveilhsisss, It Is deer to nre that the

West Los Angelas VAMC management, brdudhg research adminislietion,

haataHed to conectdsllclsocles In iiscsJ and personnel management, end

ovetal management of the research program, kidudkig a lack of adherence

to research policies cotKaming R&D committee functions, as wel as human

and animal studies sssuratKes. This failure is underscored by OPRRs
decision to deactivate MPA fM-lOB?.

3. On March 16, 1999, the Chief Research and Developmertt Officer notified you

of his corttinued dtesaUafaction with the petfonnancs of West Los Angeles

VAMC research managsment, arid the OR&O has schedulsd another

erdansive site visit revisw of the entirs research program.

K
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4. The action .to suspend research activfties at GtBaterLm Angeles HCS should
be seen as a pre-emptive measure tost reflects the local Instllution’s Inability

to iBsohre with NIH Rs probationaiy status, as wel as the inabOly to address
ORUTs concerns about the probiefflsS has tdentHled. We rsoognbe lhat

there currently is no evidence to suggest any actual haim to ettwr human or
animal iBsearch sut^ects. However, vreconsldsr the Greater LosAng^
HCS management's response to the leseaich program probation to be wholly
unsatisfactory. The lack of adherence to research policy and operational

requirements is a vary grave matter. Regrettably, tadDty management's
unresponsiveness now adversely affects Individual investigators bi the
Greater Los Angeles HCS. It also Jeopardizes the pubitos perceptions of

VA's entire research enterprise even though no other VAfecflMes are h
probationary status.

5. By close of business March 2S, 1999, local research rTtanagement must
identify any ongoing research program for human beings or animals, which if

suspended or otherwise kitarruptad, would cause potential harm to ^ose
resea^ subjects. These projects should be subrnittod to VHA
Headquarters, OR&O for knmedats rmriew and dispoaition.

6. OR&O will work with the VISN leadership to identify an interim research
management team to assume operaticnal responsibilities for addressing the

most Immedats research management deflciendss. No research proj^
may continue beyond dose of business March 26, 1999, unless it Is expildtiy

approved by OR&O.

7. It is with deep cBsappointmant that this action is taken, and it Is my
expectation that you will move Immediately to‘ fuOy address the problems
identified by OPRR snd by OR&O.

Kenneth W. Kizer, M.O., M.P.a
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Good moining Mr. Chainnan and members of the Subcommittee. I am Eric M. Meslin,

Ph.D., Executive Director of the National Bioethics Advisory Commission (NBAC). I

am pleased to appear before you this morning to describe the recommendations NBAC

recently made in its recent report on Research Involving Persons with Mental Disorders

that May Affect Decisionmaking Capacity. The report is available on the Coitunission’s

website (wvm.bioethics.gov), and the Executive Summary was published in the Federal

Register on Fdiruaiy 19, 1999. The report was completed and published in late

December 1998, and forwarded to the President on January 8, 1999—as required by our

Executive Order. Since I have made copies of this report available to the subcorrunittees

as part ofmy written testimony, with your permission I will briefly summarize NBAC’s

recommendations.

Mr. Chairman, as you are aware, there have been previous efforts to extend additional

regulatory protections for research involving individuals with mental disorders, but these

efforts have not been fully successful. In the late 1970s the National Commission for the

Protection ofHuman Subjects ofBiomedical and Behavioral Research (the National

Cortunission), studied the need for qrecial protections for research subjects with mental

disorders in a report on Research Involving Those Institutionalized as Mentally Infirm.

The Department of Health Education and Welfare proposed regulations in 1979, but these

were never adopted.

NBAC decided to study diis topic as part of its overall mission to advise both the

National Science and Technology Council, and other government entities on appropriate

2
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policies, guidelines, and othei instnnnents addressing the bioethical issues arising from

research on human biology and behavior.^ NBAC examined this topic because ofthe

special needs ofthese human subjects—including the need fat more research—but also

because ofthe weaknesses in federal regulations that have persisted for the past two

decades. Several highly pubbcized incidents involving research subjects in this

vulnerahle population were also brought to tlw NBAC’s attention.

During its IS-month study, NBAC heard testimony at 13 separate meetings from

members ofthe public, scientists, fonner research subjects, their femilies, and others;

obtained nearly 120 public comments during a4S-day comment period on a draft report;

reviewed commissioned papers from leading experts in law, medicine, psychiatry, and

ethics; and reviewed a small sampling ofresearch jnotocols in this field.

NBAC found that important progress has been rtude by the tudion’s scientists on the

cause and treatment ofmental disorders, with more opportunities likely fo emerge; that

the scope ofresearch is expanding; and that die research environment has become fer

more complex, involving both a larger societal investment and a greater role for the

private sector.

NBAC concluded, however, diat in addition to the existing Federal Policy for the

Protection ofHuman Subjects, *Yeseatch involving subjects with mental disorders diat

may affect decisionmaking capacity should be governed by specific further regulations.”

'Excc. Order No. 12,973, 60 Fed. Reg. 32,063 (1993), reprinted aj amended in 42 U.S.C. §6606 (1997).
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As Dr. Harold Shapiro stated in his letter to the President transmitting the report, “While

current U.S. regulations note the need to ensure ethical treatment ofhuman research

subjects with mental disorders, they provide no specific guidance for IRBs and

investigators regarding vulnerable subjects. . .We believe that this state of afbirs is not

satisfactory, and that additional federal protections are necessary.”

NBAC made 21 recommendations. Many ofthe Commission’s recommendations are

non-controversial, and should enjoy broad support. For example: research should not

target people with mental disorden vdiai research can be done with other subjects

(Recommendation 3); researchers should describe the risks in studies to IRBs so that

IRBs can make an informed risk/benefit assessmait, a determination that is especially

important when the studies involve placdio controls, symptom provocation, or rapid

medication withdrawal (Reccmimendation 4); a subject’s objection to participation should

be heeded even ifhe or she is confused or is incompetent (Recormnendation 7); and that

IRBs should ensure that researchers establiA and maintain ongoing communication with

the subjects fiunily and fiienda (Recommendation 17).

Some of the other tecommendatiotu will likely be seen by researchers as too restrictive of

research, and by those concerned with the tights of subjects as too permissive. For

example, NBAC’s reconuneralation that where research involves greater than minimal

risk, IRBs should often require researchers to obtain an indepeixlent assessment ofthe

subject’s capacity to consent (Reconunendation 8) may be considered too great an

imposition on researchers and institutions, while some advocates for patients’ rights

4
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might have hoped to see this recommendation go further, requiring that all research

subjects, regardless of the level of risk in a study, be assessed for their capacity. Some

will no douht consider NBAC’s recommendations that subjects who are capable of

consenting can, under certain conditions, ^ve a “prospective audiorization” to their

future involvement in research (Recommendation 13) an important method for permitting

competent persons to express their wishes for participation in studies in the future when

they are no longer able to express their wishes, others may find diat this recommertdation

permits people to be emolled in research without their express informed consent.

NBAC was persuaded that for research irtvolving greater than minimal risk but that does

not hold out the prospect ofany medical benefit, subjects could be involved only under

the most stringent conditions. In particular, NBAC recommended that the Secretary of

Health and Human Services convene a Special Standing Panel to review these protocols

at the national level (Recommendation 2). This Standing Panel would include members

representing the diverse interests of potential subjects, the research community and the

public. This Panel would provide a national, and publicly accountable review mechanism

for research. It would be charged with developing guidelines that could be used by local

IRBs. NBAC recommended that all federal agencies subject to the Common Rule use this

panel, and that a study of its effectiveness be completed within five years.

The NBAC report identified, where possible, those who should be responsible for

implementing the recommendations. While NBAC did not single out the Veteran’s

Administration in its recommendations, NBAC intended for all agencies subject to the

5
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"tbe Cominon Rule," including the VA. and others responsible for human subjects

protection to consider the Commission’s recommendations.

NBAC proposed a number ofrecommeodatioDS for regulatory reform, but it did not take

a position on whether these reforms would best be accomplished through changes in the

Common Rule, or through the adoption ofa new Subpart in the Code of Federal

Regulations. More importantly, the commission made clear its belief that some ofthese

changes could be implemented voluntarily at dw local level, italicizing die following

statement in the report; Regardleu cfwhich regulatory route it selected. NBAC

encourages researchers and institutions to voluntarily adopt the spirit and substance of

these recommendations.

Like all agencies subject to the Common Rule, the VA has recendy received a copy of

NBAC’s report It is my undentaoding that all federal agencies responsible for

conducting research involving human subjects will be reviewing the report and providing

cormnents to tbe Nadonal Science and Technology Council by the end of May. NBAC is

pleased that tbe agencies ate reviewing its rqioit and recommendations stands ready to

ofifer any advice or assistance.

The recommendations provide both a set ofrequirements that NBAC believes must be

satisfied in alt research protocols involving persons with mental disorders, and several

additional or opdcmal protections that may be considered, as appropriate, in particular

6
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ciicimistances. Taken together, these recommendations would both enhance existing

protections and fiicilitate broad public support for continued research on mental disorders.

Mr. Chairman, the subject ofthis hearing comes at an inqmrtant time in the history of

human subjects protections in this country. The opportunity exists to identify and correct

deficiencies in the present system, but also to plan for how best to build the system as we

move into the next century. In NBAC's view, the enhanced protections recommended in

its report will promote broad-based support for further research by engcsidering greater

public trust and confidence that subjects* rights and interests are fiilly respected.

I would be pleased to discuss any offire report’s recommendations in more detail, and of

course, NBAC would be pleased to work with you and your subcommittee as you

continue to address these important issues.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

7
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Mi. Chaiiman, 1 am Paul Appelbaum, MD, testifying on behalf of the American Psychiatric

Association (APA). The American Psychiatric Association is America's oldest medical specialty

society, representing more than 42,000 psychiatric physicians nationtvide. I serve the APA as its

Vice-President Elect and Chair of its Ethics Appeals Board, and I am also Professor and Chair of

the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Massachusetts Medical School. My research

over the last two decades has focused on legal and ethical aspects of medical practice, including

informed consent to medical research.

West Los Angeles Veterans Administration Health Care Center

We welcome the Committee’s interest in insuring that the rights of veterans in VA Medical

Centers are protected, and we look forward to working with the Committee in their effort.

Certainly, the reported lapses and abuses at the West LJi. Medical Center are very serious. We
believe the interests of patients, particularly veteran patients come first. In our pursuit of more

effective treatments for individuals suffering from illness and disease we must never compromise

the rights of patients. Subtlety coercive techniques to obtain consent are unacceptable, as are

inadequate disclosures of information to potential subjects and failures to insure that patients

truly understand the consent documents they sign. Simply put, if research cannot be performed

without violating the rights of participants, it should not take place at all.

We must he particularly careful to protect individuals participating in research whose illnesses

may impair their decisionmaking ability, thus reducing their capacity to protect themselves. In

these cases additional safeguards are required.

Fiiudly, scientists carmot produce needed breakthroughs in medical research and treatment for

patients without the trust and support of both patients and the public. Medical research efforts

must maintain the highest standard of integrity and research participant protection.

The most troubling concerns about research at tte VA in West Los Angeles involved cardiology

patients and specifically on abuses of the requirements for informed consent and patient

protection. It was in crudiology that patients were subject to research without consent and

indeed over their opposition. This is unconscionable, especially since the research was classified

as medium to high risk. Finally, one of the patients who consented to the research may not have

fully understood that he was participating in a research project, and it is not yet clear if his death

was associated with the treatment he received in the research project.

While the other violations raised by OPRR do not appear to have resulted in any harm to patients

or emollment of patients in research without their informed consent, they are also of great

concern, especially since these violations went uncorrected for a period of years. If procedural

safeguards are not diligently followed, the risk to participants in research greatly increases as

does the risk that patients will not actually be informed of and or understand the nature of their

involvement in research projects.

Given the lapses and abuses at the West L.A. Veterans Medical Center it is of course important

to reiterate that patients have the right to and must exercise informed, voluntary, non-coetced
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consent before they enroll in any research projects. It is even more disturbing that these events

occurred in government financed and operated medical centers. The federal government and the

American people owe a special debt of gratitude to our veterans and thus there should be a

special effort to insure that they are not harmed and their tights are fully respected.

As the Committee proceeds with its work to insure that the rights of veteran patients are

protected, 1 hope your efforts will include providing additional training and sensitization of

investigators and the encouragement of extra levels of protections in the informed consent

process. Also, I believe it is important to determine to what degree the violations at West L.A.

are isolated incidents or if they indeed are indicative ofmore widespread problems and a pattern

of conduct that needs remediation. 1 also was particularly distressed and concerned that needed

corrective actions were not taken mote rapidly.

But we must not respond without cautiously studying the full consequences of our actions. We
must carefully craft these protections so as not to unnecessarily impinge on the development of

new treatments of these terrible disorders. Otherwise, desperately needed new treatments for

patients may be lost.

Scone and Imrxirtance of Research on Conditions that May Impair Decisionmaking Capacity

Because of the traumas associated with combat, as well as the relative age of the veteran patient

population, many veteran patients experience impaired decisionmaking. This Committee is

undoubtedly well aware of the suffering associated with disorders that may impair

decisioiunaking, including psychiatric, neurological, and other medical disorders. A recent

World Health Organization report noted that of the ten leading causes of disability in the world,

five were psychiatric conditions; unipolar depression, alcohol use, bipolar affective disorder,

schizophrenia, and obsessive-compulsive disorder. The direct and indirect costs of mental illness

and substance abuse in the United States totaled more than $313 billion in 1990. More than 4

million Americans suffer fi-om Alzheimer's disease, the leading cause of dementia in the elderly.

With the number of persons over 65 years of age expected to double by the year 2030, the

prevalence of dementia and its costs for families and society will grow accordingly.

Effective research is the key to more effective treatment of these disorders and to the reduction

of the suffering they cause. The introduction of the first effective treatments for schizophrenia

and other psychotic disorders in the 1950s permitted, for the first time in history, the long-term

treatment of persons with these disorders in the community, rather than in institutions. Mote
recently, the development of a newer generation of antipsychotic medications, with greater

efficacy and fewer side effects, has been estimated to have yielded savings of $1.4 billion per

year since 1990. Lithium treatment for bipolar disorder, introduced in this country in the 19Ms,
has restored tens of thousands of patients to functional membership in society, at an estimated

cost savings of $145 billion. None of these advances would have been possible without the

assistance ofpersons suffering fiom these disorders, who volunteered and with informed consent

agreed to participate in trials of the effectiveness of these new medications. These advances

have greatly reduced human suffering and allowed many individuals and their families to lead

healthy productive lives.
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The future for research on disorders affecting the brain is also a bright one. New imaging

techniques, such as positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI), promise advances in our ability to identify regions of the brain associated with

cognitive and affective disorders. In addition, precise characterization of the shqie of

neurotransmitter receptors in the brain is permitting the design of drug molecules targeted

specifically at enabling disordered brain systems to ftmction properly. These developments and

ftiture research efforts offer the promise not only of dramatically improving current treatment for

patients and but also of developing medications for currently untreatable conditions.

Because our brains are truly unique in nature, volunteers drawn from patients afflicted wnth these

illnesses are essential for progress to be made. Moreover, unless research is to be restricted to

the mildest forms of the disorders—which wnll limit our abilities to treat those people whose
suffering is greatest-persons whose cognitive capacities are impaired will need to be involved.

Protecting Persons Particinatine in Research Who May Have Impaired Decisionmaking

Because V.A. Medical Centers serve a disproportionally high number of patients with impaired

decisionmaking capacity, we must be particularly sensitive as well as careful to insure that

veteran patients make a fully voluntary and informed decision concerning their possible

enrollment in research projects.

The American Psychiatric Association endorses as its starting point in addressing the

complexities of this area the dual importarrce of two key ttrincinles : 1 1 mirumizing risk to those

rrersons who volunteer to oarticioate in research studies: and 21 maximizing rvarticipants’

knowledge of what their involvement will entail, so that they can make a meaningful decision

regarding particiDation. Were it not for the willingness of persons suffering from psychiatric,

neurologic, and other disorders to join research projects, as I noted previously—often with the

critical support of their families—no progress would be possible in the treatment of these

disorders. Unless potential participants can be assured that their interests are being taken fully

into account, the basis of trust on which the process depends will crumble.

How can these principles be implemented? First we must recognize that some rrooulations

evoke greater concern, and may reouire greater efforts at protection, than others . This is not to

suggest that attention should not be paid to protecting the interests of all peisons recruited into

research projects. Inadequate information about what a project entails or confusion about how
research participation may affect one’s own care can impair the ability of even the most capable

person to guard his or her own interests. Thus, continuous improvement in the consent process

and ongoing monitoring of its effectiveness is requited for all medical research.

There is no question however, that some potential participants in research will have a harder time

than others grasping what is involved. Defining this group is no simple matter. Reflection

quickly reveals that potential problems are not limited to persons with psychiatric and

neurological disorders. Other medical conditions—such as stroke, aging, infection, lack of

oxygen in the bloodstream, and metabolic imbalances-can impair thinking and compromise

decision-making abilities. Even something as ubiquitous in medical settings as physical pain can
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distract a person fixtm attending to and assimilating information necessary for a knowledgeable

consent.

Thus, ifwe are to fulfill our duty toward those participants most in need of protection, we cannot

limit the scope of our attention only to persons with psychiatric or neurological disorders. Nor is

the presoice of a psychiatric or neurologic diagnosis alone sufficient to place a person in a high-

risk grotq> for difficulties in the consent process. Research has shown that the decision-making

abilities ofmany persons with mental disorders are no different from those of comparison groups

free of such disorders. To classify all persons with mental disorders as cognitively or

emotionally impaired would revive the stereotypes against which we have been struggling for so

long. Rather, if resources are not to be wasted, effort diffused, and stigma promoted,

individualized judgments must be made about the likelihood of decisionmaking impairment in

individuals participatiDg in research projects. In our current regulatory system, those judgments

are the responsibility of the Institutional Review Board QRB). When the presence of such

impairment is likely, additional safeguards should be required.

Some of the recent reconunendations of the National Bioethics Advisory Commission, (NBAC),

and others, may be helpful here. These include iqrpointing persons particularly knowledgeable

about and concerned with cognition-impairing disorders to IRBs reviewing studies using

populations who are likely to rruuiifest such impairment; requiring justification for the use of

such populations to ensure that less vulnerable groiqrs could not be recruited instead; and paying

greater attention to the decisionmaking competence of individual subjects. Moreover, we would

encourage IRBs-in bigher risk studies of all kinds—to abandon their reliance on paper reviews

and develop mechanisms for the direct monitoring of patient protections (e.g. assessments of the

efficacy of the informed consent process).

The second focus for implementation of the principles that we suggest are central to protecting

persons in research is that additional safeguards for subjects should be tailored to the needs of

particular ixroulations- rather than heiny applied on a blanket basis. This is consistent with the

conclusions of the recent National Institutes of Healtii Panel Report on Research Involving

Individuals with Questionable Capacity to Consent Specifically, as the likelihood of cognitive

impairment increases in a given population, and as the potential risks associated with research

participation rise, greater attention should be given to additional protections for research

participants. To do otherwise is to inqtpropriately burden medical research with the costs of

protections that are unlikely to benefit the very people who they are intended to assist.

What is key, we believe, is to recognize that the presence of some degree of cognitive or

emotional impairment does not in and of itself mean that potential participants caruiot give an

adequate informed consent to research. It is an urxletstandable first response to say that any

research on individuals with these disabilities should be ruled out, but this would be a tragic

mistake of immeasurable negative consequences to those most in need of research advances.

Such a step both is utmecessary in protecting these individuals arxl also would cause promising

research on a wide variety of conditions to grind to a near complete halt

Individuals with cognitive impairment may, however, require special efforts at education, with

particular emphasis on ascertaining that they understand and appreciate the implications of
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research participation. Psychiatric researchers have already begun to employ some of these

techniques for protecting patients’ interests, but we would like to see them applied on a much
broader scale. These approaches include screening suspect popidations for decisionmaking

impairment; testing subjects after information disclosure to insure that they have understood

^lat is involved in research participation; utilizing waiting periods between information

disclosure and entry into the study to minimize the possibility of situational coercion, allowing

potmtial participants to reflect on their desires and to discuss options with family members and

other advisers; and providing extended educational sessions, including family members and

persons who already have participated in the study in question, to maximive potential

participants’ grasp of t^iat it means to enter this research project

Widespread adoption of these procedures, we believe, would provide an important extra degree

of protection for patients. By no means is tins an exhatrstive list of possibilities. It is crucial,

thou^ for each research project to be considered on its own with an individual determination

made in each particular case.

Third, mechanisms with atrprotmate safeguards are required for oermitting persons who lack

decision truJcing caoacities-either because of age or illr>ess-to rrarticroate in research rrroiects .

Failure to provide such mechanisms would mean no clinical research could take place on many
illnesses and indeed virtually idl illness affecting childrerL As a mother of two children with

autism said this fall in opposing testrictiorts on the ability of family members to provide consent

for their children “If parents and legal guardians do not have the ri^ to provide conserrt for

people with autism [they] will be almost categorically deprived of the benefits that scientific

resMTch ptovides.”

Failure to allow alternative procedures for providing consent would also compromise our efforts

to produce new treatments for Alzheimer’s disease and other illnesses. The National Institutes of

Ht^th have developed an innovative mechanism that allows fully functioning persims to

dcsigiute someone else to make decisions for them when they are no longer able to choose

whether or not to enter research projects. These and similar approaches have the greatest

promise for protecting the autonomy and fulfilling the wishes ofresearch subjects.

Studies Involving Medication Discontinuation and Symptom Challenge Studies

Questions have been raised about the sfqHopriateness of studies in psychiatry and elsevthere in

medicine involving discontinuation of medication and techniques that may result in exacerbation

of patients' symptoms. Although it is not possible to address in detail here all of the complicated

issues related to these types of studies, thoe are several important points that can be made.

First, such medication discontinuation studies have played and will continue to play a critical

role in developing many new medications that can transform and save thousands of patients’

lives. Patients' current medications may be discontinued as part of a research project for a

number of reasons, including: to allow the old medication to leave the body so its ^ecls are not

confused with the effects of the new medication being tested, to permit study of the underiying
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biological bases of a disorder without the distorting effects of medication, and in ajrpropriate

cases to test the utility of a new treatment against placebo.

Under these circumstances certain safeguards and protections for patients are essential. Needless

to say, patients should be told clearly about the possible consequences of stopping medication

and patients should participate only if they provide a competent mformed consent. Provisions

should be made for close monitoring of patients off medication, with clear criteria for reinitiation

of treatment of significant symptom exacerbation occurs. And, of course, investigators should

bear the burden in the first place of demonstrating why the advances of knowledge are

significant enough to justify discontinuation ofmedication.

So called "challenge studies," in which attempts may be made to evoke some degree of

symptomatology, are much less common. They may be used to elucidate the biological

mechanisms responsible for a disorder, or to test possible new treatments. As with studies

involving medication discontinuation, informed consent, careful monitoring, and a clear and

important scientific rationale ate essential. Moreover, both types of studies should exclude

patients who are likely to suffer extreme distress or significant social, economic, or personal

consequences if their symptoms reappear or worsen.

All research involves risk. Generally, we allow competent patients to decide to run these risks,

after insuring that they have been well informed and appropriately protected, and that the study is

likely to lead to knowledge proportionate to the risk involved. These same principles should

apply to all medical research, including the classes of studies discussed here.

Conclusion

All of us must expand our efforts not only to prevent any lapses and abuses like those found at

the West Los Angeles VA Healthcare Center fiom reoccurring but also to pledge ourselves to

zero tolerance for these situations. APA believes, and we hope the members of this Cotrunittee

will agree, that the pursuit of new knowledge and treatments for illness aruf the protection of the
interests of research participants ate not—and should not be seen as—mutually incompatible

goals. 1 would like to thank you again for the opportunity to testify, and I look forward to

continue working on these issues in greater detail with the Committee.
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Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am Adil E. Shamoo fiom Columbia, Maryland (aee Appendix for briefbiography). I

am here today to speak on behalfofdrouaands ofvulnerable pabenH and (heir teulies not able or

not willing to qtetdc for dmaelvet. lam here to qteak on behalfofQtizais for Reaponaible

Cate and Reaearch.

I wotdd like to fhank yon Mr. Chauman and memben ofyonr Snboommitlee for givmg

methiaoppoilunily tomfotmyonofniypanontdandmyotgaiiintion’agiaveconceim
regarding the guxggt goggiag nosoxch ptactioes. VuliietBUe hummi beings such aa veterana

with medical illnesaet ate being used as human aubjects in high risk experiments with no medical

benefits which cause them haim.

Mr. Chauman, a man serves his country, he comes back with a disability—post-traumatic

stress disorder, or widi depreasioo or even schixophrenia. He turns to his VA hospital expecting

the care and GompassiotL His doctor is the one who can help him the moat Hb doctor is his

psychiatrist He treats him and he becomes stable and functicoaL His doctor, however is also the

researcher who condnctsexperinients on patients. His doctor asks him to sign infoimed consent

The doctor then proceeds to taka him oflfmedication abruptly. This causes him to become

psychotic. In some instances he is left, in die community widi psychosis, deliision, depresrion or

post-tiaimutic stress disorder for weeks nod months. Or, the researcher may administer

chemicals such as cocaine or amphetamine or yohimbine (an Afiican drug) to induce psychosia pr

ddusion or post-traumatic stress disorder because be wants to study the illness. Isthislair?

Let me state at die outset diat we support educal research with human subjects where

basic human rights ate fiilly respected. But we do strongly oppose unethical research.

In March, 1996 (Shamoo, 1996) in a written testimony to the Committee on

Govenunental AfCrirs of the U.S. Senate, 1 stated; "This type of research is on-going nationwide

in medical centers and VA hospitals supported by tens ofmillions cfdollars cftaxpayers money.

These experiments are Ugh ride and are abusioe, causing not only physical and psychic harm to

the most oulnerabk groups but also degroding our society's system ofbasic human values.

Probably lens ofthousands ofpatients are being subjected to such experiments.

"
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In I9SM, we wrote to OPRR about unediica] estperimentt at Bronx VA. It took OPRR five

years to issue their report this January. In June, 1997 we wrote to NIH Director, Dr. Varmas, and

in April, 1998 we also wrrrte to Secretary Doima Shalala about these unethical research

eiqreriinenla. Secretary Shalala did not reply and Dr. Varmas did nothing about it

The recent revelatioiu in The Boston Qlobe (Whitaker and Kong, 1998) and the LA

Titnes (Mcmnmey, 1999) ate only die tip ofdie iceberg about which the public learned.

Evidence demonstrates the risk to patients udio ate veterans, or poor, or uneducated or ddedy and

seddng care in hospitals across die comitty. This is especially tree ifyour illness is ofa

pqrdiialiic nature such as depression, schixa|duenia, and poat-tranmatic stress disorder to name a

few. ThereceatsnapensionofVAhoapitalinLoaAngelesbylheFederalOfBceofPrDtectian

firm Research Risk (OPRR) was in large part dealing with pqichialiic patients (OPRR, 1999).

DecisiaDally impaired inriividualt should only be used at research subjects when it is in

their best ttredical interest. Only tmder extreme, unique and tare drcnmstances should this

population be ever used for research without direct medical benefit to them. And only when there

is minimal risk involved.

The scope ofthe problem before us it truly unknown. There are 1 73 Veterans Hoqiitals

across the country. All ofthese hoqiitals, dieir researchers, and their patients ate intermingled

with Universtty'a Medical Centers. There are probably hundreds of thousands ofhuman subjects

enrolled in research protocols across the country. I do not know nor I think it is possible to

accurately know the exact number ofveteran patients among there My own survey of studies

clearly indicates that veteran patients play a prominent role as human subject in die open

literature.

The problems before us Etilt in one or more ofthe following categories;

1. Non-Compliance with the existing federal regulation.

2. Non-Enfincement of the existing federd regulation and

3. No independent overaiglit and no accountability

4. The need for legislative refoniuofdie federal regulation.

Allegations ofabuse ofpatients with questionable decisional capacity include exposure to

needless risks including, in some cases, suicides. These allegations have come to light from

3
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fimiliM, pilients, patient advocates, lesorcbcn turveying the published litentuic^ oonfaences,

media, heaiiiigs ofdie National BiocAics Commissioa and congressiooal hearings (NBAC,

1997). The recent decisioo by Dr. Steven Hyman, Diiedcr ofthe National Institute ofMental

Healdi (NIMH), acting on the advise ofa review panel, was to suspend 29 intramuial clinical

trials while requiring moie than SO additional stndies -out of lOS—to give adequate scientific

jnstificatian for conducting Aem (Marshal, 1999).

The fidlowigg are die fiiur categories ofpraUesns with leaeaich that have come under

scnitiiiy andcritkisai: (l)nidden medication washout studies. In these eaperimeats, teseaschets

take sthble patients (many ofwhom are onqiatients living at homeX offmedkatian and as a

oonsequenoe, most relapse into paychodc states; (2) chemical peovocalion esqiciiiiients

(“challenge studies") in which patienis are injected with chemicab ofno therapeutic benefit -

such as cocaine; amphetamine, and !'«*««"«” (Special KX an tranquilizer in order to

piTivnlM«tliiernpey«*/UW^«pi«nA«ifer«li«.«iwly>«fHi«“m«r.JiMM.m .>fpylw<.i«* (3) the

firndamaitals ofinthmnad eoBMnt we hleSanHy viwIeWvt- plimlv hn-epaMe nfMmpnAoiHing th«

purpose ofthe research or die risks involved are asked to sign tefosmed consent; insufficient

inibfmation to make an infixmed deciaian; and ctereu and coercion aie commonplace; and (4)

biding data on the nnmber of suicides or attempted suicides ofpatienit enrolled in psychialric

leseandi, although, the incideaoe of suicide it vesy high in this population ( fix details on this

topic see Shamoo and Irving, 1993, Shasnoo and Keay, 1996, Shamoo at aL, 1997,Shamoo;

1997, Shamoo and O’Sullivan, 1997, Ldniian and Sharav, 1997)

.

veterans who had been stable and livhig in the conmamity, when they were lecmited and

hoqntalized for eight to ten weds. Their mediealiotu were abruptly withdrawn and

replaced by a standard dose ofHaldol fix 2 to 4 weeks, they were then “washed-out,"

subjected to hnnbar puncture; and observed fix at least 6 wrihs wWmut medication to see

who would relapae. Aoeoeding to the inveetigetoca, 50 oftheaepatieals had been subjects

in their eariier stndiet - 30 had been used repeatedly in fine separate experiments: (van

Kammen, 19S9; 1994; 1993) each involved lumbar punctures and abrupt withibawal

fiom all medkatioiis for six weda to see who would idapte. In each expesiment about

4
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S0% relapsed: it is not indicated how many times diese 30 experimental repeaters

relapsed.

(2) Induction ofPost-Traumalic Stress Disorder (FTSD)(SowtliicketaL, 1997). 26velenns

svere given a chemical called Yohimbine to inAiced FTSD.

(3) l907)nM ten ViehMm

Veterans with a chemical.

(4) In 1993, an csqMiiment conducted at West Haven VA, on 12 inpatient and IS healthy

vohmleert, a chemical calledMCPP ‘aigmfican^ nuTauaT the patients’ pqrcliotic

symptoms, and diey 'exMUted prolonged onziogenscR^xmses to MCPP.' Theanthors

indicate that: “Sddxophmtican Hu oiUy psychotic folitnt group studied loiliUt.’

(5) Between 1994-1997, we found four federally folded amphtSimine experimemt at New

York VA Medical Center, (Wrdkin, 1994; Sanfilipo, 1996); West Haven VA; (Laiuelle,

1996); andNIMH (Breier, 1997). The mveatigatats die nmnetoua previous studies in

which stimulants were used in schixophienia research, indicating that “Psychotic

symptoms an exaceihaltd in approximetdy 40% ofschaophnnic patients i^ltr doses of

[central nervous system] stimulanls....Monooer, a rather consistent body ofdata

suggesfs that patients toho slum such symptom exacerbation an at increased riskfsr

acute nlapse ifnot taking runindeptics." (WoUn, 1994)

(6) In 1994, a donUe-Uind experiment atNY VA Medical Center and Brookhaven National

Labccatories, where two PET scans were oonducled. Twenty-dnee tchixopbenia

inpatients were taken offtheirmedicalions for a median petiod of30 days; 17 were

subjectedm 0.3 mg/kg oral amphetamine challenge, and six served at placebo-coanola.

The investigators stated that the puipose the study was *10 specifically evaluate

metabolic eflhcts in subjects widi varying degrees ofamphrtaminn indnrrd psychotic

exacerbatioa.’ (WoDdn et al., 1994)

performed according to protocols qiproved by Yale School ofMedicine and West Haven

Veterans AfiUis Internal Review Boards.” The slated risks: “Acute exposun to

amphetamine induces ereeiynor or toorsening ofpositwe symptoms in schizophrenic

patients at doses that do rut produce psychotic symptoms in healthy subjects' (Lanielle,

p. 9236)Fifteenstableschizophreniapatieatswhowerelivingmlhecommunity with “no

current suiddal or homiddal ideation” (Uebennan et al., 19t7) (emphasis added) were

5
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withdrawn from dieir medications (for at least 21 days), then injected intravenously with

amphetamine. They were then infused for over six hours with radioactive substance

before having their brains scanned at West Haven VA Medical Center. The eqMriment

induced the “emergence or worsening cfpositivt psydioHc symptoms" using "a newly

deoeloped noninoasine method to measure amphetanrinednduced dopamine release." The

report indicates, "we could not assess the respective contribution rfampiretamne and of

the stress associated with the experimental setting to Ore indication cfpsydwtic

reactions." (Larnelle el aL, 1996)

The article clauns patients included in this experiment 'mere aUe to prooide informed

consent and to comply with thit demanding protocol." However, sinoe the consent fonn

signed by patient-subjects does not inibnn them about any risks associated with

amphetamine, we wonder how they oould do so. We also question how this cimsent fiaim

complies widi federal tequitemems of full disclosure ofthe risks?

(8) Repeated Amphetamine challenge to 13 patients (we are not certain they were veterans)

(Strakowsld el al., 1997). The patients were eqieiiencing psychosis, ddusion,

hallucinations, or through disorder. However, the pqier daiiiu all provided 'mfotmed

consent**

(9) In 1994, we complained to theOPRR about an L-dopneaqictiment conducted on 28

veterans at Bronx VA medical center. These recovered veterans while living in the

corturmniry were recruited into an experiment that was deliberately designed to induce

psychotic relapse. All 28 veteraru suffered the agony of psychotic relapse in order for the

investigator to record how long it will take to relapse.

Testfmonks of Patfents and «»«<•

On Sqrtember 18, 1997, patients and families testified before the National Bioethics

Advisory Commissicm (NBAC, 1997) drat diey are victims oftfaetqrcutic neglect, betrayal of

trust and institutional decqrtirm. The patierrts endured horrendous treatment in ill conceived,

highly speculative, dangeroits experirtrcnts which clearly undetrttitred the best trtedical interest of

the subjects, often causing them profound harm. These Irving witnesses represent coondess

others who have also been harmed and abrtsed in experimental research brrt who remain silent

The families and patients testified that drug “washout** and placebo experiments were conducted

without disclosure ofknown risks, in other words without informed consent (1) Corrsent forrtrs

were often presented to subjects who could not understand them, and often presented after the

6
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experimcDts woe alieady under wiy. (2) Pident reoordi were ddibentdy dunged to fit the

ocpeiiineotel protocol (3) Patienis’ medictd and payduatric conditions were allowed to

deteriorate severely. (4) Patientt were subjected to illegal use oflestrainls. (S) Patients were

assaulted and injured by staff. (6) Experimental drug withdrawal procedures led to a suicide

attempt (7) One patient on a locked reaeardi ward was impregnatedid then driven quickly to a

dhuc outside the institiition to obtain an diottian.

When medicatioos are abruptly wididtawn in a reaearch protocol, the relapse rate is at

high at 80%. When is the risk to patients considered a mffirimt detenent to die researcher or to

the Inadtudonal Review Boards, which routinely approve such protocols? A tdneophtenia

relapse has serious, lasting, hatmfid consequences for the padent, it can even be lifbthreatening

(Shamoo and Keay, 1996, Shamoo et al, 1997).

Mr. tTwinnan adentitttknow that in aqr atndy there are ihoponts, people ndio ntGir

oonseqnanoetofdietludy and quit Thus, it is particularly diatuibinglhd in 88% ofthe studies

we looked at, the leaeatcher firiled to report aqr dtoponta dating reaeardi, and those that mention

dtopouls do not mdicate the outoome or whereabouts ofthese human sntgecls.

Ahhough the suicide rate among individnals with schizophrenia it veqr high, 1% per

year, according to NIMH, we diaoovered that not a single suicide was reported in 4 1 US studies

ofthousaudsofpatienls over the past duty yean. This is in contrast to patients' and fimilies

recent teathnoniet that I jnat cited. This ofoonne taiaes not only ethical concerns that patients

lMiiiiiWi«nY«wlnr.iifir»»Artlir»«vimm;t.mri<lB whirtilweillWMrlMlwireprrtwit tint it atan rejwM

the isaue ofthe integrity ofthe research data reported. Attempted anicades ate 8-25 times more

than takidet. Were these suicides or attempted aakides ever reported to DtB’a and odier offidalt

as required by the regulations? Why have FDA said OPRR not investigated unreported suicides

and attempted suicides?

Ethkn ofHigh Wsk Research on Decistonatty Imanired

Three arguments have been used justify this type of research in the past: (1) subjects

signed infotined consent, (2) studies are not of hi^ risk and thus reasonable, and (3) this was

good fin sodety, advancement ofknowledge, and benefit for future generations. Most observers

due to testimonies of patients and their families have discredited the first two arguments. Surveys
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ofpast research practices and expoimentsoflugh risk have been shown to be hanniiil. ThemoM

cited argument that such research is good for society; is the utilitarian calculus that a fins should

sufler for the benefit of the majority. The proponent’s claim that fiiis reseatxdi is acceptable if

society’s benefit exceeds the risk to the patientx, (dtus equating the interest of sodely with the

interest of patient), and the claim that psychiatric paliems have moral obligations to votunleeT Ibr

research as subjects violate the Nuremberg Code and the Hdiiriki DedatatkaL Serving public

good at the sacrifice of individual liberties, fieedom, and autonomy Cannot be oondoned esrcept

in the rarest circumstances such as the pievenlioB of an epidemic by naitqt qnasaiit inn Bmitiiig

individud liberties of citizens during their service in the army, conviction of crimes and odier

national emergencies. The advancement of drug devdopmem cedainly does not fit one of these

rutiond emergencies. The fact is, the mrqority of mentally disabled indtvidnds are not capaUe

of giving truly informed consent

We call for the following nationd reforms:

I. A moratorium on rMn-thcrapcntic, hi^ risk expcrimentattoa such as dmrpt drag

“washouts" and "chemicd provocation" experiments that are likdy to exacerbate sevoe,

inciqiacitatiog illness, and expose vulnerable persons to addictive drags which may, witb

repeated exposure, lead to addiction and/or cause neurotoxic brain damage.

II. Enactment ofA Nationd Human Subject Protection Act to provide safegnards for aD

human subjects in experimentd research to provide regdatoty safegnatils fiir vulnerable

human beings—at least equd to those currently provided to laboratory animals itnder the

Nationd Anirrud Wel&re Act of 1966.

HI. A prohibition on conducting above mbrimal riah experimenta on vulnerable persona

who are incaptdile ofevduating the risks or appredaling the consequences to

themselves—unless they can be demonstrated to be in their interest An independent

physician should assess mentd capacity, and ind^endent observers should monilDr

Informed Consent procedures.

IV. Require that at least 91% of Ihstitufional Review Board members be IndcpcnrlcBt

scientists and community representatives not affiliated with the institution. When

considering the inclusion of vulnerable human subjects (e g., children and mentaDy

disabled persons) at least three additiond voting members should represent the best

interests ofsuch vulnerable population.

V. A comprehensive investigation by fire Dept, ofJustice or Generd Accounting Office

(GAO) to determine the nature and scope ofharm to subjects—iiKluding deterioration of
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their condition, relapses and suicide—caused by current and past practices in psychiatric

research.

VI. Adverse incidents to human subjects should be repoited to the federal oversight board,

indicating what preventive measures have been taken to prevoit odier such incidents. All

physician-researchers should be required to report adverse mddents in drug trails to the

FDA Physician Hotline - as physicians in dtirifal practice do or to OPRR.

VI. Require a no-fault pcrsoiial bajory insurance fi)r every human subject ofreseardi to

cover the duration ofdie research and one-year following conqiletion. We bdieve such

insurance, in the amount ofabout $250,000 per subject (premiums to be paid by the

sponsor/research team/institutioas) would be an mceotive to reduce unnecessary risks and

would compensate individuals/finnily for undue harm. It %vould also reduce die

taxpayers* burden f<x^ uninsured persons who m^ require cosdy after-care as a result of

experimental adverse consequences.
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Statement for the Record Submitted by the

National Asaodathm ot Veterana* Research and Education Foundationa
Regarding the Snspenshia of Research at the West Loa Angeles VA Medical Center

Brfore the Suboommittec on Orerslght and Investigations and the

Subcommittee on Health of the

Committee on Veterans AITairs

April 21, 1999

The National Association of Veterans* Research and Education Foundations (NAVREF) appreciates

the of^Kirtunity to submit a statement for the recad to clarify issues regarding research-related

reimbursement and cost sharing between VA medical centers and VA-affiliated noniwofit research

corporations (NPCs). These are complex issues that we feel need more explanation than was

provided during the April 21 joint hearing regarding the March 22 suspension of research at the West

Los Angeles VA medical center.

1. Mandatory Reimbursement of the Medical Can Appit^riadon

As stated frequently by VA General Counsel, a guiding principle of the VA research program is that

VA approved reaearch Is VA research. Consequently, upon sq>proval by the local VA medical

center RAD Committee, all research becomes VA research regardless of funding source—VA,

university, corporation or other— and is subject to the same regulations, constraints, privileges,

protections and support. VA ^ipropriated funding fer research is consideied to be intramural

funding: sui^xirt from all other sources is considered to be extramural funding.

Regulatioiis CFR 17.101(g) and M>1, Part I, Chapter 15. 21 (Attachment A) specify mandatory

rein^nirsemern to the VA medical care appropriation for research related costs associated with

patient care. Reimbursement is required only when medical services are provided to a veteran purely

as part of an approved research project or to a patient who is not eligible for services as a veteran.

MP'4, Part V. 6C.08 a. (Attachment A) ackfresses VA administrative support services provided to

medkal research programs and states: Coirs ofadmmistrotive support services to Medical Research

programs will be borne entirely by the Medical Care appropriation. ’’Administrative support

SCTvices” include supply, building management, human resource management, fiscal services, ete.

Section 6C.08 b. provides that (he medica] care appropriation will bear the entire cost of physician,

dentist, and nursing services associated wHh research, unless otherwise q^rroved by VA
Headquarters.
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Z Vohmtary Cost Sharing

Research is both a cost and a benefit to VA. Last year, medical care appropriation support for

research was estimated to be approximately $310 million, the bulk of which was clinical staff

time—physicians and nurses. However, there are many off-setting factors, including voluntary cost

sharing by the NFCs. While an exact accounting is difficult, an analysis of a single diabetes clinical

study admimstered by an NPC revealed a $34,000 net gain to the VAMC in donated patient care

services and drugs. Additionally, there are important intangible benefits from research such as

improved care for veterans and an increased ability to recruit top quality physicians.

Regardless of the offsetting benefits, NAVREF has long recognized that VA medical centers carmot

always support all the costs of extra-and intramurally-frinded research. At many VA medical centers,

the extramural research program is significantly larger than the intramural program and may strain

research administrative suiqxitt services that ate tied to the size of the intramural, VA appropriated

[Hogram. For example. Institutional Review Board (IRB) administrative costs are paid by the

research appropriation; physician time spent serving on an IRB is paid by the medical care

appropriation. This causes two problems:

1. If the extramurally funded program is as big or bigger than the intramurally funded program,

administrative support dollars for the IRB pegged to the size of the intramural program may be

inadequate to serve the entire research program at the facility.

2. Medical center management is understandably reluctant to use scarce medical care appropriation

dollars to pay clinicians for time spent serving on an IRB instead of seeing patients.

To address the problem ofhow to provide necessary services in support of extramurally funded

research, NAVREF encourages the NPCs to develop systems of voluntary cost sharing and many

have done so. Consistent with VA General Counsel's affirmation that the NPCs are not prohibited

sources under VA's gift authority, NPCs can and often do make research related in-kind and cash

“gifts" to VA medical centers including:

• Donating IRB administrative staff, clinical nurses, pharmacists, custodians and animal facility

workers.

Purchasing and donating furniture, office and research equipment, and supplies.

• Providing seed money so investigators can develop new grant proposals as well as bridge funding

to maintain laboratories between projects.

Setting up an endowment to ensure that there will be permanent stream offunding to be spent at

the discretion of the board of directors and VA research service administrators.

Suppmting the costs of recruiting clinicians with a research interest

Paying all or part of a VA medical center's hazardous waste disposal costs and other bills that

increase as a result of NPC-funded research.

Hearing pay the cost of upgrading outdated or creating new research space.
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The list could go on and on. However, the point is that despite stxne constraints, the NPCs can and

generally do make substantial contributions to the research program, and, indirectly, to clinical

services at the aililiated VA medical cento-.

Clarification of Issues Raised In Testimony During the April 21 Hearing

1 . The VERA teseoch allocation is a well-intentioned effort to recognize that research support has

an impact on the medical care appopriation. Unforbinately, this is an imperfect and largely

ineffectual means of addressing the problem because 1) there is no accountability requiring that

the research allocation be returned to the facility that earned it or that it be spent on medical care

services in sujqtott of research (largely staff time) and 2) the VERA allocation is simply recycled

medical care money rather than “new” money.

2. A VA medical center may not charge an NPC for services the medical center is obligated to

support (by statute or regulation) unless a VA-a{^oved contracting mechanism is used to reach

a mutually acceptable agreement providing that the coipontion will pay for certain services.

3. When reimbursement of the medical care appropriation is required, such reimbursenient must be

provided to the medical care appropriation. It may not be directed to the research appropriation.

4. MFCs can and do provide research related it>-kind arxl cash contributions to VA medical centers.

For example, in 1998, the board of directors of the Brentwood Biomedical Research Institute

(BBRI), the NPC affiliated with the West Los Angeles VA medical center, approved cash

donatioru to the medical center in support of the VA research program. One was for $225,000

comprising a cash donation phis a write-off ofdebt theVA research program owed BBRI for

staff provided to VA under the Intergovernmental Personnel Act. The second, in late 1998, was a

cash gift of $2O4,0(X). Also in late 1998, the BBRI board committed approximately $180,000 to

hire and donate BBRI staff to the VA research sovice to support IRB services through the

remainder of the 1999 federal fiscal year.

Conclusion and Recammendations

NAVREF has long been aware ofproblems related to medical care support for the VA research

program. These problems are being exacerbated as the VA-funded portion of the program shrinks as

a percentage of the total VA research enterprise. NAVREF does not recommend any change in the

guiding principal—VA-approved research is VA research. Rather, NAVREF recommends that VA
engage in equitable cost sharing of the research sponsored by all of its research parmers. Of course,

off-setting contributions should be factored into any such cost sharing determinations.

NAVREF regularly encourages the NPCs and VA to pursue cost sharing opportunities. For example:

1 . More NPCs now charge pharmaceutical companies a fee for IRB review and use the resulting

funds to hire and donate IRB support staff.
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2. NAVREF supports those NPCs that administer NIH grants on behalf ofVA investigators, often

despite objections from affiliated universities. Such NPCs tend to use the amounts that accrue

from the associated NIH indirect costs to benefit VA to a greater degree than affiliated

universities. Last year, one such NPC paid nearly $1 million in reimbursements to VA and direct

payment of bills incurred to support NIH-sponsored research administered by the NPC and

conducted in the VA facility. If those same NIH grants had been administered by the affiliated

university, it is likely that the VA medical center would have absorbed those costs.

3. Finally, NAVKEF is working with universities to persuade the Department of Health and Human

Services and the National Institutes for Health to implement new policy that would provide a

13% “VA-add on” indirect cost rate for all NIH-sponsored research conducted in VA facilities,

but administered by affiliated universities (see Attachment B for details).

As OPRR representatives stated during the April 21 hearing, most IRBs are underfunded and

understaffed. Because it is an intramurally funded program supporting a great deal of extramurally

funded research, VA seems particularly impacted. To address problems of oversight and the need for

additional resources, NAVREF strongly supports the new oversight initiatives VA is implementing

and encourages VA to be creative in identifying and pursuing new, non-VA resources to address

chronic shortfalls. However, a robust research apprr^riation is essential to assure that VA can

sustain its current level of research activity and at the same time implement oversight programs that

will set a new national standard.

Thank you for considering our views.

Comments or questions regarding this statement may be addressed to NAVREF Executive Director

Barbara West.
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Attachment A

CFR 17.101 Charges for care or services.

(g) rumished for research purposes. Charges will not be made for medical services, including

transportation, furnished as part of an approved Department of Veterans Affairs research project,

except that if the services are furnished to a person who is not eligible for the services as a

veteran, the medical care appropriation shall be reimbursed from the research appropriation at

the same rates used for billkgs under paragraph (b) of this section.

M-1, Part I, Chapter 15. 21

a. When medical services are fimiisbed on an inpatient or outpatient basis as part of an

approved research project to a person (veteran or non-veteran) purely for the research

program and not as a part of approved medical care to an eligible veteran, the research

appropriation must reimburse the medical care appropriation according to provisions ofVA
Regulation 6062 (G) at the applicable rates in accordance with Appendix ISA. Billing for

services obtained from non-VA sources exclusively for research purposes (travel, special

procedures, etc. ) will be for the same amount charged the VA.

MP^, Part V. 6C.08

a. Costs of administrative support services to Medical Research programs will be borne entirely

by the Medical Care appropriation. These services include support activities such as fiscal,

supply, building management (400 and 500 series of accounts), etc.

b. Other costs to be borne entirely by the Medical Care appropriation are those for services of

physicians, dentists, and nurses engaged in research work on less than a full-time basis and for

whom placement on Medical Research roles has not been specifically approved by Central

Office.
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The Dq)aftment of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have

indicate a willingness to consider applying a 15% “VA-add on" to the negotiated indirect cost rate for NIH
grants administered by affiliated universities on behalf ofVA investigators. The 15% would be “added" to the

admiiustnuive off carrqws rate—usually 26%—received by the university. This plan can be considered a win-

win model with universities maintaining their n<»TTBl Kimbursement for administrative costs and the VA
receiving reimbursement for the infrastructure costs of supporting NIH-sponsored research in their facilities.

To persuade NIH and HHS to move this concept toward irtq>lementation, HHS/NIH need to hear from VA and

university stakeholders.

Background: In recent yean, some VA-affiliated n<Miprafit research corporations (NPCs) have obtained HHS-
approved indirect cost rates—now referred to as Facilities and Administration (FAA) rates—and are

administering NIH grants for VA researchers (San Francisco and San Diego among others). Historically,

however—and more commonly—VA-affiliated universities administer NIH grants on behalf of VA
investigaUM-s. For grants conduined primarily in VA facilities, NIH provides the recipient university with its

HHS negotiated off-campus indirect cost rate for the a<kninistration component of the university's costs.

Current HHS policy does not allow reimbursement indirect costs on grants to federal agencies. This has

been interpreted to preclude NIH from reimbursing VA hospitals for costs incurred in suppoi of NIH-
sponsored research. As a result. VA medical centers typically support the indirect costs associated with NIH
research conducted in VA facilities. These costs may include custodial services, waste disposal, building repair

and maintenance, safety training/monitoring, library, telephone and various support services such as

warehouse, mail, and WOC processing, etc., that increase incrementally as a result of NIH-sponsored research

cortducted in VA facilities.

VA Add'On: To address this imbalance. NAVREF recommends a new HHS policy that would add 1 5% to a

university's off canpus PAA rate to be used to rein^rse VA medical centers fot their incremental costs. This

would be applicable only in instances where local ch<^ and circumstances dictate that the university (rather

than the VA-affiliated corporation) act as the grant recipient, and the majority of the work is conducted in a

VA facility.

• Various VAMCs that have i^ipHed to HHS for a VA-add on (White River JunctJon, Seattle, West
Haven) have provided sullkient JusUfication for rehnbunemeDt ranging fktim 14,5% to 16%, Based

on these detailed analyses, a flat natkmal rate of 15% is recommended. Notably, a 15% overhead rate is

routinely provided on NIH/VA mleragency agreements (these are contracts, not grants so HHS rules do

not preclude reiiribursement). This establishes precedents for 1) the 15% rate; 2) the notion that VA
medical cento's can receive and retain locally rombursement for indirect costs on NIH-sponsored

research; and 3) recognition that the spmsoring agency shculd support the direct and indirect costs of its

own research.

• The VA add-on would strengthen the unlvenity-NiH-VA partneralnp. Universities sdll would receive

and retain their off-campus rale. By suppoting the costs of its own research. NIH would benefit from

VA's increased ability to support research. And VA would be in a better position to support NIH-

sponsored research as a result of having available new money to relieve some of the pressure research

imposes on the medkal care ^iprapriation.
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• During 1998, the VA-add on would have generated as much as $30 million for VA medical centers to

cover costs that currently are being supported by VA’s medical care appropriation. Last year, VA
investigators received NIH awards totaling $267 miilioo. Recognizing that some grants qualified for the

university’s on-campus F&A rate and would have been excluded from the VA add on, $30 million is a

“best guess” estimate of the potential cash flow. When VA provides NIH with the necessary data, NIH is

willing to conduct a detailed analysis to arrive at a more exact figure.

• Under the VA-add on, hinds would flow from NIH to universities to VA medical centers. To avoid

burdening these funds with constraints imposed on VA-appropriated dollars, it is likely that VAMCs
would designate their affiliated NPC as the entity that would administer the funds on behalf of the VAMC.
This is allowable under current HHS policy. It is also anticipated that VAMCs and NFCs would have to

demonstrate that the funds are expended in ways consistent with HHS regulations (i.e., for research

support), just as NIH requires accountability on FAA expenditures from universities.

Action Needed:

• VA stakeholders must request that HHS/NIH approve the VA-add on. Although NAVREF and

various medical centers have been pursuing the VA-add on concept for several years, VA stakeholders

have not yet voiced their interest directly to HHS/NIH pcdicymakers. Understandably, NIH management is

not going to argue in hivor of paying mote F&A on grants until VA stakeholders make their case and VA
cooperates in resolving the pertinent policy and logistical issues. We strongly encourage VA stakeholders

to be proactive in pursuing the VA-add on.

• University stakeholdeis must communicate to HHS/NIH thdr support for the VA-add oil

Recognizing that every dollar spent on F&A means a dollar less for grants, the VA add-on may face

political resistance at the top levels of HHS and NIH management. However, during a meeting on

February 4, senior HHS and NIH personnel indicated a willingness to advance this concept if a sufficient

number of their traditional partners—particularly academic medical institutions—support the VA-add on

as both appropriate and necessary to foster the university/VA/NIH partnership.

Stanford University has already sent a letter of support (Attachment 1). The following institutions have

indicated that they will send letters shortly;

• Univ. of Washington School of Medicine

• Dartmouth Medical School

• Yale University School of Medicine

University of Texas SW Medical School

(San Antonio)

University of California, Los Angeles

School of Medicine
• University of Florida College of Medicine

University of Minnesota Medical School

While these are a start, far more letten are needed. We strongly encourage VA senior management to urge

their academic affiliates to send HHS/NIH letters of support. Letters should be addressed as follows:

Ms. Diana laeger. Acting Director

Office of Policy for Extramural

Research Administration (OPERA)
National Institute of Health (NIH)

6701 Rockledge Drive, MSC 7730

Bethesda, MD 20892-7730

Mr. Joe Cook, Director

Office of Audit Resolution and Cost Policy

Dqrattment of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
200 Independence Ave. SW S22E
Washington DC 20201

A sample letter is provided as Attachment 2. Please send a copy of your afTiliated university's letter to

NAVREF so we may compile a complete list of supportive institutions.

(Questions or comments regarding the VA-add on may be directed to NAVREF Executive Director Barbara

West. Phone: 301-229-1048. Fax; 301-229-0442. En^: navref@navref.org. Thank you for your interest.
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Attachment 1

STANFORD UNIVERSIIY
Office of fhe Aasodate Vice President for Research Administration

March 18. 1999

Ms. Diana Jaeger

National Insdcutes of Health

6701 Roddedge Drive

Suite 2188

Bethesda,ldD 20892-7730

Dear Diana:

I understand that you had a meeting this past month with staff from the Department of

Health and Human Services and the Veterans Administration (VA) regarding reimbntsement

for facility and administrative costs (F&A) on grants for activities taking place inVA facilities.

I thought it m^t be helpful to provide some background on Statifoid’s interest in this

particular matter. First of all, we want to continiu to have Stanford Univernty faculty who

hold ihi^l Universty/VA ^pointments and whose laboratories arc located at our affiliared

VA facility to apply for grams through the Univershy. The opportunity to create or engage

in cuttii^ edge research is a maiu accraccion for academirians at the Stanford Unlvetsicy

School ofMedicine and the VA Falo Alto Health Care System is an ini^ral component in

this program. Further, the VA padenc populadon is an important grotp for many clinical

trials conduaed by our faculty and, therefore, an important resource to I'QIH as well.

The principal reason that we are interested in having Stanford University continue to be the

grantee institution is a programmatic one. We wish to ensure that all the faculty, regardless of

where they have their rliniral ^pointmenc or where they work, have access to equal support

for their research activities. We want the facuhy to pursue their research through the Medical

School so the Dean and the Depanment Chairs hs^ an understanding of and oversight over

all of the research acdviiy of the faculty, not just part of it. Further, by retainiog

administrative responsibiltty for these grants, we assure that a sin^ standard is applied in the

administration that supports this research, the protection for human subjects, and the humane

care of animals. We want to minimize the perception Thai resources for those investigators

and laboratories located on campus arc different than or richer than those that arc off campus.

us Enctot Oranam
Stul6rd,OEftiiDb 943054«2S
FtweftSOXU-im
FAX(S^nS4S21
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Ms. DLuuJaeger

March 18, 1999

Page2

Wbm there Isno support for VAfadljiilea’ eoso, this becomes a real fhallenge. TheVAis

supportiag the incremental facQi^ costs associated with NIH supported grants of Stanford

faciihytrorkingatthe VA. And, dearly there are incremental costs associated arith the

conduct ofresearch above and beyond the cost of clinical care in these facilities such as

utHhies, tolerations and mainfynan/Y-, biosafety, etc. The costs are no diffacnt in that respect

fhan if they were oocuning in Stanford-ovned facilities. AsVA budgets shrinh, so does the

willingness and abilicy ofVA administmon to continue to bear this burden. So, of course, we
bdieve that in order to be equitableNIH should reimbuTse these facility and adminisuadve

costs on the same ba^ without disrincrion for the fag that they areVA facilities.

1know that one ofthe stumbling blocks has been whether theVA is authorized to receive

reimbursemeac for these incremental fadllty costsj I have been assured by colleagues here

thattb^can. I presume that theVA staff in Washington can confirm that on behalf ofaU

VAHo^iials.

So, we approach this issue with an interest in receiving a reasonable reiinbursement to theVA
for the Incremental costs of research in thdr facilities through the StanfordF&A rate. We are

developii^ an off-campus VA specific rate for those costs that we think are eligible for

reimbucsement. While we are interested In a university-basedF&A tare of reimbursemenT, it

probably would be coinparable for those who are seeking to reimburse theVA for research

oonducudthitn^ their afiEliated foundations. We might even be willing to entemun an

“allowance” or a fiat rate for the facility portion i^ihe costs, e.g. ISpercent. Wewouldadd

such an allowance to our off-campus rate for administrative and library expenses for the total

reimbursement.

1 hope that this background helps in future discussions you nuT- have on this issue. WewiU

proceed with some erqiloratoiy discussions with the Office of Naval Research for indusioa of

an off-campusVA ^lecific rate for Stanford. Li the meantime, notehow fitting it is that 1

write to you on this subject on March 171 ff1 can provide any further infornution, please let

me know.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey £. Grant

Associate Vice President for Research Administration

GEGJr
Ttaacm
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Attachment 2

Sample University Letter In Support of VA-Add On
Please paraphrase and add locally relevant examples and details.

Date

Address separate lettas to:

Ms. Diana Jaeger

Acting Director, Office of Policy for

Extramural Research Administration

(OPERA)
National Institute of Health (NIH)

6701 Rockledge Drive, MSC 7730

Bethesda, MD 20892-7730

Dear

Mr. Joe Cook
Director

Office of Audit Resolution and Cost Policy

Department of Health and Human Services

(DHHS)
200 Independence Ave. SW 522E

Washington DC 20201

I am writing to indicate my support for appropriate sharing of the indirect costs associated with National

Institutes of Health (NIH>sponsored research conducted in Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)

facilities. I strongly support the concept of a “VA add on” facilities and administration (F&A) rate over

and above our usual indirect cost rate when studies are administered by the (university name) and the

work is conducted at our affiliated VA (VAMC name).

Provide specific local examples of the cost benefit to your university and NIH of conducting

universHy-administered, NIH-sponsored research in partnership with yonr VA. See attached

Stanford letter. Other possible benefits: faculty access to VA laboratory and clinical space often

negates the need for addlUona] university construction at NIH e:qiense; shared equipment reduces

overhead; and even with the VA-add on, total F&A may be lower than the university on-campus
rate, nease detaii simitar mutually beneficial arrangements with your affiliated VA that impact

NIH costs or foster research collaboration with your VA.

I encourage the Dqiaitment of Health and Human Services (HHS) and NIH to finalize policy that will

allow equitable sharing of VA’s costs in support of NIH research. The concept of a “VA add on” indirect

cost rate of 15% added to our off campus F&A rate seems to me a reasonable mechanism to share costs.

The 15% rate appears to be both justibble and of sufficient size to have positive effect on our VA’s
ability to provide the support necessary for NIH research conducted in its facilities. The (name of

univQ-sity) currently administers (number of NIH grants) grants on behalf of faculty with joint

VA/university appointments. We would view very positively a change in policy that would allow VA to

recoup some of the costs it is incurring in support of these grants.

Our longstanding, highly productive partnershqi with the (name of VAMC) is extremely important to

both institutions. A mecluuiism such as the proposed VA-add on would foster and strengthen this

relationship. I strongly encourage HHS and NIH to act expeditiously to implement policy that would

provide rational mechanisms for NIH to assume responsibility for a reasonable share of the costs incurred

by NIH-sponsored research conducted in VA facilities. Thank you for considering my views.

Sincerely,

University President or Designated Signatory

Cc: VAMC Medical Center Director

ACOS R&D
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1. The immadlala steps being taken, including outreach, to ensure that patients in the

West Lxn Angeles and Sepulveda research programs receive essential medicalions that

were part of the research protocols.

Anawran
Upon notification of the impending suspension of research aclivilies by the Office

for Protection from Research Risks (OPRR), Department of Health and Human Service

(HHS) and Veterans Health Administration (VHA) Headquarters, the VA Greater Los
Angeles Heanhcare System (GLAHS) reviewed all protocols underway to identHy those

that, if discontinued, might cause risk or harm to the health and safety of human or

animal subjects. The investigators themsrrives undertook a first level review, since they

were the most knowtedgeable about the projects. Other clinicians and administrators

with knowtedge about the projects also conducted reviews to assure that studies with

potential human or animal risk were not overlooked.

If there was aOX question as to potential risk to human or animal subjects, the

research was authorized to continue in a “malntenancer’ iTKXle. That is, all medications,

treatments and Interventions were allowed to continue with existing subjects, but no

new enrollees were permitted.

GLAHS developed an informational memorandum to distribute to Investigators

informing them of their responsibility to reach out to patients in their studies, provide

them with Information about the research suspension and assure them that they would

not be in any danger and that their medkzdions and treatments would continue.

Talking points^' were developed and distributed to assist investigators in speaking with

their subjects. Likewise, investigators were repeatedly reminded at town hall meetings

of their responsibilitiss to contact their patients. These communicalions were also metde

available to public affairs officials, potimt representatives, veterans service

organizations, contacts at the university affiliates, and administrative officials. I am
advised that they also have been posted on GLAHS and Veterans Integrated Service

Network 22 inter- and intranet pages.

In addition, GLAHS management reports that it held several discussions

specifically with the research pharmacist and a memorandum was developed to her

emphasizing that all study m^ications were to continue to be dispensed for continuing

projects. This information was shared with other members of the GLAHS pharmacy
staff as well.
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2. The specffic proUeins with human, animal and basic medical research at West Los
Angelas and Seixilveda.

Answer.
VHA considers the protection of human and animal subjects and our laboratory

employees to be among our highest priorities. Dating to a sHe visit in September 19%,
VHA Headquarters has had concerns about the administration of the Research Service

at the West Los Angeles campus, h particular. Additionally, in spring 1997, the

National Institule on Drug Abuse (NIDA) raised concerns about the financial

management at a VArfllDA ooNaboraliva agreement for medicallon development by the

Research Service at the West Los Angelas facility, in May 1997, the Chief Research

and Developmant Officer (CRAOO) placed the West Los Angeles Research Service on
administralive probation. This hist^ of financial management concerns, coupled with

new and historical concerns about admlnistrolion of human, animal, and bio-safety

research (described below), led VHA to suspend all research conducted at GLAHS as
of Match 26, 1999.

Human
On March 22, 1999, OPRR deactivated Its Multiple Project Assurance (MPA-

1087) for GLAHS, which encompasses the former VA medical centers at West Los
Angeles and Sepulveda, and affiliated clinics. MPA-1 087 Is the mechanism by which

GLAHS assures OPRR that GLAHS conducts Its research Involving human subjects in

conformance with 45 CFR 46. This HHS regulation Incorporates 52 FR 28003, also

referred to as the “Common Ruler for the protection of human subjects In research and
which is subscribed to by 17 federal agencies that fund research involving human
subjects.

As permitted under the Common Rule, VA accepted MPA-1087 as its own
assurance that VA research at GLAHS was corxiucted In accordance with federal

regulalions. Moreover, since VA considers all research, regardless of sponsor,

conducted at VA medical centers to be VA research, MPA-10S7 covered all human
research conducted at GLAHS whether HHS, VA, or any other source funded IL

Consequently, OPRfTs actions effectivaly removed all assurance that research

Involving humans being rxxiducted at GLAHS was In legal and ethical compliance.

OPRR's descUvatian of MPA-1087 resulted from the failure of GLAHS to

adequately respond since April 1993 to requests by OPRR to change and/or document
proc^ral and administrative matters related to the way GLAHS conducted Initial and
ongoing reviews of protocols involving humans. Specific problems cited by OPRR
inctud^:

• meetings of Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) - these committees are responsible

for the review and monitoring of human studies protocols - that did not meet with a
quorum of voting members as required by 45 CFR 46;

• the absence from IFIB membership roles of appropriate community/palient
representatives;

• Data Safety Monitoring Boards had not been established by GLAHS as requested by
OPRR in 1994;

• Inadequate procedures for continuing review of ongoing projects;

• failure to implement polley changes recommended by OPRR; and

• the use of “expedited reviewr procedures by IRBs to approve research studies with

greater than minimal risk in contradiction to the requirements of 45 CFR 46.

Most of these inffacllona occurred at the West Los /Vngeles campus of GLAHS.
Since the merger of West Los Angeles and Sepulveda, both campuses have operated
under the same MPA. Thus, the deactivation of the MPA-1 087 affected both campuses,
even though the concerns focussed on West Los /Lngelss.

2
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Animal Rturilmi

Both the West Los Angeles and Sepulveda campuses have problems with their

animal programs, but those at Sepulveda are more serious.

A report of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (lACUC) of the

GLAHS Research and Development (R&D) Committee found that the laboratory animal

care facilities at the West Los Angeles campus were acceptable. A sHa visit by the

Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International

(AAALAC) to the West Los Angeles animal care teillty found that the occupational risk

of animal handlers had not been assessed properly and is now lequlrli^ changes in

policies and procedures. AAALACs final report on West Los Angeles is pending. His

likely AAALAC will recommend additionai minor policy and procedures changes and
place the West Los Angeles campus under restriction until it is satisfied that the

problems have been rectified. Additionally. In April 1998, the Medical Research

Service, Office of Research and Development (ORD), VHA Headquarters, expressed its

concern to the Associate Chief of Staff for Research (ACOS-R) at the West Los Angeles

facility about the lack of progress to correct Infrastructure and leasing deficiencies

related to building 337 and about attempts to pressure members of the Institutional

Animal Cara and Use Committee (lAClJC} Inspection report Although requeeting a
response within seven working days, none has been received.

At the Sepulveda campus it is anticipated that AAALAC will place the animal

facility on probation for muHipla program (Mciencies reiaSad to the occupational risks of

animal handlers and specific problems with animal housing, such as terriperalure,

humidity and crowding.

Non-Human/Non-Animal Studies

This classificalion covers virtually all basic research. The VHA Headquarters

Emergency Management She Visit Team that visited GLAHS on Match 25-26, 1999,

found serious defidancles in the bk>-eaiety program at GLAHS, In particular at the West
Los Angeles campus.

• Required reviews of research protocols for bio-safety Issues ware done by a
Junior investigator without appropriate expertise for^ hazards being reviewed.

• No minutes of the Bio-Safety Subcommittee (a suboommittee of the R&O
Committee) documented any kind of bio-saf^ review. The reviews existed only

in draft form In the reviewer's laptop computer.

• The Bio-Safety Subcommittee seeded verbal reports from the reviewer without

written documentation of review.

• Bio-Safety Subcommittee minutes are more than six months in arrears—l.e., over

six months of minutes are missing. R&D Committee minutes repeatedly note

that Bio-Safety Suboommittee minutes are missing, but no action hadb^ taken

to correct this problem. Since the R&D Committee Is supposed to accept

committee reports as final approval, none of the bio-safety studies has had
proper approval for months.

The Emergency Management Stte Visit Teem found no significant problems at the

Sepulveda campus with respect to bio-safety issues.

3. The recovery plan and timetable for the West Los Angeles and Sepulveda human,
animal and basic medical research programs to resume operation, induding

prioritization of the projects.

Answer
A full Recovery Plan for research at GLAHS has been developed. The fOllawing

Is a brief summary of that plan. A copy has previously been pnnrided. The Recovery
Plan has seven phases, each with a number of specific actions anticipated.

Phase 1

• The GLAHS Is notilled on March 22, 1999 that all research activtties will be
suspended on March 26. 1999.

3
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• Research suspended encompasses all human, animal, non-human/non-animal

research at Ihe West Los Angeles, LA Outpatient Clinto, and Sepulveda campuses
of GLAHS. Exceptions are made for human and animal studies whose suspension

could place research subjects at risk if respeclive studies were stopped abruptly.

Phase 2
• Total research suspension In effect and all VA research funds are withdrawn on

March 26, 1999.

• On-site Emergency Management Team from VA Headquarters is on-site at West
Los Angeles and Sepulveda on March 25-26, 1999.

Phases
• Full-scale site visit team at GLAHS to assess status of entire research program April

5-9,1999.

Phase 4
• Partial research suspension in place (expected April 1999 after review of site visit

report); external management team in place (ACOS-R and Administrative Officer

d^led from other facilities). If the site visit team identHies specific components of

the research program that are functioning property, legally, and ethically, it may
recommend to the Under Secretary for Health that discrete components of the

research program should be re-institutsd.

Phases
• Research suspension removed partially, but probation in place (expected action in

AprII-May 1999); interim management teem (internal leadership) kfWrtifled;

• Ra-coratitution of the research administrative and cwersight functions conipletad;

• Probationary period and HQ monitoring Instituted.

Phased
• Suspension removed, probationary period in place (1999); expected minimum

duration May 1999-May 2000;

• National search for new, permanerrt ACOS41.

Phase?
• Probationary period In place to extend one year after appointment of the new,

pennanent ACOS-R (likely May 2000-May 2001 ).

4. The researchers, management and program officials responsible and held

accountabls for the deficiencies thaf led to the suspension of research.

AnewsR
When GLAHS and VISN 22 were informed of the research suspension, the

Acting ACOS-R for GLAHS, Dr. Steven Patxfoi and the Acting Administrative Officer for

R&D, Ms. Mamall Davis, ware detailed to other admimstraUve and clinical assignments,

as appropriate. An inquiry into all research-related issues has been launched by VISN
22 a^ VHA Headquarters. Preliminary findings from various components of the

investigation make It dear that these Individuals cannot return to their prior positions.

Any fomtal, final actions will result from, and be consistent with, the findings and
recommendations of the inveetigations. The Chairs of all key research-related

committees have been replaced, hidudlng the Chairs of the R&D Committee, the

Biosafely Subcommittee, and the Chairs of all Institutional Review Boards/Human
Studies Subcommittees.

5. ThereasonswhythemattersinvolvIngDr. Bramah Singh and Dr. Philip Sager were
not property reported to VA Central Office and the Department of Health Human
Seivicas Office tor Protection from Research Risks, and who was responsible for

reporting them.

4
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Answan
H appears that there were several (actors that contrtxrted to the lack of formal

repotting of the February 1996 Board of Investigation Involving Drs. Sager, Galllck and
Singh to VHA Headquarters. The Investigation was conducted as an official Board of

Investigation to address a clinical matter, as opposed to being conducted under

establishad departmental policy, ‘Msconduct In Sdentlflc Research'' (M.3, Part I,

Chapter IS), under which violation of human subjects research protectkms are coveted.

This policy dearly delineates a reporting requirement to VHA Headquarters, whereas
Boards of Investigatton generally do not.

GLAHS officials have Indicated that they were unaware of the sdentltic

misconduct policy and procedures and were not at any point advised to conduct their

investigalion under that policy. At the time of the Board of Investigation, a number of

VA officials and offices were involved to varying degrees. Including the Office of Clinicai

Aftairs and local Research and Oevelopmant and Human Resources staff. Apparently,

none of these individuals or offices advised a course of action olher ttian that which was
pursued under the Bocud of Investigation. VHA will ensure proper education at GLAHS
regarding these requirements in the future and will simllaily convey that all Networks

and facilities should be cognlzartt of the requirements concerning invMtIgatlons into

research Issues. VHA's ORD also will conduct a systemwide training program - e.g., a
satelllte/video teleconfetenca - on lessons identHled from the GLAHS eMpertence.

When VHA HQ ORD because aware of the matters chad here. It (Onwarded the

material to OPRR In March 1999. Because VA recemly determined that the resaanrh

apparently did not involve HHS funding, it turns out that OPRR would not have had

jurisdiclion over the case. Nevertheless, had the Initial Sager InvesUgalian been

conducted as a research misconduct matter, nolilicalion to OPRR would have been
judged as appropriate, or not. In a contemporaneous fashion. Ctearty, the appreprtate

bias - then and now - should be In the rUrecllon of VA reporting to OiraR.

A. The extent to which VA legal counsel was involved In the settlement executed May 8
and 9, 1996, with Or, Sager, the authority of the hospital Chief of Staff to enter into such

an agraamant, whether the Chief of Staff had a conflict of interest because he had a
motive to conceal or minimize problems In the research programs, and whether ttie

chair of the board of Investigation on Dr. Sager had a conflict of interest because she
was a co-researcher on a project wHh hkn.

Anearsn
The referenced 'Settlement AgroomenT wHh Dr. Philip Sager was. In fact, a

'Memorandum of AgreamenT that resulted from Dr. Sager's admissicn of misconduct

and willingness to waive his rights at the time to alt due process. Management officials

at the then West Los Angeles VAMC, in consideration of the exisling d^funciion In the

Cardiology Department, report that they considered It advantageous to avoid a
protracledandpotentlally litigious experience with Dr. Sager. Legal Counsel was not

involved In the Memorandum of Agreement dated 5/SW86, entilled 'Alternative to

Disdplins,' stnoe the facility posits there was no requirement that they be so Involved.

The Chief of Staff, Dr. Dean Norman, was operating under authority delegated to

him by the Medical Center Director. He was the accoisitable official (or dlnlcal

operations, the President of the Medical Staff, and the accountable official to whom both

the then ACOS-R, Dr. Steven Pandd, and the Chief of MedICBl Service, Dr. Phyllis

Guze, reported.

The facts as follow belie the notion that the Chief of Staff had a motive to conceal

or minimiza problems in the research program:

• Dr. Norman supported Or. Guze’s request of DCLA Emeritus Dean Sherman
Mellinkoff that he intervene, assess and report on problems in the ^rdiology
Department

• When notifled of problems in the Department that were unresolved and
inadequately addressed, despite Emeritus Dean Meillnkoffs efforts (and those of

5
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Dis. Berson, Singh, Guze and HaskeU), Dr. Norman directed that the Board of

Investigalion be convened.

• Thechairof the Board of Investigation was Dr. Thomas Gerrick, a noted

psychiatrist of eminent standing among his VA and UCLA colleges, and an
ei4>etfenced chair of VA Boards of Investigation. He had no professional

alliances with any of the Cardiology Staff who were the subjects of the

investigalion.

• Dr. Pamela Steele did not chair the Board of Investigation. Some years ago she
had been listed as a co-author on an abstract with Dr. Sager that was published

after the Board of Investigation was complete. The abstract addressed VA data

related to Automatic Implantable Cardiorarter-Oefibrillators and was written by
Dr. Ross Relcher at the Washington, DC VAMC. Dr. Steele appeared on that

abstract as a member of the research group at Washington, DC VAMC, which

had participated in data oolleclion. Dr. Sager weis identified because of his

corttribution to the data set based on his role elsewhere. The record of the

Board's conduct and oonduslons to address the issues it was charged to

investigale stand as testimony that her service apparently did not influence the

outcome. In retrospect, VAacktrowladges that it Is Inadvisable to convene
Boards of Invesligalians involving individuals where there might be even a
perception of a poterrtial conflicL Network and facility officials will be directed to

take steps to avoid this in future Boards.

7. Whether performing medical research on veteran palietds without informed consent

constltutas patient abuse, and whether VA has Investigated or reported any criminal

behavior in connection with failures to obtain consent from veteran patients for medical

research on them.

Answen
In general, parfdnning research on veteran patients without informed consent

may constitute a battery and might constitute ‘patient abuser depending upon the

circumstances and facts of each case.

I am advised that on one occasion, the Acting Chief of Staff, QLAHS, Dr. Dean
Norman, consulted by telephane with the Regional Counsel in Los Angeles. Based on
the tacts presented to the Regional Counsel, he found no support tor a finding of

criminal activity.

8. Whether VA has reported any individuals to state or other licensing authorities In

connection with any of these matters.

Answer
Not as of this date, but the matter is presently under review. It should be noted

that, until late 1998, VA could not by regulation directly report any current employees to

state or other licensing authorities -only those separated from sendee. Thetacility

could have restricted the clinical privileges for an Individual (or Individuals) for 30 days
or more, and this would have been reportable to the National Practitioner Data Bank
(NPDB). NPDB is not a licenaing authority, but when reports are made to it. state

licensing boards receive the infomration and might launch their own queries.

0. The steps being taken to determine whether these or similar problems exist

elsewhere and whether other failures to property report Incidents have occurred.

Answen
A broad series of initiatives to assess the systemic nature, or lack thereof, have

been underway for some time:

• In 1995, the VHA Office of Standards in Human Research was formed and
located at the Portland VAMC. Since Its Inception, the office has conducted 12
random site visits to medical centers across the country. Site visit teams
reviewed: IRB records, infomied consent documents, all local policies and
procedures in place to implement national requirements under the Common
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Rule, FDA regulations, and VA manual M3, PL1, Ch.9. In addition, medical

center directors, chiefs of staff, associate chiefs of staff tor research, and
researchers were interviewed. At the sites visited, the site visit teams found

failures In documentation, t>ut no instance of violation of any patienrs rights or

health arxj well-being, and no instance of either willful or intentional misimducl.

• The VHA Cooperative Studies Program Human Studies Committeee conduct 12

performance sites visits per year. Along with audit activities, the committees also

interview research volunteers regarding their experience as a research

participant, including an assessment of the sutyects' Informed consent.

• The VA Cooperative Studies Program on average conducts 45 audits per year of

its dnjg studies at selected performance sites.

• The VA Cooperathra Studies Program Clinical Research Pharm^ Coordinating

Center is FDA-approved tor packaging, dispensing, and monitoring

pharmaceuticals and devices for dnig trials. The Coordinating Center audits

each trial at each study site at least once during the life of the trial.

• ORD conducts approxlmataly six site visits par year of Its research centers for

evaluation of performance and determination of continued funding. It also

investigetes allagetions of variations from prescribed research policies

approximately three times par year.

• The Nudeer Regulatory Commission conducts sKe visits of its kwHevel radiation

licansees (including VA medical centers and research facilities) every three

years. When human studies are conducted under the license, NRC site visitors

review human ethical standards and compliance.

• TheACOS-Rperformanceplan, used as a self-appraisal tool, has been sent to

all ACOS-Rs tor commentary and evaluation of opmtional vulnerabilities. Data

from this survey are currently being analyzed.

Additkxial measures to assess and ensure systemwide adherence with

regulations and policies for the protection of humeur research subjects are under
development and will be forthcoming in the near future.

to. Any other problems in any VA medical research programs, including a full report of

all FDA, NRC, OSHA, DEA, OSC, MSPB, EEOC, OPRR and any other federal agency
involvement with VA research projects, personnel and subjects for the past five years.

Answer:
VA has been able to gather the intonnation described above from FDA, NRC and

OPRR. Information held by the other agencies generally is in formats that do not easily

lend themselves to isolating specific problems within VA research programs at medical

centers. However, each agency has a reporting rertuirement to the Individual medical

centers in the event any pr^lems come to their attention. In order to obtain the most
complete information with respect to these other agencies, we plan to conduct a survey

of each medical center, requesting from them the type of information requested.

Results of the survey will be providsd to the Committee.

Food and Dnjo Administration

VA asked the FDA Consumer Safety Oflice of the Clinical Investigalion Branch,

Division of Scientific Investigation, to provide intormaUon regarding FDA Investigations

of VA research studies involving the use of Investigational New Dmgs (IND) in support

of new drug appUcahons. For present considerations, there are two types of FDA
investigations: (1) study-oriented investigations; atto (2) investigator-otlented

investigations. Causes tor an investigator-oilented inspection include, among other

things: the clinical importance of the study; crxicems by sponsors over the performance
of an investigstor; and complaints by study subjects. Since 1993, there have been 10
investigator-oriented investigations of VA projects by FDA. FDA did not provide VA with

the reason tor any of the investigations. They did, however, provide VA with the

findings of those investigations.
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in one case, FDA found no deficiencies in the conduct of the study. Of the

remaining nine, FDA sent a ietter to each VA Investigator regarding a deficiency or

deficiencies in a study. The deficiencies noted are as follows;

• Inadequate potent consent form (5 cases);

• Inadequate dmg accountability (1 case);

• Failure to adhere to protocol (6 cases);

• Inadequate and inaccurate records (3 cases);

• Failure to report adverse reactions (1 case);

• Miscellaneous (1 case).

No deficiencies were identified in 1998, nor to date in 1999, in any VA program. In

ealdltion, FDA did not classify any of the repeats as having problems serious enough to

warrant official action by the Agency.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
To monitor compliance with NRC regulations at VA medical centers, the National

Health Physics Program was established at the Ann Arbor VAMC in conjunction with the

Office of the Director of VHA's Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Safety Service,

Diagnostic Services Strategic Healthcare Group. NHPP/Nuclear Medicine and
RcKfiaHon provided the taflowing infomration regarding VA performance in radiation

protection, especially vrhen research subjects ate involved.

The NRC issues a variety of licenses to Institutions to use radioective byproduct

material for med'rcal and research purposes. Generally, licensees are site^sited by
NRC inspectors every three years. Attachment 1 is a summary of data on VA
compliance with NRC regulations since 1994. As is demonstrated by the summary, no
VA has ever been reported, during that period, to have a Severity Level 1 or 2 violation

(levels that could involve danger to human health). During that same period no VA
medical cerrter has ever been citad by NRC for human research violations. Cunentiy,

the average number of violations that NRC finds upon a given inspection of a VA
licensee is less than one. Additionally, the number of Level 3 violations has declined

since 1 994 by about 75%.

Office for Protection from Research Risks

Currently, OPRR has four open compliance investigations of or related to VA
research:

Greater Los Angeles Health Care System -On March 22, 1999, OPRR notified

VA of its intent to deactivate MPA-1 087.

Cincinnati, OH- This OPRR investigation involves the research assurances of

the University of Cincinnati, Shriners Hospital, and CindnnaV VAMC. which share a
common MPA held by the university. In {fodition, ORD takes every allegation potentially

concerning VA scientists and research projects seriously. On April 21 , an external

expert team from VA Headquarters will review and verify results from ongoing internal

audits of VA research at the Cincinnati VAMC.

Tampa, FL - This OPRR investigation involves an MPA to the University of

South Florida (USF), which has an4nter-lnstitutional Agreement (IIA) with the James A
Haley VAMC. The IIA between USF and VA allows USF IRBs to review HHS-funded
studies awarded to USF, but carried out either completely or partially at James A. Haley

VAMC. The preliminary allegation involves a USF faculty person who is a part-time VA
employee. At this time these altegations appear to involve neither VA-funded research

nor research involving veterans. Currently, ORD does not have an active investigation

at James A. Haley VAMC. However, VA is in communication with OPRR concerning

this matter.

Philadelphia VAMC- A recent allegation against a cardiology researcher at the

VAMC in Philadelphia is being investigated by OPRR. ORD does not currently have an
active investigation at the Philadelphia VAMC. Again, VA is In communication with

OPRR concerning this matter.
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11. Any other complaints, daims or legal actions by vetetans, family membeis or VA
employ^ Involving VA research for the past five years.

Answer;
The VA Office of General Counsel requested that Regional Counsel Offices

review their records for any rxmplalnls, claims or legal actions as doociibed above.

Attached is a list of Tort Claims arfsing from VA research projects, 1994-1999

(Attachment 2). A total of 12 claims had been filed. Neatly half of the claims have been

denied, with the remainder having been settled or under litigation. Information

contained In Attachment 2 is protected by confidenitallty provisions and is considersd

sensitive.

12. What safeguards exist to protect inappropriate padems from being used in medical

research.

Answer:
Theta are two major safeguards to protect Inappropriate patients from being used

in medical research: a) sclentillc review; cuid b) human studies review.

All research conducted In VA must undergo sdentHIc review prior to any further

action to Initiate the protocol. AH research proposals are Initially reviewed by the local

(R&D) Committee sttuatad vrithln VA medical center research offices. WHh respect to

sdantHic review, it Is axiomatic that all research on human volunteers must contain vi«ll-

defined criteria tor the Inclusion and exclusion ol subjects from the proposed study.

Good dinical research cannot be conducted in the absence of adherence to this

fundamental principal.

Generally, all research proposalsm^ not proceed without approval by the R&D
Committae. As a part of the review conducted by the R&D Commltt^ human studies

are raferrad to the Human Subjects Subcommitlee (HSS) (the InsHtullon's IRB) for a
review of the proposal with respect to aU elements of general human bloalhics, the

standards of federal regulations tor federally sponsored or regulated resaarch embodied
In the Common Rule, and in Food and Orog Administration regulattons, as approprfats.

Additionally, the HSS must apply the human research policies of VA that are embodied
in VA Poik^ Manual M3, PL1 , C^. 9. These latter policies meet, and In many cases
exceed, the requirements of the federal Common Rule. Any research project corKfucted

in a VA fadlrty, or supervised by a VA principle investigator, is consideted to be VA
research, and therefore subject to the provislone of the Common Rule and
supplemental VA research policies.

One element of a HSS review Is consideration of the risks of study to volunteers

and a determination of relationahip of risks to benefits to be derived from the study.

Assessment of study risks requires dear definitions of Inclusion and exduslon criteria.

The risk of study participallon Is almost always a function of the Inclusion criteria. The
HSS cannot approve a human study In the absence of a deer description of risks and
benefits. The R&D Committee cannot approve a human research project that has not

been approved by the HSS.

When approved by the R&D Committee, a significant number of human study

protocols ate sttomMed to funding agencies and undergo further competHIve peer
review. Peer reviewers, although examining the sdence of the project In great detail,

are also bound to Identify any potential problems wHh respect to subject protection. A
peer review panel may recommend to funding officials that funding be denied or

postponed if there are any bioelhical concerns. In regard to a specific human study
project, no VA official can override a negative dedsion of the reviewing HSS.
Conversely, a higher-laval VA official does have the authority to ovenide a positive

dedsion.

The system of review and checks and balances within the review process is

designed to ensure that subjects appropriate for participation In a human study ate
induded, and those that ate not are exduded. Ultimately, it Is the Investigator who Is

9
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bound by rules and ethics to follow his/her own protocols inclusion/exclusion criteria

The HSS, under provisions of ttie Common Rule, must conduct continuing review of

research that It has approved at Intervals appropriate to the risk, but no less than once

per year, ft shall have the authority to observe, or have a third party observe, the

oonsent prooess and the research at any time (56 FR 28(X)3, incorporated Into 38 CFR
16 and approved by the Offloe of Mansqement and Budget under Control Number
99994020).

Besides these safeguards, more specific checks are provided by VA research

policies.

• Data checks are performed during the conduct of all multi-site trials to ensure the

inclusion/exclusion criteria are rigorously followed prior to placement of a
volunteer into a study;

• Audits of drug studies by the VA Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research

Pharmacy Coordinating Canter for Clinical Practice;

• Ongoing audits for compliance with standard operating procedures for VA and
Industry-sponsored trials;

• Annual Irxial IRB reviews for progress reports;

• FDA oversight for trials supporting new drug or new device applications; and

• NRC oversight for human studies involving Ionizing radiation.

13. All applicable VA poUdas and ragulationa governing bolh Informed consent and
Institutional Review Boards in VA m^ical research.

AnasraR
There are numerous policies and regulations governing VA research involving

human subjects. VA policias and ragulalicns exceed those rertuired across the

government by the Common Rule agencies, including HHS.

Federal Regulations

VA is one of 1 7 federal agencies ihat are co-signatories to the Federal Policy for

the Protection of Human Subjects (56 FR 28003). VA has incorporated the Common
Rule Into its own regulations, contained at 38 CFR 1 6. For federally funded research

VA Is legally bound to adhere to the regulations articulated within 38 CFR 18, Including

detailed descriptions of informed consent and the structure and responsbllities of

Institutional Review Boards.

VA considers ail research at a VA facility as VA research, even if direct funding

costs do not derive from federal funds. This would be ihe case, for example, if a
pharmaceutical company were funding research at a VA medical center.

Rnally, VA has gone further In protecting human research subjects than Is

provided by either the Common Rule or FDA regulations. Despite repeated calls that

the federal government address the issue of compensating research Injuries, VA is the

only agency that has amended Its Regulations (38 CFR Section 17.85) to provide for

compensation to persons Injured as a result <ri participation In VA research. (The only

other agency to have additional regulatory protections is HHS, which has subparts to

address research involving children, prisoners, and pregnant women and fetuses.)

FOr human studies conducted at a VA in support of a new drug or device

appllcalion to the FDA, the human studies component also comes under the authority of

FDA regufoUons for the protection of human siiijects In research (21 CFR 50 and 21
CFR 56). Because 38 CFR 16 regulates all fed^ly sponsored research at VA - and
because 21 CFR 50 and 21 CFR 56 cover all VA research in support of a new drug or

device application - when VA researchers are engaged In research that supports a new
drug or new device application, the researchers must comply with both sets of

regulations.

10
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VA and FDA are partners in a memomndum of understanding that enhances the

communicalions between FDA and VA with respect to a number of FDA requirements,

in particuiar, FDA has agreed to notify VA medical center directors of inves^tive
findings relafing to a particular study, arKf athrise VA of any violations resulting from

invesUgations into the performance of clinical Investigators or Human Studies

Subcommittees (HSS/IRBs) associated with VA.

VA Policies

In 1992, shortly after the establishment of the federal Common Rule, VA issued a

revised policy Incorporated Into its policy manual M3, Pt1 , Ch.9 (Attachment 3). This

Chapter is called “fWiuirements fbr the Protection of Human Subjects'.

Chapter 9 incorporates the provisions of the Common Rule (38 CFR 16), and
FDA regulations 21 CFR SO and 56. In addition. Chapter 9 explains how the provisions

of these regulations are to be implemented in the specific context of VA research at VA
medical cerrters. In soma Instances, M3, Pt 1, Ch.9 exceeds other regulatory

requirements. For example, the Common Rule is relatively silent on the Issue of

Informed consent in persons with Impaired decision-making capacity, only pointing out

the possibility of consent by a legally authorized representative. In contrast M3, R.1

,

Ch.9, sac.12 Is devoted In detail to ‘TTesearch on Human Subjects with Sunogarte

Oxisenr. H describes conditions under which a researcher may seek surrogate

consent fOr an individual with impaired decisionmaking capacity.

Because VA has a large program in cooperative trials for the study of new dnrgs,

therapies and devices, in 1997, the VA Cooperative Studies Program developed

detailed guidelines, “Cooperative Studies Program: Guidelines for the Planning and

Conduct of Cooperative StudiesT (Attachment 4). A mqjor part of these guidelines is

devoted to describing the requirements for protocol review and informed consent.

These guidelines derive from 56 FR 280003 (the Common Rule), 38 CFR 16, and the

VA policy manual M3, Pt.1 , Ch.9.

It
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Attachment 1

VA Research with Radionuclides

1. Scone

Total # VA NRC licenses (clinical nuclear medicine and research): 130
Licenses permitting biomedical research: Tj,

# performing human radionuclide research': 3S

2, NRC Compliance History fCY94-CY98: biomedical research licenses)

a. NRC inspections: 203

Violation Type^ and rates (ave. It / insp.)

CY94 CY9S CY96 CY97 CY98
Severity Level 3 2.3 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.6

Severity Level 4 .03 .02 .03 .08 .02

Notes

1 . For the purposes of this report, human radionuclide research is defined as a study

ofany of the following four types:

a. RDRC study: A Raiioactive Drug Research Committee study (RDRCs are

approved by the FDA);
b. IND : A use under an Investigational New Drug protocol;

c. Annroved radioactive drug used in research protocol: those approved, routine

studies used as a diagnostic component in a research study (e.g., Thallium-201 test used

as a diagnostic procedure in a VA cooperative study to evaluate patency of heart grafts);

d. IDE evaluation: Investigation device evaluation, similar to b. above.

2. Violation Tvues : NRC Severity Levels range from 1 to 4, 1 being most significant.

The actual NRC definitions are: Severity Level 3 - violations arc cause for significant

regulatory concern; Severity Level 4 • Violations are less serious but are of more than

minor concern; i.e., if left uncorrected, they could lead to a more serious regulatory

violation. Examples: SL 3- Failure to control access to radioactive materials, failure to

report misadministration of therapeutic dose to patient; SL 4 - Isolated failure to review

quality management program Involving therapeutic uses, use of improperly calibrated

equipment. iVo VA has tver been diedfor aSL I or 2 violation.

We have no reason to believe VA violations are no diflerenl from other licensees.

VA incidence rates ofSL 3 type violations are less than that of the Department of the

Navy, a comparable class of licenses; few other license classes arc structured similarly to

the VA - i.e. medium nuclear medicine and small research programs

Additional Comments
• A'o VA has ever been cited by NRCfor human research violations.
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NRC Notices of Violation (NOVs)

per VA Facility Inspection

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

0.50

0.00

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Data; CY 1934 1995 1996 1997 1998

Inspaction* 38 48 36 38 41

NOVa 86 43 19 25 27

NOVa/lnap. 2 26 0.90 0.50 0.66 066
Severity Level 3 rate 0 03 0 02 0.03 0.08 002

ONOVs/lnsp.

B Escalated Enf.



DEPARTMENT OF
VETERANS AFfAIRS

Memorandum
May 19, 199S

Prognm Diiector. Nuclear Medicine Service, Diaguosdc Services SHC < 1 1 SB)

Fact Sheet, Clinical Research with Radioactive Materials

(1 1) ATT: T. Hotelian, M.D.

1

.

Attached it a fact sheet that may be assistive to both medical tod non-medical staff

especially manacetneat in uodeistandiag:

• the disiidctioa between ruearcb and the scope of medical practice

inchidiog dlinical use ofladtoisotopei

• the various VA approval processes when DodetTsking dinicil research with

radioacilvd maieriafs.

2. The on-going brouhaha at the Philadelphia VA and past allegacians and innuendo
Rgirding impropar expeiimeatailon with tadioaciive materials has clearly demonstmted that

some guidance afl4 leiecence materials wouldbe helpful to die field.

3. IhBve-cliciilitBdthisloboththeReseaichSeivice-TlmothyGcmty, PIlD. and
Publie Health andEnviionmeotil Hazards -Ndl Olchin, M.D. and received their oommencs
end eoncurteoce.

4.

I Bin uninftiniied regardiog any new or continuing ccmeenu that (he release of this

bsae paper might mfitseaceKorapronuse.

5 . QariBcaiinns may be diracted to me at (734)761-7883.

ATTrl
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^

THE OirAXTMENT OT VETERANS AITAnu .
* .

1. BacksrvuS
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I
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CHAPTER 9. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN
SUBIECTS IN RESURCH

901 INTRODUCTION

The recent publication of the Federal Poh'cy for the Protection of Human Subjects (56

FR 26001-32, Jwie 18, 1991) meets' a widely recognized need for imifoimity among
. Federal dep^ments and agencies in ensuring protection of the rights and welfare of
individuals involved as subjects of research under Federal auspices. This policy is a
result of several years effort to formulate a uniform policy that urauld eliminate

mnecessary regxilation and promote increased understanding arid ease of compliance by
institutions, organizations, and in^vidiials who conduct Federally supported or regulated

research inrahrlng human subjects.

9.02 PURPOSE

This chapter implements 3a' CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 16. The policies and

procedures set forth in this chapter supersede all previous VA (Department of Veterans
Affairs) directives related to the protection of human subjects in research.

9.03 POUCY

a. VA is one of the 16 departments and agencies that have agreed to follow the

Federal Policy for the Protection of Human Subjects, effective August 19, 1681. This

policy is incorporated in 38 CFR 16.

b. With the exception of categories listed in appendix 9A, the provisions of this

chapter apply to all research invol'ving human subjects conducted completely or partially

in VA facilities, including research funded from extra-VA sources and research

conducted without dinct funding.

c. bivestigatois receiving support from such Federal agencies as the National

Institutes of Health must meet the human subjects requirements of the funding source.

However, since these agencies are alM regulated by the Federal Policy for the

Protection of Human Subjects, their human subjects requirements will not differ

importantly from theTequirements expressed in this chapter.

9.04 'definitions

The following terms, deflned in 36 CFR 10.12, are deHned mere specifically for the

purposes of this dupter

a. Legally Authorized RepreseutatiTa. A legally authorized ^resentative means an

individuii or fudeial or other body authorized under applicable law to consMt on behalf

of a prospective st^ject to the subject 's participation in the piocedure(s) involved in the

research. For the purposes' of this chapter, a ’legally authorized representative'

includes not o^ persons appointed as health care agents toider DPAHC (Dunble Powers

of Attorney for Health Cart), court appointed guardians of the person but also next-

of-to in the follow^ order of prioritr-

(1) Spouse.

(2) Adult child (16 yean of age or older).

9-1
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(3) Parent.

(4) Adult sibling (18 years of age or older).

b. Human Subject. The definition of human subject provided in the Federal Policy is

expanded to include investigators, technicians, and other assisting investigators, when
they serve in a 'subject* role by being observed, manipulated, or sampled.

c. IRB (institutional review board). IRB is* defined in the Federal Policy as an
institutional review board established in eccord with and for the purposes expressed in

this policy. For the purposes of this chapter, the Subcommittee on Human Studies of the
Research and Development Comniittee constitutes an IRB. Therefore, IRB will be used
to refer to either the Subcommittee on human Studies and any affiliated university IRB
that may service a VA facility.

.9.0s AUTHORITY

a. Statutory provldons for. protection of VA patient rights: 38 U.S.C. (United States
Code) Sections 7331 through 7334.

b. VA regulations pertaining to protection of patient lights: 38 CFR Sections 17.34

and 17.34a.

e. VA regulations pertaining to rights and welfare of patients participating in

research: 38 CFR 16 (Federal Policy for the Protection of humw Subjects).

. d. DHHS (Department of Health and Human Setvicesl mgulatioM pertaining to rights

and welfare of patients participating in research supported by DHHS: 45 CFR 46.

e. FDA fFood and Drug Administrationi regulations pertaining to rights and welfare
of patients participating ^ research involving investigational drugs and devices: 21 CFR
parts SO and 56.

'

9.06 RESEARCH EXEMPT FROM IKE PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER

a. Exempt categories. Research activities in which the only involvement of human
subjects will be in one or more of the minimal risk categories listed in appendix 9A of

this chapter are exempt from the requirements of this chapter. An IRB must approve
the exempt status.

b. Detemninatton of exemption. An investigator wishing to have a research proposal

exempted from IRB review shall present a request in writing, along wjth the research

proposal, to the R&D (Research and Development) Committee. The request will be
justified by showing that the proposed reseai^ falls into one or more of &e categories

listed in appendix BA.

. c. Documentation of Research mid PeveloTOent Committee action. The Research
and Development Committee or its designee shall review all requests for exemption in a

timely manner, record its decision along with the basis of the decision, and communicate
the decision in writing to the Investigator.

9.07 MEDICAL CENTER RESPONSDSIUTIES

a. Establishing an IRB. Every VA medical center shall either

(1) Have or establidi an IRB (Subcommittee on Human Studies).

9-2
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(2) Arrange . for securing the services of a Subcommittee on Human Studies from
another VA facility, including the Easteco and Western R&O Offices.

i3) Arrange for securing the services of an IRB established by an affiliated medical or
dental school:

(a) If the medical center chooses to use the services of an affiliated university IRB,
VA interests will be adequately represmted, usually by the inclusion of at least one VA
employee with scientific etqiertise on the IRB.

(14 An IRB established by an affiliated medical or dental school must agree to comply
with the provisions of 38 CTO 16.

(c) When VA utiliies an IRB established by an affiliated medical or dental school, the
informed consent forms that will be used by prospective veteran-subjects must include a
statement in compliance with paragraph 2a(12) of appendix 9C.

bu Operatint an niB . Every VA medical center will provide (if needed) meeting space
and ^ficient staff to support the IRB's review and record keeping duties. The
authorities and responsibilities of IRB's are described in paragraph 9.09.

9.08 IRB COMPOSITION

a. Niimbcr and (Qualification of Members

(t) Each IRB will have at least flve members, with varying backgrounds to promote
complete and adequate review of research activities commonly conducted fay the
medical center.

(a) The IRB will be sufficiently qualified through the experience and expertise of its

members, and the diversity of the members, including consideration of:

1. Race.

2. Gender.

2. Cultural backgrounds.

4.
' Sensitivity to cortunmity issues and/or community attitudes.

04 The IRB wiU:

1. Promote respect for its advice and counsel in safeguarding the ri^ts and welfare
oflnanan subjects.

2. Possess the professional competence necessary to review specific research

activities.

(2) The IRB, to be able to ascertain the acceptability of proposed research in terms of

medical center commitments uxl policies, applicable law, and standards of professional

conduct and practice, will, therefore, include persons Imowledgeable in these areas.

b. Croi9 Heterogeneity

(1) Every nondisctiminatoiy effort will be made to ensure that no IRB consists

9-3
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entirely of men or entirely of women, including the medical center's consideration of
qualified persons of both sexes, so long as no selection is made to the IRB on the basis of
gender.

(2] No IRB may consist entirely of members of one profession.

c. SdentificAionscientlfic Members

(1) Each IRB will include at least one member whose primary concerns:

(a) Are in scientiHc areas.

(b) Are in nonscientific areas.

(2) These members will be selected primarily to reflect the values of the community
with respect to the rights and welfare of human research subjects.

(3) To serve as part of the IRB, it is recommended that members of the community be
considered, such as:

(a) Clergypersons.

(b) Attorneys.

(c) Representatives of legally recognised veterans organizations.

(d) Practicing physicians.

d. Noo-VA Members. Each IRB will include at least one member who is not otherwise

affiliated with the medical center and who is not part of the immediate family of a

person who is affiliated with the medical center.

c. Conflict of Interest. No IRB may have a member participate in the IRB's initial or

continuing review of any project in vMch the member has a conflicting interest, except

to provide information requested by the IRB.

f. Ad Hoc Meinbers. An IRB may, in its discretion, invite individuals with

competence in fecial areas to assist in the review of issues which require expertise

beyond or in addition to that available on the IRB. These individuals may not vote with

the IRB.

9.09 IRB AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBIUTIES

a. IRB Authority and Review Criteria. An IRB will review and have authority to

approve, require modifications in (to secure approval), or disapprove all research
' activities covered by this chapter, b order to approve research governed by this policy

the IRB will determine that all of the following requirements are satisfied:

(1) Minimization of Rislcs. Risks to subjects are minimized:

(a) By nsing procedures which are consistent with sound research design and which do

isot unnecess^y erqwse subjects to risk, and

(b) Whenever appropriate, by using procedures already being performed on the

subjects (or diagnostic or treatment purposes.

9-4
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p) Reasonable Rislc/benefit Ratio. Risks to subjects are reasonable in relation to
anticipated beneflts, if any, to subjects, and the importance of the knowledge that may
reasonably be expected to result.

(a) In evaluating risks and benefits, the IRB should consider, only those risks and
benefits that may result fnm the research (as distinguished from risks and benefits of
therapy subjects would receive even if not participating in the research).

(b) The IRB should not consider possible lo^-range effects of applying loiowledge
gahi^ in the research (for example, the possible effects of the research on pubUc
policy) as among those research risks that fall within the purview of its responsibiUty.

(3) Equitable Selection of Subjects. Selection of subjects is equitable. In making this

assessment, the IRB should take into account the purposes of the research and the
setting in which the research will be conducted and slwuld be particularly cognizant of
the fecial problems of research involving vulnerable populations, such as:

(a) Childicn;

(b) Prisoners;

fc) Pregnant women;

(d) Mentally disabled persons; or

(e) Economically or educationally disadvantaged persons.

(4) Securing Informed Consent. Informed consent will be sou^t from each
prospective subject or the subject's legally authorized representative, in accordance
with, and to the extent refused by appendix 9C.

(5) Oocinaentiiig bfonned Consent. Informed consent will be appropriately
documented, in accordance with and to the extent required by paragraph 9.11b.

(6) Monitarlni Safety. When appropriate, the research plan makes adequate provision

for nxmitoting me data collected to ensure the safety of subjects.

(7) Pifvacy and ConfidentUity, When ^ropriete, there are adequate provisions to

protect the privacy of subjects and to maintain the confidentiality of the data.

(B) hotectioe of TulncraUc Sdbjects. IRB will ensure that additional safeguards have
been included in the study to protect the welfare of subjects likely to be vulnerable to

coercion or undue influence, such as:

(a) CUldten;

M Pzimeis;

(c) Pngnant women;

(d) Mentally disabled persons; or

(e) Economically or educationally dsadvantaged persons.

9-5
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b. Notifying Investigators

-(1 ) An IRB will notify investigators and the R&D Committee in writing of its decision
to approve or disapprove the proposed research activity, or of modifications required to
secure IRB approval of the resear^ activity.

(2) If the IRB decides to disapprove a research activity, it will include in its written
notification a statement of the reasons for its 'decision arid give the investigator an
opportunity to respond in person or in writing.

c. Maintaining Written Procedures for Operations. An IRB will follow written
procedures;

(1 ) For conducting its Initial and continuing review of research and for reporting its

findings and actions to the investigator and the R&D Committee.

(2 ) For determining which projects require review more often than annually and which
projects need verification from sources other than the investigators that no material
changes have occurred since previous IRB review; and

(3) For ensuring prompt reporting to the IRB of proposed changes in a research
activity, and for ensuring that such changes in approved research, during the period for

which IRB approval has already been given, may not be initiated without IRB review and
approval except when necessary to eliminate apparent immediate hazard to the subject.

d. Maintaining Written Procedures for Reporting Noncompliance. An IRB will

prescribe written procedures for ensuring prompt reporting by investigators to the IRB,
appropriate medical center officials, and appropriate VA Central Office officials for

(1) Any unanticipated problems involving risks to human subjects or others;

(2) Any instance of serious or continuing noncompliance with this policy or the

requirements or determinations of the IRB; and

(3) Suspension or termination of IRB approval.

'

e. Obtaining a Quorum for Review. Except when an expedited review procedure is

used (see par. 9.l0),the IRB will review proposed resear& at convened meetings at

which a majority of the members are present, including at least one member whose
primary concerns are in nonscientific areas. In order for the research to be approved, it

will receive the approval of a majority of those members present at the ineetiiig.

f. Monitoring Ongoii^ Projects. An IRB Aall conduct continuing review of research
covered by this policy at intervals appropriate to the degree of risk, but not less than

once per year, and will have authority to observe or have a third party observe the

consent process and its research.

g. Mooitoring IRB Records

(1) Necessary Documentation. A medical center, or when appropriate an IRB, shall

prepare and maintain adequate documentation of IRB activities, including the following:
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(a) Proposals and evaluations. Copies of all research proposals reviewed, scientific

evaluations, if any, that accompany the proposals, approved sample consent documents,
progress reports submitted by investigators, and reports of injuries to subjects.

(b) Minutes. Minutes of IRB meetings which will be in sufficient detail to show:

1. Attendance at the meetings;

2. Actions taken by the IRB;

3. The vote on these actions including the number of members voting for, against, and
alstaining;

4. The basis for requiting changes in or disapproving research; and

5. A written summary of the discussion of controverted issues and their resolution.

(c) Oneoine review. Records of continuing review activities.

(d) CorresDondenee. Copies of all correspondence between the IRB and the
investigator.

(e) Membership list

1. A list of IRB members identified sufficiently to describe each member's chief

anticipated contributions to IRB deliberations, such as:

g. Name.

b. Earned degrees.

£. Representative capacity.

i Indications of experience such as board certirications, licenses, etc.

2. employment or other relationship between each member and the medical
cmter be noted, for example:

£. Full-time employee.

h Part-time employee.

£. Member of governing panel or board.

d. Paid or raqiaid consultant.

(I) Procedures. Written procedures for conducting reviews, monitoring ongoing

projects, and identifying and reporting problems with regard to compliance with the

provisians of this chapter.

(g) Nw findings . Statements of significant new findings provided to subjects, as

required by paragraph 2b(5) of appendix 9C.
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(2J Record retention

(a) The records required will be retained in accordance with VHA's Records Control
Schedule 10-1.

(b) All records will be accessible for inspection and copying by authorized
representatives of VA at reasonable times and in a reasonable manner.

1.10 KB RESPONSIBILITIES AND EXPEDITED REVIEW

a. Circumstances for Expedited Review. An KB may use the expedited review
procedure to review either or both of the following:

(1) EUrible categories. Any of the categories of research appearing in appendix SB
and foimd by the R&D Committee to involve no more than minimal risk.

(2) Aporoval of minor ehanaes . Minor changes in previously approved research during

the period (of 1 year or less) fqr which approval is authorized.

b. Procedures. Under an expedited review procedure, the review may be carried out
by the IRB chairperson or by one or more experienced reviewers designated by the

chairperson from among members of the KB.

(1) In reviewing the research, the reviewers may exercise all of the authorities of the

KB except that the reviewers may rut disapprove the research.

(2] A research activity may be disapproved only after review in accordance with the
run-expedited procedure.

c. Record Keeping. Each KB which uses an expedited review procedure will adopt a

method for keeping all members advised of research proposals which have been approved
under the procedure.

'

1.11 INVESTIGATOR RESPONSKIUTIES

a. Obtaining Informed Consent. Investigators wishing to involve human beings as

subjects in research covered by this chapter will obtain legally effective informed
consent of the subject or the subject's legally authorized representative. The basic

clonents of informed consent are listed in appendix SC.

h. Documenting Informed Consent

(1) Written consent form. Except as provided fa subparagraph 2b(3), mfotmed consent
will be documented by fae use of a written coruen't form and signed iy the subject or the
subject's legally authorized representative.. The original signed consent form must
remain in the imtient's chart and copies must be retained in the experimental/research
file latder conditions of eofidentiaiity.

(2) Two alternatives . Except as provided fa subparagraph 2b(3), the consent form may
be cither of the following:

(a) Written conseiit document . A written consent document that embodies the

elonents of informed consent required by appendix 9C. NOTE: VA Form 10-1086, VA
Research Consent Form, shall be used to meet these requirements. VA Form 10-1086,
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may be read to the subject or the subject's lesally authorized representative, but in any
event, the investigator will give either the subject or the representative adequate
opportunity to read it before it is signed; or

(b) Written consent document fshort forml. A short form written consent document
stating that the elements of informed consent required by appendix 9C have been
presented orally to the subject's legally authorized representative. When this method is

used, there will be a witness to the oral presentation. process includes the
following:

1. The IRB will approve a written summary of what is to be said to the subject or the
representative.

2. Oily the short form itself is to be signed by the subject or the representative.

3. The witness will sign both the dmrt form and a copy of the summary, and the
person actually obtaining consent will sign a copy of the summary.

4. A copy of the summary will be given to the subject or the representative, in
addition to a copy of the short form.

(3) Waiver of reouirement . An IRB may waive the requirement for the investigator to
obtain a signed consent form for some or all subjects if it finds either

(a) That the only record linking the subject atrd the research would be the consent
document and the principal risk would be potential harm resulting from a breach of-

confidentiality. Each subject will be asked whether the subject wants documentation
linking the subject with the research, and the subject's wishes will govern: or

(b) That the research prtsents no more than minimal risk of harm to subjects and
involves no procedures for which written consent is normally required outside of the
research context. In cases in which the documentation requirement is waived, the IRB
may require the investigator to provide subjects with a written statement regarding
research. (Approved by the Office of Management aiui Budget under Cmtrol Number
9999-0020.)

9.U RESEARCH OKHUMAN SUBJECTS WITH SURROGATE CONSENT

a. Policy. Under appropriate conditions, investigators may obtain informed consent
from the legally authorized representative of patients (surrogate consent).

(1) Such consent may be obtained iMt only from health care agent appointed by the
patient in a DPAHC or similar docwient, court-appointed guardiaxu of the person but
also from next-of-kin in the following order of priority;

(a) Spouse.

(b) Adult child (18 years of age or older).

(c) Parent.

(d) Adult sibling (18 years of age or older),
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' (2) Such consent may be requested and accepted only vdien the prospective research
participant is incompetent as determined by two VA physicians, after appropriate
medic^ evaluation and there is little or no likelihood that the patient will regain
competence within a reasonable period of time, or as established by a legal
determination.

(3) This policy is. designed to protect patients from' exploitation and harm and, at the
same time, make it possible to conduct essential research on problems that are unique to

patients who are incompetent (e.g., a study of treatinent options for comatose patients

can only be done with incompetent aubjects}.

b. Criteria for tRB Approval. Before incompetent persons may be considered for
participation in any VA research, the iRB must find that the proposed research meets all

of the following conditions;

(1) Only incompetent patients suitable . Competent persons are not suitable for the
proposed research The investigator must demonstrate to the IRB that there is a
compelling reason to include incompetent individuals or subjects. Incompetent persons
must not be subjects in research simply because they are readily available.

(2) Favorable tisk/benefit ratio . The proposed research entails no significant risks, or
if the research presents some probability of harm, there must be at least a greater
probability of direct benefit to the participant. Incompetent people will not be subjects
of research vdiich imposes a risk of injury unless that research is intended to benefit the
subject and the probability of beneht is greater than the probability of harm.

(3) Voluntary participation. Although Incompetent to provide informed consent, some
patients may resist participating in a research protocol approved by their

representatives. Under no circumstances may subjects be forced or coerced to

participate.

(4) Well-informed representatives . Procedures have been devised to assure that
participants' representatives are well-informed regarding their roles and obligations to

protect incompetent subjects. Health care agents (appointed under DPAHC's) and
next-of-kin or guardiaiu must be given descriptions of both proposed research studies

and the obligations orf patients' representatives. They must be told that their obligation

is to try to determine v^at the subject would do if competent, or if the subject's wishes
caiuwt be determined, what they think is in the incorhpetent person's best interests.

c. IRB Procedure. The IRB shall make a determination in writing of each of the
criteria listed in B.lZb. If these criteria arc met, the IRB may approve'the inclusion of
incompetent subjects in research projects on the basis of informed consent from
authorized representatives or next-of-1^ as described in 8.U a(l).

9.13 PA'YMENT OF SUBjECTS

a. Policy. VA policy prohibits paying patients to participate in research when the

research is an integral part of a patient's medical care and when it makes no special

demands on the patient beyond those of medical care. Payment may be permitted, with
prior approval of the IRB, in the following circumstances:

9-10
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(1) No direct subject benefit . When the study to be perfonned is not directly
intended to enhance the diagnosis or treatment of the medical condition for whi^ the
volunteer subject is being treated, and «d>en the standard of practice in affiliated,

ndh-VA institutions is to pay patients in this situation. .

(2) Others being paid . In multi-institution studies, vdiere patients at a collaborating
non-VA institution arc to be paid for the same participation in the same study at the
same cate proposed.

(3) Comparable situations. In other comparable situations fai which, in the opinion of
the IRfi, payment of patient volunteers is appropriate.

b. Procedure. Prospective investigators «dio wish to -pay research subjects shall

indicate in their proposal the justiHcation for such payment with reference to the
criteria listed and. in addition, shall:

(1) Substantiate that proposed payments are reasonable and commensurate with the
expected contributions of the subject:

(2) State the terms of the subject participation agreement and the amount of
payment in the informed consent form; and

(3) Substantiate that subject payments are fair and appropriate, and that they do not
constitute (or appear to constitute) undue pressure on the veteran patient to voluiteer
for the research study.

c. Committees. R&D Committees and IRBs shall review all proposals involving the
payment of subjects (in excess of reimbursement for travel) in the light of the policies in

this chapter.

4. Research Offices. The research office shall ensure that IRB-approved payment to

subjects is made from 'medical and prosthetic research funds* (including Gmeral Post
fw^).

9.14 USE OF VA RECORDS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

a. TA personnel are bound by all legal and ethical requirements to protect the rights

of R&D Ejects, including the confidentiality of information that can be identified ^th
apeison.

b. VA personnel may obtain and use for approved RAD purposes medicaL technical,

'

and administrative records from other VA facilities as well as those availalde locally.

Requests for records from other facilities must be approved by the RAD Committee and
the facility Director before being submitted to the appropriate RAD service director in

VA Cati^ Office.

e. Persons not eniployed by the VA can only be given access to medical and other VA
records for RAD purposes within the legal restrictions imposed ^ such laws as the

Privacy Act of 1974, and 38 UB.C. Requests for such use must be sulnnitted to the

AsCMD/RAD (Associate Chief Medical Director for Research and Development) in VA
Central Office at least 60 days before access is desired. Requests for information filed

pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act ordinarily re^re a response within 10
working days. Agency iraplementmg guidelines and policy must be adhered to when such
requests are received so that a timely reply can be made.
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I.IS INVESTIGATIONAL DRUGS IN RESEARCH WITH HUMAN SUBJECTS

- a. The use of drugs in research must be carried out in a responsible manner.

(1) The use of controlled substances, such u narcotics and barbiturates, requires even
more stringent monitoring.

(2) The storage and security procedures for drugs used in research shall follow all

Federal rules, regulations, and laws regarding controls and safety that pertain in
ordinaiy clinical situations. Such procedures apply u well to drugs used for animal
studies in basic research.

b. An investigational drug for clinical use is one for which a sponsor has filed an IND
(Investigational New Drug) application with, and which has been approved by, the FDA.

(1) The tse of an investigational drug in clinical research must be conducted
according to a protocol approved by the Subcommittee on Human Studies and the R&D
Conunittee of the VA medical center.

p) The principal investigator of an investigational drug study is responsible for

secnring the informed written consent of each patient subject on VA Form 10-1086 in

compliance with the procedures described in paragraph 0.11. The original of the signed
informed coiuent form, VA Form 10-1086, will be filed in the patient's medical record.

(3) A VA Form 10-9012, Investigational Drug Information Record, must be completed
by tte principal investigator and monitored by the R&D Conunittee.

(a) The original of this form will be kept on file in Pharmacy Service as a part of the

stu^ protocol.

(b) A copy for each patient, with the appropriate patient identification, will be filed

inttepatient'smedicalrecord.

(4) The principal investigator is also responsible for furnishing a copy of the approved
protoral to the Chief, Pharmacy Service, of the VA medical center involved in the study.

c When the Subcommittee on Human Studies and the R&D Committee approve the

research study employing .an investigational drug, . VA Form 10-1223, Report of
Subooounittee on Human Studies, vhll be prepued with copies forwa^ed to the
investigator and to the Chief, Pharmacy Service. The original will be placed in the

protocol file in the medical center's Research Office.

(1) The principal investigator will be responsible for obtaining the investigational drug
from the manufacturer and delivering it or having '

it delivered, with proper
identification, in accordance with FDA regulations (21 CFR 312) to the custody of the

Chief, Pharmacy Service.

. (2) The investigational drug will be ordered from Pharmacy Service on a properly

con^leted VA Form lO-2577f, Prescriptioo Form, signed by an authorised presctiber

registered with the Chief, Pharmacy Service.

I-U
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d The date contained in VA Form 10-9012 will tetve as a protocol abstract ud a
copy of this form will be forwarded by Pharmacy Service for indusion in the individual
medical record each time a patient is entered in the study.

. c. Prior to dispensing an Investigational drug, Phamiacy Service will verify that an
informed consent form, VA Form 10-108S, has been signed. Such verification shall be
made by review of the consent forth in the Pharmacy Service.

(1) The principal investigator must send Pharmacy Service a copy of this form for
each patient entered in the study.

(2) Each time the drug is issued to laboratory personnel for use in laboratory studies,

a written autboriaation signed by the principal Inivestigator is required

(3) The principal investigator must inform the CUef, Pharmacy Service, and the R&D
Conunittee when a study Involving investigational drugs has been terminated and must
direct _in writing the disposition of any remaining drug. M-2, part VII, ’Pharmacy
Service,’ was published for the compliance of all concerned; chapter 6 provides
information on ’Research and Investigational Drugs.’

f. hi the late stages of a drug's investigation, and in certain limited situations, the

drug truy be used as a humanitarian act outside the regular protocol in individual cases.

(1) far such cases, patients must become participants in the research protocol (21 CFR
S0.3(g]) and an emergency life-threatening situation must necessitate the use of the

drug (21 CFR S0.23(a)).

(2) Use of an investigational drug as a humanitarian act requires:

(a) Separate authorization from the Chief Medical Director for each patient outside

the protocol (M-2, pt, I, ch. 3, par. 3.03b);

(b) The filing of VA Form 10-9012 with the Chief, Pharmacy Service; and

(c) A report, to the facility Human Studies Subcommittee within 6 days (21 CFR
t6.10t(c)).

NOTE^ Further details eonceming such use oj an investigational drug appear in M-2.
part I, chapter 3.

g. hi the case of a VA Cooperative Study employing investigational drugs, the

Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research Pharmacy at the VA Medical Center,

Albuquerque, NM, will prepare the investigational Drug biformation Record which will

list the name, address, and Social Security number of the study chairperson as it appears

on VA Form 10-1436, Research and Development Information System Project Data
Sheet.

(1) After the investigational Drug hifotmation Record has been signed by the

participating investigator, one copy wiU be sent to the Chief, Pharmacy Service, of the

Participating Investigator's VA medical center and one copy will be included in the

protocol maintained in the medical center's Research Office.
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(2) The Chief, Pbaimacy Service, of the participating investigator's VA medical
center will also receive a copy of FDA Form 1671, Investigational New Drug Application
(IND), a copy of the IND letter from the FDA, and FDA Form 1572, Statement of the
Investigator, for the respective participating investigator from the Cooperative Studies
Program Clinical Reseai^ Phaimacy.

(3) A copy of the ’Report of Subcommittee oii Human Studies* indicating the
approval of the study must also be forwarded from the local Research Office to the
appropriate Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Center assisting the study.

h. The Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research Pharmacy tvill be responsible
for obtaining the investigational drug and for distributing it to &e Chief, Pharmacy
Service, of each authorized participating VA medical center.

i. The Pharmacy Service of each participating VA medical center will maintain
records on the investigational drug dispensed and wUl mahe arrangements in accordance
with applicable VA and FDA regulations for disposition of the unused drug when its
participation in the cooperative study is terminated.

j. When a new drug or device is considered investigational, the full range of side
effects, adverse reactions, and complications associated with it are unloiown. When an
investigational new drug or device is to be used with human subjects, the manufacturer
develops a detailed statement or investigational protocol of:

(1) How the testing is to be accomplished;

(2) What the human volimteer is to be told about the nature of the research;

(2) Beneflts from participation in the research;

(3) The risks and complications which may arise from the research, and

(4) What are the alternatives to participation.

k. Indemnification Agreements. Because, as with all research, there may be a risk of
inju^ or adverse reaction, the manufacturer will sometimes offer to indemnify the VA
medical center at vMch the testing is to be conducted and the VA investigator who
conducts the testing in order to induce their cooperation and participation.

(1) The General Counsel's opinion is that the indemnification agreements that are
commonly used in such situations usually do httle more than restate the common law
rule of indenmity. Rarely does the m'ainjfacturer's indemnificaQon Jiield the
Investigator or participating VA medical center from liability or serve to act as an
insurer.

(2) Without some compelling reason, the VA will not enter into these types of
indemnification agreements.

(3) If there is a compelling reason, execution of the agreement requires the express
approval of the General Counsel
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(a) Such agreements and their supporting documents must be forwarded to the
Cmeral Counsel's Office in VA Central Office for review and approval prior to their
execution.

(b) Supporting documentation should include, but not be limited to:

1. Local VA Medical Center Research and Oevelopnient Committee approval;

2. Human Studies Subcommittee approval;

3. The protocol which both bo^es reviewed;

4. Data supplied by the manufacturer, and

5. Other materials necessary for the General Counsel to render a determination.

9.16 VA/FOA MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

a. There is a Memorandum of Understanding between the VA and the FDA. It was
negotiated in order to facilitate communication and encourage effective cooperation
between the agencies in the area of clinical research .with investigational new drugs,
including biological and medical devices, a^ to acconunodate FDA site visits to Human
Studies Subcommittees at VA facilities.

b. In 1977, in respoiue to a congressional directive, FDA developed a program to
assure the quality of biological research data intended to support the approval of new
drugs, biolo^cal, and medical devices. The main objectives of this program are to:

(1)

Assure protection of human subjects participating in the research;

(Z) Assess, through audit procedures, whether data submitted to FDA in specific
studies ate valid; and

(3) Determine whether clinical investigators and Human Studies Subcommittees or
IRBs (Institutional Review Boards) are complying with the regulations. NOTE: FDA has
applied the same standards of performance to Federal institutions and Government
employees that it has applied to private industry.

c. The following procedures have been adapted by VA and FDA:

(1) FDA will notify the medical center Director at the VA medical center whenever a
clinical investigator or Human Studies Subconunittee IRB is to be in^cted so that
suitable arrangements for the inspection may be made.

(2) VA will facilitate access to administrative records and patient medical records
associated with any investigational new drug and device research subject to FDA
regulations and will also provide copies of those records upon the official request of an
FDA investigator. Access to these records is authorized under the Mvacy Act of 1974
(6 UB.C. 6S2a(b)(3) and (7)) and the VA confidentiality statutes (38 U.S.C. 5701(b)(3),

S70S(b)(iHC), and 7332(b)(2)(B)).

(3) VA win review internal guidelines for clinical research with investigational new
drugs and medical devices to assure that VA guidelines are cfonsistent with FDA
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regulations for the conduct and reporting of investigational studies. Such review will
alM be conducted with legard to VA Human Studies Subcommittee IRB procedures.

(4) FDA will promptly advise the VA. through the liaison officer, of any violative
nndings resulting from investigations into the performance of clinical investigators or
Human Studies Subcommittees IRBs associated with the VA.

(5) Following the inspection. FDA will foiwaid to the VA liaison officer and the VA
medical center Director a copy of any post-inspection correspondence to the clinical

investigator or Human Stupes Subcommittee IRB Cbaiipeison resulting from the
inspection. Upon request. FDA will send to the VA liaison officer copies of specific
inaction reports and renews pertaining to VA clinical investigators and Human Sttidies

Subcommittees IRB inspections.

(6) In accordance with 21 CFR 20.6$. VA agrees to maintain the confidentiality of
any information from an FDA open investigatory file provided to VA under this

agreement.

(7) FDA recognises that disclosure of information obtained from VA records is

subject to restrictions under the Privacy Act of 1974 ami the VA confidentiality

statutes. FDA personnel having access to drug, alcohol, and siclcle ceU anemia
treatment records subject to the confidentiality provisions of 38 U.S.C. 7332 are not
pennitted to redisclose patient identities, directly or indirectly, in any manner in any
report or audit doctiments vdtich are created in accordance with this agreement.
Violations of 38 U.S.C. 7332 may result in the imposition of fines and other adverse
consequences.
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CATEGORIES OF EXEMPT RESEARCH

Research actl'vities in which the only Involvement of human subjects will be in one or
more of the following categories, are exempt from review by VA (Department of
Veterans Affairs) Subcommittees on Human Studies and other IRB's (Institutional

Review BoanQ us^ by VA invesUgators:

1. Research conducted In established or commonly accepted educational settings,
involving normal educational practices, such as:

a. Research on regular and special education instructional strategies, or

b. Research on the effectiveness of or the comparison among instructional
techniques, curricula, or classfoom management methods.

2. Research Imolving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude,
achievement) survey procedures, interview procedures or observation or public
behavior, unless:

a. Information obtained is recorded In such a manner that human subjects can be
identifled, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects; and

b. Any disclosure of the human subjects' responses outside the research could
reasonably place the subjects at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the
subjects' nnsneial standing, employability or reputation.

3. Research involving the use of educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude,
achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures or observation of public
behavior that is iwt exempt under paragraid: 2, if:

a. The human subjects are elected or appointed public officials or candidates for

public office, or

b. Federal statute(t) require(s) without exception that the confidentiality of the

personally identifiable information will be maintained throughout the research and
thereafter.

4. Research involving the coQection or study of existing date, documents, records,

pathologicel specimens, or diapostlc specimens, if these sources are publicly available

or if the information is recorded by the investigator in such a maimer that subjects

cannot be identified, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects.

5. Research and demonstration projects wddeh are conducted by or subject to the

approval of department or agency beads, and which are designed to study, evaluate, or
otherwise examine:

a. Public benefit or service programs.

b. Procedures for obtaining benefits or services under those programs.

c. Possible changes in or alternatives to those programs or jnoce&res.
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d. Possible changes in methods or levels or payment for benefits or services under
those programs. NOTE: This exemption was not originally intended for research
conducted in a hospital setting. Although included in the exemption list, VA policy
requires that prior approval of its use be approved by the Associate Chief Medical
Director for Research and Development (12).

6. Taste and food quality evaluation and consumer acceptance studies:

a. If wholesome foods without chemical additives are consumed, or

b. If a food Is consumed that contains a food ingredient at or below the level of
safety and for a use found to be safe, or agricultural chemical or environmental
contaminant at or below a level found to be safe, by the Food and Drug Administration

. or approved by the Environmental Protection Agency or the Food Safety and Inspection
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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ACTIVmES APPROPRIATE FOR EXPEDITED REVIEW

NOTE: Research that requires any imasive procedure (with the exception of the
procedures described in paragraph 4) is regarded as involving more than minimal
and hence is not appropriate for expedited review.

NOTE: Expedited review may be used for minor changes in previously approved
research during the period for which approval is ^thorited.

Activities appropriate tor e:q)e(Uted review are:

1. Collection of:

a. Hair and nail clippings, in a nondisfigoiing manner,

b. Deciduous teeth; and

c. Permanent teeth if patient care indicates a need for extraction.

2. Collection of excreta and external secretions including:

a. Sweat;

b. Uncannulated saliva;

c. Placenta removed at delivery; and

d. Amniotlc fluid at the time of rupture of the membrane prior to or during labor.

9. Recording of data from subjects 19 years of age or older using noninvasive
procedures routinely employed in clinical practice. ThiS’ includes the use of physical
sensors that are applied either to the surface of the body or at a distance and do not
involve input of matter or significant amounts of energy into the subject or an invasion

of the subject’s privacy. It alw includes such procedures as:

a. Weighing;

'b. Testing sensory acuity;

e. Electrocardiogrqdiy;

d. Electroencephalographr,

a. Tbetmography;

f. Detection of naturally occurring radioactivity;

g. Diagnostic echograplir. and

h. ectroretinography.

NOTE: It does not include exposure to electromagnetic radiation outside the visible

range (for examplei X-rays, microwaves).
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4. Collection of blood sam^es fay venipuncture, in amounts not exceeding 4S0
miUilitets in an 8-week period and no more than two times per week, from subjects 18
years of age or older and who are in good health and not pregnant.

8. Collection of both supra- and subgingival dental plaque and calculus, provided the
procedure is iwt more invasive than routine prophylactic scaling of teeth and the
process is accomplished in accordance vdth accepted prophylactic techniques.

6. Voice recordings made for research purposes such as investigations, of speech
defects.

7. Moderate exercise by healthy valimteers.

8. The study of existing:

a. Data:

b. Doewnents;

c. Records;

d. Pathological qiecimens: or

e Diagnostic specimens.

0. Research on individual or group behavior or characteristics of individuals, such as:

a. Studies on perception;

b. Cognition;

c Game theory; or

d. Test development, where the investigator does not manipulate subjects' behavior
and the research will hot involve stress to subjects.

10. Research on drugs or devices for which an investigational new drug exemption or
an investigational de^e exemption is not required.
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PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING INFORMED CONSENT

1. No investigator may involve a human being as a subject in research unles
investigator has obtained the legally effective informed consent of the subject t

subject'slegally authoiiaed representative. NOTE: See paragraph 9.06 for exempt.

a. An investigator vrill seek such consent only under circumstances that pravid
prospective subject or the representative sufficient opportunity to consider ridietl

not to participate and that minindxe the possibility of coercion or undue influence.

b. The faifoimatlon that is given to the subject or the representative will
language understandable to the subject or the representative.

c. No informed consent, whether oral or written, may include any exculp
language through which the siibject or the representative is made to waive or appr
waive any of the subject's legal tights, or releases or appears to releasi
investigator, the sponsor, the institution or its agents from liability for negligence.

2. Basic elements for Informed consent

a. Except as provided in subparagraphs 2c and 2d, in seeking informed consen
following information will be provided to each subject:

(1) A statement that the study involves research.

(2) An erqtlanation of the purposes of the research and the expected duration o

subject's participation.

(3) A description of the procedures to be followed.

(4) IdentlGcation of any procedures which are experimental.

(5) A description of any reamnably foreseeable risks or discomforts to the subjeci
4

(6) A description of any benefits to the subject or to others which may reasonab
cjqiected from the resear^

NOTE: An explamtion will be provided as to -whether compensation and/or mt
treatment is available If injury occurs and, if so, what it consists of or where ft-

information may be obtained.

(7) A disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures of courses of treatment, il

that mi^t be advantageous to the subject.

(8) A statement describing the extent, if any, to which confidentiality of re

identifying the subject will be maintained.

(9) For research involving more than minimal risk, an explanation as to whethe
compensation and an explanation as to whether any medical treatments are avajHa
inju^ occurs and, if so, what they consist of, or where further information mi
obtained.
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(10) An explanation of whom to contact for answers to pertinent questions about the
research and research subiects' rights, and whom to contact in the event of a
research-related injury to the subject.

(11) A statement that participation is voluntary, refill to participate will involve no
penalty or loss of benefits to which the stAject is otherwise entitled, and the subject
may discontimie participation at any time without peiialty or loss of benefits to wUch
the subject is otherwise entitled.

(12) A statement that a veteran-subject will not be required to pay for treatment
received as a subject in a VA research program. Investigators should note; however,
that veterans in the ’discretionary work load* category are subject to maUng a
copayment if so indicated by a means test (M-1, pt. 1, ch. 4, par. 4.30). The veteran
subject will receive mescal care and treatment for Injuries ^fered as a result of
participating in a VA research program, in accordance wi^ Federal law.

b. Additional elements of informed consent. When appropriate, one or more of the
following elements of information will also be provided to each subject:

(1) A statement that the particular treatment or procedure may Involve risks to the
subject (or to the embryo or fetus, if the subject is or may become pregnant) ««hich are
currently unforeseeable.

(2) Antidpsted circumstances isider which the subject’s participation may be
terminated by the investigator «vithout regard to the subject 's consent.

(3) Any additional costs to the subject that may result from participation in the
research, consistent vdth the Federal laws concerning veteraiu' eligibility for medical
care and treatment.

(4) The ooosciruences of a subject 'a decision to withdraw from the research and
procedures for orderly termination of partidpation by the subject.

(5) A statement that significant new flndings developed during the course of the

research wfaidi may relate to the subject's willingness to continue partidpation will be
provided to the subjedt.

(6) The approximate number of subjects involved in the study.

(7) A verbatim statement:

*1 authorize the use of my bodily fluids, substances, or tissues.’;

NOTE: Required if the researcher believes that bodily fluids, substances or tissues of a
research subfeet could be part of or lead to the development of a commercidly valuable
product.

(8) A statement regarding any payment the subject is to receive.

(9) A verbatim statement;

*I have been informed that because this study involves artides regulated by the FDA
(Food and Drug Administration), the FDA may choose to inspect research identifying me
as a subject of this investigation.’ NOTE: Required if research involves a drug uith an

ISD (Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for a New Drug) or a medical device

with an IDE (Investigational Device Exemption).
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c. An IRB may approve a consent procedure which does not include, or which alters,
some or all of the elements of informed consent provided the IRB finds and documents
that:

(1) The research or demonstration protect is to be conducted by or subject to the
approval of state or local government officials and is designed to study, evaluate, or
otherwise examine:

(a) Public benefit of service progrartu;

(b) Procedures for obtaining benefits or services under those programs;

(c) Possible cbatrges in or alternatives to those programs or procedures; or

(d) Possible changes in methods or levels of payment for benefits or services under
those programs.

(2) The research could not practicably be carried out without the waiver or alteration.

d. ^ IRB may approve a Consent procedure which does not include, or which alters,

some dr all of the elements of informed consent set forth in this section, or waive the
requirements to obtain informed consent provided the IRB finds and documents that:

(1) The research involves no irmre than rruidmal risk to the subjects;

(21 The waiver or alteration will tu>t adversely affect the rights and welfare of the
subjects;

(3) The research could -not practicably be carried out without the waiver or
alteration; and

(4) Whenever appropriate, the subjects shall be provided with additional pertinent
information after participation.

e. The informed consent recrements stated are rwt intended to preempt any
applicable federal, state, or local laws which require additional information to be
disclosed in order for informed cot»ent to be legally effective.

f. Nothing in this policy is intended to limit the authority of a physician to provide
emergency medical care, to the extent the physician is permitted to do so under
applicable federal, state, or local law. (Approved by the Office of Management and
Budget tmder Control Number 9999-0020.)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to describe practices and procedures for the organization and operation
of Cooper^e Studies Program (CSP) studies in the Veterans Health Administration (VHA). Cooperative
studies are those in which investigators from two or more VA medical centers agree to study collectively a
selected proUem in a uniform manner, using a common protocol with central coordination.

Although cooperative studies are generally not appropriate for the early development and refinement
of new therapeutic techniques, they are paiticulady advantageous in the later stages of evaluation of safety,

efficacy and cost effectiveness of health care interventions that have already had the necessary preliminary

trials in humans. Clinical trials and health services research studies of this type as well as some
epidemiologic studies can benefft from a multicenter approach that facilitates the accumulation of patient

samples that are:

« Sufficiently targe to provide a definitive answer to the research questions. For medical conditions
that are relatively rare, cooperative studies may be the only feasible approach, but even in more
common conditions, knowledge can be accumulated more rapidly by pooling the observations
made in several facilities.

* Sufficiently diverse to permit broad generalization of results.

The large number of medical centers within the VA presents an ideal environment for conducting

muUcenter cooperative studies. The VA has a large and relatively uniform patient base; this is especially

appropriate for research that addresses medical problems and diseases prevalent In the veteran population.

These characteristics fadirtate the conduct of muHicenter studies that require strict adherence to a common
protocol, in this setting, H is more likely that the essential patient follow-up will be completed.

Successful cooperative studies require central administration to ensure uniformity of research

methodology as well as fiscal control. The administrative structure of the VA contributes to this kind of

coordination.

The Cooperative Studies Program, a division of the Department of Veterans Affairs Office of Research
and Development, was established to provide coordination artd support for multicenter research studies that

fall within the purview of the VA. When appropriate. CSP works with other divisions of the VA to promote
cooperative studies.

CSP has frve coordinating centers (see figure 1): four statistical/administrative coordinating centers and
or)e pharmacy coordinating center. The four Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Centers (CSPCCs).
located at the VA Medical Centers in Hines, IL. Palo Alto. CA, Perry Point, MD, and West Haven, CT,
provide biostatisUcai and data processing assistance for CSP studies and also ensure their compliance with

Cooperative Studies Program guidelines. There is a Human Rights Committee established at each
Coordinating Center that reviews the ethical aspects of proposed studies.

The fifth center, unique to CSP, is the Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research Pharmacy
Coordinating Center (CSPCRPCC), affiliated with the VAMC in Albuquerque, NM. CSPCRPCC was
established to provide additional resources for ail CSP studies that involve drugs or devices. Personnel from
this center help in the planning and development of the study, participate in monitoring the study, serve as
liaison between the pharmaceutical industry or manufacturer and the CSP, provide guidance and information

on Food and Drug Administration regulations, and centrally control and distribute study drugs and devices.

In a cooperative study, certain persons and groups have specific responsibilities. These Guidelines

attempt to identify the most important tasks and responsibilities. A successful cooperative study requires

communication, cooperation, and a wilUngnen to pursue a common goal. We recommend that those

interested in proposing a CSP study communicate with the CSP office In VA Headquarters If additional

information is needed.
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FIGURE 1. Organization of Cooperative Studies Program (CSP)

See Appendix A for names, addresses and FTS numbers relevant to the Cooperative Studies Program.
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II. DEVELOPING A CSP STUDY

A. Submission and Review of Planning Request

A CSP study begins with the submission of a planning request by a VA investigator to the Chief
Research and Development Officer (CROO) in VA Headquarters. The investigator is designated as the

Principal Proponent. A Co-Prtnctpai Proponent is named only when a clear and justifiable need exists; in

general, the practice is discouraged. No more than two Principal Proponents may be named. A frianning

request should be no longer than 10 oaoes. and contain the following information:

• Objectives of the proposed research.

* Importance of the study topic to the VA and Hs patients.

« Justification of the need for a multi-site study and why it is feasible to conduct the study within the

VA.

Summary statement that the necessary preliminary research has been accomplished and that a

large-scale evaluation should follow.

Acknowiedomeni of VA policy to indude women and minorities in dinical research.

Description of the contemplated study design. Indude the foltowing Henns in the description as

appropriate:

interventionsAreatments/services to be compared
population to be studied

unH(s) of analysb

sampliftg strategy

type of data coMectlon (retrospedive or prospective)

randomization or observational approach

endpoints to be evaluated

iogicai links between questions, data, and endpoints

duration of the study

number of patients and paitidpating medical centers

Other documents must accompany the planning request but are not induded in the 10 page restriction:

• Statement of disdosure . A formal statement Is required indicating that no flnandal or contractual

relationship exists between the Prindpal Proponent and any organization involved In the trial that

may oonstituta a real or apparent conflid of interest. If such a relationship or contract does exist,

or appears to exist, full disdosure must be provided by the Prindpal Proponent. (See Appendix

0 .)

• Statement of elioibilitv. To be eligible for pianning support, the Prindpal Proponent must either

have, at minimum, a V8th’$ VA appointment or have applied for and received approval from the

Eligibility Panel in VA Headquarters (Circular 10-86-95) within the previous nine months. In the

latter case, a copy of the letter establishing eiigibiiily to receive funds should be attached to the

request.

• Cover letter from the Diredor and the ACOS for Research and Development at the Principal

Proponent’s Medical Center acknowledging and approving the submission.

Ounteuium vnae (CV)df the Prindpal Proponent ¥rith eddress. tele^ne and fax numbeits). (ggi

tn fvMMM in
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• Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of five to seven unbiased experts in the field who
might be suitable to review the proposal. Planning requests will not be processed unless these
names are included.

Seven copies of the request and CVs should be submitted.

A preliminary protocol outline and other relevant background materials including reprints and references

may be appended to this request. However, only a portion of the submitted material may be distributed to

the reviewers.

Investfgators who have questions about submission of a planning request are encouraged to contact

the CROO. When it appears advantageous, the CROO may suggest a consultation with the staff of one of

the four CSPCCs. Similar support is available in the areas of cost effectiveness and decision analysis.

Planning requests are sent to four or more reviewers to evaluate the merit of the proposal. The decision

to fund the study for planning will be made by the CROO on the basis of the consultants' recommendations,
together with other relevant considerations. Turnaround time for responses to planning requests is six to

eight weeks unless additional information is requested from the Principal Proponent.

Although most CSP studies are supported by CSP funds appropriated by VHA. occasionally studies are

funded from other VA sources or by outside sources such as the National Institutes of Health or the

pharmaceutical industry. Regardless of funding support, all VA and CSP rules and regulations must be
followed both in the development of the protocol and the conduct of the study unless specifically waived by
the CROO. If industry support is anticipated, industry representatives may be included in the planning

process (see Section V.Q.).

B. Administrative Approval

A limited number of proposals may be evaluated and approved by the CROO. Such proposals are

defined by the length of the research * less than two years, and the budget - less than $25,000. If approved

,

these proposals'are assigned to a Coordinating Center and administratively reviewed midway through the

course of the study. The planning and review process varies from that for a conventional CSP ^udy in ways
that are unique to each research plan.

C. Notification of Approval for Planning

When a study Is funded for planning, the Principal Proponent is notified in writing by the CRDO. and
informed as to which CSPCC the study will be assigned The Director and the ACOS for Research and

Development at the Principal Proponent's medical center are notified as well. The Chief of the CSPCC will

identify the Study Biostatistician with whom the Principal Proponent wilt work. If the study involves drugs

or devices, the Chief, CSPCRPCC will also be notified, and a Clinical Research Pharmacist (CRP) will be

assigned to the study.

At the time a study is approved (or planning, a rwx is disiributed by Office of R&D, VA Headquarters

inviting expressions of interest in participation. Interested investigators are encouraged to contact the

Principal Proponent or the Study Biostatistician.

D. Planning a CSP Study: Participants

Planning and developing a CSP study requires dose cooperation among several groups and Individuals:

the Principal Proponent, the CSPCC (represented primarily by the Study Biostalistician), the CSPCRPCC
(represented primarily the Study CRP), and the iHher members of the Planning Committee.

1. Principal Proponent

The Prtndpa] Proponent provides leadership in the planning process with support from CSPCC and

CSPCRPCC personnel. Working closely with the Study Biostalistician, the Principal Proponent will:
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• Nominate the members of the Planning Committee for approval by the CROO and choose
a date for the first planning meeting.

• Develop an agenda and distribute relevant material prior to the first meeting.

• Serve «s Chairperson ait meetings.

• Coordinate the writing of the protocol.

•' Present and defend the protocol before the Cooperative Studies Evaluation Committee
(CSEC).

2. Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Center (CSPCC)

During the planning phase, the CSPCC. represented primarily by the Study Biostatistidan. will:

• Help select members of the Planning Committee.

• Provide logistical support for the planning meetings, including identification of the meeting

site, coordination of travel, and other related activities.

• Design the bioslalistical and operational aspects of the protocol, including statistical and
experimental design, definition of end points and data to be collected, data flow, sample size

determinations, planned interval and final statistical analyses and data summaries, forms

design and budget estimation.

• Arrange for review by the CSPCC Human Rights Committee.

• Arrange administrative support (e.g., typing, copying and distributing the proposal to members
of the Planning Committee, and preparing and submitting the final document to CSPA/A
Headquarters for review by CSEC).

3. Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research Pharmacy Coordinating Center

(CSPCRPCC)

For studies involving drugs, biologicals or investigational devices, the CSPCRPCC, represented

primarily by the Study CRP, will:

• Assist in the development of the study design, particulariy with regard to drugs, dosage

regimens, packaging, and randomization and blinding strategies, pharmacokinetics and

pharmacoeconomtcs.

« Assure compliance with drug or device accountability regulations and other legal

requirements through the development of dnig or device treatment and handling procedures.

• Act as liaison between the pharmaceutical industry or manufacturers and the Principal

Proponent in the possible procurement of study drugs or devices, and develop a Letter of

Agreement (LOA) with industry.

• Provide comprehensive drug information to study participants including pharmacological

mechanisms, absorption, halMives, steady-state levels, adverse reactions, interactions and

similar Hems of interest in the formulation of drug studies.

• • Prepare a Drug Information Report fDIR) for each primary study drug.

• Submit all DIRs to the CSPCC for review by the Human Rights Committee.
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• Develop an adverse medical event reporting system for documenting and reporting routine

and special adverse events, to assure FDA reporting guidelines are followed.

4. Planning Committee

The Planning Committee Is responsible for preparing a Final study protocol, which should reflect

a collaborative, in-depth effort in Hs develo^ent %vith agreement on all major issues of the proposed
study.

The Committee indudes the Principal Proponent, the Study Biostatistidan, the Study CRP (when
appropriate), at least two potential partidpating investigators and VA or non-VA consultants. An expert
in economic analyses will be induded when this is an objective of the proposed study. If several

disdplines are involved (e.g., medical and surgical), they should be refleded In the composition of the

Committee. The total planning group consists of eight to ten people. Partidpation does not require VA
affiliation. If industry support is planned, an industry representative may be Invited to partidpate in the
planning process.

E. Planning a Cooperative Study: The Process

The planning wilt usually require two meetings typically lasting two days each. Under spedal
drcumstances, additional planning adivrties may be funded.

The Prindpal Proponent submits a list of proposed attendees to the Chief, CSPCC as early as possible

but no later than six weeks prior to a meeting. Clinical expertise other than the spedalty of (he Principal

Proponent should be considered for representation on the Planning Committee. Requests for travel should

be submitted to CSP/VA Headquarters at least four weeks prior to scheduled meetings.

The first planning meeting is held in Washington D.C. to fadlitate the attendance of the CRDO. The
final planning meeting is held in the vidnrty of the CSPCC to permit attendance of other relevant CSPCC
staff and to fadlitate the review of the proposal by the Coordinating Center's Human Rights Committee.
Meetings will not be funded unless all major partidpants are able to attend.

If the first planning meeting is not held wittiin three months of the notification that planning Is authorized,

or if subsequent planning meetings and activities do not occur within six months of the first meeting, It wtli

be assumed that the planning activity has ceased, and no further support for planning will be provided. It

is the responsibility of the Chief, CSPCC to notify the CRDO to discontinue support for planning or, if the

Chief, CSPCC concurs that the drcumstances in a given situation are unusual and justify an exception from

this practice, to petition the CROC for an extension. Funding for the second meeting is contingent upon a

sati^actory first meeting. After the first meeting, the Chief, CSPCC is required to reaffirm in writing to the

CRDO that the study is viable and that planning activity should continue.

The CSPCC is responsible for sending the following materials to the Planning Committee prior to the

first planning meeting. Relevant material should be submitted to the CRDO as well.

• CSP Guidelines.

• CSP Brochure

• Planning Request • including relevant putHications submitted by Principal Proponent.

« Reviews of the preliminary proposal.

• Detailed analysis of reviewers' comments by Prindpal Proponent and/or Study Biostatistidan,

induding a polnt-by-polnt fesponse to ffie revfewiers' critfdsms.
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• A review of the literature to provide the Planning Committee with a basis for design decisions (e.g.,

effect sizes, estimates of variability, outcome measures).

• List of Committee members.

• Agenda.

At the first meeting, the Committee should consider and define:

• The primaiy question(s) to be answered by (he study.

• Units of analysis.

• Secondary questions of importance. Secondary objectives, if any. should be restricted to a
minimum.

• The population to be studied: inclusion/exctu^on criteria. If women and/or minorities will be
excluded, a compelling rationale for exclusion should be provided.

• The therapeutic regimen(s), if applicable.

• The variables to be measured and the outcomes of interest.

• Schedule and frequency of observations, laboratory tests and/or data collection.

• Comparison's of interventions/lreatments/subgroups.

• Anticipated magnttude of differences in outcome measures to be detected.

• Logical links between questions, data, and endpoints.

• The number of patients needed and how they will be assigned to regimen groups. Patient accrual

is often a problem in cooperative studies.

« Randomization procedures (if appropriate).

« Other specifics of the experimental design, (e.g.. blinding techniques).

• Procedures to assure the scientific Integrity of the study such as masking, independent endpoint

assessment, quality assurance and audit procedures, and participating site performance standards.

• The methods of interval and final analyses to be employed.

• The need for core laboratories. These must be strongly justified.

• Preliminary estimates of budgetary support (personnel, travel, and "alt others needed for the

Chairperson's office, participating medical centers and central laboratories (if any).

• The economic analysis component of the study, if relevant.

• Patient rights and informed consent issues.

If the Planning Committee decides that the study is not feasible, its clinical importance is questionable,

or the study is urrtim^ or Irrelevant, this decision and the reasons for it will be communicated to the CROC
by the Chief, CSPCC. Otherwise, there should be s^e preliminary discussion of potential participating

medical centers arid specific planning for a formal determination of patient availability. This determination

consists of prospective (preferred) or retrospective screening of actual patient intake by each of these
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medical centeis using the tnduslon/exduslon critefla agreed upon. The review should be over a sufTicient

period of time to provide a reasonable estimate of the availabili^ of study patients. This information should
be available before the secorKi planning rrteeting.

A plan for publications should be considered and incorporated in the planning process. Although it is

earty in the course of the study, it is recognized that publications are in fact the erxl p^uct of a clinical trial

(see Section VI.C. of these GuideBncs). Therefore, it is the responsibility of the Principal Proponent, the
Coordinating Center and the Planning Committee to anticipate that product. At the CSEC review, members
will be instructed to pay particular attention to the publications plan.

Development of the protocol is a joint responsibility of the Plannirtg Committee members. However,
the primary responsibility lies with the Principal Proponent, the Study Biostatistldan and the Study CRP.

The final planning meeting is spent refining the protocol and data collection forms, assessing

preliminary patient availability estimates, formulatirtg the final budget and conduding the Human Rights

Committee review. (See Sedion III.A. for a description of the Human Rights Committee review.) To ensure
that these goals are accomplished, and that there is a through human rights review, the Prindpal Proponent
mails an essentially complete protocol induding research data forms and informed consent documents to

each member of the Planrung Committee and the Human Rights Committee at least three weeks prior to the

meeting. A preliminary budget (induding justification of equipment or unusual Hems and brief but

informative job descriptions) is also required by the CSPCC. The Principal Proponent must brief the HRC
concerning material changes made at the final planning meeting. If submission of this material Is late or if

it is substantially incomplete, as determined by the Chief, CSPCC, the final ptanning meeting will be
rescheduled. After the final planning meeting, the CSPCC will prepare the final proposal for submission to

the Cooperative Studies Evaluation Commitlee, through CSP/VA Headquaiters, by the required deadline.

If appropriate, the Study CRP begins negotiating with the pharmaceutical company earty In planning

to secure commitments for drug/device supplies for the study. The Prindpal Proponent usually makes the

initial contact with the company, and the Study CRP foHows up and completes the negotiations. The CRDO
should be informed of g{| discussiorts. The Study CRP should attempt to secure a written commitment from

each involved company during planning or at least prior to CSEC review. It is important that these

negotiations be completed prior to CSEC review so that the start of the study will not be delayed once

funding is approved. Industry representatives may partidpaie in planning meetings, since they have detailed

knowledge of the drugs involved (see Sedion V.Q.). If the Prindpal Proponent is negotiating with the drug

company for securirKi funds In support of the study, the Chief, CSPCC should be Involved in these

discussions and if possible a letter indicating this support should be obtained prior to CSEC review.

The Biopharmaceutics/Pharmacokinetics Laboratory at the Albuquerque CSPCRPCC must be

considered first when planning a laboratory component for the study. If the Prindpal Proponent determines

(hat a core lab is required, the Chief, Biopharmaceutics/Pharmacokinetics Laboratory Section at the

CSPCRPCC should be consulted. If this laboratory vrill be used in the study, the Chief should be induded

in the planning of the study, although not necessarily as a member of the Planning Committee.

F. Pilot Studies or Feasibility Trials

In some cases, it may be necessary to conduct a pilot study or feasibility trial before embarking on a

full-scale study. Protocols for such pilot studies aro generally developed through the usual planning process

and presented to the CRDO who will determloe if CSEC review is required The completed pitot study may
be reviewed by CSEC prior to the inilialion of the fuli-scate trial.

G. Equipment-Intensive Studies

Studies that are equipment-intensive will be conduded in three phases:

• Install equipment in Study Chairperson's office. Evaluate equipment. „



• Install equipment at two to three additionai medical centers. Continue evaluation of equipment and
monitor patient recruitment.

• Install equipment in all remaining cerrters.

H. The CSP Study Proposal

The objective of the planning meetings is to produce the final proposal. The CSPCC will be responsible
for preparing the proposal for submission to CSP/VA Headquarters for CSEC review. To facilitate review,
the proposal will be assembled in two volumes. The first volume contains the study protocol, study budget
material, selected human rights documents and CVs of the Principal Proponents), Study Biostatistician, and
any other members of the Planning Committee who will attend the CSEC meeting. When there is an
economic analysis, the associated protocol, budget and CV are also Included. All reviewers of the proposal
are provided with this section. The second volume, containing a variety of supporting infonnation, is

provided to those individuals assigned as primary reviewers.

The following specifies the contents of each volume.

1. Volume I

a. Table of Contents

b. Letters of SubmittafAJnderstanding

1) For an original submission:

If there are issues that should be called to the attention of CSEC. the CSPCC Chief will

indude them in the cover letter. The Chief will also comment on the appropriateness of the

statistical analysis plan, take note of the budget, atvj address any budget issues that CSEC
should consider Similarly, the CSPCRPCC Chief will call the attention of CSEC to particular

drug or device considerations that should be addressed during the review.

2) For a resubmission of a proposal:

If the proposal is a resubmission, the following documents are also required:

« CSEC Report: A copy of the CSEC report, which contains the recommendations
made by CSEC at the time of the first review.

• Letter from the CROO to the Principal Proponent that summarizes the results of the

first CSEC review.

« A statement by the Principal Proponent or the Study Biostatistician that summarizes

the specific changes made in response lo CSEC recommendations, including a

pgint'by-point response to each concern listed in the CSEC report and notification

letter

c. Executive Summary/Abstract

The first page of the study protocol is a one-page abstract that succinctly states the research

question($) and the salient elements of the proposed study design including such information as

the number of patients and participating sites, duration of patient intake and treatment (follow-up)

.

definHIon of patient samples, treatment arms, and endpoints.
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d. Study Protocol

To the extent possible and appropriate, the study protocol should be a concise desciiplion of

proposed procedures, reserving detailed discussion of specialized technical procedures for

inclusion as supporting information In the second volume. Since different types of studies will

require different formats, the foHowing is provided as a guide rather than an all-indusive list of

what b contained In the main protocol.

• Primary and secondary objectives. A dear description of the short and long-term

objedives of the study should be provided, and the hypotheses to be tested spedfied.

• BackoroufKl information and references IndkatinQ previous and current related research

If appropriate, reference to meta-analysb studies should be induded. If the study
involves the use of drugs, pertlnertt pharmacological and toxicological data should be
summarized with appropriate documentation. This introdudory sedion should also

Indude a justification for the proposed research and an explanation of Its significance

to VA.

• experimental design of the study, induding controls.

• Flowchart of the basic study design.

• Patient recruitment, patient seledion criteria and method of assignment of patients to

comparative groups.

• Intervention/methods cf treatment induding, if appropriate, provision for double-blinding

(and procedures for breaking the blind).

• Methods of follow-up and methods of assurino unlformitv of Intervention.

• Outcome measurements irvduding spddallzed rating scales.

• Schedule of observations and laboratory tests: central readings and central laboratories.

« Statistical anaivste section which describes how the major hypotheses or research

questions will be tested, irtduding the spedfication of major end poinb.

« Sample size issues induding the assumptions used to determine number of patients

required, duration of patient intake period, and number of partidpating medical centers.

Other studies that coukt compete for patients should be noted.

« Plans for dissemination o f study results, induding manuscript preparation and writing.

• Plans for notifying patients of study resulb: plans for transition of patients from study

treatment to regular care after their partidpation in the study ends.

e. Economic Analysis

The indusion of an economic analysis in the proposal may be appropriate. Economic

analysb has become an increasingty Irr^rlant issue as altemalive therapies are compared.

When an economic anatysb b induded, the proposal should contain a separate sectlrm

contdhlng suffideht detdl so that jt can be evaluated by CSEC. As In the study prddcbl, the fir^

page b a concbe abstract of the proposed economic analysb study.
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Before preparing this section, it is wise to review M-3. Part i. Chapter 9 which contains the
agency position on these issues. This section should include:

1) Procedures and Ethical Issues

There should be a brief description of the procedures that will be used in the study to

obtain the patient’s voluntary consent to participate. This description specifies who can solicit

consent, when consent can be solicited, and under what circumstances. It specifies whether
there must be a witness present throughout the entire consent procedure or simply someone
to witness the signature. The description can indude details such as allowing the patient time

to consider the issues or to consult others before giving consent, and permitting the patient

to keep copies of the consent documents.

There should also be a comprehensive discussion of the ethical considerations that apply

to the study. Related issues such as confidentiality of research data might also be included

as part of the discussion. The Principal Proponent should identify all of the Issues believed

to be of importance from a human rights perspective. In discussing risks, there should be
some indication of the degree of risk and a description of the safeguards to protect the

patients. If surrogate or delayed consent is planned, this should be discussed and justiTied.

The purpose of this discussion is to focus the attention of the Planning Committee on
potential risks as well as to facilitate review by the Human Rights Committee, by CSEC and
by the Subcommittee on Human Studies or the institutional Review Board (IRB) at each of

the participating medical centers.

One such issue that has both methodological and human rights implications is the CSP’s

responsibility for patients at the conclusion of their participation. In most treatment

evaluations, partioilariy those that are doubie^bllnd. there should be consideration of the

procedures that will be fallowed vrhen a patient’s participation in the study Is completed, or

terminated for other reasons. With some treatments. It may be necessary to break the code

at this lime in order to plan further treatment, and to inform the patient and/or the patient's

physician. (See Section VI, 'Concluding a CSP Study*.)

2) Consent Documents

Study subjects indicate their vnllingness to participate in a CSP study by signirH) VA
Form 10*1086, "Agreement to Participate in Research By or Under the Direction of the

Department of Veterans Affairs*. (See M<3. Pari 1. Chapter 9. Appendix OC.) Thisdocument
should describe the study in language that will be easily understood by the participant or

his/her representatives so that a reasonable decision concerning participation can be made.
It should include the following:

• A statement of the purpose of the investigalion and a general statement as to its

nature, i.e., how it relates to existing knowledge, what use may be made of the

results obtained, and a description of any experimental procedures.

• Information describing the procedures to be used, including invasive techniques,

restrictions on normal activities, tong-term follow-up examinations, or the possibility

of receiving inactive material ("placebo*) in a double-blind trial.

• A statement of any known risks, inconveniences, or side effects that couM be

expected and the measures that will be taken to minimize hazard or discomfort and,

where applicable, a statement that the risks cannot be predicted.

• A statement of any beneflls thtf the subject may receive as • result of participation

in the trial, including therapeutic benefits, payments, or recognKion. (An
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explanation wK be previded as to Mbether compensation and medical treatment is

available if physical injury occurs and. If so. the nature of the compensation or

treatment, or M^iere fiather Information may be obtained).

• Information describirtg alternate courses of appropriate action, generally another

accepted therapy, diagnostic procedure or health-related service, in Reu of

participation In the study.

• A statement indicatirtg that a decision not to participate in the study mil not affect

the subject's right to receive health care or any benefit to which he or she is entitled.

• When appropdate, a statement of the result to be anticipated if nothing is done,

e.g.. when neither an experimental nor a control dnjg is taken.

• An offer to answer any procedural inquiries.

• A statement that the subject may withdraw from participation at any time without

prejudice.

• Signatures of the subject or guantian, person obtaining consent, and a witness.

• Date of signature.

The FDA further requires, for all projects that fail within its purview, that the following

elements be Included in the informed consent:

• An explanation of whom to contact for answers to pertinent questions about the

study and patient's rights, and whom to contact in the event of a study-related injury

to the patient

« A Statement that the provisions of the Privacy Ad and Freedom of Information Ad
%vill be adhered to and that there is a possibility that the stud/s research records

may be inspeded arxi photocopied by the PDA.

When considered appropriate by the CSPCC Human Rights Committee, the following

elements are also includ^:

• Circumstances under which the patient's participation may be terminated without

regard to his/her consent.

« Any additional costs to the patient that may result from partidpation in the study.

• Consequences of a patient’s decision to withdraw from the study and procedures

for orderly termination of partidpation.

• A statement that any signifrcant new findings developed during the course of the

study that relate to hts/her wiliingness to continue will be provided to the patient.

• An approximate number of patients involved in the study.

This consent form also may be used to ask the patient for permission to use Sodal

Security or VA daim numbers for rdentification.

Each patient must be aitowed to read (or have read to him/her) the Informed consent

form ih 'order to have some understanding of the stody before discussing It vrith the

investigator. Each page of the document must be signed by the pbtlent. In discussing the

study with the patient, the investigator may provide additional details beyond those contained
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In the consent fomis, but no substentive addition, deletion, or modification to these
statements is aimed. These sheets are the tangible evidence of lehat the Investigator tells

the patient. A copy is given to the patient when ha or she signs the forms. If anesthesia,

surgery, or other procerlures are to be used, consent must also be obtained on an SF S22.

For poTtcy regarding who may consent to the participation of inrxrmpetent patients in VA
research, refer to VA Circutar 10-90-052, Subject Research with Surrogate Consent.

3) Human Rights Committee Report

This report provides a description of the Human Rights Committee discussions of the

protocct dutf^ Is review and lists any conditions tor approval that the Committee may have
stipulated. It must be signed by the CSPCC Human Pilghts Committee Chairperson.

g. Budgetfs)

Every proposal contains a study budget Including, when appropriate, beyond-ctHe costs for

CSPCC or CSPCRPCC, and/or a special laboratory burfget. If the submission includes an
ecrmomic analysis proposal, there should also be a budget for this component.

1) Study Budgets

The CSPCC wll prepare the budget in the required format. Items to be Included are the

salaries of supporting personnel (including fringe benefits), consultation fees, equipment,

supples, kivestigellonal or study articles and other medications and chemicals, and costs of

padem travel if lequlmd by the study. The budget should also note the FTEE required for the

study. Supporting personnel are those hired solely for vrortdng on the study and are not

existing personnel who work on the research as part of their regular duties. The Principal

Proponent, with the assistance of the CSPCC, prepares position descdptlons. Including

proposed grade levels, as part of the budget request Positions should be tilled at the grade

level Indicated in the study budget, /tny exce^n must be Justified. Personnel costs are

increased 5% annually. Personnel hired for the study work solely lor the study and are not

to have other responsibilities unless they have compMed their study functions. Salaries of

Participating Investigators are supported by patient cars funds rather than the CSP.

If needed by the study, VA and non-VA consultants and special researoh laboratories will

be funded to provide expert advice, central readings and assessments, quality control and

similar services. Funds to purchase equipment and supplies will be included only If the

material will be used solely for the study. Patient travel Is included only If the patient is

required to travel for the sole purpose of being in the study. When medicel services aro

furnished as part of an approved CSP study to a patient purely for the research program and

not as part of approved medical care to an eligibie veteran, H will be necessary to budget for

these costs.

Although it is not VA policy to pay VA patients to participate In research when the

research is an Integral part of the patient's medical care, under some circumstances such

payments are permissible (see M-3, Part 1, Chapter 9, 9.13, Payment of Subjects). If such

payments are deemed appropriate by the Chi^, CSPCC, they should be included in the

bu^et.

Furxling for extra travel and attendance at non-routine meetings before and during the

study should be budgeted as a separate Item. Travel needs such as extra training meetings

and site visits are examples of non-routine travel (see Section V. for a discussion of routine

study meetings).

Funds and FTEE provided lor a CSP study' are limited to the neqds of the study and are

not to be used to sup^ement other clinical or research activities. Furthermore, funds for a
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CSP Study at a given VA medical center are considered line Kern allocations (or personnel,

equipment, suppfies and other operating costs and are not to be changed from one category

to another without prior CSPCC approval. Transfer of hinds from one CSP study to another
at the same medical center requires prior CSPA/A Headquarters approval. Unexpended CSP
furvfs and FTEE are not available locally for other research acti^les and shall be returned

to CSP/VA Headquarters on a quarterly basis (or more frequently, at the discretion of the

CSP), unless a specific exception is granted.

2) CSPCC Beyond-Core Budget

if the study requires additional costs beyond that of the center's core support, a separate

beyond-core budget with Justification will be prepared, and the totals will be included in the

study budget.

3) CSPCRPCC Beyond-Core Budget

When applicable, cost estimates and justification for resources beyond core costs will

be prepared, and these totals will also appear on the study budget.

4) Special Laboratory Budget

Central laboratories require strong justification. In general. CSP studies are not the

appropriate environment for exploratory wortc.

If a special laboratory Is needed for the study, a detailed budget estimate must be

included, indicating costs of personnel, laboratory supplies, shipping and packaging of

specimens and other necessary items. The totals will appear as a line Hem on the study

budget.

5) Economic Analysis Budget

A detailed budget should follow the economic analysis protocol. The yearly totals appear

as a line item in the study budget.

h. Curricula VKae

This win be the final item In the first volume of the proposal. The curricula vHae (CV) of the

Principal Proponent and the Study Biostatlstidan are required. If there Is an economic analysis

component, the CV of the person responsible for this part of the proposal should be included.

Pinatty, If a consultant or other member of the Planning Committee will appear before CSEC, this

CV should be included as well. Each CV should not exceed four pages. To remain vrithin this

limK, it may be necessary to include only those publications relevant to the study and Indicate the

additional number of publications.

2. Volume It - Supporting Information

Volume II contains a variety of information that is of special interest to the primary reviewers. The

following sections should be included:

• Table of Contents.

• Biostatistical and Research Data Processing Procedures (BRDP).

• Research Data Forms.

• Drug Information Report (DIR).
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• Dnig Treatment and Handling Procedures (DTHP).

• Tentative Ust of paitidpsting medical centers and a report of the patient availability survey.

• Administrative issues. If any.

• Other sections can be included as appropriate, e.g., description of training procedures,

relability studies, special laboratory procedures, deflnttlon of endpoints, central readings, etc.

a. Biostatlstical and Research Data Processing Procedures (BRDP)

This section contains plans fOr analysis that are as complete as can be envisioned for both

periodc (monitoring summaries) and final analyses. R Includes a statement of the variables to be
analyzed and the Intervals at which summaries and analyses will be done. The plan includes

prototype tables, charts, data summaries, summaries of analyses, etc., and an outline of the format

of the progress reports to be providad to the relevant commRtees. The anticipated final data

summaries and biostatistical analyses are defined and described in detail. This section may also

include a summary of: case report form completion and data flow: data quality monRoring
procedures: and computing soflware/hardware to be used.

b. Research Data Forms

A compteta set of essentially final research liata forms is required when the proposal is

submitted to CSEC for scientific evaluation.

Property designed data forms are required for the colleclion of comptete and accurate data

in a clinical trial. The forms oonlain all information essential to the study. They should include

only rials that wH be needed in the analysis; K is Important to practice parsimony hi davelopinB

dalalbrms. Fornis should be designad to ensure that data colecledwIH be unbiased. Theyshould
also be easy for the researcher to use so that errors can be mbiimlzad. The forms should be

formatted so that data can be effidenlly entered into a computer lor later retrieval and processing.

Individual questions on the torm should be constructed so that they are objectiva, shigle-

dimenslonal and unambiguous. For these reasons, the data forms are designad jointly by the

researchers including clinicians, the Study Biostatlstician, Study CRP, and data processing

personnel.

The order of the data forms and the elements hi each form should be arranged to follaw the

saquanos of the procedures required for conduct of the study. In addHion to dear Insbuctions for

corriplallan of the fomo. self-eiqilanaloiy codes and crtteria should be available on the data forms

for hnmedlals reference.

DeRciencias hi iMa forms can often be uncovered by a preliminaiy field trial so that revision

can be made before the forms are disliibuled for use In at the partidpaling sRes. The CSPCC has

responsibility for final approval of the data lorms.

c. Drug Informalion Sedkm

When the proposed sturty involves the use of drugs, the Study CRP develops a Drug

Informalion Report (OIR) on each primary study thug. This report providss comprehensive

hdCrmalian on the phannwsilogy. loidoology. and prevlaus experience in the proposed Indicalion.

The report supplernenls the infonnalion presented hi the background and rationalo section of the

protocol, and may be expanded by the Principal Propanem or other members of the Planning

Commaae. When determined appropriate, Inveallgator brochures prepared by pharmaceutical

companlei - may be. kidudad kittle Drug lotormalipn Section bi the OpefaBonsManudandfOr be

distrihuled to kivastigatoie altar the study begins.



d. Drug Treatment and Handling Procedures COTHP)

A detailed procedure for handiir>g drugs is written by the Study CRP in accordance with VA
and FDA regulations. The DTHP Includes detailed instructions for the receipt, distribution,

administration and use. proper disposition and report requirements of the drugs or devices.

e. Medical Center Participation and Patient Availability

This section contains a list of medical centers that have expressed interest in participation in

the study and describes the methodology and results of the assessment of patient availability.

f. Other Supporting Information

Additional sections can be included as appropriate. For example, if a central laboratory is

needed, the protocol should include a detailed description of the procedures for obtaining

specimens, evaluattng results and transmitting data. Other material might include descriptions of

training procedures, reliability studies, or definitions of endpoints.

I. Submitting the Proposal

All CSP proposals are submitted through the assigned CSPCC. After the final planning meeting and
review by the CSPCC Human Rights Committee, (he Principal Proponent sends the final version of the

pn^Msal to the CSPCC. where it is reviewed, typed In the required format and duplicated for submission to

CSPA/A Headquarters. If the proposal is typed elsewhere. K should be provided on diskette to the CSPCC
so that it can be reformatted according to CSP conventions.

CSEC meets twice each year in Aprtl and October. The associated deadlines for submission of

completed proposals to the CSP/VA Hea^uarters for CSEC review are outlined in the following table:

PROPOSAL SUBMISSION DEADLINES
{

CSEC Meeting

Deadlines for Submissions to;

CSPCC CSP/VA Headquarters

April Dec. IS Feb. 1

October June 15 Aug. 1

To allow sufficient time for review, typing, duplication, binding and distribution of the proposal, a

complete final draft must reach the CSPCC at least six vweks before the deadline for submission to CSPA/A
Headquarters. These deadlines must be observed or the review will be deferred to the next meeting. A
protocol that is deficient in any important aspect will be returned to the Principal Proponent for appropriate

action before K is resubmitted.
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III. CSP REVIEW PROCEDURES

Ethical, scientific, professional, manuscript preparation and administrative aspects of the proposal are
evaluated by the CSPCC Human Rights Committee and the Cooperative Studies Evaluation
Committee (CSEC). In addition, each proposal is reviewed prior to the CSEC meeting by at least three
independent reviewers who provide written critiques. Finally, after CSEC scientific approval and CSP
funding approval, the proposal is submitted for review by the R&D Committee and Subcommittee on Human
Studies at each medical center being considered for inclusion in the study. If non-VA centers are
participating, the proposal Is submitted to the local Institutional Review BoanJ (IRB) for review.

A. The CSPCC Human Rights Committee

Any study involving the use of himian subjects requires consideration of the protection of the rights and
welfare of the person volunteering to participate in the study. A Human Rights Committee (HRC) has been
established at each CSPCC to provide these safeguards.

1. Composition

The Committee is composed of individuals from the community and VHA who have the interest

and background required to consider the ethical and legal issues involved in the participation of human
subjects in research. The Committee is chaired by a person who currently holds a VA appointment.

At least two members are non-VA appointees who have no direct connection with research within a VA
facility. At least one practicing physician from the community and one non-physician scientist will be
on the Committee. Additional representation usually includes a member of the clergy, an attorney, a

veteran arvl/or a member of a recognized minority group. Membership and procedures are consistent

with appropriate sections of M-3. Part 1.

2. Responsibilities

The responsibility of the HRC at the planning stage of the study is to determine if the protection

of the patient's rights and welfare in the proposed study is adequate. Assessment is usually done at the

final planning meeting but always prior to submission for CSEC review. The Committee must ensure

that the patient (or guardian, if the patient is judged incompetent) will be fully informed of the meaning
of and any risk in participation. This review should indude an in-depth i:onsideration of the protocol and
the informed consent procedures and documents. If the study involves the use of a medical device,

the HRC must make a determination (based on cument FDA guidelines) as to the degree of risk inherent

to the device.

The HRC may. on consideration of human nghts issues only, accept the study as proposed, accept

it with conditions, or reject it outright. If the study is rejected, the revised protocol must be approved

by the HRC before it is submitted for CSEC review. A recommendation by a HRC may not be reversed

except by its own action. Therefore, no study can be submitted to CSEC for evaluation until it has been
approved by the HRC. If the study Is accepted with conditions, the Study Biostati$tic:ian is responsible

for ensuring that the conditions have been met before it is submitted for CSEC evaluation. A letter to

this effect signed by the Chairperson. HRC is required.

The HRC provides a general assessment of the human rights aspects of the proposal. Neither this

review nor the general assessment of feasibility, scientific merit, relevance ar>d professional ethics by

CSEC is a substitute for review by the local participating centers’ R&D Committees and the

Subcommittees on Human Studies or local IRBs.
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B. Drug Information

When a study involves drugs, the Study CRP develops a Drug Information Report (DIR) on each
primary study drug that provides comprehensive information Including known side effects, adverse effects,

contraindications and precautions. This repoft(s) is sent to the Chief, CSPCC who will distribute it to the
Human Rights Committee, the Planning Committee and others as appropriate. A Drug Information Section
containing all DIRs for a given study is incorporated into Volume II of the CSEC submission. This
information is provided for use by CSEC, the Pi's, and their R&D Committees and Subcommittees on Human
Studies or their local IRBs.

C. Written Reviews for Cooperative Studies Evaluation Committee

Once CSPA/A Headquarters receives the proposal, K is reviewed to ensure that all the required

information is included. Cofdes of the proposal are then sent to ad hoc reviewers who provide written

critiques to the Cooperative Studies Evaluation Committee. These written critiques are available to the

Principal Proponent, ^udy Btostatistidan, and Study CRP prior to the meeting. The reviewers may request

anonymity.

Reviewers are asked to comment on the importance of the project, its feasibility, the clarity and
achievability of its objectives, the adequacy of the plan of investigation, the conectness of the technical

details, the adequacy of safeguards for the welfare of the patients and any other pertinent features of the

proposal. The biostatistical reviewer also is asked to comment on the character and definition of response

variables, measurement, data collection, frequency of observations, sample size, plans for data processing

and analysis and any other relevant features.

D. The Cooperative Studies Evaluation Committee

The Cooperative Studies Evaluation Committee (CSEC) reviews new and ongoing CSP studies and

makes recommendations to the CROC regarding the scientific merit of the studies.

1. Committee Members

Members of CSEC are appointed by the Secretary of the Department of Veterans Affairs upon

recommendation by the CROO. There are members representing many medical spedatties as welt as

representatives from the FDA, the fields of epidemiology and biostatistics, and ^m health services

research. Ail members have had extensive experience in clinical research and in the conduct of dinical

trials. Members are appointed for a four-year term. Two members of CSEC, usually a biostatistidan

and a dinidan, are assigned primary responsibility for reviewing each protocol. In addhion, for new
proposals, the Committee is augmented by an ad hoc member knowledgeable in the particular subject

matter of the protocol being reviewed. The Chairperson of CSEC is nominated by the CRDO. The

responsibilities of the Chairperson are to conduct the meeting and summarize the deliberations of the

Committee. The CROO and his staff serve as coordinators for the meetings. Appendix B lists CSEC
members as of the publication date of these Guidelines.

2. The CSEC Review Process

The Principal Proponent and the Study Biostatistidan appear before the Committee. If the

proposal includes an economic analysts component, the consultant appears as well.

At the meeting, the Prindpal Proponent be asked to make an openir>g statement not to exceed

ten minutes, followed by a five minute statement from the Study Biostatistidan. If there are Co-

Proponents present, only one will make a formal statement. If there is an economic component, the

individual responsible for preparing that protocol win also be expected to make a Tive minute statement.

M the request of the Prindpal Propon*^ and with the concurrence of the CRDO. additional oonsuRants

niay be available to answer questions and rhay make a five minute $tateiT\pnt. These ^atements

should be based on written documents that are distributed to CSEC members prior to the meeting .
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They should provide a concise summary of the research problem and state why it should be supported
byVA.

The Principal Proponent and the Study Biostati^tdan should take relevant notes at the meeting
since in-depth reports of the CSEC proceedings are usually not provided.

After the formal statements, the ad hoc reviewer, the CSEC primary reviewers and the remaining
CSEC members question the proponents on problems and issues they have identified. The proponents
defend the protocol in an interactive discussion.

Alter the open session, the proponents are excused for the CSEC Executive Session. The ad hoc
reviewer remains and participates as a voting member in this closed session, during which the

Committee formulates recommendations.

3. CSEC Recommendations

Generally one of four actions is taken:

• Unconditional approval . The study is approved without changes and is recommended for

funding.

• Conditional approval . The Committee approves the study with the understanding that the

Principal Proponent and the Study Biostalisttcian will make certain changes or additions to

the protocol. When the changes are made and are approved by the CRDO, the Chairperson

of CSEC, and the CSEC primary reviewers, tlw study will be recommended for funding.

• Reject the study . The Principal Proponent wilt have an opportunity to review the CSEC
report If the Principal Proponent wante to resubmit the proposal to the CSP, a new request

for planning must be sent to the CROO.

• Reject Of defer consideration of the study vrith recommendation for resubmittal. In unusual

circumstances the Committee finds the study worthwhile, but in need of major revisions, in

this case, should the investigator choose to submit a revised protocol, the CROO may waive
the requirement for an initial planning request ar>d review.

The Principal Proponent(s), the CSPCC Chief, and the Study Biostatistician are informed of the

CSEC recommendation immediately after the close of ttie Executive Session.

For new studies that are approved, CSEC assigns a numeric rating of the scientific merit of the

proposal. Approval of a proposal by CSEC does not ensure funding. Action by this Committee

constrtutes a recommendation to the CROO. Written notification by the CRDO constitutes the official

action on the proposed study. Studies approved but not funded are reviewed on a continuing basis and
will be dropped from the awaiting funding list if the CROO determines that funding will not become
available within 18 months after CSEC approval, if the Principal Proponent then chooses to resubmit

a proposal, a new request for planning must be sent to the CRDO.

E. Review by Participating Medical Centers

When the Principal Proponent has been notified that funding is available, the CSPCC will then send

the study protocol to the selected medical centers for their review. In order to avoid delay, the Participating

Investigator (PO should schedule the Research and Development (R&D) Committee and Subcommittee on

Human Studies reviews (or, for non-VA centers, the Institutional Review Board [IRB] review) as soon as

possible.

Comriftents, crtttctems andfor suggestkxn for improvement of the proposal by the local R&D Committees
are welcomed by the Cooperative Studies Program and will be seriously considered by study staff in

preparing the Operations Manual (the primary procedural guideline for the study). Although some changes
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may be made, all paitldpatlng centers must conform to ttw final protocol raquirefnents as well as the
standard policies of the Cooperative Studies Program. In addition to the scientific aspects, the RAO
CommMee should address questions of feasibility. There must be an individual who is willing to serve as PI
and who is ellgUe to receive researeh fundkig (Le. at least 518 VA time or approved by the VA Headquarters
Eligibility Committee). Usually, the PI wRI leqidra active support from the Pi's service and ottiar services,

e.g.. Pharmacy, Clinical Laboratory. There may be a n^ for space. R&D Committee approval to

participate implia that adequate staff, space, and other resources are avadable and that the medical center
is willing to make a commitment to the stu^.

Recruitment of a sufficient number of patients Is often a chrrmic problem in conducting cooperative
studies, h the RAO Commlltee is aware of any circumstances that would seriously crrmpromlse the medical
center's ability to contrfbute their quota of patients, these limitations should be taken into consideration In

the review of the proposal (e.g., if there Is another CSP study or a local study Involving Identical or very
similar patients).

Although It is the preference of the CSP that a single standanl consent fomt be used at all participating

centers, the ultimate responsibility for the welfare of the patient resides at the Individual center. The consent
form document, developed by the Principal Proponent and approved by the CSPCC Human Rights

Committee, should be considered as a prototype. If the Subcommittee on Human Studies from a
partidpatlng medical center makes suggestions for changes, they will be seriously considered. Similarly,

local variations can be incorporated Mo a standard document for use in all or most medical centers. When
necessary and appropriate, variations across canters wiil be permitted nvlth the approval of the Chief,

CSPCC. Major dianges must have the approval of the CSPCC Human Rights Committee.

Medical centers that approve partldpatlon In the study must submit a copy of the minutes Indicating

approval by their RAO Committee and Subcommittee on Human Studies or local IRB to the CSPCC as soon
as they are avallabla. VA Form 10-1223 should be used for reporting approval by the Subcommittee on
Human Studies. If the study Involves dnrgsfdevlees, a copy of these minutes must be sent to the Chief,

CSPCRPCC by the CSPCC before any study agents can be distributed to the participating medical canters.

A VA Form 10-9012 (InvesHgalkmal Onrg Informallon Record) must be complatad and fonmrded to the local

Pharmacy Service by the PI prior to dispensino study drugs. Additionally, If die study Is conducted under

an MO, complatlan of VA Form 1 S72 (SMement of Investigator) win be required. In the case of an IDE, a

signed agreement from the PI is requited.



IV. INITIATING A CSP COOPERATIVE STUDY

A. Study Chalrparaon

Ones a study Is liinded, the Principal Proponent is deslgnaled as the Study Chaiiperson. The
Chairpeison b responsible to the CRDO, through the Chief, CSPCC, tor the conduct of the study. The
appointment of a Co-Chaliperson may be considered. e.g., when a study involves two major dbcipllnes.

However, there must be a dear and Justifbble need, and the request (or a Co-Chairperson must be approved
by the CRDO. Thb decision b made most appropriately at the time of the Initial planning meeting, but may
occur after CSEC reviews the pratocoL The SMudyChairpetson should not be a member ofVA Headquarters
staff, a current chairperson of a CSP study, nor function as the Study Bloslatbticlan. It b not advbabto to

be concurrently Study Chabperson and PI of anotherCSP study. The Study Chairperson may not serve as
the PI at his/her own fadhty.

There are a number of steps to be taken before patient intake can begin. These should be done in a
timely fashion or there will be ilelay in funding and/or patient Intake. These steps indude:

• Revision of study protocol incorporating changes suggested by CSEC.

• Final selection of partidpaling medical centers.

• Final review and approval of study data forms, and submission for 0MB approval.

• Collaboralion with CSPCC on development of an Operations Manual.

• Collaboralion with CSPCRPCC on pharmaceutical and FDA bsues.

• Nomination of members of the Executive Commltlee.

• Nomination of members of the Data Monitoring Board.

• Hiring support staff at the Chairperson's Office.

• Selection of core labs.

• Planning for acquisition of equipment and/or supplies.

• Planning of organizational meeting.

• Printing and distribution of the study data forms.

• Planning for study newsletter.

B. Selecting the Participating VA Medical Centers

Seledion b based on kvlication of patient availabilily and other information. When the medical centers

are idenllfied, the Study Chairperson senrb the list of nominations to the Chief, CSPCC. If there has been

a significant delay (more than 12 months) between approval by the local RAD Committee and the

Subcommittee on Human Studies and the initiation of the study lor any reason (e.g., delay in release of

funding, hiring freeze), it may be necessary for these committees to re-review the proposal or at least

reaffirm their oommltmanl to participate. In these instances, the QSPCC Human RIghb Committae will abo

conduct a re-review.

Whan a medical canter bkifOrmed that It has been chosen to parilclpate.'the PI, with the anbtanca

of the ACOS/RSD, prepares a formal request for funds to the CRDO that b signed by the Medical Center
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Director. This request duplicates the budgetary estimates provided by the CSPCC. Any deviation from the
approved budget requires the endorsement of the Chief. CSPCC and the approval of the CRDO.

C. Forms Approval and Printing

Forms approval and printing are initiated soon after the CSPCC is advised that a study is likely to be
funded. Althoiigh the forms were reviewed by CSEC, there should be another review before they are sent
to VA Headquarters for approval. The Study Biostatlstidan will Initiate this review with the Study
Chairperson, the Study CRP, and relevant members of the CSPCC. The Study Chairperson may visit the

CSPCC for the review. The Study Biostatistician prepares the request for VA and OfTice of Management
and Budget (0MB) approval. If time permits, prospective Participating Investigators should be asked to

review the forms prior to the approval artd prlr^ling stage, slr^ce H becomes progressively more difficult to

make changes later.

Some studies may use electronic forms In a distributed data entry system. In this case, the CSPCC will

develop the system and provide the appropriate equipment arul training to the participating centers.

D. The Study Operations Manual and Training Materials

After funding is approved, the Study Chairperson. Study Biostatistician. Study CRP. and other study

members prepare an Operations Manual. This manual is used by the data collectors at each participating

medical center and Is intended to ensure that the study procedures are followed as uniformly as possible.

It includes details of data collection, flow, recording and encoding, as well as procedures for reporting

adverse medical events. A section on ethical conduct of the study should be included. In addition, the Pis'

responsibilities to the Pharmacy Service concerning prescription writing or drug ordering, the Pharmacy
Service's responsibility to the PI and other items germane to the conduct of the study are clearly defined.

If appropriate, the Operations Manual should also include instructions for using Investigational or study

supplies. The manual frequently consists of two volumes: Volume I Is typed, assembled and distributed by
the CSPCC; Volume II is typed, assembled and distributed by the CSPCRPCC. Other training materials

may need to be prepared for the Organliationat Meeting; e.g., videotapes or demonstrations.

E. Hiring and Training pf Study Personnel

CSP study personnel are generally hired on term appointments. When an emergency situation arises

concerning FTHE shortages or cuts, use of an IPA (through a non-profit organization or a service contract

through the Acquisition & Materiel Management Service) will be used. The CSPCC needs to be fully

Informed of all IPA agreements. Approval auUiority for iPA agreements Is delegated at the local VA medical

facility level.

Training sessions for study personnel may take place before patient entry begins, usually at the time

of the initial organizational meeting.

During the patient recruitment phase of the study, staffing will vary depending on estimated workload.

Generally, many participating centers will employ fulMime research assistants, though less than full-time

may be sufficient. During follow-up, a part-time appointment is generally sufficient.

F. Investigational New Drug (IND) Application and Investigational Device Exemption (IDE)

The CSPCRPCC will determine if an IND or IDE is required and provide the necessary guidance

regarding required FDA approvals and submissions. In most instances, the VA CSP is designated as the

sponsor of the INO/IOE. In addition, the Study Chairperson and every investigator who will be participating

in the study must be registered with the FDA and meet specific requirements. The CSPCRPCC will

coordinate the preparation and submission of the IND or IDE in accordance with FDA requirements. The
Study CRP will be the CSP representative to the FDA and will work dosely with the Study Chairperson to

resolve FDA-related Issues and'preblems regarding the study. All correspoiKlence wnh the FDA from study

personnel is directed through the Study CRP.

a espoi



Tlw FDA wdnoWytlM sponsor kiwtUng of ttw date they raeelva an tND or IDE appncaUon. Drug and
significant risk devioe studies may begin 30 days after the FDA receives the application, unless the FDA
nolifles the sponsor to the contrary. Copies of FDA approved submissions must be on fbe at the

CSPCRPCC before study ariictes can be distributed to participating medical centers. The CSPCRPCC will

obtain a signed FDA Form 1572 (StatemerS of Investigator) or devioe agreement from the Study Chairperson

and each PI as soon as the participating medical centers an selected. DrugaUevIces cannot be shipped

unH die signed documents have been received by the CSPCRPCC. Routine updating of FDA Form 1 572
win be coordinated on behalf of the sponsor by the CSPCRPCC at required Intervals.

When a phannaceutical company or device manufacturer acts as a sponsor of a study, the company
accepts Uiefesponslillly for filing the INO or IDE with the FDA. In these cases, CSP requitM a letter from

the pfurmaoeutlcal company or manufacturer Mantlfylng their FDA assigned IND or IDE number. In such

cases, a Letter of Understanding Is also advisabla to dellneats an fequlremsnts of the CSP Uiat are

necessary to enable the company to meet Its obligations as sponsor of the IND or IDE.
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V. CONDUCTING A CSP STUDY

A. CSP Study Management and Monitoring

The CRDO delegates responsibility for each CSP study to the respective Chiefs, CSPCC who will In

turn keep him fully informed and will forward to him those actions or recommendations that require his

approval. Each study will be considered in a probationary status for the first year. Towards the end of this

period, the Chief, CSPCC will provide a detailed report of progress to the CRDO with special attention to

patient accrual and/or problems that might affect the successful completion of the study. The CRDO may
discuss the contents of this report wHh the Study Chairperson and the Chief, CSPCC in writing or by
telephone and recommend appropriate actions. Any study that does not reach at least 00% of the targeted
accrual for the fir^st year will be at risk for termination. The decision to continue a study is at the discretion

of the CRDO.

Five groups share the responsibility for conducting and/or monitoring a CSP Study: the Study Group,
the Executive Committee, the Data Monitorir^g Board, the CSPCC Human Rights Committee and the

Cooperative Studies Evaluation Committee. The first three committees meet to review the operational and
monitorir^g aspects of the study before patient intake begins. After patient intake begins, appropriate

progress reports are distributed to these committees by the CSPCC at least three weeks before regularly

scheduled meetings, and interim updates are provided between meetings. Studies lasting more than four

yeara are reviewed by CSEC at three-year intervals or more often, should a specific need arise. Studies

lasting four years or less are reviewed by CSEC at the halfway point of the study.

The standard schedule of meetings for the Study Group, Executive CommHlee and Data MonKoring

Board consists of an initial meeting for organizational, informational and training purposes prior to patient

intake, a meeting six to nine months after the initiation of patient intake, and annual meetings thereafter.

After the first year, meetings will be scheduled as needed. In some cases, annual meetings may not be

required, particularly during the follow-up phase. Ordinarily, meetings will not be held If the remaining period

of patient follow-up Is less than six months.

1. Study Group

The Study Group is chaired by the Study Chairperson and Includes the Study Biostatisticlan, the

Study CRP, all Participating Investigators and permanent consultants to the study. At the

Organizational Meeting, the Study Biostatistidah or Chief, CSPCC will make a presentation ort research

athics and inform the group that site visits routinely take place. Two to three weeks prior to Study

Group meetings, the Study Blostatistidan prepares and distributes a report to the Study Group. At their

meetings, the Study Group reviews the progress of the study, discusses any problems the Investigators

have encountered, and provides suggestions for improving the study. Results of blinded data related

to study endpoints are not discussed with this group. When appropriate, the Research Assistantfs) from

each center and other CSP personnel may also attend these meetings. It is the Study Cheirperson’s

responsibility to write a report of each Study Group meeting within three weeks of the meeting, and send

it to the Chief. CSPCC for distribution.

2. Executive Committee

The Executive Committee, chaired by the Study Chairperson, consists of four to eight members
and includes the Study Chairperson, the Study Biostatistician, the Study CRP, the head(s) of any

special central support urvt(s) related to the study, two or three Participating Investigators, and selected

consultants when necessary. If there are no more than five Investigators, they may all be members of

the Committee. This Committee acts as the management group and dedslorvmaking body for the

operational aspects of the study, ft decides on all proposed changes In the study and on any

subprotooote or use of tha study data, on publications of study results, and recommends ectlons on

medical ceifters whose performance is unsatisfsctoiy. As wKh the Study Groep. the Irrtertm results of

bifnded portions of the study wlR not be presented to this group.
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Al mt^or aKeratlons in protocol design or operation of the study recommended by the Exc
Commttee are communicated to the CRDO for Ms approval and then stfomttted to the Data Mor
Board for Its vrrttten endorsement. The ACOS^AD at each partidpatino medical center Is inf*

since mn/or changes in the protocol may require resubmissiofi to the local RAO and Human
Commllees. tf a slgnlflcanl-tfsk device ts being evaluated, changes in the Investigatiocul plan n
be instituled untB they are approved by the CSPCC Human Rights Committee and a supplement
application is approved by the FOA. The Study Chairperson is responsible for writing a report

three weeks of the meeting and sendirtg H to the Chief, CSPCC for distribution.

3. Data Monitoring Board

The Data Monitoring Board pMB) usually numbers six to eight members: experts ki the s

matter of the study, two Indeperxlent biostatisticians, and other appropriate technical or so
spedaftsts. Any stu^ that involves patient intervention will have a DMB. When there is an eco
analysis component, the Board vai indude an expert In health economics. The Study Chairpersr

the Study Biostatistidan are norrvodng study representatives and the CRDO and the Chief, CSPC
nonvoting CSP representatives.

It is the responsibility of the Study Chairperson to nominate two members for each position i

Board to the Chief, CSPCC. The Study Biostatistician and/or the Chief, CSPCC usually will ass
Study Chairperson in seleding biostatistidan nominations. Alternate nominations for any
members may ba suggested by the CRDO.

The Study Chairperson ard the Study Biostatistidan should not personally contact the nom
The Chief, CSPCC will write or call those nominated to determine their willingness to serve i

Board and request a CV before forwardlrtg the list to CSP/VA Headquarters. The CRDO will ma
rmal selection and Issue a formal letter of appointment A complete copy of the study protocol

copy of the CSP GuideSnes wHi ba provided to each member by the Chief, CSPCC. The te

appointmerd vM odend through the last day of patient follow-up. If the services of Board membe
required after thet time, N vrill be on an adhoc basis.

Data Monitoring Board members are highly qualified by background, training, experlenc

knowledge in relevant disdpllnes and are respor»ible for monKoiing, evaluating and nr

recommandations concerning all aspects of the ortgoing study. Members should be informed

CSP policy regarding conflict of intrKost. Conflict of interest may exist if a member has a subst

flnondal Merest In an organization that could be slgntflcantly affected by the conduct or condus

the study; if the member serves as an offlcer of such an organteation: or If the member
consultancy or similar contractual relatiorohip with such an organization, n is important to race

that conflfot of Merest applies If these interests or relationships exist or appear to exist . A peiso

partlcipaled in the planning of the study or who is from the same institution as those playing key

in the study shouM not be nominated. Persons from industry should not be nominated for s>

involving the evaluations of industrial products of potential commercial valua. It is the

responsibility of the Chief. CSPCC to see that nominations put forth are in accordance with th

spirit and intent ofCSP policy. As c$ the case with Prindpel Proponents, 0MB members should s

a statement of disclosure (see Appendix D).

The Data MonKorirrg Board provides a continuing critical and unbiased evaluation of the s

progress and formulates operational poHcy cortsistent with the best current biomedical res

practice. It does not initially evaluate tiie scientific merit or methodology of the study nor d

subsequently participate in the study's conduct; these functions are performed by other commi
The Board maintains the confidentiality of interim results that are presented st scheduled meet

The major responsibilities of the Data Monitoring Board are:

- « • Toconslderthe^uesttonofwhetherthe study should continue. Inherent In (his qoestk

considerations such as patient accrual, overall study progress, treatment efficacy, ad
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effects, futility, and proper monKorlng and reporting by the CSPCC or other support units in

the study.

» To assess the performance of each participating center and make appropriate
recommendations regarding continuation, probationary status or termination.

• To review and pro^e recommertdations regarding protocol changes and subprotocols.

As part of the study proposal, the Study Biostatistldan prepares an outline of reporting procedures
including prototype tables and graphs that will be used to present study data of various kinds (Appendix
BRDP of the stu^ protocoQ. The Data Monitoring Board is encouraged to provide a critical review of

these proposed biostatlstical monitoring procedures at their first meeting and to make recommendations
or suggestions for Improvement. At subsequent meetings, they may request new or different data
displays. The Study Biostadstidan prepares and distributes a report three weeks prior to meetings and
at least one interim report between meetings. If data provided to the DMB are unblinded, tables

containing these data will not be provided to the Study Chairperson, who must remain blinded. The
Study Chairperson reviews the progress of the study and informs the Board of all proposed changes
in the protocd, data collection forms or in plans for analyses. After a full discussion of all study issues,

the Board can. if it wishes, meet in Exeoriive Session (with the Study Biostatistldan and CSP
representatives) to formulate recommendations.

At their first meeting, the members of the Data Monitoring Board select a Chairperson wHh the

assistance of the Chief, CSPCC. In addition to chairing each meeting. H will be this individual's

responsibiirty to prepare a brief report of each meeting and send K to the Chief, CSPCC within three

weeks. The report stales those actions that the Board believes are necessary or highly desirable.

These are phras^ as recommendations to the CRDO. The DMB may also make suggestions that are

not intended to be binding but are to be considered by the study representatives. When the report is

received at the CSPCC. the Study Biostatistldan will be asked to consult with the Study Chairperson

and indicate how the recommendations will be implemented. The Chief, CSPCC vrill concur or add
whatever comments he/she wishes, and forward the report to the CRDO with additional distribution to

the Study Chairperson, the Data Monitoring Board and the Chief, CSPCRPCC. After the meeting, the

Study Biostatistldan should telephone the CRDO's office and the Staff Assistant's office in order to

make an Informal report.

During the course of the study, the Study Chairperson and other members of the Study Group may
not consult with 0MB members without the approval of the Chief, CSPCC.

In regard to the question of liability, the dedsion of General Counsel was announced in a

memorandum dated July 7. 1975. The Counsel stated that DMB members, when meeting on a study,

are considered VA employees and. as such, are entitled to liability coverage under either 38 U.S.C.

41 16 or the Doctrine of Offidal Immunity. This dedsion also covers the liability of non-VA members
of the Executive Committee, the Human Rights Committee and the Study Group.

4. Human Rights Committee

In addition to reviewing the protocol for human rights issues prior to submission to CSEC. this

Committee is responsible for ensuring that patients' rights and welfare are protected during the course

of the study. At least once a year during the course of the study, the Human Rights Committee meets

with the Data Monitoring Board to participate in that part of the meeting that deals with patients' rights

and welfare. It is the responsibility of the Study Biostatistidan and the Study Chairperson to provide

the Committee with the appropriate information, indudlng some or all of the data provided to the Data

Monitorirtg Board and a summary of the progress of the study written in lay language. The Human
Rights Comiruttee Chairperson is respons^ for writing a report of the meeting wtlhln three weeks of

the meeting. This report should be sent to the Chief, CSPCC who will make the proper distribution.

In rare insUinceS where the HRC b blinded and the DMB Is not (subh as agreements betvroen CSP and

other agendas In Interagency agreement ftjnded studies), a member of theVtRC, usually the HRC
Chairperson, will be appointed to the DMB.

M CS^GutaMhM
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The local R&O Committees also should schedule an annual review by their Subcommittee on
Human Rights and send a copy of the minutes of this review to the Chief, CSPCC. Each year, three
site visits to participating medical centers are conducted by members of the CSPCC Human Rights
Committee, accompanied by a member of the CSPCC. The purpose of these visits is to determine
whether the human rights aspects of the studies are receivir^g proper attention. If possible, the Human
Rights Committee member will observe at least one informed consent being given and will talk with
study patients about their partidpation in that study. Upon returning from the site visit, the member will

write a report of the visit and send it to the Chief, CSPCC. The report should ogt Identify the patient

by name. Since each CSPCC has more than three ongoing studies, a medical center In each study
may not be visited each year. However, at least one Human Rights Committee site visit is made in

connection with each study at some time during its ongoing phase.

B. Responsibilitfes In a CSP Study

The successful planning, organization, conduct, and conclusion of a CSP study requires the active

cooperation of many individuals. Since participation in a VA CSP study is voluntary, all involved should
have a clear understanding of their responsibilities and commitments. Agreement to participate implies a

willingness to adhere to the research protocol in all respects. The approval for participation by the R&O
Committee implies that it is feasible to conduct the study at that site, and that the medical center is prepared

to provide the necessary artd appropriate support. Involvement in a CSP study is demanding. A Study
Chairperson and the Participating Investigators must be willing and able to devote time artd energy to hs

success.

Participants should recognize from the outset of a CSP ^udy that funding of an approved study will not

be continued In the absence of objectively demonstrated satisfactory performance (e.g.. number of patients

enrolled, quaitty of data acquisition, etc.). The Study Chairperson and Study Biostatistician must monitor

various aspects of performance closely throughout the study and routinely provide this information to the

appropriate persons or groups. Personnel at participating sites must be notified if their performance is less

than satisfactory. The Executive Committee must know that remedial action may be necessary and take

such action promptly. The Data Monitoring Boanl mu^ be prepared to make difficult decisions and

recommendations, especially if poor performance appears to be placing the success of the study in Jeopardy,

in adctition, the CRDO may decide to terminate the study if he determines that the study is not achieving its

objective.

It is the re^nsibiiity of the CSPCC to inform patients if similar studies conducted by other agencies

have been stopp^ prem^urely, and the Data Monitoring Board has recommended continurtlon of the CSP
study. In this situation, patients should be notified, by written communication, of the most recent information

that has been made available to the public. Participating investigators and study personnel at each

participating medical center will be sent copies of the ietter(s).

C. Meeting/Travel Arrangements

To initiate one of the regularly scheduled Study Group/Executive Committee meetings, the Study

Chairperson should contact the Study Biostatistician at least to eight weeks in advance of the proposed

meeting date. However, as much as three to six months advance planning may be necessary to schedule

hotel availability. The CSPCC Administrative Officer will select three sites with reasonable accommodations

that minimize the cost of travel and per diem and which are convenient for travelers to reach, and calculate

travel costs for each of them. If the cost projections for the three sites are comparable, the Study

Chairperson may choose one. However, if the differences are significant, the site will be selected by the

Chief. CSPCC. If the Study Chairperson wants to schedule a meeting at a more costly location, the

attendees (excluding those from the CSPCC) must obtain the additional funds from sources other than

locally or centrally directed VA research travel funds. Excetirtions to these rules for selecting meeting sites

will only be granted if there are unique and valid reasons to do so. such as availability of special laboratory

fadRles for training purposes, if plans are to have more than two peilidpants per site attend or costs exceed

original budget proiections, special written approval of the CRDO is required. Committee members may be

allowed to atterKi a national meeting in oonjunction with a study meeting under the following conditions: the

s



CSP meeting must be scheduled immedletely before or after the national meeting (not concurrent with); the

national meeting nwst occur reasonably dose to the regularty scheduled meeting time of the study; the CSP
¥ritl not be responsible for extra per diem or fees associated with attending the national meeting; costs in

excess of those projected for the selected site will need to be assumed by the partidpants.

When these detafls have been settled, the Study Biostatistician informs the Chief, CSPCC of the dates

and place of the meeting, the names of the attendees and the addresses of any non>VA personnel vrho will

be traveling on letters of agreement. An agenda indicating me^ng times Is attached. This letter, with

appropriate justification, is forwarded to CSPA/A Headquarters as early as possible but no later than four

weeks prior to the sch^uled meetirtg date. Norvroutine meetings of any of the groups necessitated by

unusual prdblems arising during the study may be arranged on shorter notice by contact with the Chief.

CSPCC,

The Data Monftoring Board genersBy meets in the vicinity of the CSPCC in order to fadlitate the Human
Rights Committee review. However, the initial meeting of the DM6 may be held In Washington, O.C. if the

CROC is to attend.

Funding for travel to meetings of the Study Gmup, Executive Committee. Data Monitoring Board, and
other authofized CSP study activities will be provided from CSPA/A Headquarters centrally directed travel

funds. When the meeting has been approved, the CSPCC will notify all expected attendees and the

assodated ACOS offices and give them the necessary details. A scheduled meeting will be postponed if

the expected attendance falls below 60% of those Utat are authorized to attend. Attendees should receive

the agenda arrd any materials to be reviewed at the meeting at least three weeks prior to the scheduled

meeting date.

it should be emphasized that all partidpants. induding the Data Monitoring Board and CSPCC
personnel, are dealing with privileged information and that confidentiality must be maintained.

0. Protocol Changea

Subsequent to CSEC approval, the Study Chairperson. Study Blostatistidan. and Study CRP (If the

study involves drugs or devices) may not unilateraHy or collectively make study protocol changes without

the appropriate approvals.

The Study Chakperaon. Study Bioslatistidan, and Study CRP should discuss proposed study protocol

changes among themselves before preseftting such changes for approval. The Study Blostatistidan and

Study CRP must prepare an "Executive Summary of Proposed Study Protocol Change* form for their

respective Centers that delineates the change, the need for the change, who the study's executive

discussants were and the impact of the proposed change.

In all cases, the involved Center Chiefs (CSPCC and CSPCRPCC) and the CRDO must approve

proposed study protocol changes. The CRDO will make the dedsion whether or not the proposed study

protocol changes require the approval of CSEC. In cases of ongoing studies, proposed changes should be

reviewed by the Executive Committee, and if appmved. submitted to the CRDO for his review. After the

CROO’s review, the proposal may be sent to the DMB. No substantial changes should be presented to the

0MB prior to the CROC's review. If the study is being conducted under an IND/IDE. protocol changes must

be submitted to FDA prior to implementation.

E. Change in Funding Support

Changes in the study budget must be approved by the CRDO. Major changes may require another

C^C review. Requests for additional funding at partidpatlng centers must be Initiated by the Pi through

the ofAoe of the ACOS/R&O at the center, with the appropriate justificalion and delineation of needs including

persorwwl (FTE, GS grade, dolar costs), equipment and operating costs. This request should be forwaided

to the CSPCC. with a copy to the Stu^ Chatopersen. If the Chief. CSPCC recommends approval and the

CRDO concurs, the office of the ACOS/R&D of the partidpatlng medical center wHI be Informed that an

offidal request may be initiated through the Medical Center Director and the VISN Director.



Funds and FTE provided for a CSP study are limited to the needs of the study and ate not to be used
to supplement other clinical or research activities. Unused funds and FTE are to be returned to CSPA/A
Headquarteis on a quarterty basis.

F. Data Collection, Editing and Patient Entry Policy

Data are to be collected only on VA and OME approved data forms supplied by the CSPCC or the

CSPCRPCC. In general, data reported on the forms should be reviewed by the PI at eaoh medical center

before being sent to the CSPCC for biostatlstical and data processing review and assessment. Data to be
reviewed by individuals or groups other than those mentioned above (e.g., central readings of EEGs, EKGs,
coronary arteriograms) are detailed in the study protocol. The protocol may also call fOr study data to be
sent to the Study Chaiiperson for maifical review. Some studies may utilize electronic forms and dlsMbutad

data entry. In these cases, data Is entered at the participating hospital and submitted to the CSPCC
electronically. Review processes for such data will vary depending on Individual study requirements.

It is against CSP policy for a patient to be enrolled simultaneously in two randomized clinical trials. It

is also strongly urged that a patient enrolled In a VA CSP study not be enrolled simultaneously in another

non-randomized study requiring informed consent. If an investigator wishes to do the latter, he/Sha must
document in writing to the Chier, CSPCC why the patient's particjpallon in the non-CSP study will not affect

hisrtier participation hi the CSP study. Screening forms in every CSP study should solicit information about

other studies in which the patient might be partidpaling. These Issues should also be addressed at the

Organizational Meeting of every CSP study.

Al patients must sign an informed consent form. This form must be administered by the PI or his/her

designee and signatures should be witnessed by a person unrelated to the study. A copy of each patient's

signed Informed consent document is sent to the CSPCC to verify that every patient has given consent.

Original copies of VA Form 10-10M are retained in the patient's official medical record (not research data

records) at each participating medical center.

G. BreaMng Study Blind

Most CSP studies involving drugs are double^nd sturfies in which neither the patient nor the Pi knows

which dnig the patient is receiving. Emergency drug code envelopas are prepared by the CSPCC or

CSPCRPCC and shippad with the study drugs to the Pharmacy Service of the participating medical center

prior to the study starting. Each envelope is numbered with a unique patient randomization number and

contains the treatment assignment for that patient. These envelopas are placad In the custody of the

Phannscy Service for the duration of the study. The blind (or treatment assignment) should only be broken

if knowledge of the specWc drug is essential to the medical management of the patient. In such an

emergency, the Phamwcy Service may open the envelops and reveal the treatment assignment for a given

patient to the PI. However, before doing so, the PI and the Phannscy Servica must comply with protocol

procedures. Such procedures often imdude contacting the Study Chairperson or Study CRP before breaking

the code.

The Phannacy Service at the participating medical center must notify the Study CRP al the

CSPCRPCC as soon as possible by telephone whenever a drug code envelope is opened. The emergency

dnig code envelope and ks oonteras mu^ be relumed to the CSPCRPCC within 72 hours of the code break.

Upon receipt of the code envelope, the CSPCRPCC will immediately inform the Study Blostatlstician via

telephone and send a r:opy of the envelope which is filed with the study documents at the CSPCC. When
the study has been competed (or tenninated earty), the unopened envelopes must be relumed to the

CSPCRPCC. The CSPCRPCC will verify that the envelopes were or were not Intact and notify the Study

Biostatistician of their condition. Drug code envelopes should not be confused with the randomization code

envelopes.



H. Subprotocols

Subprotocols to VA CSP studies are generally discouraged since they add burden to the participating

clinic personnel, the CSPCC. the patients in the study, and to the Cooperative Studies Program costs.
However, If a Study Chairperson or PI insist on proposing a subprotocol, the followicHi steps are taken:

1) A formal protocol is written that indudes background and justification, objectives, patient selection,

informed consent documents, methods, data to be collected, sample size determination, and budget.

2) The subprotocol is reviewed And approved by a majority vote of the study's Executive Committee
and Data Monitoring Board, artd the CSPCC Human Rights Committee.

3) TTw subprotocol must be reviewed and approved by the R&D and Human Studies Committee at

each antidpated partidpatJng center.

4) The committees reviewing the subprotocol determine if a patient's participation in the subprotocol

will interfere with partidpation in the main CSP study. If it will, the subprotocol must be disapproved
because the primary study must always take precedence.

5) If funding is required, non-CSP sources sudi as National Institutes of HeaKh (NIH), the Agency for

Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR), VA Research Service's Merit Review Program, private

fourxjations or pharmaceutical companies should first be contacted. Funding requests to CSP should

be submitted only when other sources are not available. The Director of the MRS has agreed to review

the subprotoools of investigators in CSP trials who want to perform Merit Review Studies related to the

CSP trial. Review vrill be corxluded even if invesUgator has a separate Merit Review funded study.

6) All oversight committee approvals are conveyed to the CRDO as recommendations for action.

Final approval must be obtained from the CROC.

7) If the main protocol is oonduded under IND/tOE, any subprotocol must be submitted to FDA prior

to irrtplementation.

All polides that govern CSP projects also apply to subprotocols. For example, manuscripts must be

approved by the Executive Committee and the Chief. CSPCC.

I. Newsletter

Study newsletters are prepared and issued regularly by the Study Chairperson and/or Study

Biostatistidan. The newsletter is a primary means of keeping participants informed between meetings. The
newsletter should contain items of general interest to the participants, progress and performance reports,

drug^lated issues, and discussion of any problems that arise. The newsletter should qqI Indude unblinded

data or study results. Distribution will be made by the CSPCC.

J. Site Visits

Site visits by the Study Chairperson, the Study Biostatistidan. the Study CRP. or other technical experts

are not a routine part of CSP studies, but may be required in certain cases. When site visits are considered

essential, they should be induded as a spedai line item in the study budget. If an unforeseen problem arises

that can be resolved only by visiting the medical center, a site visit may be funded if endorsed by the Chief,

CSPCC, approved by the CRDO, and travel funds are available.

A site visit report should be sent within ten days to the Study Chairperson, who may simply endorse the

report, add recommendations or condusions, or. if necessary, atla^ a summary of the specific adions

recommended by the Executive Committee to correct defider^es that may have been discovered. The
report Is then mailed to the Chief, CSPCC for appropriate action.
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On occasion, the FDA, as a part of their biomedical compttance monitoring pfx>oram for sponsor.
monHors, and dinlcai investigators, will visit a CSPCC or partidpating CSP fadlity. When the PDA
aniKMinoes their impending visit, the Study CRP Is responsible for working dosely with the Study Chairperson
and the individuals being visited to prepare them for the FDA vlsiL Occasionally, collaborating

pharmaceutical compedes, whether sponsoring the 1ND/10E or not, will wish to condud site visits to assure
compliance with FDA regulations. Such visits must be approved and coordinated by the CSPCC.

K. Replacement of a PI or Study Chairperson During the Course of a Study

CSP studies frequently take several years to complete. During that time, a PI or a Study Chairperson

may find it Impossible to continue with the study. Should this occur, suHable replacements should be found
as quickly as possible In order to maintain the continuity of the study.

If a PI cannot conduct the study until Hs completion, he/she should give as much advance notice as

possiUe to the Study Chairperson and. if possible, suggest an appropriate replacement. The Study
Chairperson should then inform the Chief. CSPCC of the proposed change. If the study involves drugs or

devices, the CSPCC Chief will inform the CSPCRPCC. The local ACOS/R&O should obtain endorsement
of the center's R&D Committee for this change and inform the Chief. CSPCC, forwarding the R&D minutes

when they are available. In cases of "emergency,* tMth tittle or no advance notice, temporary assignment

of an investigator by the local center is permissible until the formal replacement process Is completed. If

no suitable or available replaoement (or the departing Pi exists, the center's participation in the study will be
terminated. The CSPCC will notify (he CSPCRPCC of all Pi changes.

If the Study Chairperson carmot continue to direct the study, he/she should inform the Chief, CSPCC
as early as possible so that nominations can be made to the CROO. The nominee does not necessarily have

to be from the same center as the original Chairperson. If the individual accepts the nomination, his/her

medicai center will be contacted to obtain the approval and support of the center and Its R&D Committee.

The local ACOS should Initiate a letter endorsing the nominee as described previously. In cases of an

"emergency," where there Is little or no advance notice, the CRDO may temporarily appoint someone as

Study Chairperson until the formal process Is accomplished. However, if no suitable or available

replacement Chairperson exists, the study may be terminated prematurely.

If an INO has been fil& for the study, new Pis and/or new participating medical centers will be required

to sign FDA Form 1S72 for submis^on to the FDA. in the case of a signincant risk device, addition of new
participants may not be instituted until approved by the FDA.

L Putting a Medical Center on Probation

If a participating center is not performing at the expected level, negotiations should take place between

the Study Chairperson and the PI. If these discussions fail to correct the problem, the Executive Committee,

with an endorsement from the Data Monitoring Board, can propose to place a participating site on probalion.

The proposal should be sent to the Chief. CSPCC for a decision, if the Chief, CSPCC concurs, the Study

Chairperson should issue a probationary letter which states the reasonts) why the center was placed on

probation and clearly specifies the criteria the PI must meet to be taken off probation in a specific time

period. This letter should be sent to (he PI through the CSPCC. which will forward the letter with a copy to

the local ACOS/R&O and to the CSPCRPCC.

After the probationary period has elapsed, the Study Chairperson should issue a follow-up letter to the

Pl*evaluating the performance during the period. The letter should clearly state that the site is either taken

off probation for good performance or the PI has fait^ to meet the probationary requirements. In case of

failure, steps may be taken to decrease support or drop the site from the study. In either case, a letter should

be written to the Chief, CSPCC stating the rationale and the proposed action. The Chief, CSPCC will then

seek the approval of the CRDO for the action.

' In the event ttrat the PI clearly acknowledges the lack ct performance and even desires to be dropped

from the study, the PI cannot act as an independent agent In the local decision.’ Instead, the PI should
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contact the local ACOS/R&D or write to the Study Chairperson with a copy to the local ACOS/R&D
acfcnowtedging the performance and the desire to be dropped.

M. Earty Termination of a Medical Center

During the course of a study, n is sometimes necessary to drop one or more medical centers from the
study. Such action must have the prior approval of the CRDO. Eariy termination is usually based on
recommendations from the Executive Committee and the Data Monitoring Board and most often reflects

inadequate patient intake. This action will always be taken in response to what is considered the best
interests of tto study and does not necessarily Imply poor performance on the part of the PI or the medical
center. The recommendation should be sent to the Chief. CSPCC who will make comments and forward
the recommendation to the CRDO for decision. If the CR£)0 concurs, he will inform the Chief. CSPCC. who
win inform the ACOSriR&D of the medical center and the CSPCRPCC. After that contact, the Chief. CSPCC
WIN write to the PI through the Director and the ACOS^&D of the participating medical center. The letter

win include the date of termination and information to the effect that funding not to exceed 45 days will be
provided for the placement of study personnel. In unusual circumstances, a request for extension can be
submitted to the CRDO. Funding for up to an additional 45 days (no more than 90 days total) may be
provided if the need is documented and justified, tn a/>nimiii^ted annual leave muat be induded
within the HmWs of salary support.

If equipment purchased for the study is needed at another medical center, the Chief. CSPCC will notify

theACO^&O at the terminated center that the equipment is to be transferred. If funds are not available

for shipment, a request should be made to the Chief. CSPCC for such purpose. In the event that a new
center b not yet identified, the Study Chairperson or Study Biostatistidan may wish to hava tha equipment
transferred to his/her center. In the event that the equipment b not needed by the CSP, H will be made
available for other use.

Some rrtedical centers are supported by a capitation plan instead of recurring salary and all other funds.

If the rrtedical center has not received equipment, medical devices, or supplies to be used for the study, then
there would be no reason to terminate But, If dw medical centers inwived In a study have equipment,
medbal devices, or supplies that could be reallocated to a more promising center, then the center may be
terminated early. In this case, the Executive Committee should set the criteria for terminating a capitation

center. Ortoe the crkeria are establidied, the process would be the same as a center that receives recurring

furtds (see above).

N. CSEC Reviews of Ongoing Studies

AH CSP studies are reviewed by CSEC at least once during their active phase. For studies lasting four

years or less, thb review will take place at the study's midpoint. For studies lasting more than four years,

these reviews take plaoe at three-year kitervab. For these sturSes the first review b scheduled for the CSEC
meeting rtearest to the three-year anniversary of the first funding unless there has been an InterveninQ CSEC
review for another purpose. In the latter case, CSEC determines the date of the next review. Ordinarily,

a three-year review will not be scheduled if fewer than 6 months remain until patient follow>up b ended.

Special reviews, e.g.. requests (or extensions of patient intake duration, are scheduled as required

during the ongoing phase of the study. The Study Biostatistician and the Study Chairperson are resporrsible

for scheduKng these reviews through CSP/VA Headquarters. Submission deadlines are the same as for new
pfoposab.

The CSPCC vrill be responsible for preparing the submission to CSP/VA Headquarters in the following

format:

• Table of Contents.

• Executive Summary or Abstract of the sfody.
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• CSPCC Chiefs Summary of Progress: The Chief, CSPCC is required to conduct an in-depth
review of the entire study and prepare an evaluative summary dement covering progress,

performance and probability of successful condusion of the study. He/she also presents a concise
review of the budgetary aspects of the study.

• Letters of Understanding (if necessary): a letter from CSPCRPCC may be required to acKnowledge
requests for extension of patient intake or follow-up that affect supples of drugs/devices.

• Study Progress Report: This section, jointly prepared by the Study Chairperson and the Study
Biostatistidan, indudes a history of the study to date and a statement of current status. The latter

includes the number of patients entered into the study (by time and medical center) and a
comparison vrith the projected number; losses to the study, (such as dropouts and changes of

therapy due to failure or toxicity) and a statement of when and why these occurred: comparison
with study objectives; and estimates of the prospects of success. The report should indude
aggregated outcome data, and it should compare overall event rates with the rate predicted in the
original protocol. At their discretion. CSEC may request outcome data by blirxJed treatment
assignment, or, in unusual drcumstances, unbiinded outcome data. Reconsideration of the

power/sample size issues may be necessary. In the case of a request for extension of patient

intake or follow-up duration, this report should also contain a Justification for the request. When
investigators request an extension and/or an increase in budget, or if there is any problem with the

corxlud of the trial, the calculation of corKfrtional probability must be provided to CSEC. In these

cases, a letter from the Chair of the DMB should also be induded in the mid-term report.

• Previous CSEC Reports.

• Data Monitorirtg Board Reports or Minutes.

• Executive Committee Reports or Minutes.

• Human Rights Committee Minutes Ortduding she visit reports).

• Bibliography of Study Publicatioris.

• Budgets: The orkiinal budget aoofoved bv CSEC: a budget showing actual costs to date; the

difference between the two; and prajeded costs fr^the completion of the study.

• Original study protocol and/or research data forms (only if significant modifications are being

requested)-

• Other supplemental material.

O. CSP Study Files

Complete files are maintained on CSP studies at the CSPCC and CSPCRPCC and indude copies of

consent and data forms, protocols, committee reports, drug accountability data, and other documentation

related to the review and condud of the studies. The Study Chairperson. PI and laboratories should also

maintain copies of all data forms and study related correspondence until the study is completed.

P. Periodic Reports

1. Research and Development Information System (RDIS)

The Office of Research arxl Development requires certain information annually from every VA
medicel center that conducts research (M<9. Part L Chapter 4). The local R&O office at each medical

center is responsible fbr cornpmng this Information and wfH Initiate the reporting process and provide

cunmt tnstrucUons. Each Study Chairperson and PI will be asked to provide Information. Questions

about reporting are best direded to the local R&O office.
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within IS wwUng days alter the funding of the Study Chairperaon's otllce In a CSP study, the
Study Chaltpefson should eomplele a PrelecI Data Sheet (VA Form 10-1436). This form wH be
combed annually during the couise of the study and at termination. Complete insiniclions can be
found in M-3, Part I, and the local R&D office can provide necessary assistance. Piplect Data Sheets
must be reviewed for confidential data and thus should be submitted through the appropriate CSPCC
w(h a copy to the ACOSdUD. If the Study Chairperson has not previously been reported in the ROIS
data base, a VA Form 10-$368 should also be completed and sent to the Biomedical Engineering and
Computing Center (BECC) at Sepulveda.

2. Annual Pn>grass Report to FDA

The sponsor of an INO/lOE Is required to submit an Annual Progress Report to the FDA; the
CSPCRPCC vriR coordinate this acdvlly on behalf of the sponsor.

Q. Collaborallen wHh Industry

The following are general guidelines that should be followed in collaborations with Industry:

• VA and Indualry should establish the concept of mutual but not ktenlical mierests and distinguish

principles from practice.

• Industry ftaids must be contributed to an independent foundation, and funds must be under the

control of CSP - not Mustiy or Investigator.

• Industry may pariidpala hi planning meetings. Study Group meetings. Executive Committee
meetings and Publication Commlllae meetings.

• Industry cannol'partidpate in Data Monitoring Board meetings.

• Industry cannot have access to unbNnded data prior to the end of patient followHip.

• Industry should lacalve couitasy pre-publication manuscript for comments and receive

aduiowlarlgmerd forttmding.

• Industry should not have any veto over putaBcallon.

• Funding from indualry should be eeknowledged In study pubBcatlons.

• Industry should not relaase pre-publication data in any form.

• CSP should help in FDA preparidlons and be reimbursed for extra effort.

Detaled hifOrmalion ragantbig collaborativa agreements with Industiy can be found hi the document
UmlafsIandinB the Contracting PracHees In VA Cooperative Studies Program*.



VI. CONCLUDING A CSP STUDY

A. Closing Down

In ^me instances, patients will still require treatn^ent after their participation Jn a CSP study. The
patient's treating physician should plan the transition from study treatment to whatever continued treatment

is appropriate, (f a patient has done well on a drug that is still investigational and the physician would like

to continue Its use. F^A regulations must be observed and a new source of the drug found. Final results of

the study will ordinarily not be immediately available for the physician's guidance. When the ftnal results

do become available upon publication of the major manuscript, letters reporting the study results should be
sent to all study patients. These should describe the results in lay language, and must be reviewed by the

Human Rights Committee. Specific plans for handling the closeout phase, unblinding, and notifying

investigatofs and patients of study results should be included in the original protocol (see Section II.H.1 .d.).

When follow-up on all patients enrolled in the study has ended, the CSPCC has the responsibility for

final data summaries and analyses of the study, which should be completed within a reasonable time after

receipt of the last data forms at the CSPCC. The Executive Committee Is responsible for the publication

of all data and results of the study. Six months prior to the end of the study, the Executive Committee should

submit a publication plan to the Chief. CSPCC, who will fon^ard it to CSPA/A Headquarters. Material for

publication should ordinarily be submitted vMthin one year of receipt of all data at the CSPCC. Normally the

Executive Committee will be funded for one meeting during this year to prepare the manuscript(s) for final

publication.

At the dose of the study the CSPCC should have physical possession of all study data. The CSPCC
will maintain readily accessible files on the study for five years after its completion, at which time the data

can be placed into storage and re-evaluated at five-year intervals regarding its continued retention.

CSPCRPCC vrill maintain files for a minimum of five years after completion of the study. Participating

medical centers can. at their discretion, discard files two years after the study Is completed. However, local

polides may require a lortger period.

The CSPCRPCC, In cooperation with the Study Chairperson, the Study Biostatistician and the

partidpating medical centers, will dired the return of all surplus dmgs or investigational devices that were

certtrally distributed. The CSPCRPCC will provide a final accounting of drugs utilized by partidpants. The
surplus drugs will be disposed of in a manner determined by the CSPCRPCC.

The sponsor of an INO/lOE is required to submit a Termination Report to the FDA shortly after

completion of the study. The CSPCRPCC will coordinate this activity on behalf of the sponsor.

At the completion of the study, the CSPCC Administrative Officer will call the other coordinating centers

to detennine if equipment purchased specifically for the study can be usefully deployed to other studies and

if so, will arrange for its transfer through the appropriate Acquisition & Materiel Management Service.

Otherwise, such equipment will be disposed of in accordance with the regulations of the Regional Research

Equipment Program (RREP) (Reference; VA Manual MP-2. Subchapter H, page 43.3-4, dated May 23.

1988).

Subsequent to final analysis, if data are used for meta analysis, the CSPCC Chief should be informed.

Questions of appropriate use of CSP data will be referred to the CRDO.

B. Final Study Meeting

The Study Group and the Data Monitoring Board will have a final meeting as soon as the major

analyses and results of the study are available for distribution and discussion. This meeting usually takes

place after the manuscript writirig meeting of the Executive Committee or Ns designated writing

subcommittee(s). At thU meeting, the Study Chairperson arid the Executive Committee present the major

study results and their interpretation to the Pis. The Study Group's discussion of the r^lts may provide the

manuscript writers with other useful interpretations and provide a forum for discussion among the Pis.



C. PubHcatlans

As stated earlier in these GukMnea (Section II.E.)> Importance of publications cannot be
overestimated. CSP considers the publication and dlss^lnatlon of study flivlings to be of utmost
importance.

Pubicatioiis ate to be made in a timely tashion. In collaboration with the Study Chairperson and Study
Bloslalfcillclan, the Chief, CSPCC vffl estatalsh a date for submission of the major manuscript. This date will

usually be six months alterAmding for the last study personnel has terminated. If the major manuscript is

not submUad on bma, the Chief, CSPCC may retjuest that the CRDO designate other stu^ participants to

wrtta the manuscript.

The presentation or pubUcalkm of any or all data colleclad by Pis is under the direct control of the

study^ Euculive Committee. TMs is true rdielher Ihe publicallon or presentation presents the results of the

primal undertaking orthe resuhs of an anditary anal^is. Tha Chief. CSPCC must approve a manuscript

prior to submission.

Al putalcallons must give proper recognMon to DVA, VHA and CSP support. If an Investigalor's major
salary support antVor commitment is from the VA, It is obligatoty to list the VA as the primary institutional

affiKallon. Submission of manuscripts must follow Ihe usual VA policy. Ideally, a subtitle is used stating,

'A VA Cooparative Study,* or, for example, ki tha case of shared binding, *A VA-NHLBI Crxiperatlvs Study.'

An aHemathre method is to Hst the study group as the final author, e.g. ‘The Veterans Affairs Cooperative

Study Group on (study topic)*. A Ibotnole or acknowledgment should state; *Suppoited by the Crxipeiatlva

Shales Program of Ihe OepiutanenI of Valarans Affabs Offlca of Research and OevelopmanT or 'Supported

by the Cooperative Studies Program of tha Department of Veterans Affairs Office of Research and
OevelepmeiS and the NHtBI by Interagency agreement NO. XXX.' CSPCC Chiefs are requirad to ensure

that this poley Is carried out for all study publications.

Whan a major manuscript has been submitted, a copy of the manuscript should be sent to CSPA/A
Headquarters. When any manuscilpl Is accepted for publication, the Study Chairperson and the Study

Bioslalisllcian should wile a summary of tha lesulls and send It (along with a copy of tha ravisad manuscript)

to CSPA/A Headquarters. This summary should be a brief statement, no longer than a page. In rjlract and

imOnnal language, desortiing the resuKs of Ihe study and Rs importance. When the date of publication and

the joianal is known, that InfOrmallon shoild be sent to CSP/VA Headquarters. Alter CSP/VA Headquarters

has received and approved Ihe summary, 1 shordd be forwarded to Ihe Office of Research Communlcallons.

CSP/VA Headquarters will work wHh the appropriate offlcas to coordinate publicity efforts for major

publieations.

A copy of the abstract from the publishsd paper Oncluding the complete journal roferoTKe and a brief

layTanguage summary of the study and the paper), should be sent to Ihe Perry Point CSPCC for Inclusion

In the next CooptiMva Sfudtos t/pdafe. If the published paper does not Include an abstract, the Study

Chattpeiscn or Study Bloslallstician should write one. When reprints are available. Ihe Study Chalqwrson

should send 12 copies to Ihe Chief. CSPCC. Two of these will be forwarded to CSP/VA Headquarters and

a courtesy copy will be sent to other CSPCCs and Ihe CSPCRPCC.

D. Administrative Repercussions

The CSP polities for data analysis and pubtications of results apply to all members of the study team

(Study Chairperson. Pis, Study Biostatistician, elrx). If a Study Chairperson or site Prlntipel Investigator has

been discovered to be misusing study data or has submitted unauthorized manuscripts lor publication, the

foUowing administrative actions may be taken (at the discretion of the CRDO):

• Removal as kivastlgatar

• Portatture of rasearch funding

• Prohibition from receiving VA research funding lor orw to five years, commensurate with the

seriousness of the infraction (at the discrelion of ttie CRDO).
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VII. CONCLUSION

The planning, review, initiation and completion of a CSP study is a complex process requiring dose
communication among all participants. We have prepared this document as a guideline, txit we recognize
the need for flexibility in the condud of Cooperative Studies. We welcome suggestions from study
partidpants for Indusion in subsequent editions of these guidelines.

CSP xt
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APPENDIX A - CSP ADDRESSES

staff PHONE/FAX NUMBERS
CooperaUva Studies Program (121D)

VA Headquarters

810 VermorTt Ava., N.W.
Washirtgton, DC 20420

John Feussner, M.O.. Chief Research and Development Officer

Ping Huang. Ph.D., Staff Assistant

Peggy Allen, Program Coordinator

Josef^ Gough. MA., Program Manager

FTS/COM: (202) 273-8229

FAX: (202) 273^8991

Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research Pharmacy Coordinating Center (151-1)

2401 Centre Avenue. SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106

Mike R. Sather, M.S., FA.S.H.P., Chief COM: (505) 248-3200
Dennis W. Raisch. R.Ph., Ph.D.. Associate Chief FTS: (700) 572-2580
Sandra L. Buchanan, Assistant Chief for Administration FAX: (505) 248-3202

Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Center (151K)
Edward Hines Jr. VA Hospital

Hines, IL 60141
William G. Henderson. Ph.D., Chief COM: (708) 343-7200/5853
Domenic J. Reda, M.S.. Assistant Chief for Biostatistics FTS: (700) 381-5853
David J. Semlow. Assistant Chief for Operations FAX: (708) 216-2116/(700) 381-2116

Co<v>erative Studies Program Coordinating Center (151K)
VA Health Care System

795 Willow Road Bldg 20S
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Philip W. Lavori. Ph.D., Chief COM:
Kelvin K. Lee. Ph.D.. Assistant Chief FTS:
Kathy Small, Administrative Officer FAX: (415) 617-2605/

Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Center (151E)
VA Medical Center

Perry Point, MD 21902
Joseph F. Collins, Sc.D., Chief

David G. Weiss, Ph.D., Assistant Chief for Scientific Management
Barbara A. McMullen, Assistant Chief for Administration

Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Center (151 A)

VA Medical Center

950 Campbell Avenue
West Haven, CT 06516

Dorothea Collins. Sc.O., Chief COM: (203) 937-3440

Peter Peduzzi, Ph.D., Assistant Chief FTS (700) 428-3781

Margaret R. Antonelll, Administrative Officer FAX: (203) 937-3658/ (700) 426-3858

COM: (410) 642-1007

FTS: (700) 956-5288

FAX: (410) 642-1860

(415)617-2719
(700)463-2719

(700) 463-2605

3* cspoiaaMwt
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APPENDIX B - COOPERATIVE STUDIES EVALUATION COMMITTEE

CSEC MEMBERS*

Sylvan Green, M.D. (6/98)**

(Chairperson)

Statistician

Clinical & Diagnostic Trials Section, Biometry

Branch

National Cancer Institute

Executive Plaza North. SuHe 344
Bethesda, MO 20892

Mike Barry, M.D. (6/00)

Medical Practice Evaluation Center
Mass General HospHal
SO Staniford Street. 9th FL
Boston. MA 021 14

Deborah Dawson. Ph.D. (6/01)

Associate Professor

Dept. Of Epidemiology and Biostalistics

Case Western Reserve University School of

Medidne
Rammelkamp Building R212A
2500 Metro Health Drive

Cleveland. OH 44109-1998

Michael Domanskl, M.O. (6/01)

Chief. Clinical Trials Room S-C10
National Heart, Lung arxl Blood Institute

7SS0 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda. MO 20892

Susan Ellenberg, Ph.D. (6/98)

Director of Division of Biostatistics and

Epidemiology
Food and Drug Administration

1401 Rockville Pike. HFM 210
Rockville, MO 20852

Patrida Love. M.D.. M.BA (6/98)

Division of Medical Imaging, Surgical and Or
Products

Food and Drug Administration

Room 18B09 HFD- 160
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

Geoive Machledo, M.D. (6/98)

Professor and Ading Chairman
Department of Surgery

Monteflore Medical Center
111 East 210th Street

Bronx. NY 10467

Daniel B. Mark, M.D. (6/00)

Duke University Medical Center

Box 3485
Durham, NC 27710

Kevin Schulman, M.D. (6/01)

Clinical Economics Research Unft

2333 Wisconsin Avenue, NW - Suite 440
Washington. DC 20007

Michael These, M.D. (6/01)

Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic

3811 O'Hara Street

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

'Members as of September, 1997

"Member serves through this date
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APPENDIX C - GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS

ACOS Assodatd Chief of Staff

AHCPR Agency for Heatth Care Policy and Research
AMM Acquisition and Material Management Service

8ECC Biomedical Engineerirtg and Computing Center

BPLS Biopharmaceutics/Pharmacokinetics Laboratory Section

BRDP Biostatistical and Research Data Processing Procedure
CRDO Chief Research and Development Officer

CRP Clinical Research Pharmacist

CSEC Cooperative Studies Evaluation Committee

CSP Cooperative Studies Program
CSPCC Cooperative Studies Program Coordinating Center

CSPCRPCC Cooperative Studies Program Clinical Research Pharmacy Coordinating Center
CV Curriculum VHae
DIR Drug Information Report
DTHP Drug Treatment and Handling Procedures

DMB Data Monitoring Board
DVA Department of Veterans Affairs

EEG Electroencephalogram

EKG Electrocardiogram

FDA Food & Drug Administration

FTE Full Time Equivalent

FTEE Full Time Equivalent Employee
FTS Federal Telecommunications System
GS General Schedule
HRC Human Rights Committee
HSR&O Health Services Research and Development
IDE Investigational Device Exemption
IND Investigational New Drug Ap^ication

IPA Intergovernmental Personnel Act

IRB Institutional Review Board
LOA Letter of Agreement
MRS Medical Research Ser^ce
NHLBI National Heart, Lung arxi Blood IrtsUtute

NIH National Institutes of Health

OM6 Office of Management and Budget

PI Participating Investigator

R&D Research and Development
RDIS Research and Development Information System
RR&D Rehabilitation Resear^ and Development
RREP Regional Research Equipment Program
VA Veterans Affairs

VAMC Veterans Affairs Medical Center
VHA Veterans Health Administration
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APPENDIX D • STATEMENT OF DISCLOSURE
STATEMENT FOR THE PRINCIPAL PROPONENT. THOSE SERVING IN AN AO HOC REVIEW OR

ADVISORY CAPACITY, AND MEMBERS OF DATA MONITORING BOARDS

CSP#
(name of study)

Except as noted below, I am not an employee (part or full-time, paid or unpaid) of any
organization(s) eKher involved in the study(s) under review or whose products or services would be
clearly and directly affected in a major way by the outcome of the stiidy(s), nor am I an officer, member,
owner, trustee, director, expert, advisor or consultant of such an organization. It is important to

recognize that conflict of interest applies if these interests or relationships exist or give the appearanrj* of

exlstlno .

Except as noted below, I do not have any financial interest in any organization meeting the

above criteria, nor does my spouse, minor child, nor an organization with which I am connected.

(Slate ‘None” or identify any exceptions)

I will notify the Chief of the CSPCC promptly if (a) a change occurs in any of the above during

the tenure of my responsibilities or (b) if 1 discover that an organization with which I have a relationship

meets ttie criteria.

I am aware of my responsibilities for the maintenance of confidentiality of any non-public

information that 1 receive or become aware of through this activity and for the avoidance of using any
such information for my personal benefit or for die benefit of my associates or of an organization with

which I am connected or vdth which I have a financial involvement.

Signature

Date

O

CSP 41


